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Abstract 

 
Poussin, Ballet, and the Birth of French Classicism 

 

Emily A. Beeny 

 
Examining a group of pictures painted in the early-to-mid 1630s, this dissertation sets out to demonstrate that 

Nicolas Poussin’s turn to the subject of dance helped him transform his style from the sensuous Venetian 

manner of his early years to the cool, crisp, relief-like approach that would characterize his mature work and 

form the basis for French Classicism in subsequent decades. Painting dancers allowed Poussin to work 

through the problem of arresting motion, to explore the affective potential of the body represented, and to 

discover a measured, geometric compositional method capable of containing and harnessing that potential. 

The resulting pictures, painted in Rome, were warmly received in Paris by a group of early collectors that 

included dancers, patrons, amateurs, and theorists of another modern French art: the ballet de cour. Ballet’s 

cultivation of a fiercely controlled physicality, its wild Dionysian characters and learned Apollonian conceits, 

above all, its insistence on a hidden geometric order underlying the chaos of embodied experience primed 

early French observers of Poussin’s dancing pictures to recognize something of themselves in his new 

approach. Though Poussin did not set out to define French Classicism, and though his brief service as premier 

peintre to Louis XIII demonstrates how ill-suited he was to the role of official artist, the fact that his dancing 

pictures shared so much—on the level of patronage, iconography, even, perhaps, theoretical underpinnings—

with the ballet de cour may help explain why these works (and, indeed, Poussin himself) were so eagerly 

appropriated by France in the Classical Age.  
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1.13 Jacques Patin, engraved illustration from Balthazar de Beaujoyeulx, Ballet Comique de la Royne (Paris: 
Ballard, 1582). 
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Louvre, collection Rothschild, inv. 25056LR. 

1.23 Attributed to Juste d‘Egmont, Louis XIII and Cardinal Richelieu at the Ballet de la Prospérité des Armes de 
France, 1641. Oil on panel. Paris, Musée des Arts Decoratifs, inv. 06-507906.  

1.24 Attributed to Henry de Gissey, Louis XIV as the Sun from the Ballet de la Nuict, 1653. Watercolor, ink and 
pencil on paper. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, inv. 00-020079. 

1.25 Engraved by Nicolas Cochin after Giacomo Torelli, Entrée of Aurora from the Ballet de la Nuict, 1653. 
Engraved illustration. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, departement Litterature et art, inv. Yf-1212. 

1.26a-b Illustrations by Raoul Auger Feuillet, from Choregraphie ou l‟art de decrire la danse par caracteres, figures, et 
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1.27 Nicolas Poussin, The Blind Orion Searching for the Sun. Oil on canvas. New York, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, inv. 24.45.1. 
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1.29 Model reconstruction of Poussin‘s ‗toy theater.‘ Photograph from Blunt, Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon 
Lectures in the Fine Arts. 

1.30 Francesco Valesio after Simon Vouet, Portrait of Giambattista Marino, 1649. Engraving. Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, département de Musique, inv. Est.MarinoG.001. 

1.31 Daniel Rabel and studio, Athletes, costume design for the Ballet d‟Apollon, 1627. Watercolor, ink, pencil 
and gold paint on paper. London, Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. S.1145-1986. 
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1.37 Nicolas Poussin, Triumph of Bacchus. Oil on canvas. Kansas City, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, inv. 31-
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1.38 Nicolas Poussin, Triumph of Pan. Oil on canvas. London, National Gallery, inv. NG6477. 
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2.4 Nicolas Poussin, Empire of Flora. Pen, ink, and wash over red chalk on paper. Windsor, Royal Collection, 
inv. 911983. 

2.5 Empire of Flora, drawing—detail of Flora. 
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2.7 Léon Davent (after Primaticcio), Garden of Vertumnus, ca. 1540-1556. Engraving. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, inv. 37.76. 

2.8 Nicolas Poussin, Plague at Ashdod. Oil on canvas. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 7276. 

2.9 Nicolas Poussin, Diana and Endymion. Oil on canvas. Detroit, Institute of Arts, inv. 36.11. 

2.10 Nicolas Poussin, Triumph of Bacchus. Oil on canvas. Kansas City, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, inv. 31-
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2.11 Nicolas Poussin, A Dance to the Music of Time. Oil on canvas. London, Wallace Collection, inv. P108. 

2.12 Nicolas Poussin, Phaeton before Apollo. Oil on canvas. Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, inv. P878. 

2.13 Phaeton before Apollo—detail of Primavera. 

2.14 Friederich Greuter (after Pietro da Cortona), Frontispiece from Giovanni Battista Ferrari‘s De florum 
cultura (Rome: Stephanus Paulinus, 1633). 

2.15 Flora Minore, also called the Pomona Farnese, 2nd century CE. Marble. Naples, Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale di Napoli, inv. inv. 5978. 

2.16 Flora Farnese, 2nd century CE. Marble. Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli, inv. 6409. 
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2.17 Maarten van Heemskerck, Studies of the Flora Farnese and Flora Minore (before restorations), ca. 1532-1536. 
Pen and ink on paper. Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. 79 D2, fol. 62v. 

2.18 Giovanni Battista Cavalieri, Flora Minore, from Antiquarum Statuarum Urbis Romae (Rome: n.p., 1585). 

2.19 Hendrick Goltzius, Flora Farnese. Red chalk on paper. Haarlem, Teylers Museum inv. N 029. 

2.20 Joachim von Sandrart. Flora Farnese, from Die Teutschen Academie (Nuremberg: Johann-Philipp 
Miltenberger, 1675). 

2.21 Anonymous, Speculum Romanae Magnificentiae- Flora, mid-16th century. Engraving New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, inv. 41.72(2.57). 

2.22 Federico Zuccaro, Flora, ca 157-1579. Fresco. Florence, Palazzo Zuccari. 

2.23 Francesco Albani, Apollo and the Seasons, ca. 1614-1615. Fresco. Rome, Palazzo Verospi.  

2.24 Anonymous, ―Allegrezza,‖ from Cesare Ripa, Iconologia (1593) (Siena: Matteo Florimi, 1613). 

2.25 Bacchanal with a Guitar Player - detail of dancer. 

2.26 Friederich Greuter (after Pietro da Cortona), Triumph of Nature Over Art, engraved illustration from 
Giovanni Battista Ferrari, De Florum Cultura (Rome: Stephanus Paulinus, 1633. Paris, Muséum national 
d‘Histoire naturelle, bibliothèque centrale, inv. P2879. 

2.27 Daniel Rabel, Entrée des Paysans Ivres from the Ballet du Chasteau de Bicêtre, 1632. Watercolor, ink, pencil and 
gold paint on paper. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 32657. 

2.28 Guido Reni, Chariot of Apollo, 1613-1614. Fresco. Rome, Casino Rospigliosi. 

2.29 Nicolas Poussin, Mars and Venus. Oil on canvas. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, inv. 40.89.  

2.30 Antonio Tempesta, Primavera, 1592. Etching. San Francisco, Fine Arts Museums, inv. 1986.1.313. 

2.31 Nicolas Poussin, Tancred and Erminia. Oil on canvas. Saint Petersburg, Hermitage, inv. 1189. 

2.32 Nicolas Poussin, Bacchanal before a Herm. Oil on canvas. London, National Gallery, London, inv. NG62. 

2.33 Nicolas Poussin, Adoration of the Golden Calf. Oil on canvas. London, National Gallery, inv. NG5597. 

2.34 Pietro and Gianlorenzo Bernini, Spring in the Guise of Flora, 1616. Marble. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, inv. 1990.53.1.  

2.35 Pietro and Giambattista Bernini, Autumn in the Guise of Vertumnus (or Priapus) 1616. Marble. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. 1990.53.2.  

2.36 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Pan. Marble. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. 1850n*9589. 

2.37 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Faunus. Marble. Versailles, inv.1850n*9595. 

2.38 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Minerva. Marble.Versailles, inv. 1850n*9193. 

2.39 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Hercules with a Serpent. Marble. Versailles, inv. 1850n*9194. 

2.40 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Vertumnus or Hercules with a Horn of Plenty. Marble. Versailles, inv. 
1850n*9192. 

2.41 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Archimolus or Morpheus. Marble. Versailles, inv. 1850n*9194. 

2.42 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Aruncus or a Harvester. Marble. Versailles, inv. 1850n*9188. 

2.43 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Adrasteia or Liberality. Marble. Versailles, inv. 1850n*9593. 

2.44 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Hebe or Flora. Marble. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. 
1850n*9191. 
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2.45 Nicolas Poussin and collaborator(s), Flora. Marble. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. 1850n*9196. 

2.46 Seventeenth-century French artist, Bacchante. Marble. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. 1850n*9592. 

2.47 Simon Thomassin (after Poussin), Flora, in Recueil des Statues, Groupes, Fontaines, Termes, Vases et autres 
magnifiques ornemens du Chateau & Parc de Versailles (1694) (The Hague: Pieter Mortier, 1723).  

2.48 Simon Thomassin (after Poussin), Flora, in Recueil des Statues, Groupes, Fontaines, Termes, Vases et autres 
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2.49 Adam Perelle, View of Vaux le Vicomte at the Time of Fouquet‟s Surintendance, ca. 1680s, Etching. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. 20.41(160). 

2.50 François Chauveau (after Israël Silvestre), Seconde journée: Ballet de la Princesse Élide from Les plaisirs de l‟Isle 
enchantée, 1664. Engraving. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. GR302. 

2.51 François Chauveau (after Israël Silvestre), Première journée: Comparse des quatre saisons from Les plaisirs de 
l‟Isle enchantée, 1664. Engraving. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. GR302. 

2.52 After Nicolas Poussin, Triumph of Venus (known as the Triumph of Flora), before 1662. Oil on canvas. 
Marseille, Musée des Beaux-Arts, inv. B944/MR 5126. 

2.53 Simon Thomassin (after Jean Raon), Copy of the Farnese Flora, in Recueil des Statues, Groupes, Fontaines, 
Termes, Vases et autres magnifiques ornemens du Chateau & Parc de Versailles (1694) (The Hague: Pieter Mortier, 
1723). 

2.54 Simon Thomassin (after Philippe de Buyster), Flora, in Recueil des Statues, Groupes, Fontaines, Termes, Vases et 
autres magnifiques ornemens du Chateau & Parc de Versailles (1694) (The Hague: Pieter Mortier, 1723). 

2.55 Jean-Baptiste Tuby, Bassin de Flore, 1679. Lead, bronze, and gold. Versailles, Château de Versailles, inv. 
1850n*9602. 

2.56 Charles de La Fosse, Apollo and the Four Seasons, 1672-1681. Oil on canvas. Versailles, Château de 
Versailles, inv. MV8486. 

2.57 Nicolas Poussin, Triumph of Pan. Oil on canvas. London, National Gallery, inv. NG6477. 
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3.3 Nicolas Poussin, Bacchanal before a Herm. Pen, ink, and wash on paper. Windsor, Royal Collection, inv. RL 
11979. 

3.4 Nicolas Poussin, Empire of Flora. Pen, ink, and wash over red chalk on paper. Windsor, Royal Collection, 
inv. 911983. 

3.5 Adoration of the Golden Calf—detail of right-hand dancer. 

3.6 Empire of Flora, painting—detail of Flora. 

3.7 Illustration of the Adoration of the Golden Calf in Gabriele Simeoni, Figure de la Biblia illustrate de stanze tuscane 
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3.8 Antonio Tempesta, The Israelites‟ Worship of the Golden Calf, 1613. Etching. Glasgow, Hunterian Museum, 
inv. GLAHA 7951.  

3.9 Virgil Solis, The Israelites‟ Worship of the Golden Calf. Woodcut illustration from Biblische Figuren des Alten und 
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3.10 Jacopo Tintoretto, The Worship of the Golden Calf, ca. 1560. Oil on canvas. Washington, National Gallery 
of Art, inv. 1939.1.180. 

3.11 Cosimo Rosselli, The Israelites‟ Worship of the Golden Calf, 1481-1482. Fresco. Vatican, Sistine Chapel. 

3.12 Workshop of Raphael, Adoration of the Golden Calf, 1518-1519. Fresco. Vatican, Loggie. 

3.13 Attributed to Andrea di Lione (after Poussin), Adoration of the Golden Calf. Oil on canvas. San Francisco, 
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, inv. 61.44.30. 

3.14 Adoration of the Golden Calf after the attack of 1978. Photograph from Freedberg, Iconoclasts and Their 
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inv. 1985.1.451. 

3.21 Master of the Die (after Giulio Romano), Sacrifice to Priapus, 16th century. Engraving. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. no. 41.72(2.150). 

3.22 School of Mantegna, Four Muses, ca. 1497. Engraving. New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. 
20.5.3.  

3.23 Pierre Brébiette, Bacchanal, ca. 1617-1625. Etching. New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. 
28.91.26. 

3.24 Dance of the Seasons. Engraved illustration from Blaise de Vigenère, Les Images ou Tableaux de platte peinture des 
deux Philostrates sophistes grecs et les Statues de Callistrate (Paris Veuve d‘Abel Langelier, 1614).  
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Galleries of Scotland, inv. NG 458. 

3.33 Titian, Bacchanal of the Andrians—detail of pissing putto. 
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3.34 Nicolas Poussin, Bacchanal of putti – detail Poussin, pissing putto. 

3.35 Titian, Bacchanal of the Andrians—detail of sleeping nymph. 

3.36 Nicolas Poussin, Infancy of Bacchus. Oil on canvas. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 7295. 

3.37 Titian, Bacchus and Ariadne—detail of Bacchus. 

3.38 Nicolas Poussin, Aurora and Cephalus. Oil on canvas. London, National Gallery, inv. NG65. 

3.39 Nicolas Poussin, Bacchanal with a Guitar Player. Oil on canvas. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 7296. 

3.41 Titian, Bacchanal of the Andrians—detail of glass ewer. 
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86.GG.469. 
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3.51 Nicolas Poussin, A Dance to the Music of Time. Oil on canvas. London, Wallace Collection, inv. P108. 

3.52 Bacchanal of Putti—detail of vase. 

3.53 Borghese Vase, first century. Marble. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. MR985; N274-MA86. 

3.54 Franz Ertinger (after Poussin), Bacchanal with a Guitar Player, 1685. Engraving. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, 
inv. RP-P-OB-67.646. 
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Introduction 

In Poussinřs pictures from the 1630s, there where we find a herm, an idol, the image of a god, there too, in 

most cases, do we find a dance: in the London Bacchanal before a Herm (fig. 0.1) and the Dresden Empire of Flora 

(fig. 0.2); in the Hymenaeus Disguised for the Palacio del Buen Retiro (fig. 0.3) and the Triumph of Pan for the 

Château de Richelieu (fig. 0.4); in the Adoration of the Golden Calf for Amedeo dal Pozzo (fig. 0.5) and the Dance 

to the Music of Time for Cardinal Rospigliosi (fig. 0.6).1 In each scene, the site of dancing is also the site of an 

image whose presence seems to provoke the ecstatic movement portrayed; dance, representation, and 

response are here entangled. These pictures date roughly to the years between 1631 and 1638, a crucial period 

in Poussinřs career, when he put aside his sensuous early Venetian manner in favor of a new styleŕcool, 

crisp, linearŕthat would form the basis for French Classicism in subsequent decades.2 In the first half of the 

1630s, in the group of works famously christened Ŗblondeŗ by Denis Mahon,3  we observe both the 

classicizing of Poussinřs approach and his only direct, sustained engagement with dancing figures. After 1640, 

explicit representations of dance all but vanish from his pictures.4 What lingers is an almost magical ability to 

                                                           
1 Also in the lost Bacchanal before a Temple, whose composition is known through Marietteřs 1688 engraving and 
preparatory drawings at Windsor (inv. 11910) and Chantilly (inv. AI 178; NI 213); on the debate surrounding the date of 
this composition, see Pierre Rosenberg and Louis-Antoine Prat, Nicolas Poussin, 1594-1665: Catalogue raisonné des dessins 
(Milan: Leonardo, 1994), vol. I, nos. 96 and 97. There are a few exceptions to the rule: The Plague at Ashdod (1630-1631, 
Louvre, inv. 7276), for obvious reasons, contains idols but no dance, and a herm of Mercury appears in the Saving of 
Pyrrhus (ca. 1633-1634, Louvre, inv. 7292), though not in its preparatory drawing (Windsor, inv. 11909). The two 
Bacchanals of Putti at the Palazzo Barberini (invs. 2592 and 2593) contain herms but no dancing; the Hunt of Meleager and 
Atalanta at the Prado (inv. P02320)ŕa non-dancing scene painted as a pendant to the Hymenaeusŕcontains statues of 
Diana and Pan.  

2 The words Ŗclassicŗ and Ŗclassicalŗ are, of course, ideologically fraughtŕnot least with the absolute authority of lřÂge 
Classique, as will be discussed in Chapter 1. Although some scholars of the periodŕmost vehemently, perhaps, Marc 
Fumaroliŕhave rejected altogether the term Ŗclassicismŗ as a nineteenth-century invention, I find it a helpful stylistic 
and historical designation and have retained it here, using the capital initial for the official style associated with the 
French state from roughly 1660 to 1690, and the lower-case, for Poussinřs new manner in the 1630s. Fumaroliřs 
suspicion of the word is nothing new, signaling, rather, his sympathy with Victor Tapié, whose seminal Baroque et 
classicisme (Paris: Plon, 1957), first insisted that differences between the baroque and the classical had been exaggerated, 
that the styles might be better understood as two sides of a single coin. I find this argument more convincing in the case 
of Charles Lebrun and the large-ŖCŗ Classicists of the 1660-1680s than in that of Poussin. 

3 See Mahon, ŖPoussinřs Early Development: An Alternative Hypothesis,ŗ in The Burlington Magazine, vol. 102, no. 688 
(July, 1960): 288-306.     

4 As Anthony Blunt remarked, ŖAfter his return to Rome in 1642 his heroic subjects and his new severity of style do not 
admit of dancing. His figures may move or gesticulate to express action or emotion, but the pure rhythm of the dance 
was not rational enough for the master in his later phase.ŗ See The ŘAdoration of the Golden Calfř in the National Gallery, 
London (London: P.L. Humphries, 1951), 9. 
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render the body in stilled motion (e.g. fig. 0.7), a system of orchestrated gestures and movements that 

continues even today to exert a powerful phenomenological tug on our imaginations: the elusive balletic 

quality of Poussinřs work.  

The dancing pictures mark a moment of enchanted overlap in the artistřs development, between the 

dionysian subject matter of his first years in Rome and the more or less apollonian methods of his later 

career. In these worksŕfrom drawing to painting and from one composition to the nextŕwe watch the 

artist channel and convert scenes of sensual pleasure into images designed to provoke delight of a more 

intellectual kind.5 The process corresponds to a much larger cultural shift taking place in the 1630s, in faraway 

Paris, where dance likewise played a crucial role in an emerging aesthetic regime. Dance trod a fine line in the 

early modern period. It was, on the one hand, a discipline, an art of the body, a civilizing pursuit and, on the 

other, an activity associated with drunkenness, idolatry, somatic abandon. Dance was apollonian and 

dionysian. It was for kings and for peasants. Of all the arts, dance alone was routinely cast as a reaction, an 

involuntary physical response to a visual or auditory stimulus, whether a golden idol or a beguiling tune. To 

master dance, therefore, was to master affect, to control the body andŕthrough itŕthe mind.6 Nowhere was 

the use of dance as a means to master body and mind taken more seriously than in France, where, under the 

patronage of Cardinal Richelieu, the young art of the ballet de cour achieved a new importance in the very 

decade when Poussin formulated his classical style (fig. 0.8). The collectors who in these early years 

introduced the Parisian art world to Poussinřs new manner were often intimately involved with the ballet de 

                                                           
5 As Poussin would explain in a final letter to his patron Roland Fréart de Chambray, Ŗ[La peinture] est une Imitation 
faicte avec lignes et couleurs en quelque superficie de tout ce qui se voit dessoubs le Soleil, sa fin est la Délectation.ŗ 
Poussin to Roland Fréart de Chambray, March 1, 1665, in Charles Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussinŗ 
Archives de lřart français, V (1911): no. 210. Unless otherwise noted, I have endeavored to retain the original orthography 
for primary sources. In an elegant gloss of this letter, Jonathan Unglaub explains, ŖPoussin equates delight with the 
experience of those works of art whose perfections require judgment and intelligence, both in making and in viewing.ŗ 
See Poussin and the Poetics of Painting: Pictorial Narrative and the Legacy of Tasso (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2006), 205.  

6 The most penetrating recent examination of dance as a tool of social control in the early modern period appears in 
Kate van Ordenřs Music, Discipline, and Arms in Early Modern France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005). On 
dance as an affective art, see also Sondra Horton Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 1996) and Maxine Sheetsřs classic study The Phenomenology of Dance (Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1963), broadly based on the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty. 
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courŕwhether as patrons or as dancers. The pictures they brought back to France resonated with balletřs 

disciplinary ambitions, its cultivation of a fiercely controlled physicality, and its insistence on a hidden order 

underlying the chaos of embodied experience.   

This dissertation sets out to demonstrate that Poussinřs turn to dancing subjects at the moment of 

his great stylistic shift in the early 1630s was no coincidence: the artist used his investigation of dance to work 

through the problem of arresting motion, to explore the affective potential of the body represented, and to 

discover a measured, geometric approach to composition capable of containing and channeling that 

potential.7 The presence in his dancing scenes of a herm or idol marking the site of the dance suggests that 

these pictures are all, in some way, ruminations on the power of images8ŕoccasions for the artist to explore 

the relationship between form and response. That the style which emerged from these investigations should 

have proved so well suited to express the nascent cultural and political ambitions of France comes as no 

surprise.  Some recent scholars have attributed explicit political motives to the artist himself in his classical 

turn.9  It seems more likely, however, that Poussinřs new emphasis on structure, discipline, and médiocritéŕ

particularly as related to the human bodyŕsimply held a special appeal for French patrons and artists on the 

brink of lřÂge Classique, already envisioned by Richelieu and crystallized in the ballet de cour.  

                                                           
7 Arresting motion, Aby Warburg once remarked, may be Ŗthe most difficult problem in all art...ŗ See ŖSandro Botticellis  
ŘGeburt der Venusř und ŘFrühlingř: Eine Untersuchung uber die Vorstellungen von der Antike in der italienischen 
Frührenaissance,ŗ (1893) in Gesammelte Schriften, 7 vols, ed. Horst Bredekamp et al. (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1998-), vol. 
I, part 1: 1-60, 12. 

8 The phrase is David Freedbergřs; see The Power of Images: Studies in the History and Theory of Response (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1989). My exploration of the affective power of Poussinřs new style is indebted to Freedberg, the first 
modern scholar to point out that Poussinřs celebrated letter on the Modesŕto which we shall return many times in 
subsequent chaptersŕis chiefly concerned not with the expression of emotion in the figures depicted but with the 
excitation of emotion in the observer; see ŖDe lřeffet de la musique aux effets de lřimage; ou pourquoi les modes ne sont 
pas les affetti,ŗ in Giovanni Careri, ed., La Jérusalem délivrée du Tasse: Poésie, peinture, musique, ballet, actes du colloque, Musée du 
Louvre 13-14 novembre 1996 (Paris: Musée du Louvre, 1999): 309-333; and ŖComposition and Emotionŗ in The Artful 
Mind: Cognitive Science and the Riddle of Human Creativity. Mark Turner, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006): 73-92 
(esp. 79). Louis Marin provided a very different assessment of the power of images (and of images created by Poussin in 
particular) in Détruire la peinture (Paris: Éditions Galilée, 1977), Des Pouvoirs de lřimage (Paris: Seuil, 1993), and Sublime 
Poussin (Paris: Seuil, 1998). 

9 The two strongest examples of work in this vein are Todd Olsonřs Poussin and France: Painting, Humanism and the Politics of 
Style (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002) and Judith Bernstockřs Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology (New York: 
Peter Lang, 2000). 
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The first chapter begins by examining Poussinřs classical turn in the early 1630s, exploring its timing, 

influences, and methods (from incised grids to wax figurines). The same chapter addresses the structure and 

evolution of the ballet de cour during the seventeenth century and asks whether Poussin could himself have 

attended a ballet. The chapter concludes by sketching out a balletic context for the reception of his work in 

France from 1634 (when Poussinřs first classical pictures arrived in Paris) to 1643 (when the last of 

Richelieuřs ballets was danced at the Palais Cardinal), finally considering the 1660s, when Louis XIV began 

collecting Poussin in earnest, and the early Academicians anointed him their chef dřécole in absentia. 

 The second chapter focuses on two depictions of the Roman goddess Flora. The first appears in the 

so-called Triumph of Flora (fig. 0.9) today in the Musée du Louvre, and the second, in the Empire of Flora at the 

Dresden Gemäldegalerie. Addressing Poussinřs debt in these works to Ovid and to antique statuary, to Cesare 

Ripařs Iconologia and to Italian decorative cycles, this chapter uses the dance of Flora to generate an alternative 

reading of the Louvre picture as a Triumph of Venusŕa painting about the dangers and the transformative 

power of love. After considering the early reception of both pictures, the chapter concludes with a discussion 

of Florařs frequent appearances in ballets de cour. An addendum follows, addressing Poussinřs sculpted 

hermsŕof Flora, Pan, and other horticultural deitiesŕwhich bore mute witness to ballets danced in the 

gardens at Vaux le Vicomte and Versailles. 

A third chapter turns to Poussinřs Bacchanal before a Herm and Adoration of the Golden Calf, both in the 

National Gallery (and both arising from a drawing in the Royal Collection [fig. 0.10]). Each of these pictures 

features a ring of dancersŕone a mirror-image of the otherŕacting out early-modern anxieties regarding the 

relationship between dance and idolatry. Though both pictures were painted in Italyŕand almost certainly 

for Italian patronsŕthey quickly found their way to France, where they were admired and reproduced, and 

where they remained well into the eighteenth century. Confronting anti-dance polemics published in early 

modern France with humanist defenses of the ballet de cour, this chapter explores the imaginary origins of 

dance in ancient Egypt, and suggests a shared humanist foundationŕnot least in the study of hieroglyphicsŕ

for the disciplines of dance-making and image-making in seventeenth-century France. 
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The fourth chapter deals with another pair of iconographically linked pictures: scenes, in this case, 

not of dancing but of violent abduction. Poussinřs two Rapes of the Sabinesŕtoday at the Louvre (fig. 0.11) and 

the Metropolitan Museum (fig. 0.12)ŕwere both painted in the middle-1630s, at nearly identical scale, and 

depicting the same subject. Comparing the Paris pictureŕpainted for an Italian cardinalŕwith the New York 

oneŕpainted for a French general, diplomat, and dancerŕthe chapter suggests why two treatments of the 

same subject so proximate in date should look and feel so distinct and proposes how an understanding of the 

formal and theoretical affinity between Poussinřs work and the ballet de cour might help us better understand 

the early French embrace of even those of his works apparently unconcerned with dance.  

The fifth and final chapter treats two commissions Poussin undertook between about 1634 and 1638: 

one for the Château de Richelieu at Poitou and the other for the Palacio del Buen Retiro in Madrid.10  

Though the artistřs acceptance of these commissions from bitterly rivalrous powers may indicate his lack of 

any profound political allegiance to France in the 1630s, his work on both projects demonstrated the peculiar 

compatibility of his new manner with Richelieuřs cultural ambitions for the French state, forcefully expressed 

in a series of contemporary ballets directed, in large part, against Spain.  

This study concludes with perhaps Poussinřs most famous dancing picture: A Dance to the Music of 

Time, in the Wallace Collection. Most likely painted for then-Cardinal Giulio Rospigliosi (later Pope Clement 

IX), an opera librettist as well as a clergyman, the picture remained in Rome until the nineteenth century. Its 

iconography nevertheless anticipates that found in various ballets danced under Louis XIV, and its 

compositional structureŕaligning celestial and terrestrial dancesŕcorresponds to that of the ballet de courřs 

defining feature, namely the grand ballet.  This series of stately dances, performed at the conclusion of an 

entertainment, described geometric shapes, hieroglyphic characters, even constellations in the night sky. Such 

cosmic forms rendered visible an invisible order, a quite literal dance to the music of time. 

This dissertation addresses several of the most heavily-studied pictures by a heavily-studied painter. 

My interest in the ŖFrenchnessŗ of these worksŕtheir early embrace by French collectors and especially their 

                                                           
10 Elements of these groups today survive in the National Gallery, the Nelson Atkins Museum, the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art, the Museu de Arte de São Paulo, and the Museo Nacional del Prado. 
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formal affinities with the ballet de courŕwill no doubt raise some eyebrows. In his wonderfully exhaustive 

study of Poussinřs early French reception, Olivier Bonfait, has argued that the Poussin of the Grand Siècle, the 

father of French Classicism, collected by the king and extolled by the Academy, was a wholesale fabrication 

of the French state: ŖLouis XIV needed to construct Poussin for the age to bear his name; without Louis 

XIV, Nicolas Poussin (Les Andelys, 1594-Rome, 1665), would never have become LE POUSSIN.ŗ11 This 

statement is in certain respects irrefutable. Poussinřs work was instrumentalized, first by Richelieu and later by 

Louis XIV; the resulting narrative of ŖLE POUSSIN,ŗ national hero and chef dřécole, has proved 

extraordinarily durable. But to insist that Poussinřs pictures themselves had nothing at all to do with the 

reception they found in Franceŕhowever politically calculated that reception may have beenŕis to deny the 

relationship between appearance and affect, to pretend that the artistřs new manner played no part in his 

appropriation for French Classicism. 

Out of a worthy desire to avoid cramming their own thoughts into Poussinřs head or pressing his 

pictures into the service of a suspect ideology, new-historicist scholars have not always allowed themselves 

actually to look at his pictures. The result is that works singled out for centuries as exceptional, meaningful, 

communicative in some way, are sometimes treated as wholly mute and inert, acted upon but themselves 

incapable of exciting a response. Poussinřs pictures are objects, certainlyŕbought, sold, copied, discussedŕ

and we inevitably see them with the eyes of our own time. This does not mean, however, that we should stop 

looking. Whatever else he may have thought or wished for his paintings, Poussin seems to have believed in 

their affective power: his letter on the Modes, discussed at length in Chapter 1, offers compelling testimony 

to this effect. Surely he would not have denied modern observersŕas we too often do ourselvesŕthe 

beholderřs share.12  

This dissertation relies on the contributions of many generations of beholders: from Pietro Bellori 

and André Félibien, to Anthony Blunt and Denis Mahon, to Jacques Thuillier, Pierre Rosenberg, Oskar 

                                                           
11 Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV: Peinture et monarchie dans la France du Grand Siècle (Paris: Hazan, 2015), 15. 

12 See Gombrich, ŖThe Beholderřs Share,ŗ in Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation (1962) 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), Part 3. 
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Bätschmann, and many more. None of these, however, has offered a more poetic response to Poussinřs work 

than Erwin Panofsky in his classic essay, ŖEt in Arcadia Ego: On the Conception of Transience in Poussin and 

Watteau,ŗ which addresses the relationship between chaotic, embodied human experience and serene cosmic 

order in the artistřs work.13 In exploring how Poussinřs new choreographic approach allowed him to impart 

order to chaos and reveal beneath (or even through) the heedless, impassioned movements of individual 

bodies the pattern of a quite literal grand design, I have drawn inspiration from Panofskyřs example.  

The model for any investigation of the relationshipŕwhether practical or theoreticalŕbetween early 

modern dance and style in the visual arts must be Michael Baxandallřs patient, lucid discussion in Painting and 

Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy. Discovering a vocabulary of everyday gestureŕin sermons, etiquette books, 

and dancing manualsŕBaxandall translated with new historical precision whole painted compositions. 

Though I cannot pretend here to any similar feat of translation, I have drawn courage from Baxandallřs 

reminder that, in any given painting, Ŗthe similar sense of informed pattern is of course not a matter of the 

particular dance having influenced the particular picture: it is that both the dance and the picture… were 

designed for people with the same habit of seeing...ŗ 14 

 

  

                                                           
13 Panofsky, ŖEt in Arcadia Ego: On the Conception of Transience in Poussin and Watteau,ŗ in Raymond Klibansky and 
H.J. Paton, eds. Philosophy & History: Essays Presented to Ernst Cassirer (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1936): 223-254. A revised 
version appears in Meaning in the Visual Arts: Papers in and on Art History (New York: Doubleday, 1955): 295-320. I have 
relied on the original. 

14 Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 80. 
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When we speak of a new style arising… we find that the change is not confined to the environment of manŕmajor or minor 

architectural features, furniture or costumeŕbut that man himself has changed even in his outward, bodily form; and the real 

kernel of a style is in the new outlook upon the human body and in new ideas about deportment and movement. 

 

Heinrich Wölfflin, Classic Art, 1898  
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Chapter 1: Poussin, Ballet, Poussin and Ballet 

This chapter examines Poussinřs classical turn in the early 1630s through the lens of his dancing pictures. It 

addresses the timing, influences, and methods of this stylistic shift, and provides a brief overview of the 

modern literature devoted to the subject. After outlining the structure and evolution of the ballet de cour during 

the seventeenth century, it raises the question of whether Poussin might himself have attended a ballet. 

Finally, the chapter sketches out a balletic context for the reception of the artistřs work in France, paying 

special attention to two distinct historical moments. The first begins in 1634, when pictures in Poussinřs new 

classical style arrived in France, and concludes in 1643, when the last of Richelieuřs ballets was danced at the 

Palais Cardinal.15 The second period of interest begins in the 1660s, when Louis XIV assumed personal 

control of the French state, founded a Royal Academy of Dance, and began collecting Poussin in earnest, and 

concludes by 1685, when, after the move of his court and its festivals to Versailles, the king purchased his 

final Poussins.  

The interest in and deployment of ballet at court in these years closely parallels the interest in and 

deployment of Poussinřs pictures. The two-decade gulf that separates these two periods (roughly 1643-1661) 

saw the lapse of ballet from a tool of statecraft to a distraction for the boy king, and witnessed not one 

acquisition of a painting by Poussin for the crown. After assuming personal control of the state in 1661 Louis 

XIV turned once again to both ballet and Poussin as he set the aesthetic terms for his reign. Unlike his use of 

balletŕan art designed from its beginnings to articulate powerŕthe kingřs use of Poussinřs pictures can be 

regarded as a Ŗconfiscationŗ of art created for another purpose.16 This confiscation made the orderly friezes 

of Poussinřs classical pictures stand forŕand indeed even meanŕsomething their maker could not have 

anticipated: the royal order of Louis, not the cosmic order of Ovid. Without order itself, howeverŕthe 

measured compositional strategies Poussin had formulated in the 1630sŕhis pictures would not have been 

worth confiscating. A formal affinity between the ordered movement of the ballet de cour and the ordered 

                                                           
15 For a definition of the slippery term Ŗclassicalŗŕin reference to Poussinřs work and in relation to the large-ŗCŗ 
Classicism of the later seventeenth century, see my discussion in the Introduction (n. 2) and below. 

16 Bonfait refers to the process as Ŗcette confiscation de Nicolas Poussin par la monarchie française.ŗ (Poussin et Louis 
XIV, 114). 
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movements we find in these pictures predicts their ultimate appropriation for what would become known as 

lřÂge Classique. 

 In 1914, at a fever pitch of French nationalism on the eve of the First World War, Poussinřs belle-

lettrist biographer Émile Magne (1877-1953) evoked the artistřs birthplace, the Normandy town of Les 

Andelys, as the source of his interest in dance:  

It was in this country, too, that he received his initiation to the art of dance and discovered the secret 
of its lovely attitudes. Since time immemorial, the people of little and greater Andely were commonly 
known as Dancers... No calamity, war, or famine stopped them from dancing, and the sermons of 
preachers, menacing them with infernal punishments, remained powerless on this subject of 
choreography. These intransigents... would have gambled their salvation for a brânle, a chaconne, a 
courante... This is why Nicolas Poussin excelled in the representation of dancing scenes. 17 

 

As Magneřs somewhat fanciful excursus into Andelysien dance demonstrates, an admiration for Poussinřs 

mastery of dancing subjects has often been entwined with an insistence on the artistřs essential Frenchness.18 

Magne, for example, claims that the sophisticated understanding of bodies in motion associated with Poussin 

as the father of French Classicism was somehow innate or inbornŕa part of the artist long before his 1624 

arrival in Rome.19 With its amused scorn for clerical authority and its delight in French folkways (themselves 

quite possibly imaginary), Magneřs passage may tell us more about its author and his time than Poussin and 

his. The early-twentieth-century biographer nonetheless places his finger on what is most extraordinary about 

                                                           
17 Magne, Nicolas Poussin, Premier Peintre du Roi (1914) (Paris: Éditions Émile-Paul Frères, 1928), 20-21: ŖCřest dans cette 
contrée aussi quřil sřinitia à lřart de la danse et surprit le secret de ses belles attitudes. De tout temps, les gens du petit et 
du grand Andely reçurent la qualification commune de Danseurs. Ils raffolaient de ce divertissement. Nulle calamité, 
guerre ou famine ne les empêchait de baller, et les prônes des sermonneurs, les menaçant des châtiments infernaux, 
demeurèrent toujours impuissants sur cette matière chorégraphique. Ces acharnés qui auraient joué leur salut pour un 
brânle, une chaconne, une courante ne semblent pas avoir inventé de danse locale. Lestes, souples, amoureux des figures 
eurythmiques et des enlacements voluptueux, ils se contentaient dřatteindre, comme par un don naturel, à la perfection 
du mouvement. Cřest pourquoi Nicolas Poussin excella dans la représentation des scènes de danses.ŗ Unless otherwise 
noted, translations are my own. I have not succeeded in finding any factual basis for Magneřs claims about dance in Les 
Andelys. In this passage, he falls into the Ŗchoreologicalŗ trap Tilman Seebass has identified in many more modern, 
scientific studies of the relationship between dance and painting: the more ambitious the work of visual art representing 
a dance, the less likely it is to provide a faithful record of any actually-danced steps. See Seebass, ŖIconography and 
Dance Research,ŗ Yearbook for Traditional Music 23 (1991): 33-49. 

18 Magne penned this passage as a retort to Edmond Pilonřs suggestion that Poussin had taken up dancing subjects as a 
result of his experience in Italy (Pilon, ŖLa Danse dans lřœuvre de Poussin, de Watteau et de Corot,ŗ La Revue bleue, 49e 
année, 2e semestre [July 1911]). 

19 Jacques Thuillierřs Poussin before Rome, trans. Christopher Allen (New York: Richard L. Feigen, 1995) provides the most 
illuminating account to date of Poussinřs development before his departure from France. In his more subtle and 
scholarly way, Thuillier was as interested as Magne in establishing the essential Frenchness of Poussinřs mature style. 
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these pictures and what makes them appear, in retrospect, at once quintessentially French and quintessentially 

classical: their use of an increasingly cool, abstract formal language to evoke the heat of sensory experience, 

transforming desire into aesthetic delectation. Magne writes:  

Watching them flap their arms like wings, push out their breasts, sway their plump Norman 
haunches, he felt less the desire to possess them than the desire to fix in his memory the harmonious 
design of their forms. With the supple beauty of their exposed flesh, they entered his canvases, 
brightening their gloomy tones. The dancers of the Empire of Flora, the Offering of Flowers to 
Hymen [i.e. Hymenaeus], and the Bacchanals, hence, reflect the sensuous delights of andelysien 
dancers drunk on the atmosphere of the harvest season. Turned philosopher, Poussin later struggled 
to purify the memory of these trembling forms, to infuse them with his own metaphysical 
preoccupations. The dancers of the Ballet of Human Life [i.e. Dance to the Music of Time] recall the maids 
of his native land only in the blossoming of their bosoms and the solidity of their limbs.20 

 

Despite Magneřs slightly muddled chronology, these lines trace the trajectory of dance in Poussinřs pictures 

from the mid-1620s to the mid-1630s, from wild revels to allegorical rites, from flushed sensuality to beauty 

of a more sublimated, Ŗmetaphysicalŗ kind. That Magne referred to the Ŗmetaphysicalŗ Dance to the Music of 

Time (Fig. 1.1) not as a danse, not as a bal, but as a ballet is telling.21 For, as Magne knew perfectly well, what 

ballet meant in Poussinřs time was not at all what we mean by the word today. Now the word evokes a 

confection of sentiment, satin, and sweat whipped up in Paris during the second quarter of the nineteenth 

century and reheated in Russia at the turn of the twentieth, but in the seventeenth century, it described 

something sterner and stranger, a new art of the body with profound philosophical implications. Poussinřs 

early bacchanals might represent simple harvest dances, but the Dance to the Music of Time was a ballet.  

                                                           
20 Magne, Nicolas Poussin, 21: ŖÀ regarder se balancer comme des ailes les bras, pointer les seins, onduler les croupes des 
grasses normandes, il éprouvait moins vivement le désir de les posséder que celui de fixer dans sa mémoire lřharmonieux 
dessin de leurs lignes. Avec la souple beauté de leurs chairs dévoilées, elles entreront dans ses toiles et en illumineront la 
maussade tonalité. Les danseuses de lřEmpire de Flore, de lřOffrande de fleurs à lřhymen et des Bacchanales reflètent 
ainsi les sensuels délices des balleuses andelysiennes enivrées par lřatmosphère excitante des moissons et des vendanges. 
Plus tard, devenu philosophe, Poussin sřefforcera de purifier le souvenir de ces formes vibrantes et de lřimprégner dřune 
préoccupation métaphysique. Les danseuses du Ballet de la vie humaine ne rappelleront les jouvencelles du pays natal 
que par lřépanouissement de leurs gorges et la robustesse de leurs membres. Dřautres, éparses dans son œuvre, tout à fait 
dégagées dřinfluences, célébreront un rite. Nues sous le voile transparent des tuniques, les mains chargés de guirlandes 
florales, quasi-immatérielles, elles apparaîtront comme les prêtresses ou les gardiennes dřun art religieux.ŗ 

21 The picture was engraved as ŖDanse de la vie humaineŗ between 1667 and 1669 by Étienne Baudet in a print 
published by Poussinřs brother-in-law, Jean Dughet. See Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle (1955) (Paris: 
Presses universitaires de France, 1957), no. 161. This title accords with Giovanni Pietro Belloriřs ŖBallo della vita 
humanaŗ in Le Vite deř Pittori, Sculptori et Architetti Moderni (Rome: Mascardi, 1672), 447. This picture and its relationship 
to Italian opera are discussed in the Conclusion. 
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Magneřs account may strike us today as excessively lyrical (even mildly salacious), but many 

subsequent scholars have drawn the same intuitive connection between Poussinřs work and ballet. The words 

Ŗballet,ŗ Ŗchoreography,ŗ and Ŗdanceŗ pepper the literature on his early classical pictures, not onlyŕperhaps 

not even especiallyŕin relation to those works that depict actual dancing.22 Yet no one has given serious 

thought to the question of what relationship, if any, these might have had to contemporary practices and 

theories of dance. This may be in part because the form of dance that shared so many concerns with 

Poussinřs picturesŕfrom the articulation and codification of individual gestures to the orchestrated 

deployment of many bodies in motionŕwas the ballet de cour, which took shape in Paris, hundreds of miles 

from the artistřs efforts in 1630s Rome. Given the balletic ties of his early French patrons, however, and the 

possibility that he may himself have witnessed a ballet while in Paris, the relationship between Poussinřs 

classical pictures and the ballet de cour seems to merit deeper exploration. Such consideration promises, if 

nothing else, to shed fresh light on why the artistřs new classical approach would be taken up by a subsequent 

generation of artists, critics, and collectors as the model for French Classicism. 

 

Poussin’s Classicism 

So what do we mean by Ŗclassicismŗ in Poussinřs pictures? And how can an artist working in the seventeenth 

century be said to have invented a classical style that depended not only on antique prototypes but on 

fifteenth- and sixteenth-century examples as well?23 The classical is, of course, by its very definition always 

                                                           
22 Hugh Brigstocke, for example, described the Rape of the Sabines in the Metropolitan Museum as Ŗa well choreographed 
balletŗ (see A Loan Exhibition of Drawings by Nicolas Poussin from British Collections, exh. cat. (Oxford: Ashmolean Museum, 
1990), no. 28), while Unglaub has referred to the Ŗmanic choreographyŗ of the Triumph of Pan (Poussin and the Poetics of 
Painting: Pictorial Narrative and the Legacy of Tasso (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 156). Konrad Oberhuber 
seems to have used the word Ŗchoreographyŗ in most everything he ever wrote on the artist, while Alain Mérot 
described the artistřs method of arranging his figures as a Ŗfrozen danceŗ (Nicolas Poussin (New York: Abbeville, 1990), 
200). The list goes on... 

23 Unglaub has argued that Poussinřs selective reliance on earlier models was itself a mark of his styleřs newness (see, for 
example, ŖPoussin and Rospigliosi: Originals, Copies, and Modesŗ). To the conventional story of French Classicism 
(articulated, for example, by Anthony Blunt in his still-standard textbook Art and Architecture in France, 1500-1700, 
originally published in 1953 [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999]), as a seventeenth-century phenomenon, modeled 
in part on Italian achievements of the sixteenth century (an account to which I generally subscribe), Henri Zerner has 
offered a compelling alternative: that France developed its indigenous version of classicism during the sixteenth century 
in and around the court at Fontainebleau. See LřArt de la Renaissance en France: lřinvention du classicisme (Paris: Flammarion, 
1996).  
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already, and yet, in examining Poussinřs classical pictures of the early 1630s, we must begin by admitting that, 

on the most basic level, they do not look at all like the work of his immediate predecessors or his 

contemporaries, either in Rome or in Paris. The artistřs Ŗmanière de peindre,ŗ in the words of his early 

biographer André Félibien (1619-1695), was Ŗassez différente de celle quřon pratiquoit et qui étoit à la 

mode.ŗ24 These works betray a debt to Mantegna, Raphael, and the Carracci, certainly, but Poussinřs new style 

was not simply, as Denis Mahon put it, Ŗdonned... like a suit of clothes.ŗ The artist was himself its Ŗmaster 

tailor.ŗ25  

To understand the stylistic distance Poussin traversed between about 1626 and 1633, a comparison 

of the early Bacchanal with a Guitar Player (fig. 1.2) in the Louvre with the Ŗblondeŗ Bacchanal before a Herm (fig. 

1.3) in the National Gallery is instructive. The wet Venetian landscape of the Louvre picture gives way to an 

airy, sunlit prospect in the National Gallery painting.26 A hazy, sensuous treatment of flesh and garments 

yields to crisp contour and smooth modeling, as figures draw closer to the picture plane. Direct references to 

Titian recede as the more schematic influence of Roman relief sculpture comes to the fore. Félibien tells us 

that Poussin Ŗoften imitated with skill and delight what is most agreeable in bas reliefs of dancers,ŗ citing the 

specific examples of the Medici Vase, the Borghese Vase, and the so-called Gaeta Vase (fig. 1.4), which once 

served as a baptismal font in the Neapolitan town of the same name.27 As Félibien attests, with this interest in 

                                                           
24 Félibien, Entretiens sur les vies et sur les ouvrages des plus excellens peintres anciens et modernes, (1685) 6 vols. (Paris: Imprimerie 
S.A.S., 1725), vol. IV, 11. 

25 Mahon, ŖPoussiniana,ŗ Gazette des Beaux-Arts, per 6, vol. 55, year 104 (July-August 1962): 1-135, 79. David Carrier 
provides an astute analysis of Mahonřs work on Poussin as the inventor of a style in Poussinřs Paintings: A Study in Art-
Historical Methodology (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993), esp. 96: ŖThe word Řstyleř is more than 
a mere descriptive term. Only great painters, not artists who on occasion make excellent paintings, have a style. There is 
a difference in kind between an artist who achieves self-sufficiency (i.e. whose development is studied without relation to 
precursors and contemporaries) and one who merely borrows from artists who have a style.ŗ 

26 We will return in Chapter 3 to Poussinřs knowledge of Titian and his place in a broader neo-Venetian trend in early 
seventeenth-century Rome. 

27 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 147 Ŗ...il a souvent imité avec beaucoup dřadresse & de bonheur, ce quřil y a de plus 
agréable dans le bas-relief des danseuses, dans les vases de Medicis & de Borghese, dans celui que lřon voit encore dans 
une Eglise de Gaïéte au Royaume de Naples, dont il faisoit une estime particulière.ŗ The Medici Vase portrays no 
dancers, though Poussin produced a ca. 1630 drawing of it, today in the British Museum (inv. 1946-7-13-1143); see 
Pierre Rosenberg and Louis-Antoine Prat, Nicolas Poussin, 1594-1665: Catalogue raisonné des dessins (Milan: Leonardo, 1994), 
vol. I, no. 159. On the early-modern reception of the Medici Vase and the Borghese Vase, see Francis Haskell and 
Nicholas Penny, Taste and the Antique: the Lure of Classical Sculpture 1500-1900 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 
nos. 82 and 81, respectively. 
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antique reliefs came a kindred interest in the frozen dances they portrayed: the skipping votary of Bacchus, 

for example, found in an early drawing by Poussin (fig. 1.5), seems to derive from the Gaeta Vase.28 At first 

an incidental feature (the activity of a single drunken reveler in the Paris Bacchanal with a Guitar), dance quickly 

became the central motif, the rhythmic principle of whole compositions (as in the London Bacchanal before a 

Herm).  

In his original definition of the Ŗblonde group,ŗ however, Mahonřs implied point of comparison was 

not so much Poussinřs early Venetian manner but the rising baroque tide in seicento Rome. Mahon (1910-

2011), in fact, borrowed his terms of analysis almost verbatim from the comparisons between Ŗclassicŗ and 

Ŗbaroqueŗ art drawn by Heinrich Wölfflin (1864-1945) at the end of the nineteenth century. Pictures in 

Poussinřs new manner, Mahon explained, stand out for their Ŗheightened emphasis on elegant linear rhythms, 

restricting depth in some clear cut way…ŗ Their Ŗfigures... tending towards gracefulness,ŗ exhibit Ŗgently 

harmonious relationships.ŗ29 The new style is cast in implied comparison not merely with the artistřs own 

early work but with the approach of such contemporary Roman painters Ŗà la modeŗ as Pietro da Cortona 

(1596-1669). Poussinřs work is linear against Cortonařs painterliness, planar against Cortonařs emphasis on 

depth and recession, characterized by closed forms, clarity, rhythm, and harmony, as opposed to the open 

forms, lack of clarity, and arrhythmic dissonance found in the baroque masterřs work.30  

An interpretation of Poussinřs pictures from the 1630s based on this baroque/classical binary 

borrowed from Wölfflin is problematic in several respects. First, the baroque category does not adequately 

account for another approach Ŗà la modeŗ from which Poussinřs new manner is no less distinct: the equally 

blonde but rather more billowy decorations with which Simon Vouet (1590-1649), freshly minted premier 

                                                           
28 On this drawings and another featuring the same figure, see Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I. 
nos. 163 and 164. Blunt suggested that the two drawingsř rondel shape indicated that their archaeological source was a 
damaged cameo today in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale at Naples; the dancer on that gem, however, tosses his 
head backwards, and the disposition of his legs is quite distinct from that in Poussinřs drawings, which I believe more 
closely resembles the pose of the reveler on the Gaeta Vase. 

29 Mahon, ŖPoussinřs Early Development: An Alternative Hypothesis,ŗ 298-301.  

30 These are, of course, the very morphological distinctions Wölfflin drew between classical and baroque art in his 
seminal works: Renaissance und Barock (1888), Die Klassische Kunst (1898), and Kunstgeschichte Grundbegriffe (1915).  
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peintre du roi, was at this very moment filling the townhouses of Parisian nobles and nouveaux riches.31 Mahonřs 

terms of comparison (Ŗheightened emphasis on elegant linear rhythms, restricting depth in some clear cut 

way,ŗ Ŗfigures tending towards gracefulness,ŗ etc.) could as easily describe the shallow, sunny composition of, 

for example, Vouetřs Toilette of Venus (fig. 1.6) today in Pittsburgh, whose sloe-eyed goddess and profuse 

draperies, however, belong to a different universe from Poussinřs dancers in London. Though Poussin, who 

left Paris three years before Vouetřs triumphant return, would not have seen the older artistřs ŖAtticŗ 

decorations, these works formed an important context for the eventual French reception of Poussinřs more 

reserved brand of classicism, as Louis XIIIřs famous remarkŕŖVoilà Vouet bien attrapéŗŕattests.32 

Second, and perhaps more importantly, as Ernst Gombrich and many critics since have observed, the 

classical/baroque binary is by no means judgment-neutral.33 Rather, it draws on a dialectic of painting as an 

art of truth versus one of illusion (an art guided by line versus one propelled by color, an art of essential form 

versus one of mere appearance, an art addressed to the mind versus one addressed to the body), beautifully 

traced by Elizabeth Cropper and Charles Dempsey through Wölfflin back to Schlegel, Winckelmann and, 

indeed, Félibien.34 Félibienřs investment in Poussin as the father of French Classicism was, of course, tied up 

in the writerřs own involvement with the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture, for Félibien helped 

make a grandiose, large-ŖCŗ Classicism, broadly based on Poussinřs achievement, the state style of France in 

                                                           
31 On Vouet and the style known as Atticism, see Stéphane Loire, ed. Simon Vouet: actes du colloque international, Galeries 
nationales du Grand Palais, 5-6-7 février 1991 (Paris: Documentation Française, 1992); and Barbara Brejon de Lavergnée, 
Jacques Thuillier, et al., Vouet, exh. cat. (Paris: Galeries nationales du Grand Palais, 1990). 

32 Relayed by Poussin in a letter to Cassiano dal Pozzo, January 6, 1641: Ŗ... come benigno Principe & humanissimo, si 
degnò di accarezzarmi, e stette una mezzřhora à domandarmi di molte cose, e voltandosi verso li suoi Cortegiani, disse 
Voilà Vouet bien attrapé.ŗ Reproduced in Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori: 425. Bonfait has pointed out that the intended audience 
for the kingřs bon mot was not so much Poussin as the royal favorite, the Marquis de Cinq-Mars, a devoted patron of 
Vouet (Poussin et Louis XIV, 54). 

33 Gombrich delivered his sternest criticism of Wölfflin in Norm and Form (London: Phaidon, 1966).  

34 See Cropper and Dempsey, ŖThe Greek Style, the Exquisite Taste, and the Prehistory of Neoclassicism,ŗ in Nicolas 
Poussin: Friendship and the Love of Painting (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), chapter 1. Félibien himself 
borrowed this dialectical approach from Poussinřs first biographer, Giovanni Pietro Bellori, who relied, in turn, on the 
disegno vs. colore dichotomies outlined by Giorgio Vasari in his 1550 Vite deř più eccellenti architetti, pittori et scultori italiani... 
On the relationship between Félibienřs and Belloriřs lives of Poussin, and the pressure exerted on both by the French 
crown, see Jean-Claude Boyer, ŖLa publication des ŘViteř: une affaire française?ŗ and Olivier Bonfait, ŖFélibien lecteur de 
Bellori. Des ŘVite deř pittori moderniř aux ŘEntretiens sur les plus excellens peintres,ŗ in LřIdéal classique: les échanges 
artistiques entre Rome et Paris au temps de Bellori 1640-1700, Olivier Bonfait and Anne-Lise Desmas, eds. (Paris: Somogy, 
2002): 71-83 and 86-104, respectively. 
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the 1660s and 1670s.35 To describe a group of Poussinřs pictures painted during the early 1630s in terms so 

intimately associated with the triumphalist France of Louis XIV is, hence, to foist on the thirty-something 

expatriate, just finding his way in Rome, the weight of a tradition whose political implications he cannot have 

foreseen.36  

The classicizing campaign realized between 1661 and about 1685 under Louis XIVŕaided, from 

1665, by his minister Jean Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683)ŕwas, however, modeled on a cultural program 

outlined thirty years before by Louis XIIIřs prime minister and that erařs most prolific collector of Poussin: 

Armand-Jean du Plessis, Cardinal Richelieu (1585-1642).37 Between 1633 and 1635 Richelieu threw the weight 

of the crown behind the fledgling Académie Française,38 launched an aggressive campaign to acquire Roman 

                                                           
35 Félibien served as conseiller honoraire to the Academy and published its early proceedings after its reorganization by Jean-
Baptiste Colbert under the leadership of Charles Le Brun in 1666. Stefan Germer provides an overview of his career and 
role in the institutionalization of French Classicism in Kunst, Macht, Diskurs: die intellektuelle Karriere des André Félibien im 
Frankreich von Louis XIV (Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1997). See also Bonfait, ŖLe Poussin de Félibien: lřartiste absolu,ŗ in 
idem, Poussin et Louis XIV: 206-220; and Thuillier, ŖLa théorie de lřart au XVIIe siècle: André Félibien,ŗ in Annuaire du 
Collège de France 1982-83 (Paris: Collège de France, 1983): 704-714. 

36 Indeed, Poussinřs surviving correspondence from 1639-1642 suggests he might have wanted as little as possible to do 
with the French court and crown. These letters document his reluctance to leave Rome for Paris when recalled by Louis 
XIII and his eagerness to flee the court at the earliest possible opportunity. See Charles Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de 
Nicolas Poussin,ŗ 5-35, nos. 3-18. Carl Goldstein, Thomas Puttfarken, and Jennifer Montagu have demonstrated that 
Poussinřs aesthetic theory was transformedŕand, indeed, arguably pervertedŕby French Academicians in the 1660s as 
they sought to make of his classicism a serviceable visual language for the expression of absolute royal authority. See 
Goldstein, ŖLřAcadémie de Poussin,ŗ in Pierre Rosenberg, ed., Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665), exh. cat. (Paris: RMN, 1994): 
74-79; Puttfarken, ŖPoussinřs Thoughts on Painting,ŗ in Katie Scott, ed., Commemorating Poussin: Reception and Interpretation 
of the Artist (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999): 53-75; Puttfarken, ŖLa Réconstruction de la pensée de 
Poussin par les théoriciens de lřAcadémie,ŗ Revue dřesthétique, 31/32 (1997): 133-147, esp. 145-46; and Montagu, ŖThe 
Theory of the Musical Modes in the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes, vol. 5 (1992): 233-248. Each of these adds nuance to Norman Brysonřs somewhat broader analysis in 
ŖDiscourse, Figure,ŗ and ŖThe Legible Body: Le Brun,ŗ in Word and Image: French Painting and the Ancien Régime 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), chapters 1 and 2. 

37 On Richelieu as a collector, see: Paola Bassani Pacht, Alexandre Gady, and Silvain Kerspern, eds. Richelieu à Richelieu: 
architecture et décors dřun château disparu, exh. cat. (Tours: Musée des Beaux-Arts, 2011); Jean-Claude Boyer, Barbara 
Gaehtgens, and Bénédicte Gady, eds. Richelieu, patron des arts (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de lřhomme, 
2009); Marc Fumaroli, ŖRichelieu, Patron of the Arts,ŗ in Hilliard T. Goldfarb, ed., Richelieu: Art and Power, exh. cat. 
(Montreal: Musée des Beaux-Arts de Montréal, 2002): 15-47; Antoine Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle: collections et 
collectionneurs dans la France du XVIIe siècle, 2 vols. (Centre national du livre, 1994), vol. II, Œuvres dřart, 141-145; and John 
Elliot, ŖRichelieu lřhomme,ŗ in Roland Mousnier, ed., Richelieu et le monde de lřesprit, (Paris: CNRS, 1985): 187-198.  

38 Fumaroli summarizes Richelieuřs role in the establishment of the Académie Française in ŖLe cardinal de Richelieu, 
fondateur de lřAcadémie française,ŗ in Mousnier, ed. Richelieu et le monde de lřesprit: 217-235. 
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antiquities for both his personal and the French royal collections,39 mounted a series of ground-breaking 

ballets designed to proclaim the French kingřs absolute authority,40 and commissioned for his own château a 

suite of classicizing decorations by Poussin.41 Each of these actions, in its own way, insisted on the destiny of 

France as Romeřs inheritor; each laid groundwork for the rule-bound, antiquity-oriented large ŖCŗ Classicism 

that would define French culture during the personal reign of Louis XIV.42  

Poussin had won his place in Richelieuřs agenda with the pictures later termed Ŗblondeŗ by Mahon; 

somewhere at the bottom of their new, small Ŗcŗ classicism is a profound commitment to rules inherited or 

extrapolated from antiquity and invested with the power to regulate affective response. These are the rules 

Poussin would outline over a decade later in his famous letter on the Modes, dated November 24, 1647. 

Addressed to his friend and patron Paul Fréart de Chantelou (1609-1694), this letterŕwritten in part to 

reassure its peevish recipient that the artistřs Finding of Moses, painted for the rival collector Jean Pointel (ca. 

1585-1660), was no finer than his Sacrament of Ordination, painted for Chantelouŕsets out to theorize the 

power of paintings to elicit varied emotional responses. Rather than turning to the 1435 Della Pittura of Leon 

Battista Alberti (1404-1472), well-thumbed by other seicento painters on the subject of affective gesture,43 or 

even the Trattato of Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), for which he had not long before devised a series of 

                                                           
39 See Marie Montembault and John Schloder, Lřalbum Canini du Louvre et la collection de sculpture antique du cardinal de 
Richelieu (Paris: Éditions de la Réunion des musées nationaux, 1988). 

40 See McGowan, Lřart du ballet de cour en France, 1581-1643 (Paris: Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1978), 
169-190. 

41 For discussion of these works, see Chapter 5. 

42 In the first decades of the twentieth century, André Gide set the tone for a modernistŕand, above all, nationalistŕ
reevaluation of French Classicism, not as a rule-bound, Academic system but, rather as a line of rational (formalist) 
inquiry. See, for example ŖRéponse à lřenquête sur la littérature nationale,ŗ (1909) in André Gide. Essais Critiques, ed. 
Pierre Masson (Paris: Gallimard, 1999). The studies of French Classicism that took root in Gideřs criticism include, most 
famously, Henri Peyreřs Quřest-ce que le classicisme. Essai de mise au point (Paris: Droz, 1933) and E.B.O. Borgerhoffřs The 
Freedom of French Classicism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950). Anthony Bluntřs early work on Poussin must be 
regarded in the context of these contributions. That Gide himself, late in life, devoted a volume to the painter can come 
as no surprise: Poussin (Paris: Au Divan, 1945). 

43 And deeply admired by Poussin, according to Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 16. 
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figure illustrations,44 Poussin reached beyond his own discipline, into music theory, with which his 

connections at the Barberini court likely acquainted him.45 As the twentieth centuryřs great poussiniste Anthony 

Blunt (1907-1983) first demonstrated, the artist borrowed his theory of the Modes almost word-for-word 

from the 1558 musicological treatise of Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590), Le Istitutioni harmoniche46: 

Our good ancient Greeks, Inventors of all things beautiful, discovered several Modes, by means of 
which they produced Marvelous effects. The word Mode simply means the reason or measure and 
the form which we use to make something and which prevents us from going too far, causing us 
instead to handle all things with a certain balance and moderation; it is no more than a certain 
manner or determined order, and encompasses the procedures which allow a given element to retain 
its essence. The Modes of the ancients, through their composition of several elements, combined 
together, generated a certain difference of Mode, through which one could understand that each of 
the component parts retained in itself something of its original variety, particularly when all the 
elements of a composition were combined in proportion, whence proceeded a power to drive the 
souls of observers towards various passions; hence the wise ancients attributed to each [Mode] the 
particular affect which they observed it engender. For this reason they called the dorian Mode stable, 
grave, and weighty, and used it for grave and weighty subjects filled with erudition. And passing over 
all matters pleasing and joyous, they employed the phrygian mode to obtain finer Modulations, 
Sharper of aspect, than in any other mode. These two manners and no others were praised and 
permitted by Plato and Aristotle, who deemed the others useless; they valued above all the vehement, 
furious, and weightiest of Modes, which renders people amazed: I hope before the year is out to 
paint a picture in this phrygian Mode. The subject of dreadful wars is well suited to this manner. 

                                                           
44 These were commissioned in the 1630s by Cassiano dal Pozzo and subsequently adapted by Charles Errard for 
publication in the editio princeps: Trattato della pittura di Lionardo da Vinci, novamente dato in luce, con la vita dellřistesso autore, 
scritta da Rafaelle du Fresne (Paris: Raphaël Trichet du Fresne, 1651). For further discussion, see Chapter 4. 

45 As Marc Fumaroli and Frederick Hammond have pointed out, Poussinřs consultation of Zarlino likely resulted from 
his knowledge of contemporary conversations surrounding modern opera and the ancient musical modes at the 
Barberini court, especially the research of Giovanni Battista Doni. See Fumaroli, ŖLřInspiration du Poète de Poussin: Les 
deux Parnasses,ŗ in idem, LřÉcole du silence: le sentiment des images au XVIIe siècle (Paris: Flammarion, 1994): 53-147; 
Hammond, Music and Spectacle in Baroque Rome: Barberini Patronage under Urban VIII (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1994), 98-102; and idem, ŖPoussin et les modes: le point de vue dřun musicien,ŗ in Olivier Bonfait et al., eds., Poussin et 
Rome: Actes du colloque à lřAcadémie de France à Rome et à la Bibliotheca Hertziana, 16-18 novembre 1994 (Paris: RMN, 1996): 75-
92. On Doniřs and the ancient modes, see Claude V. Palisca, ŖGiovanni Battista Doniřs Interpretation of the Greek 
Modal System,ŗ The Journal of Musicology, vol. 15, no. 1 (Winter 1997): 3-18. The influence on Poussinřs thought and 
practice of operas performed at the Barberini court has been explored at length by Richard Beresford (A Dance to the 
Music of Time [London: Wallace Collection, 1995], esp. 15-23); Angela Negro (ŖGiulio Rospigliosi, un collezionista dalla 
corte dei Barberini al papato,ŗ in idem. La Collezione Rospigliosi: La quadreria e la committenza artistica di una famiglia 
patrizia a Roma nel Sei e Settecento [Rome: Nuova Argos Edizioni, 1999]: 14-75, esp. 30-32); Fumaroli (ŖUn Řex-votoř 
de Nicolas Poussin: Sainte Françoise Romaine annonçant à Rome la fin de la peste,ŗ (2001) in idem, De Rome à Paris: 
Peinture et Pouvoirs au XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles [Paris: Éditions Faton, 2007]: 107-162, esp. 134-146); and Unglaub (ŖPoussin 
and Rospigliosi: Originals, Copies, and Modes,ŗ in Ulrich Pfisterer and Gabriel Wimbôck, eds. Novità. Neuheitskonzepte in 
den Bildkünsten um 1600 [Berlin: Diaphanes, 2011]: 447-470). Focussing primarily on the formal affinities between 
Poussinřs pictures and seventeenth-century ballet as a means to understand the French reception of Poussinřs classical 
pictures, I address Italian opera as a context for Poussinřs production of these works only briefly in the Conclusion. 

46 See Paul Alfassa, ŖLřorigine de la lettre de Poussin sur les modes dřaprès un travail récent,ŗ Bulletin de la société dřhistoire 
de lřart français (1933): 125-143 (the travail récent in question was Bluntřs thesis at Trinity College, Cambridge, titled 
ŖPoussinřs Contribution to the Theory of Paintingŗ).  
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They wished too that the Lydian Mode should suit pathetic matters, for it has neither the modesty of 
the Dorian nor the severity of the Phrygian. The hypolydian bears a certain Sweetness and 
Gentleness, which fills the souls of observers with joy. It is well suited to divine subjects and to 
Paradise. The Ancients too invented the Ionic, with which they portrayed bacchanalian dances, and 
festivals of a merry nature.47  
 

While Alberti, Leonardo, and other theorists had suggested and would continue to suggest that 

expressive gestures (the affetti) presented the painter with his primary means of transmitting emotion from an 

image to its observer, Poussinŕas David Freedberg has pointed outŕlocated affective power in the rather 

more abstract (and slippery) properties of harmony, proportion, and composition.48 Both this letter and its 

authorřs classicizing pictures seem to insist that an artistřs power to excite an emotional response resides not 

only in his skill at representing the gestures of individual figures but, rather, in his ability to orchestrate the 

movements and poses of multiple figures, combining these with other pictorial elements to create a 

compositional whole with affective powers greater than the sum of its parts. Only through the careful 

combination of Ŗplusieurs choses,ŗ the letter states, can the painter generate the specific contrasts (variety, 

difference, proportion) capable of inducing Ŗlřame des regardans à diverses passionsŗ: Dorian solemnity, 

Phrygian vehemence, Lydian pathos, Hypo-Lydian joy, Ionian jollity. 

                                                           
47 Poussin to Chantelou, November 24, 1647. See Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 156: Ŗ...Nos 
braues Anciens grecs Inuenteurs de touttes les belles chose trouuèrent plusieurs Modes par le moyen des quels il ont 
produit de Merueillieus effets. Cette parolle Mode signifie proprement la raison ou la mesure et forme de laquelle nous 
nous seruons à faire quelque chose. laquelle nous abstraint à ne passer pas oultre nous fesant opérer en touttes les choses 
auec une certaine médiocrité et modération, et partant telle médiocrité et modération nřest autre que une certaine 
manière ou ordre déterminé, et ferme dedens le procéder par lequel la chose se conserue en son estre. Etans les Modes 
des ansiens une composition de plusieurs choses mises ensemble de leur variété naiscoit une certeine différense de Mode 
par laquelle lřon pouuoit comprendre que chascun dřeux retenoit en soy je ne scais quoy de varié principallement quand 
touttes les choses qui entroint au composé étoint mises ensemble proportionnément dřoù procédoit une puissanse de 
induire lřâme des regardans à diuerses passions de là vint que les sages antiens atribuèrent à chascun sa propriété des 
effets quřil voyoint naistre dřeus pour cette cause il appellèrent le Mode dorique stable graue et séuère et luy appliqoint 
matières graues et séuères et plaine de sapiense. et passant de là aux choses plaisantes et joieuses il usoint le mode frygien 
pour auoir ses Modulations plus menues que aucun autre mode et son aspec plus Aygu. Ses deus manières et nulle autres 
furent louées et aprouués de Platon et Aristote estimant les autres inutiles ils estimèrent se Mode véhément furieus trés-
séuère et qui rend les personnes estonnés. Jřespère deuant quřil soit un an depeindre un suiec auev se Mode frigien. Les 
subiects de guerres épouentables sřacommode à cette manière. il voulurent encore que le Mode Lydien sřacommodast 
aux choses lamentables parce quřil nřa pas la modestie du Dorien ni la séuérité du Frigien. Lřypolidye contient en soy une 
certaine Suauité et Douceur qui remplit lřame des regardans de joye. Il sřacommode aux matières diuines gloire et 
Paradis. Les Ansiens invuentèrent le Ionique avec lequel ils représentoint danses baccannalles et festes pour estre de 
nature joconde...ŗ 

48 See Freedberg, ŖDe lřeffet de la musique aux effets de lřimage.ŗ 
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The letter has been dismissed by some scholars as a hasty plagiarism calculated to satisfy the vanity of 

a disgruntled client.49 The circumstances of its writing and the vagaries of its language leave it open to varied 

interpretation, but its suggestion that a pictureřs affective power arises as much from its compositional 

properties as from the affetti of its constituent figures is quite unique in early modern art theory. Félibien 

understood the letterřs significance, remarking in his preface to the French Academyřs Conférences of 1667: 

Ŗ[Poussin] gave his Figures the power to express whatever sentiments he wished, and to make his subject 

inspire them in the hearts of those who beheld them.ŗ50 The Ŗsujetŗ hereŕnot the individual figuresŕdoes 

the affective work, for Ŗone sees in [his pictures] that the expression of his subject is so widespread that there 

is joy or sadness, anger or gentleness throughout, according to the nature of the story.ŗ51  

How exactly Poussin managed to infuse whole compositions with distinct affective powers analogous 

to the musical Modes is somewhat more complicated to explain in practical terms.52 The letterřs emphasis on 

Ŗmédiocrité et modération,ŗ however, accords with a sense of concentrated compositional unity that emerges 

in Poussinřs pictures of the 1630s and whose practical rudiments are much more straightforward: in this 

period his canvases grew in their dimensions, and figures came to occupy roughly half of their surface area, 

distributed at regular intervals and in strict parallel to the picture plane.53 The effect self-consciously mimics 

                                                           
49 See for example, Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV, 98-99; Mahon, ŖPoussiniana,ŗ 122; and Alfassa, ŖLřorigine de la lettre 
de Poussin sur les modes.ŗ  

50 Félibien, Conférences de lřAcadémie royale de peinture et de sculpture, pendant lřannée 1667 (Paris: F. Léonard, 1668), preface, 
n.p.: Ŗ...il a donné à ses Figures la force dřexprimer tels sentimens quřil a voulu, & faire que son sujet les inspire dans 
lřame de ceux qui les voyoient...ŗ 
 
51Ibid.: Ŗ...lřon voit dans ceux [tableaux] quřil a peints que lřexpression de son sujet y est si généralement répandue quřil y 
a par tout de la joye ou de la tristesse, de la colere ou de la douceur selon la nature de son histoire.ŗ 

52 Freedberg has pointed out, for example, the vexing problem of rhythm: ŖHow… could one speak of the beat of 
pictures or of the beat of pictorial effect?ŗ See ŖComposition and Emotionŗ in Mark Turner, ed., The Artful Mind: 
Cognitive Science and the Riddle of Human Creativity (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2006): 73-92, 82. 
Panofsky explored this very question in his review of Hans Hoffmannřs Albrecht Dürers rhythmische Kunst (1924) in the 
Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft, vol. 3 (1926): 136-192. 

53 As Cropper has demonstrated, between the late 1620s and the mid-1630s, average dimensions for one of Poussinřs 
canvases grew from 148 by 196 centimeters to 154 by 211 centimetersŕa material measure of his new approach (and 
presumably an indicator of his growing financial success as well). Cropper, ŖRitorno al crocevia,ŗ in Bonfait, ed. Poussin et 
Rome: 256-270, 258. Naomi Joy Barker has provided a comprehensive analysis of geometric proportions expressed in 
Poussinřs compositions. See ŖŘDiverse Passionsř: Mode, Interval and Affect in Poussinřs Paintings,ŗ Music in Art, vol. 25, 
no. 1/2 (Spring-Fall 2000): 5-24. I do not share Barkerřs somewhat literalist desire to identify the particular Modes of 
particular pictures. 
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first-century Roman reliefs of the kind Félibien tells us the artist most admired. Into this new compositional 

framework, Poussin inserted a growing number of explicit citations from antique statuary: the Flora Farnese, 

for example, is recognizable in the 1631 Empire of Flora (as will be discussed in Chapter 2), the Ludovisi Gaul, 

still more so in the ca. 1633 Rape of the Sabines (as will be discussed in Chapter 4). Whereas Raphaelřs 

borrowings from the antique had, in Félibienřs words, Ŗformed living images on the model of dead things,ŗ54 

and whereas Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640), in his De imitatione statuarum, urged any painter borrowing his 

figures from antique statuary, Ŗabove all [to] avoid the effect of stone,ŗ55 Poussin increasingly courted this 

very effect, creating images at once Ŗlivingŗ and Ŗdead,ŗ whose compositional structure and explicit citations 

forbid their viewer to forget the antique matrix in which they are formed.56 Here a tension begins to emerge 

between the often violent or impassioned affetti of individual figures (whether borrowed or invented) and the 

sense of an orderly, rhythmic, even frozen, relief conveyed by the overall design.57 This tension, as we shall 

see, dovetails nicely with the Neo-Stoic world-view widely attributed to the artist, most notably by Blunt.58 

                                                           
54 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. I, 146: Ŗ… il a formé des images vivantes sur le modèle des choses mortes.ŗ 

55 Rubens, De imitatione statuarum (ca. 1610), manuscript published by Roger de Piles, Cour de peinture par principes (Paris: 
Jacques Estienne, 1708): 139-148, 139: ŖNam plures imperiti & etiam periti non distingunt materiam à forma, Faxum à 
figura, nec necessitatem marmoris ab artificio.ŗ On the treatise, see Steven J. Cody, ŖRubens and the ŘSmell of Stoneř: 
The Translation of the Antique and the Emulation of Michelangelo,ŗ Arion: A Journal of Humanities and the Classics, vol. 
20, no. 3 (Winter 2013): 39-55, and Wolfgang Stechowřs classic study, Rubens and the Classical Tradition (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press and Oberlin College, 1968), 26ff. 

56 Chistophe Henry has explored Poussinřs new emphasis in the 1630s on recognizable antique citations in ŖImitation, 
proportion, citation. La relation de Nicolas Poussin à lřantique,ŗ Marc Bayard and Elena Fumagalli eds., Poussin et la 
construction de lřAntique (Actes du colloque, Villa Médicis, Rome, Nov. 13-14, 2009) (Paris and Rome: Somogy and Académie de 
France à Rome, 2011): 495-525.  

57 Thomas Puttfarken discusses this tension in ŖPoussinřs Thoughts on Invention and Disposition,ŗ in idem., The 
Discovery of Pictorial Composition: Theories on the Visual Order of Painting, 1400-1800 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2000): 201-227. 

58 See Blunt, ŖPoussin and Stoicism,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, 1958 National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D.C., 2 vols., vol. I (London: Phaidon, 1967), 157-176. Bluntřs insight was inspired in part by another 
letter from Poussin to Chantelou, dated June to 1648, on the subject of fortune. In this letter, he remarked, Ŗil nřy a que 
lřextrême sagesse et lřextrême stupidité qui se puissent exempter de ses tempêtes [i.e. celles de la fortune]... et ceux qui 
sont de la moyenne trempe sont sujets à sentir ses rigueurs.ŗ (Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 162). 
There is not sufficient space here to catalogue the scholarship on Poussinřs stoicism, which necessarily touches on 
questions of religious faith and libertinage. A few salient examples include: Walter Friedlaender, Nicolas Poussin: A New 
Approach (New York: Abrams, 1966), esp. 37-39; Richard Verdi, ŖPoussin and the ŘTricks of Fortune,řŗ The Burlington 
Magazine, vol. 124, no. 956 (November 1982): 680-685; Jacques Thuillier, ŖPoussin et Dieu,ŗ in Rosenberg, ed., Nicolas 
Poussin, exh. cat.: 30-36; Shiela McTighe, ŖPoussinřs Storm Landscapes and Libertinage in the Mid-Seventeenth Century,ŗ 
in Nicolas Poussinřs Landscape Allegories (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), chapter 1; Cropper and Dempsey, 
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Just as individual human passions (and, indeed, human lives) come and go, leaving the natural order 

unmoved, so too are the movements of individual figures in Poussinřs pictures subsumed by the stillness of 

his compositional order.59  

Poussin shared his interest in Roman reliefs with Richelieu, who, in the 1630s, was bringing Roman 

antiquities back to France by the boatload.60 Poussinřs struggle to establish and adhere to a set of rules 

inherited from antiquity paralleled contemporary literary efforts by the founders of Richelieuřs Académie 

Française (who set out to make French the new Latin) and aligned quite neatly with the Cardinalřs broader 

classicizing ambitions for French culture.61 Whether or not the painter shared Richelieuřs eagerness to see 

France supplant Romeŕwhere, after all, Poussin chose to spend the better part of his lifeŕas the center of 

classical art and learning, his new approach, invented by a modern Frenchman on an ancient Roman model, 

plainly spoke to the Cardinalřs hopes for France.62 Poussin would become the Prometheus of French 

Classicism, Ŗthe French Painter,ŗ in Félibienřs famous formulation, who had, Ŗsnatched the whole science of 

Painting from the races of Greece & Italy to bring it back to France.ŗ63 As Cropper and Dempsey have 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
ŖPainting and Possession: Poussinřs Self-Portrait for Chantelou and the Essais of Montaigne,ŗ in idem, Friendship and the 
Love of Painting, chapter 5; Mickaël Szanto and Florence Buttay, ŖLřéclair de la Providence. Poussin et Fortuna,ŗ in 
Nicolas Milovanovic and Mickaël Szanto, eds., Poussin et Dieu, exh. cat. (Paris: Musée du Louvre, 2015): 84-94. 

59 The tension between motion and stasis, sculpture and painting, the affetti and the composition is also closely related 
to a tension, identified by Cropper, Ŗbetween poetic expressiveness and the indescribability of the beauty of works of 
art… a major theme of the poetry of Giovan Battista Marino.ŗ See Ŗ ŘLa piu bella antichita che sappiate disiderareř: 
History and Style in Giovan Pietro Belloriřs ŘLivesř,ŗ Wolfenbütteler Forschungen, 48 (1991): 145-173 
 
60 See see Montembault and Schloder, Lřalbum Canini du Louvre. See also Jean-Luc Martinez, ŖLes Antiques à Richelieu, ŗ 
in Pacht, Gady, et al., eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 95-113; Olson, ŖTrophies: Poussin, Richelieu and the 
Transmission of Antiquity,ŗ in Rome-Paris 1640: Transferts culturels et renaissance dřun centre artistique, Marc Bayard, ed. 
(Rome: Académie de France à Rome, Somogy: 2010): 331-345; and Schnapper, Curieux du Grand Siècle, vol. II, 138-140. 

61 Here again the humanist groundwork had already been laid in the sixteenth century by Ronsard, Antoine de Baïf, and 
the members of the Pléiade. See Margaret M. McGowan, Ideal Forms in the Age of Ronsard (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1985); and Frances A. Yatesřs still-unequalled study, The French Academies of the Sixteenth Century (London: 
The Warburg Institute, 1947).  

62 See Marc Fumaroli, ŖUn goût gallican? Poussin, Richelieu et la réforme des arts français,ŗ in Milovanovic and Szanto, 
eds., Poussin et Dieu, exh. cat.: 32-43, 42: ŖCe rêve de Poussin, faire de son œuvre la pierre angulaire française dřune école 
réformée et considérée par toute lřEurope, ne laissant à Rome que le róle de gardien de musée et du parc des Antiquités, 
concentrait le projet politique de Richelieu, faire du roi de France le pape laïc.ŗ 

63 Félibien, Introduction to the Entretiens (1725) vol. I, 45: ŖJřaurai pourtant cet avantage de parler avec éloge dřun Peintre 
François, qui a enlevé toute la science de la Peinture, comme dřentre les ras de la Grece & de lřItalie, pour lřapporter en 
France, où les plus hautes Sciences & les plus beaux Arts semblent sřêtre aujourdřhui retirez.ŗ  
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argued, ŖThe emergence of classic taste in France, together with its identification with an idea of esthetic 

purity and expressive truth… is fundamentally linked to the thought of Poussin.ŗ64 The terms Ŗclassicalŗ and 

Ŗclassicism,ŗ therefore, may be narrow, retrospective, and ideologically loaded, but they are also usefully 

descriptiveŕat once of Poussinřs Ŗblondeŗ pictures and of the French cultural milieu that eventually 

welcomed them Ŗhome.ŗ 

As we have seen, the change in Poussinřs style around 1630 was so drastic and so abrupt that, seen 

side by side and without context, one of his pictures painted in the middle 1620s and one painted in the 

middle 1630s can appear to be the work of two entirely different hands.65 With rare exceptions, Poussin did 

not sign or date his work, and his modest easel pictures seldom left the same detailed early paper trail as the 

large-scale decorative commissions executed by his contemporaries in Rome and Paris. As a result, the dating 

of individual paintings from this period has been the subject of endless debate and, indeed, formed the 

principal preoccupation of Poussin scholarship for much of the twentieth century.66 Debating when Poussin 

painted a given picture became a way of debating why he had painted it as he did. As Pierre Rosenberg 

explained on the occasion of the last great retrospective exhibition: ŖTo propose a date for one of his works 

is to understand the evolution of his technique and maturation of his style, to penetrate the itinerary of his 

thought, the intelligence of his creation.ŗ67 The dating debates are of interest to us here insofar as they have 

helped pinpoint the timing of Poussinřs stylistic shift, allowing us to consider the conditions of the artistřs life 

and the identities of his patrons at the moment of his classical turn.  

                                                           
64 Cropper and Dempsey, Friendship and the Love of Painting, 57. 

65 An overheard exclamation by a baffled visitor to the 2015 exhibition Poussin et Dieu at the Louvreŕwhere the artistřs 
work was presented out of chronological orderŕconfirms that, for the non-specialist, the drastic transformation of 
Poussinřs style around 1630 far outweighs the subtle continuities across his oeuvre: ŖMais cřest pas du tout le même 
peintre!ŗ 

66 Carrier provides a useful summary of the dating debates of the 1960s and their historiographic stakes in Poussinřs 
Paintings: A Study in Art-Historical Methodology (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993). 

67 Rosenberg, ŖLřannée Poussin,ŗ in Rosenberg, ed., Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat.: 12-29, 17: ŖProposer une datation pour une 
de ses œuvres, cřest comprendre lřévolution de sa technique, la maturation de son style, cřest pénétrer lřitinéraire de sa 
pensée, lřintelligence de sa création.ŗ 
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Regarding the artistřs change in style as an outward symptom of an inward transformation, a step in 

his intellectual development towards a mature Neo-Stoicism, Blunt proposed comparatively late dates for the 

first classical pictures, placing, for example, the National Galleryřs Bacchanal before a Herm in the late 1630s.68 

Bluntřs approachŕand consequent dating schemeŕrelied in large part on his interpretation of the artistřs 

surviving letters and earliest published biography in Belloriřs 1672 Vite deř Pittori, Scultori et Architetti Moderni.69 

Belloriřs life of the artist concludes with Poussinřs own ŖOsservationi sopra la Pittura,ŗ a collection of notes 

on his readings, which, coupled with statements of (generally borrowed) artistic theory in his letters of the 

1640s, encouraged Blunt to regard Poussin as a Ŗpeintre philosophe,ŗ who would have taken an active part in a 

theoretical dispute that divided the Roman art world in the 1630s. This debate set the faction of the high 

baroque master Cortona against the supporters of Andrea Sacchi (1599-1661) and his more austere, 

classicizing approach. The two ceiling decorations these artists painted for the Palazzo Barberini between 

1629 and 1639 stood for the divide: Sacchiřs ca. 1629-1631 Allegory of Divine Wisdom (fig. 1.7) presents its 

central figure enthroned in the clouds and flanked by an orderly court of attendant virtues, while Cortonařs 

1633-1639 Allegory of Divine Providence (fig. 1.8) tears the ceiling off the gran salone for which it was painted, 

opening the room onto sun-drenched heavens, teeming with an allegorical cast of thousands. Here is 

Wölfflinřs baroque entire, an unapologetic art of illusion. Differences between Sacchi and Cortona came to a 

head in a formal debate at the Accademia di San Luca, which probably occurred in 1636, and of which 

                                                           
68 See, ŖThe 1630s,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures, vol. I: 100-130; and The Paintings of Poussin: A Critical 
Catalogue (London: Phaidon, 1966): esp., 101-102, no. 141 (on the specific dating of the Bacchanal before a Herm). On the 
historical and biographical context for Bluntřs reconstruction of Poussinřs life and career, see Michael Kitson, ŖAnthony 
Bluntřs Nicolas Poussin in Context,ŗ in Scott, ed., Commemorating Poussin: 211-230. 

69 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori: 403-462. On the somewhat last-minute addition of Poussinřs life to this publication, see 
Boyer, ŖLa publication des ŘViteř.ŗ 
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Poussin must have been aware.70 For Blunt, Poussinřs stylistic shift signaled his intellectual allegiance to 

Sacchiřs classical faction and must, therefore, have taken place in the middle 1630s.71 

No record, however, survives of Poussinřs participation in the debate. Alarmed by what he 

considered Bluntřs exaggerated emphasis on the artistřs theoretical writings, the distinguished connoisseur and 

collector Mahon reinterpreted Poussinřs classical turn as a stage in his technical progress, the product of his 

study and maturation as a painter. For Mahon, the appearance of the paintings themselves furnished the 

principal evidence required for sequential dating in an organic, Wölfflinian scheme.72 Not that Mahon rejected 

written evidence out of hand. He pointed out that, according to Poussinřs anecdotal biographer Giovanni 

Battista Passeri (1610-1679), Poussin had begun drawing from life in Sacchiřs studio in 1630 or 1631, after the 

departure from Rome of his previous teacher, Domenico Zampieri (called Domenichino, 1581-1641).73 

Mahon proposed the moment of Poussinřs arrival in Sacchiřs studio as the determining event for the French 

painterřs stylistic transformation and favored, as a result, comparatively early dates for the Ŗblondeŗ pictures, 

                                                           
70 This disputa opposed two Aristotelian models for history painting (and the associated number of figures permissible in 
a painted composition): the epic model, which allowed a multitude of figures, was favoredŕfor obvious reasonsŕby 
Cortonařs camp; the tragic model, which permitted far fewer figures, was favored by Sacchiřs more austere faction. Blunt 
seems to have been the first to suggest that this debate would have been of interest to Poussin; see ŖPoussinřs Notes on 
Painting,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. I, no. 4 (April 1938): 344-351. Mahon suggested that the 
debate likely occurred in 1636 (see Mahon, ŖPoussiniana,ŗ 97), since Cortona left Rome in 1637, and Joachim von 
Sandrart (from whose Teutschen Academie the incident is absent) left in 1635. As early as 1626 Poussin served on a 
committee of the Roman Academy (see notes of the September 29, 1626 meeting [ASR, TNC, uff. 15, 1626, pt. 3, vol. 
109, fols. 501r-v, 514r: digitized by the National Gallery of Artřs History of the Accademia di San Luca Project). He 
signed the Dresden Adoration of the Magi, ŖAccad: rom. NICOLAUS.PUSINŗ in 1633, confirming his continued affiliation. 

71 On the debate and Poussinřs possible interest in it, see Hans Raben ŖŘAn Oracle of Paintingř: Re-Reading Poussinřs 
Letters,ŗ Simiolus: Netherlands Quarterly for the History of Art, vol. 30, no. 1/2 (2003): 34-53, esp. 35-37. Raben explores the 
assertion (first made by H.W. van Helsdingen, ŖŘHistorier en Řpeindreř: Poussins opvattingen over kunst in het licht van 
de Franse kunstliteratuur in de tweede helft van de zeventiende eeuw,ŗ PhD dissertation, Rotterdam, 1971) that we 
should not assume Poussin would have sided with the Sacchi and the classicists. 

72 See, for example: ŖPoussinřs Early Development,ŗ where Mahon recounted his rearrangement of pictures in a 
retrospective exhibition at the Louvre according to his own theory of their sequence. Somewhat astonishingly, Charles 
Sterling, curator of the exhibition, granted Mahon permission to reshuffle the hundred-odd canvases at the close of the 
exhibition. For Mahonřs formalist dating scheme, see also, ŖPoussinianaŗ; ŖA Plea for Poussin as a Painter,ŗ in Walter 
Friedlaender zum 90. Geburtstag (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1965): 113-142; and Mahonřs introductory essay in Nicolas 
Poussin: Works from His First Years in Rome, exh. cat. (Jerusalem: Israel Museum, 1999). 

73 Passeri, Vite deř pittori, scultori ed architetti cultori ed architetti, che anno lavorato in Roma: morti dal 1641 fino al 1673 (Rome: 
Gregoria Settari, 1772), 352: ŖSi esercitava Niccolò anche nello studio delle Accademie che si costumano lřinverno in 
diverse case, e perche cessò quella del Domenichino per la sua partenza da Roma per Napoli, alla quale Accademia il 
Poussino andava volontieri, per la stima, che faceva di quel grande uomo, andò a quella di Andrea Sacchi...ŗ 
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placing the London Bacchanal in about 1633. Documentary evidence has proved Mahon correct on the whole 

about the timing of Poussinřs stylistic shift, which was underway by 1631.74 The problem, though, with 

linking this classical turn to Sacchi at allŕwhether we conceive of Poussin as an intellectual ally of Sacchiřs (in 

Bluntřs schema) or as a kind of pupil (in Mahonřs)ŕis that Poussinřs classicism bears no more than the most 

generic resemblance to Sacchiřs. If we compare, for instance, Sacchiřs Portrait of Marcantonio Pasqualini Crowned 

by Apollo (fig. 1.9) in the Metropolitan Museum with Poussinřs Inspiration of the Poet (fig. 1.10) in the Louvre 

(another key Ŗblondeŗ picture), we see that, although they share the subject of Apollonian inspiration and 

coronation, the picturesř similarities end there.75 Where Sacchiřs protagonists are graceful above all, with 

tapered fingertips and vague, generalized gestures (the composer, for example, turns away from the keyboard 

he is supposed to be playing, while Apollořs pose is conceived chiefly to show off his nude form), Poussinřs 

figures, their poses and gestures, are specific even to the point of bluntness. With his pen poised above the 

page, Poussinřs poet lifts his eyes skyward, searching out inspiration, provided, in turn, by Apollo, who points 

his finger to the open book with real purpose.  

A compelling alternative to Sacchi as the driving figure behind Poussinřs stylistic shift is François 

Duquesnoy (1597-1643), the young Flemish sculptor with whom the Frenchman shared his lodgings in the 

1620s. Together with Duquesnoy, Poussin drew and measured antique statues across the city at the end of the 

                                                           
74 Jane Costellořs early work on the collection and trial of Don Fabrizio Valguarnera helped establish a date antequem of 
early 1631 for the Dresden Empire of Flora, to which we shall return in Chapter 2 (ŖThe Twelve Pictures ŘOrdered by 
Velasquezř and the Trial of Valguarnera,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 13, no 3/4 [1950]: 237-284); 
Arabella Cifani and Franco Monetti presented documentation of an initial payment made in 1632 for the London 
Adoration of the Golden Calf, to which we shall return in Chapter 3 (ŖThe dating of Amedeo Dal Pozzořs Paintings by 
Poussin, Pietro da Cortona and Romanelli,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, 152 [2000]: 561-564); Jean-Claude Boyer and Isabelle 
Volf published an inventory that confirmed that the Metropolitan Museum Rape of the Sabines, to which we shall return in 
Chapter 4, was painted during the 1633-1634 Roman embassy of Charles II de Créqui, Maréchal de France (ŖRome à 
Paris: les tableaux du Maréchal de Créqui (1638)ŗ Revue de lřArt 79 [1988]: 22-41). 

75 On the stylistic distance between Poussin and Sacchi, see Ann Sutherland Harris, Andrea Sacchi (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1977): 26-37 (and esp. no. 51, on the Portrait of Marcantonio Pasqualini). See also Fumaroli, ŖLřInspiration 
du Poète de Poussin.ŗ Judith Bernstock has drawn a connection between the Inspiration of the Poet and the formation of 
the Académie Française under Richelieuřs patronage (Bernstock, Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology [New York: Peter 
Lang, 2000], 187); although I am sympathetic to her argument about the simultaneity of the emergence of Poussinřs new 
style with Richelieuřs turn to the French language as the cornerstone of his new classicizing program for French culture, 
I am less convinced by her suggestion that this picture voiced Poussinřs personal support for Richelieuřs efforts. 
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decade,76 establishing a shared canon of bodily proportions endowedŕas Cropper and Dempsey have 

persuasively arguedŕwith specific affective powers. 77 Duquesnoyřs Saint Susanna for Santa Maria di Loreto 

(fig. 1.11), treated by observers since Bellori as the sculptorřs manifesto for this new style, 78 can indeed be 

regarded as a Christian counterpart to the thoughtful muse at left in Poussinřs contemporary Inspiration of the 

Poet (fig. 1.12).79 With drapery and the nudeŕmodesty and eroticismŕheld in delicate counterpoise, these 

two figures share a family likeness that the Apollos of Poussin and Sacchi do not; together Poussin and 

Duquesnoy inaugurated what Cropper and Dempsey have dubbed the Ŗgrand and exquisite style,ŗ of the 

French classical figureŕat once expressive and refined, a retort to the baroque theatrics of Cortona and 

Gianlorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) alike. 

What defines Poussinřs achievement in the early 1630s, however, is not only (or even chiefly) the 

refined, expressive proportions of his figures, but rather their arrangement in what Freedberg has termed 

Ŗcompositional structures so clear… that the elements of their geometricity appear much stronger, and leave 

a more lasting impression in the mind, than those in most other figurative paintings in the history of art.ŗ80 

                                                           
76 See Félibien, Entretiens, 12-13. Bellori reproduces their measurements of the Belvedere Antinous (Le Vite deř Pittori, 

456-459). On Poussin and Duquesnoyřs friendship and mutual infuence, see: Marion Boudon-Machuel, Franc  ois du 
Quesnoy, 1597-1643 (Paris: Arthena, 2005), 24-29 and 186-189; and Thuillier, ŖPoussin et ses premiers compagnons 
français à Rome,ŗ in André Chastel, ed., Actes du colloque international Nicolas Poussin: Paris, 19-21 septembre 1958, 2 vols. 
(Paris: CNRS, 1960), vol. I: 70-116. 

77 Cropper and Dempsey, Friendship and the Love of Painting, 45. Dempsey was the first to propose an ideal of Greek 
sculpture as the basis for Poussin and Duquesnoyřs new treatment of the figure; see ŖThe Greek Style and the Prehistory 
of Neoclassicism,ŗ in Elizabeth Cropper, ed., Pietro Testa, 1612-1650: Prints and Drawings, exh. cat. (Cambridge, Mass: 
Fogg Art Museum, 1988): xxxvii-lxv; and, more recently ŖNicolas Poussin et lřinvention de lřidylle mythologique,ŗ in 
Frédéric Cousinié, ed., Daniel Arasse, historien de lřart: Actes de colloque, Institut national dřhistoire de lřart, 8-10 juin, 2006 (Paris: 
INHA, 2010): 121-132. As the biographies of Bellori and Passeri attest, Duquesnoy was on friendly terms with Sacchi. 
All three may have participated in a shared intellectual projectŕthe revival of Greek sculptural typesŕbut the methods 
deployed and the results produced by Duquesnoy were far closer to Poussinřs than Sacchiřs. 

78 On the relationship between this sculpture and Duquesnoyřs canon of classical proportions, see Estelle Lingo, ŖThe 
Greek Manner and a Christian ŘCanonř: François Duquesnoyřs Saint Susanna,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 84, no. 1 (March 
2002): 65-93. See also Lingo, ŖThe Greek Style and the Cult Statue,ŗ in François Duquesnoy and the Greek Ideal (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2007): chapter 2; and Boudon-Machuel, François Duquesnoy, no. 34.  

79 Duquesnoy received his first payment for the Saint Susanna in April 1629 and his last in January 1635; see Lingo ŖThe 
Greek Manner and a Christian ŘCanonř,ŗ 70-74. The date of Poussinřs painting is, typically, far less certain. 

80 Freedberg, ŖComposition and Emotion,ŗ 74. 
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While Duquesnoyřs most important sculptures consist of single figuresŕgrand, exquisite, self-contained81ŕ

Poussinřs most important pictures from this period deploy multiple figures, arranged in conversations and 

confrontations, distributed across the surface of the canvas with a rhythm and rigor entirely his own. These 

pictures are, in some crucial sense, Ŗchoreographed,ŗ with the expressive movements and gestures of 

individual figures knit together in a coherent, orderly design.82 To account for this move towards 

compositions so specifically arranged, orchestrated, choreographed, we may wish to return to the timing of 

Poussinřs stylistic shift and consider other factors in his life between 1630 and 1633.  

Here we follow in the path of Jacques Thuillier (1928-2011), who, over the course of a long and 

illustrious career, sketched a portrait of the artist more psychologically persuasive and nuanced than either 

Bluntřs learned intellectual biography or Mahonřs elegant stylistic analysis.83 If Bluntřs Poussin was, above all, 

a mind, and Mahonřs, a hand, Thuillierřs Poussin was a man, with friends and family obligations, money 

troubles, professional ambitions, a nationality, and, perhaps above all, a fragile human body. Though his 

writings on Poussinŕwhich often emphasize the artistřs Frenchnessŕseem to have taken their first 

inspiration from Félibienřs biography in the Entretiens,84 Thuillier also drew on homelier documentsŕfrom 

receipts of payment to X-radiographyŕencouraging a flood of subsequent archival research on the artist, and 

suggesting the specific light that conservation science might shed on problems of dating and stylistic 

development.85 Thuillierřs work on Poussin the man also opened a line of inquiry into the emergence of his 

                                                           
81 Duquesnoyřs celebrated reliefs of putti are the obvious exception. 

82 Olivia Powell has proposed a theory of the painter as choreographer in ŖThe Choreographic Imagination in 
Renaissance Art,ŗ PhD diss. (New York: Columbia University, 2012). She suggests that Poussinřs compositions derive 
their choreographic sensibility from Raphael (187, n. 53). We will return to Powellřs arguments in Chapter 4.  

83 Enumerated in a body of scholarship that spans four decades and has recently been collected in two volumes, edited 
by Serge Lemoine: Les Écrits de Jacques Thuillier: Nicolas Poussin (Dijon: Faton, 2015). 

84 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV: 3-167. For an example of Thuillierřs tendency to emphasize Poussinřs essential Frenchness 
see Poussin before Rome. Todd Olson provides a very different perspective on Poussinřs Frenchness: see ŖPainting for the 
French: Poussin, the Fronde and the Politics of Difficulty,ŗ in Scott, ed., Commemorating Poussin: 155-189; and Poussin and 
France: Painting, Humanism and the Politics of Style (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002). 

85 Thuillier, ŖPoussin et le laboratoire,ŗ Techne, no. 1 (1994): 13-20. Recent examples of work in this vein can be found in 
Poussin Restauração: Hymeneus travestido assistindo a uma dança em honra a Príapo, ed. Pierre Curie (São Paulo: Instituto Totem 
Cultural, 2009), and in Nicolas Poussin: Technique, Practice Conservation, eds. Helen Glanvile and Claudio Seccaroni, special 
issue of Kermes: La Rivista del Restauro, vol. 27, no. 94/95 (2015). We will return to these in Chapter 5. 
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classical style as a reflection of developments in the artistřs personal life around 1630ŕnotably his illness, 

recovery, and marriage,86 pursued with particular zeal by Konrad Oberhuber in his catalogue for the landmark 

1988 exhibition Poussin, the Early Years in Rome.87 

Though our first-hand knowledge of the painterřs affairs is limited by a paucity of surviving letters 

from this period, we do know that Poussin suffered a grave illness during the second half of the 1620s. This, 

according to Passeri, was the Ŗmale di Franciaŗ: syphilis.88 Poussin had begun to experience symptoms as 

early as 1625,89 and a group of letters exchanged three years later by his close friend and patron, Cassiano dal 

Pozzo (1588-1657), and a Bolognese physician called Pierre Potier (known as Petrus Poterius, 1587-1640) 

contains prescriptions for a painter suffering from venereal disease, most likely Poussin.90 Tortured by 

symptoms and treatments alike, the artist survived thanks only to the loving care he received from his 

countryman and neighbor, a cook called Jacques Dughet.91 By September 19, 1630, Poussin was sufficiently 

recovered to marry Dughetřs daughter Anne-Marie (1613-1665), Ŗout of gratitude and in order to avoid 

falling into evil again.ŗ92 The disease, however, seems to have left the artist sterile, and it continued to trouble 

                                                           
86 See Thuillier, Nicolas Poussin (Paris: Fayard, 1988), 104-105, and 133-141. 

87 Oberhuber, Poussin, the Early Years in Rome: the Origins of French Classicism, exh. cat. (Fort Worth: Kimbell Art Museum, 
1988). 

88 Passeri, Vite deř pittori, 350: Ŗ…ricevette un penoso travaglio da un altro male di Francia, che per qualche anno ne senti 
ossesi assai dolorosa sicchè viveva con gran mortificazione, e pena.ŗ The diseaseřs association with France in the 
seventeenth-century Italian imagination is perhaps worth noting here. 

89 The earliest allusion to his illness appears in an undated letter to Cassiano, which refers to a picture underway that 
included an elephant (Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 1). This was almost certainly the ca. 1625 
Hannibal Crossing the Alps. On the dating of this letter, see Nicholas Turner, ŖLřAutoportrait dessiné de Poussin au British 
Museum,ŗ in Mérot, ed., Nicolas Poussin, vol. I: 81-97, 83-84. 

90 These letters were first published by Erick Wilberding in ŖPoussinřs Illness in 1629,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 142, 
no. 1170 (2000): 561. 

91 Passeri, Vite deř pittori, 350: ŖAveva per sua buona sorte contratto amicizia in Roma con un suo paesano chiamato 
Giacomo Duget, il quale era Parigino, e questo che era uomo di gran bontà lo sovveniva con grande amore, ed assiduità 
in tanta afflizione, e gli conduceva Medici e Chirurgi. Non lasciava mancargli ne cura, ne ajuto di nessuna sorte, anzi 
aveva ordinato alla propria moglie, che lo assistesse del continuo neřsuoi bisogni, tanto per la cucina, quanto in procurare 
di tenerlo pulito, e provvisto di biancheria, come ella faceva con gran diligenza, ed amore. Queste carezze di Giacomo, e 
di sua moglie furono di gran sollievo a Niccolò, che Iddio sa come lřavrebbe passata senza di loro, e glie ne confessava 
obbligo non ordinario...ŗ 

92 Ibid., 350: ŖAveva questo buon uomo cinque figliuoli tre maschi, e due femmine, le quali erano di maggior età, ed 
avendo finalmente Nicoolò ricuperata del tutto la sanità, prima per atto di gratitudine, e poi per non aver più occasione 
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him for at least a decade, retarding his departure for Paris in 1639.93 Though the theory that Poussinřs 

personal crisis precipitated his stylistic change has sometimes been overstated,94 the apparent concurrence of 

his physical recovery with his stylistic renovation adds a personal dimension to our understanding of his 

classical turn.95 

In the early 1630s, of course, howŕlet alone whatŕPoussin painted was not wholly a matter of 

choice. By acknowledging the material exigencies of the artistřs life (to an extent that Blunt and Mahon had 

not), Thuillier also permitted a reexamination of Poussinřs relationships with patrons and the determining 

influence these sometimes had on the appearance of his work. If Poussinřs new style seems to have emerged 

in a Roman contextŕout of his friendship with Duquesnoy, his study of antique statues and bas reliefs, even 

his illness and recoveryŕthis style soon found a ready audience in the highest stratum of French society. His 

first French patrons were not the admiringŕand comparatively passiveŕrecipients of his later work who, 

from the 1640s on, would often allow Poussin to paint more or less what and as he pleased, 96 but men of 

enormous wealth and power able to offer an artist approaching middle age, who had struggled to secure 

major commissions in Rome, a shot at the emerging Parisian market. Charles II de Créqui, Maréchal de 

France (1578-1638), and Cardinal Richelieuŕan ambassador and a prime minister, respectivelyŕidentified 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
di cadere in male somigliante, gli chiese per moglie la figlia maggiore, che chiamavasi Anna Maria, e queste fu nellřanno 
1629.ŗ As Thuillier pointed out, the marriage in fact took place on September 19, 1630. Jonathan Unglaub provides a 
moving account of the potential relationship between Poussinřs convalescence, his gratitude to Anne-Marie, and his 
pictures of 1630-1631 in ŖPoussinřs Reflection,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 86, no. 3 (September 2004): 505-528, 520-521. 

93 See August 6 and September 13, 1639 letters to Chantelou and Lemaire; reproduced in Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de 
Nicolas Poussin,ŗ nos. 12 and 13 (esp. 13, to Lemaire): ŖMon misérable mal de carnosité nřest point guari, et jřay poeur 
quřil faudra retomber entre les mains des boureaux de chirurgiens devant que de me partir car de se acheminer par un 
long voyage et fachex avec telle maladie, se seroit aler chercher son Malheur avec la chandelle.ŗ 

94 Particularly, perhaps, by Oberhuber, Poussin, the Early Years in Rome, exh. cat. (see esp. 21-22).  

95 Cropper and Dempsey, for example, have interpreted the Boston Mars and Venus and Dulwich Venus and Mercury in 
terms of their makerřs struggle to overcome, through artistic fruitfulness, his emasculation by the Ŗvenerealŗ embrace; 
see ŖMavors Armipotens: The Poetics of Self-Representation in Poussinřs Mars and Venusŗ in Cropper and Dempsey, 
Friendship and the Love of Painting, chapter 6.  

96 Chantelou, a major patron of and active correspondent with Poussin from the 1640s on, was not invariably satisfied 
with the painterřs work, and hence might seem to present an exception to this rule, but Poussinřs letters to him, however 
polite and deferential, systematically defend the artistřs process from the patronřs meddling. The prime example is the 
November 24, 1647 letter on the Modes, discussed above. On patronsř influenceŕor lack thereof, on Poussinřs 
production in the 1640sŕsee a heated exchange between Ann Sutherland Harris and Denis Mahon in the January and 
May, 1967 issues of the Burlington Magazine.  
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and encouraged in Poussinřs new work something sympathetic to their own culture and outlook: a classical 

discipline, a geometric order, a rigorous control of movement and expression that imparted even to scenes of 

runaway passionsŕviolence, drunkenness, idolatry, lustŕa sense of order and even grace. These 

characteristicsŕdiscipline and order, geometry and graceŕwere the organizing principles Richelieu 

championed for French culture in the 1630s and the core values of the Académie Royale de Peinture et de 

Sculpture, founded in the wake of Poussinřs Parisian visit. They were also the defining characteristics of court 

ballet. 

 

The Ballet de cour 

As Henry Prunières and Margaret McGowan established in their pathbreaking studies on court ballet, the 

popularity of this art form in early-seventeenth-century France was Ŗimmense.ŗ McGowan has demonstrated 

that Ŗeveryone, noble and bourgeois, Parisian and provincial, seems to have taken pleasure in these 

performances.ŗ97 Combining the wild morris dances of medieval carnivals and the military pomp of ancient 

Roman triumphs with the grave bassa danza of Italian Renaissance courts, ballet came into its own at the very 

moment when Poussin was painting his dancing picturesŕbacchanals, triumphs, allegorical rites. Though 

seventeenth-century ballets included sung and spoken verse,98 they were nonetheless quite distinct from the 

danced intermedi of contemporary Italian operas: in ballet, movement advanced the plot; bodies, more than 

words or music, told the story.99 As Nicolas de Saint-Hubert, a now-forgotten painter and sometime dancer at 

                                                           
97 See Henry Prunières, Le ballet de cour en France avant Benserade et Lully (Paris: H. Laurens, 1914); and Margaret M. 
McGowan, Lřart du ballet de cour en France, 229 quoted here: ŖLa popularité du ballet de cour en France fut immense si 
lřon peut en juger par le nombre de ballets joués ente 1580 et 1643; tout le monde, nobles et bourgeois, parisiens et 
provinciaux semblait gouter ces représentations.ŗ 

98 Marie-Claude Canova-Green provides a useful overview of poetry for the ballet de cour in ŖLa Parole écrite et chantée 
dans le ballet de cour,ŗ in La Rochefoucauld; Mithridate; Frères et sœurs; Les Muses sœurs, ed. Claire Carlin (Tübingen: Narr, 
1998): 319-327. 

99 Canova-Green, ŖLa Parole,ŗ 16: ŖLe Ballet estant une Comedie, muette, il faut que les habits & & [sic] les actions 
fassent recognoistre ce que lřon y represente & le maistre à dancer doit faire les pas & les figures en sorte que lřon puisse 
dancer auec ce que lřon doit porter sur soy...ŗ On the significance of Italian models for the ballet de cour, see Marie-
Claude Canova-Green and Francesca Chiarelli, eds. The Influence of Italian Entertainments on Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century 
Music Theatre in France, Savoy, and England (Lewiston, NY: Mellen Press, 2000). The original study on the Florentine 
intermedi is Warburgřs ŖI Costumi teatrali per gli intermezzi del 1589,ŗ (1895), in Bredekamp et al., eds., Gesammelte 
Schriften, vol. I, part 1: 259-300. 
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the court of Louis XIII, wrote in his 1641 handbook on the composition of ballets, ŖSince Ballet is a mute 

Play… the actions must make the subject discernible.ŗ100 

Balletřs structure reflected its hybrid origins. The principal portion of the performance generally 

consisted in a series of antic entrées wherein outlandishly costumed characters paraded across the stage, 

dancing comic, grotesque, or virtuosic steps,101 but the entertainment typically concluded with a grand ballet, 

for which noble dancers descended from the stage to execute a sequence of stately basses danses (also called 

danses figurées). 102 These, when viewed from above, traced geometric figures, hieroglyphs, astrological charts, 

the movements of the seasons and the paths of the stars.103  

Derived from social dancing, balletřs basic steps could be danced by anyone with a proper education. 

We should not be surprised to learn, for example, that Chantelouŕpatron of Poussinřs stern religious 

subjects and recipient of his letter on the Modesŕwas known to Ŗdanceŗ and Ŗleap aboutŗ just as well as he 

wrote.104 Ballet was, however, distinct from other forms of dance; as the Jesuit scholar Claude-François 

Ménestrier (1631-1705), would explain in 1658: 

…there is a great difference between ordinary dancing & Ballet; the first is only a movement of the 
body, which consists simply in the rightness of the steps, & is merely an amusement, taken with no 

                                                           
100 Saint-Hubert, La manière de composer et de faire réussir les ballets (Paris: François Targa, 1641), 16: ŖLe Ballet estant une 
Comedie, muette, il faut que les habits & & [sic] les actions fassent recognoistre ce que lřon y represente...ŗ On Saint-
Hubert, see Marie-Françoise Christoutřs introduction to the facsimile edition (Geneva: Minkoff, 1993), esp. 30, on his 
ballet appearances and identity as a painter. 

101 The musical airs that accompanied these entrées were generally divided into two parts; the first had a binary meter, a 
more or less rapid march (for the dancersř actual entrance). The second, in two, three, or four time, echoed the evolution 
of subsequent verses and action. On music for the early ballet de cour, see David J. Buch, Dance Music from the Ballets de 
cour 1575-1651: Historical Commentary, Source Study, and Transcriptions from the Philidor Manuscripts (Stuyvesant, NY: 
Pendragon Press, 1993).  

102 In its early years, the ballet de cour was an aristocratic pursuit, but after 1625 more antic and athletic roles (and their 
associated danses moresques) were frequently assigned to professionals, with only the grand ballet reserved exclusively for 
nobles. See Prunières, Le ballet de cour en France, 166. 

103 We will return below to the question of the celestial dance, a Platonic concept intellectually fashionable in late-
sixteenth and early-seventeenth-century France. 

104 According to his friend Vincent Voiture; see Vincent Voiture: Lettres 1625-1648, ed. Sophie Rollin (Paris: Champion, 
2013), no. 173, Voiture to Chantelou: Ŗ…je suis bien aise de voir que vous écrivez comme vous dansez, comme vous 
voltigez, et comme vous faites toutes choses.ŗ Cited in Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV, 96. 
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other rule than those of cadence and harmony; whereas the other [i.e. ballet] must represent the 
passions of the Soul & its movements.105 
 

Ballet was, in other words, an imitative art, akin, as we shall see, to those of painting and poetry. Between 

1581, date of the first Ŗbalet,ŗ 106 and 1643, when the last of Richelieuřs explicitly political ballets received its 

posthumous performance,107 nearly two hundred ballets were danced at the French court, the majority during 

the annual carnival season.108 Each lasted a minimum of three hours and was attended by a great throng of 

spectators, primarily members of the nobility.109 Like Poussinřs new style, court ballet was regarded by its 

Parisian amateurs as distinctly modern and uniquely French; Guillaume Colletet (1598-1659), a poet, dance 

theorist, and founding member of the Académie Française, would remark with pride in 1652, ŖLe Balet nřa 

esté inventé que de nostre temps.ŗ110 Modern it might be, but ballet was not without its pretentions to 

                                                           
105 Ménestrier, ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ in idem Ballet de lřautel de Lyon, consacré à Louys Auguste et placé dans 
le temple de la Gloire (Lyon: Jean Molin, 1658): 50-56, 53: Ŗ...il y a beaucoup de différence entre la danse ordinaire, & le 
Ballet; la premiere nřest quřun mouvement de corps qui consiste seulement en la iustesse des pas, & nřest quřun 
divertissement que lřon prend sans autre regle que celle de lřaccord & de la cadence; au lieu que celuy-cy doit representer 
les passions de lřAme & ses operations.ŗ 

106 This was the Balet Comique de la Royne, danced on October 15, 1581 at the Petit Bourbon, a giant performance space 
just across from the Louvre. The lavish spectacle celebrated the wedding of the duc de Joyeuse and Mademoiselle de 
Vaudemont, the former a favorite of Henri IV, and his bride, the sister of his queen. The balletřs livret, written by 
Balthasar de Beaujoyeulx, is reproduced in Paul Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades de cour de Henri III a Louis XIV 1581-1652, 6 
vols. (1868-1870) (Geneva: Slatkine, 1968), vol. I: 1-87. The Balet Comique de la Royne has, for obvious reasons, been 
among the most widely discussed early ballets in the modern literature. See, for example, Mark Franko, ŖUt vox corpus,ŗ 
in idem, Dance as Text: Ideologies of the Baroque Body (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993): chapter 2; Diane L. 
Woodruff, ŖThe Ballet Comique in the Petit Bourbon: A Practical View,ŗ Proceedings of the Society of Dance History Scholars 
(1986): 91-129; Germaine Prudhommeau, ŖA propos du Balet comique de la Reine.ŗ La Recherche en Danse 3 (1984): 1-24; 
Yates, ŖThe Magnificences for the Marriage of the Duc de Joyeuse, Paris, 1581,ŗ in Astraea: The Imperial Theme in the 
Sixteenth Century (London: Routledge, 1975), chapter 7, 149-172; Hélène Leclerc, ŖCirce ou Le Balet Comique de la 
Royne (1581): Métaphysique du son et de la lumière,ŗ Theatre Research-Recherches Théâtrales 3, no. 2 (1961): 101-120; and 
Prunières, Le ballet de cour en France, 78-96. 

107 We will return to these below and in Chapter 5. 

108 On the precise number of these entertainments, see also Jennifer Nevile, ŖDance in Europe 1250-1750,ŗ in idem ed., 
Dance, Spectacle, and the Body Politick, 1250-1750, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008): 7-64, 24. 

109 The grande salle at the Louvre, a vast space where many ballets were danced under Louis XIII, required three stories 
of temporary balconies to accommodate ballet audiences. A March 12, 1632 Gazette account of the Ballet du château de 
Bicêtre claimed that four thousand spectators had witnessed the performance. On crowding at court ballets, see Prunières, 
Le ballet de cour en France, 136-139.  

110 Colletet, LřEscole des Muses, dans laquelle sont enseignées toutes les Reigles qui concernent la Poësie Françoise. Recueilles par le Sieur 
C. (Paris: Louis Chamhoudry, 1652), 49-50. 
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antiquity, expressed both in the iconography of the entrées (which, as we shall see, often featured satyrs, 

nymphs, and gods from the Roman pantheon) and in the cryptic designs of the grand ballet.  

Early ballet makers and theorists were quite explicit in their ambition to recapture the achievements 

of the ancients. A verse of praise dedicated to Balthasar de Beaujoyeulx (ca. 1535- ca. 1587), choreographer of 

the first proper ballet in 1581 (fig. 1.13), proclaimed that he had resurrected his art Ŗfrom the ashes of 

Greece,ŗ through the Ŗscienceŗ and geometry of his danses figurées.111 Balletřs imagined antique origins and 

its geometricity were inextricably linked in the early modern imagination: the human constellations of early 

danses figurées reflected a Neoplatonic cosmology inscribed with complex geometry;112 the patterns of the 

grand ballet proported to translate the astronomical charts of Ptolemy and Archimedes, mapping the 

movements of the celestial bodies onto the human body.113  

In the chapter devoted to dance in his De incertitudine (which received a popular French translation in 

1582), Agrippa von Nettesheim (1486-1535) scoffed that, 

...the Greeks... have given us to understand that [dance] took its origin from the beginning of the 
world, patterned on the celestial movements of the stars & planets, their natural courses or 
retrogrades, their conjunctions, &, in sum, the order of these, which is nothing more than a measured 
& harmonious dance.114  

                                                           
111 Balet Comique de la Royne, livret reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. I, 1-87, 9: ŖBeaujoyeux, qui premier des 
cendres de la Grece/ Fais retourner au jour le dessein et lřadresse/ Du Balet compassé en son tour mesuré/ Qui, dřun 
esprit divin, toy-mesme te devance,/ Geometre, inventif, unique en ta science:/ Si rien dřhonneur sřacquiert, le tien est 
assuré.ŗ 
 
112 The image of the cosmic dance appears in Platořs Timaeus, 40a-d. On the dance of the spheres in late-Renaissance 
Neoplatonism, see McGowan, Ideal Forms, 230-240; and Pierre Moreau (ŖRonsard et la danse des astres,ŗ in Mélanges 
dřhistoire littéraire (XVIe-XVIIe siècle) offerts à Raymond Lebègue [Paris: Nizet, 1969]: 75-82). Kate van Ordenřs Music, 
Discipline, and Arms in Early Modern France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), also provides a helpful overview 
(54-63). On the ancient tradition of the bal des astres, see James L. Millerřs masterful synthesis: Measures of Wisdom: the 
Cosmic Dance in Classical and Christian Antiquity (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986). 

113 Indeed, Beaujoyeulx himself boasted of his concluding grand ballet that Ŗ... chacun creut quřArchimede nřeust peu 
mieux entendre les proportions Geometriques, que ces princesses & dames les pratiquoyent en ce Balet.ŗ Archimedes 
appeared as a character in several early ballets, notably the 1627 Ballets de Monsieur le Prince, dancé à Dijon, and the 1648 
Ballet du dérèglement des passions. See Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. III, 323-342 and vol. VI, 177-191; Ptolemy appeared 
in the 1631 Ballet de lřAlmanach. See Lacroix, ibid., vol. IV, 123-154. The bumbling astronomer was a stock character in 
seventeenth-century ballets. 

114 Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheimřs 1527 De incertitudine et vanitate scientiarum atque artium declamatio invectiva 
received its influential French translation from Louis Triquet de Mayerne: Paradoxe sur lřincertitude, vanité, & abus des 
Sciences (Paris: J. Durand, 1582). See chapter 18 (ŖDe la Dance ou Balŗ): 87-92, esp. 89: Ŗles Grecs... ont donné à 
entendre quřelle [la danse] a prins son origine dés le commencement du monde sur le patron des mouvements celestes 
des astres & planettes, de leurs cours naturels ou retrogrades, des conjonctions, & en somme de lřordre dřiceux, qui nřest 
quřune danse mesurée & bien accordante.ŗ (My translation is from the French.) 
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The real origins of dance, Agrippa continued, were more pernicious, not even in dionysian frenzies, but in the 

work of the devil. ŖOthers say,ŗ he wrote, 

...that it is an invention of Satyrs, & that through the artifice of dance Bacchus overcame the 
Thyreniens, Lydians, and Indians, all bellicose nations, & that for this reason dance was introduced 
into sacred ceremonies... But we should not be surprised that the Greeks so philosophized, given that 
they attributed the practice and invention of adultery, patricide, larceny, & generally of all the vices, 
to their Gods.115 

Though obviously inflected with specific theological concerns of the Counter-Reformation, Agrippařs 

suspicion of dance and its origins had roots as deep and Platonic as those of the cosmic ballet. Like other 

anti-dance polemicists of the sixteenth century, Agrippa shared a broad-based fear of the imitative arts 

descended not only from the biblical injunction against graven images but from Platořs Republic, where all the 

musical Modes save for the sober, peaceable Dorian and the soldierly Phrygian are banned.116  

Early ballet-makers, however, overlooking Agrippařs skepticism, misread his sarcastic account of the 

cosmic dance as sincere.117 In his preface to the 1632 Grand Ballet des Effets de la Nature, for example, an 

important tract of early-seventeenth-century ballet theory, Colletet plagiarized Agrippa outright, willfully 

misinterpreting the passage to serve his own, diametrically opposed, argument:  

[The ancients] believed that [dance] had taken its origin from the beginning of the world, patterned 
on the celestial movements of the stars & planets, their natural courses or retrogrades, their 

                                                           
115 Agrippa in de Mayern, Paradoxe sur lřincertitude, 89-90: ŖAutres disent que cřest une invention de Satyres, & que par 
lřartifice des danses Bacchus surmonta les Thyrreniens, Lydiens, & Indois, peuples tresbelliquex, & que à ceste cause on 
commença à introduite les danses entre les ceremonies sainctes...Mais il ne faut esbahir si les Grecs ont ainsi philosophé, 
veu quřils ont bien attribué la prattique & lřinvention des adulteres, des parricides, larrecins, & generalement de tous 
vices, à leurs Dieux, les en faisant auteurs....ŗ 

116 Republic, III, 399a. On the early modern fear of dance as derived from Plato, see Susan McClary, ŖUnruly Passions 
and Courtly Dances: Technologies of the Body in Baroque Musicŗ in Sara Melzer, ed., From the Royal to the Republican 
Body: Incorporating the Political in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century France (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998): 85-
112; and Yates, ŖThe Magnificences for the Marriage of the Duc de Joyeuse.ŗ  

117 The first to do so may have been Barthélemy de Montagut, a dancing master in the employ of the Duke of 
Buckingham, to whom Montagut dedicated a manuscript treatise in 1620 (first published by Barbara Ravelhofer in 
ŖLouange de la Danse/in Praise of the Dance,ŗ Renaissance Texts from Manuscripts, no. 3 [Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000]). Though the instructional meat of Montagutřs text was plagiarized from the then-unpublished work of his 
fellow dancing master, François de Lauze (which appeared three years later with an indignant introduction outlining the 
plagiarism: Apologie de la danse et la parfaicte méthode de lřenseigner tant aux cavaliers quřaux dames [Paris: n.p., 1623]), its lofty 
introduction, claiming the precedent of the cosmic ballet, was misappropriated from Agrippa. The teachings of Lauze 
and Montagut were important to the parallel development of English court masques devised by Ben Jonson and Inigo 
Jones. 
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conjunctions, &, in sum, the order of these, which is nothing more than a measured & harmonious 
dance.118 
 

Four years later, the Harmonie universelle, a monumental work of conjoined cosmology and musicology by 

Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), likewise seized upon dance as an age-old analogy for the cosmos. Lamenting 

that so little should remain of ancient Ŗballetsŗ described by Plutarch, Lucian, and (ironically) Agrippa, 

Mersenne extolled the cosmic virtues of dance: 

As to the greatest perfection of dances, it consists in the perfection of body & mind, & in placing 
these in ideal relation each to the other. For the greatest perfection of the mind consists in knowing 
and contemplating the finest works of nature, the movements of the Stars and the Elements, for 
example, their greatness, their light, & their perfection, and in raising oneself up by these means to 
the Author of the Universe, who is the great master of the Ballet which all creatures dance with well-
regulated steps and movements...119 
 

Entertainments as well as artworks, ballets de cour in practice combined this sort of high-flown 

humanist theory with a more terrestrial agenda: precisely the kind of bacchanalian revelry Agrippa had 

denounced. The case of the Ballet des Quatre monarchies chrétiennes  presented during the carnival season of 1635, 

is emblematic of this curious mélange.120 The performance concluded with a literal Ŗballet des astresŗ danced 

by the ladies of the court, costumed as Ŗnouvelles estoilles,ŗ but the preceding entrées featured broadly comic 

characters: in the retinue of Bacchus (who represented Germany) danced biscuit sellers and Swedes; in that of 

Juno (representing Spain) figured Canary Islanders, dwarves, and vain, silly ŖVillans dřEspagneŗ; in that of 

                                                           
118 Colletet, Grand Ballet des Effets de la Nature (Paris: Jean Martin, 1632): 3-4: Ŗ...Jusques-là mesme quřils ont creu quřelle 
[la danse] avoit pris son origine dès le commencement du monde, sur le patron du mouvement des Cieux & des Astres, 
dont le cours, lřordre & la conjonction, ne sont en effect que des dances mesurées, & parfaitement accordantes.ŗ We will 
return to Agrippa and Colletet in Chapter 3. 

119 Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, contenant la theorie et la pratique de la musique, où il est traité de la Nature des Sons, & des 
Mouvemens, des Consonans, des Dissonances, des Genres, des Modes, de la Composition, de la Voix, des Chants, & de toutes sortes 
dřInstrumens Harmoniques 3 vols. (Paris: Sébastien Cramoisy and Pierre Ballard, 1636), vol. II 159-160: ŖQuant à la plus 
grande perfection des dances, elle consiste à perfectionner lřesprit & le corps, & à les mettre dans la meileure disposition 
quřils puissent avoir. Or la plus grande perfection de lřesprit consiste à sçavoir & à contempler les plus excellens 
ouvrages de la nature, par exemple, les mouvemens des Astres, & des Elemens, & leurs grandeurs, leur lumiere, & leur 
perfection, & à sřélever par leur moyen à lřAutheur de lřUnivers, qui est le grand maistre du Balet que dansent toutes les 
creatures par des pas & des mouvemens qui sont si bien reglez quřils ravissent les sages & les sçavans, & quřils servent de 
contentement auax Anges, & à tous Bien-heureux.ŗ 

120 This ballet was performed on February 27, 1635 at the Louvre with a cast that included (somewhat unusually for the 
period) performers of both genders. See Sujet du Ballet des Quatre Monarchies, livret repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. 
V, 91-111. 
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Orpheus (for Italy) appeared Franciscan friars and monkeys; a flock of owls attended Minerva (France). 121 In 

her definitive study of set designs for seventeenth-century ballets, Marie-Françoise Christout acknowledged 

that there coexisted in such performances Ŗtwo inspirations, platonic and comic,ŗ allowing ballet to satisfy at 

once Ŗthose who, following the example of Assyrian magi, perceived in the perpetual mutation of 

choreographic figures the cycle of the seasons, the intermingling of the elements, or the paths of the stars, 

and those who, in these same figures, simply enjoyed a muscular and mental relaxation.ŗ122 Emphasis shifted 

back and forth between platonic theory and comic spectacle, though the ballet de cour never abandoned 

either entirely.123 

Balletřs development in the seventeenth century followed a series of phases, each overlapping with 

and nourishing the next. Elaborate allegorical entertainments, evolved from the Florentine intermedi and 

originally patronized by Catherine deř Medici, were replaced in the late 1610s with a more emphatically 

plotted form, known as the ballet mélodramatique. Cleaving more closely to literary source material (often the 

work of Tasso or Ariosto) and placing greater emphasis on narrative coherence than cosmic signification, 

productions like the Ballet de la délivrance de Renaudŕdanced at the Louvre on January 29, 1617ŕrelayed 

stories of knights and enchantresses, figuring the lattersř bewitching powers through increasingly elaborate 

designs, and, above all choreography. (fig. 1.14).124 Promoted by the favorite of Louis XIII, Charles dřAlbert 

duc de Luynes (1578-1621, notoriously more gifted as a dancer than as a soldier), the ballet mélodramatique 

                                                           
121 Ibid., 109. 

122 Christout, Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV, 1643-1672, mises en scène (Paris: A. et J. Picard et Cie, 1967), 10: Ŗdeux 
inspirations platonicienne et cocasse... ŖCette volontaire confusion des genres... permet au ballet de satisfaire ceux qui, à 
lřinstar des mages assyriens, perçoivent à travers les figures chorégraphiques en perpetuelle mutation le cycle des saisons, 
la confusion des éléments ou les évolutions stellaires, et ceux qui nřy goûtent quřune détente musculaire et mentale.ŗ 

123 Franko (Dance as Text) has suggested that danses figurées went out of fashion in the 1620s and 1630s, and Canova-
Green (ŖTragicomedy to Epic: The Court Ballets of Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin,ŗ Dance Research, vol. 25, no. 2 [Winter 
2007]: 156-166) has proposed that the advent of the proscenium stage in 1641 rendered geometric dances obsolete. 
Even in 1658, however, Ménestrier insisted that ŖLe grand Ballet est la conclusion de tout lřouvrage,ŗ and provided a 
guide for creating Ŗhieroglyphicŗ dancing figures (ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ 56). 

124 See Discours au vray du ballet dansé par le Roy le dimanche XXIX iour de iavier, MVI XVII (Paris: Pierre Ballard, 1617). The 
court poets René Bordier and Étienne Durand contributed verses for musical airs by Pierre Guédron. 
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came to an abrupt end with his death,125 when sets and costumes for court ballets underwent a radical 

simplification, and narrative clarity was replaced by the determined ribaldry and incoherence of burlesque 

ballet. Broadly comic subjects and charactersŕostensibly designed to cheer up the grieving kingŕ

predominated from 1621 to 1636, replacing Tasso and Ariosto with Rabelais.126 Antic choreography, devised 

by Jacques de Belleville and others tested the abilities of noble performers. Louis XIII, who regularly 

appeared en travestie in burlesque ballets, seems to have enjoyed the potential for sly allusion to contemporary 

events presented by their loose structure and outlandish characters.127  

In what is surely the most adventuresome work of modern scholarship on this form, Mark Franko 

has read subversive political meaning into burlesque ballets, suggesting that their most Ŗvirulently criticalŗ 

period corresponded to the relative political instability of Richelieuřs early years in office (1624-1627), when 

the new first minister began consolidating power away from the nobility.128 Unlike those for allegorical or 

melodramatic ballets, livrets (commemorative libretti, usually printed after the fact as souvenirs) for burlesque 

ballets were generally brief, offering little in the way of explanation for the motley crew of drunks, tradesmen, 

exotic foreigners, and transvestite nymphs paraded across the stage. An anti-narrative form, burlesque ballet 

was emphatically, extravagantly visual and, fittingly, spawned a corresponding graphic genre: the 

                                                           
125 Other salient examples of the form include: the 1619 Ballet de lřAventure de Tancrède en la forêt enchantée; the 1619 Ballet de 
Psyché; and the 1621 Ballet dřApollon, in which de Luynes appeared in the role of Apollo, and the king, in that of a 
blacksmith. On the duc de Luynes and the ballet mélodramatique, see Van Orden, Music, Discipline, and Arms, 110-112; 
Roy Strong, Art and Power: Renaissance Festivals, 1450-1650 (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 1984), 30-32; McGowan, 
LřArt du ballet de cour en France, 179-181; and Prunières, Le ballet de cour en France, 165-167. 

126 In, for example: La Naissance de Pantagruel (1626); Ballet des Pantagruélistes (ca. 1633); La Bouffonerie Rabeléisque (1638); and 
the Ballet de la vénérable Sibille de Panzouste de Rabelais (s.d). On these, see McGowan, LřArt du ballet de cour, 147. 

127 On Louis XIIIřs fondness for travesty and its political meaning(s), see Mark Franko, ŖMajestic Drag: Monarchical 
Performativity and the Kingřs Body Theatrical.ŗ Drama Review 47, no. 2 (2003): 71-87. Frankořs work draws on landmark 
studies by Ernest Kantorowicz (The Kingřs Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political Theology [1957] [Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1997] and Louis Marin (Le portrait du roi [Paris: Minuit, 1981]) 

128 Franko, ŖMajestic Drag,ŗ 6. On the burlesque ballet, see also 32-51 and McGowan, LřArt du ballet de cour en France, 
132-153, who provides a more practical account. Frankořs analysis of burlesque ballet draws heavily on Francis Barřs Le 
Genre burlesque en France au XVIIe siècle: Étude de style (Paris: Éditions dřArtry, 1960). 
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commemorative portfolio of ink or gouache drawings recording a ballet entrée by entrée.129 Daniel Rabel 

(1578-1637) was the masterŕand perhaps the inventorŕof this genre. Painter in residence to Charles de 

Gonzague, duc de Nevers (1580-1637, a patron of and poet for burlesque ballets), Rabel was also the author 

of costume designs for many burlesques danced at the court of Louis XIII, producing both preparatory 

drawings (e.g. figs. 1.15 and 1.16) and elaborate ricordi (e.g. figs. 1.17 and 1.18) of the various entrées.130  

Rabelřs drawings testify to the anarchic spirit of these performances, but they also betray a reliance 

on sixteenth-century emblem books like the Iconologia of Cesare Ripa (1555-1622), a known iconographic 

source for Poussin.131 The dress worn by one dancer in the role of Music (fig. 1.15) suggests a comically literal 

reading of Ripařs recommended Ŗgarment covered with various instruments.ŗ132 The crustacean mask worn 

by another dancer, costumed as an Astrologer (fig. 1.16), points to ballet-makersř determination to transform 

the body into a field of signification, however strange or whimsical their means. Rabelřs ricordi, moreover, 

confirm the persistent convention of the grand ballet (figs. 1.19 and 1.20), a symbolic reinstatement of order 

and sobriety at the conclusion of each entertainment. Here Frankořs argument for the subversive power of 

burlesque ballet loses some of its steam; in the antic entrées, fools and savages, peasants and animals may 

                                                           
129 Sarah Cohen discusses the relationship between burlesque balletsř often-minimal livrets and their sometimes 
abundant visual documentation in Art, Dance, and the Body in French Culture of the Ancien Régime (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), 27-28.  

130 The most important group of Rabelřs costume designs (188 works in all) is in the collection of the Victoria and Albert 
Museum; a group of six belongs to the Getty Research Institute. The finest examples of Rabelřs ricordi belong to the 
Louvre; these ninety-four works, bound in a single volume, document Le Ballet des Fées de la Forest de Saint-Germain (1625), 
Le Grand Bal de la Duchesse Billebahaut (1626), and Le Ballet du Château de Bicêtre (1632); they may have been commissioned 
by the duc de Nevers. On the costume designs, see McGowanřs introduction to idem, The Court Ballet of Louis XIII: A 
Collection of Working Designs for Costumes 1615-1633, exh. cat. (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1986). On the 
souvenir drawings, see Christout, ŖLes Ballets-Mascarades des ŘFées de la Forêt de Saint-Germainř et de la ŘDouairière de 
Billebahautř et lřŒuvre de Daniel Rabel,ŗ Revue dřHistoire du Théâtre (1961): 7-24. Graham Larkin provides a helpful 
biography of Rabel in ŖSerious Play: Daniel Rabelřs Classical and Burlesque Costume Designs for the Court Ballet of 
Louis XIII,ŗ MA thesis (Queenřs University, Kingston, Ontario, 1993).  

131 As Panofsky first demonstrated (ŖEt in Arcadia Egoŗ); see also (most recently) Henry Keazor, ŖNicolas Poussin,ŗ 
Kunstchronik, vol. 48 (1995): 337-359, esp. 351-352. On Ripařs Iconologia, its sources and use, see Sonia Maffei, Le radici 
antiche dei simboli: studi sullřIconologia di Cesare Ripa e i suoi rapporti con lřantico (Naples: La stanza delle scritture, 2009). 

132 Ripa, Iconologia (1593) (Siena: Matteo Florimi, 1613), 75: ŖMusica. Dama con una veste piena di diversi stromenti & 
diversi cartelle, nelle quali siano segnate le note, e tutti I tempi di esse. In capo cerrà una manomusicale, annonciata tra 
capelli, & in mana una viola da gamba, è altro instromento musicale.ŗ 
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lunge, caper, kick up their heels, but for the grand ballet, the masked noblemen gather together in orderly 

groups, suddenly civilized in their comportment.  

Of course this modicum of discipline was nothing to that which Richelieu would impose in the 

1630s.133 Before taking orders at eighteen, the first minister had received the typical education of a French 

nobleman. As Kate van Orden has explained, ballet trainingŕwhich generally began at age five, along with 

lessons in fencing and dressageŕplayed a crucial role in this education, submitting the body to a discipline at 

once graceful and implicitly violent.134 Richelieu was adept at riding, fencing, and dancing and might in other 

circumstances have made a brilliant military career.135 Though a clergyman, and hence not a performer 

himself, Richelieu possessed a canny understanding of balletřs power and potential utility as a distinctly 

French art of the body.136 The journal of one noble dancer (and distinguished general) the Maréchal François 

de Bassompierre (1573-1646) indicates that Richelieu mounted a fête for the king, queen, and queen mother, 

featuring comedy, music, and ballet as early as 1629.137 In 1634 Richelieu oversaw the transformation of a 

tennis court into the 600-seat Théâtre du Marais, where, among other entertainments, ballets were mounted 

with some regularity.138 The first such performance he presented there was the Ballet de la Marine, danced on 

                                                           
133 On Richelieuřs propagandistic model for ballets, see: McGowan, Lřart du ballet de cour en France, 169-190; and 
Prunières, Le ballet de cour en France, 13-133. The classic study on the consolidation and reinforcement of political power 
through dance in early modern Europe is Roy Strongřs Art and Power. 

134 Van Orden, Music, Discipline, and Arms (esp. 90-95). 

135 On Richelieuřs education and dance training, see Elliot, ŖRichelieu lřhomme.ŗ 

136 Richelieu propagated both dance and theater in the teeth of the ultramontane clergy but with the full support of the 
Jesuit order. See: Judith Rock, Terpsichore at Louis-le-Grand: Baroque Dance on the Jesuit Stage in Paris (Saint Louis: Institute of 
Jesuit Studies, 1996); Régine Astier, ŖPierre Beauxchamps and the Ballets de Collège,ŗ (trans. Dorothy Pearce) Dance 
Chronicle, vol. 6, no. 2 (1983): 138-163; and McGowan, Lřart du ballet de cour en France, 205-227. 

137 Bassompierre, Journal de ma vie: mémoires du maréchal de Bassompierre: première édition conforme au manuscrit original, 4 vols. 
(Paris: Renouard, 1870-1877), vol. IV.  

138 The theater also provided a permanent residence for the troupe of Pierre Corneille. See Barbara Coeyman, ŖOpera 
and Ballet in Seventeenth-Century French Theaters: Case Studies of the Salle des Machines and the Palais Royal 
Theater,ŗ in Opera and Context: Essays on Historical Staging from the Late Renaissance to the Time of Puccini, ed. Mark A. Radice 
(Portland: Amadeus Press, 1998): 37-71, 44. 
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February 25, 1635.139 Conceived as a celebration of Franceřs new naval power, the performance presented a 

parade of sea gods and foreigners come to render homage to Louis XIII. In an unusually long series of thirty 

entrées, there were Tritons and Fisherman, a Pirate and an Admiral, Muscovites, Laplanders, Persians, 

Chinese, Moors, Amazons, Giants, and Pygmies.140 Despite its February performance date, the balletřs 

somewhat dogged political coherence distinguished it from the wild carnival entertainments in which the king 

himself generally appeared.141  

The birth of the dauphin in September 1638 afforded Richelieu an opportunity to mount another 

lavishŕand programmaticŕproduction: the Ballet de la Félicité.142 The performance (which took place the 

following February) began with an act devoted to the misfortunes of war. A sung récit for Ambition was 

followed by entrées for Discord, Bellona, Spaniards, Frenchmen, Germans, and Swedes. Justice herself 

intervened to break up the fighting. A second section, addressing the present fortunes of France, was 

introduced by a récit for Justice, Felicity, and Amours, followed by entrées for France with her rivers and 

Spain with hers, dancing together and holding hands. The third and final section was introduced by winged 

Fame, trumpet in hand; she set the stage for entrées by a company of half-French, half-Spanish soldiers, who 

routed an army of Turks; a troupe of French ladies marrying Spaniards; and a procession of French pilgrims 

to Santiago. Surviving verses, which closed the production, offer a hymn of praise to the princeling, future 

                                                           
139 Livret reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. V, 69-89; see also Louis-César de La Baume Le Blanc La 
Vallière, Ballets, opéra et autres ouvrages par ordre chronologique depuis leur origine avec une table alphabétique des ouvrages et des auteurs 
(Paris: J. Baptiste Bauche, 1755), 61ff. 

140 The parade of caricatured foreigners performing Ŗnational dancesŗ (Ŗgaillardesŗ for Italians, Ŗsarabandes et pavanesŗ 
for Spaniards, Ŗlřallemandeŗ for Germans, Ŗmauresquesŗ for Moors, according to de Lauzeřs guidelines (Apologie de la 
danse), had formed a staple of ballet since the 1610s. Guillaume Colletetřs 1622 Ballet des nations is perhaps the definitive 
example. On the phenomenon, see Canova-Green, ŖDance and Ritual: the Ballet des nations at the Court of Louis XIII,ŗ 
Renaissance Studies, vol. 9, no. 4, (December 1995): 395-403. 

141 Just seven days before, on February 18, 1635, the king had danced the roles of a Swiss Guard and a Lady in Waiting 
in a somewhat rowdier production, the Ballet des Triomphes at the Louvre. See Le Ballet des Triomphes, dansé par le Roy en la 
salle du Louure le 18. & 20. Feurier de lřannée 1635 (Paris: Robert Sara, 1635).  

142 Livret: Ballet de la Félicité, sur le sujet de lřheureuse naissance de Monseigneur le Dauphin, printed monograph, n.p., n.d. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Littérature et art, YF-1374. The text is reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et 
mascarades, vol. V, 229-242, but assigned the incorrect date of 1634. 
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Louis XIV, Ŗqui doit unir les Roys.ŗ143 The theme of Hispano-French reconciliation and cooperation was not 

particularly subtle: gone were the clever allusions of burlesque ballet.144 First performed at Saint-Germain-en-

Laye on February 17, 1639, the ballet received a repeat performance that same month, at Richelieuřs brand 

new château at Poitou, and as many as three more showings in March: at the Louvre, the Palais Cardinal 

(Richelieuřs Parisian residence), and the Hôtel de Ville, a public performance space, where the initial crush of 

would-be spectators was so great that the performance had to be postponed by a week while more seating 

was installed.145  

 Perhaps the most significant of Richelieuřs balletic efforts, however, was the Ballet de la Prospérité des 

armes de France, danced at the Palais Cardinal on February 7, 1641.146 Through five acts and thirty-three 

entrées, the setting shifted from the palace of Harmony, to hell, to the Alps, to the open sea, to the heavens, 

and back to earth. The cast included more mythological figures than Richelieuřs earlier productionsŕwith 

Pluto, Proserpina, the Fates and the Furies in hell, almost the entire Roman pantheon in heaven, and the 

ŖGallic Herculesŗ as leading man. Territorial disputes with Spain in Italy and competitive ambitions for the 

New World nevertheless formed the true theme of this ballet, danced at a turning point in the Franco-

Spanish War (1635-1659).147 French soldiers, playing dancers, playing soldiers routed the Spanish in the 

                                                           
143 Ibid.: ŖSur ces hautes montagnes,/ Dřou lřon voit les Espagnes/ Et lřEstat des François;/ Dançons, poussons nos 
voix,/ Mes gentilles compagnes/ Lřhonneur du Dauphin qui doit unir les Roys./ Disons au Dieu de lřonde,/ Que le 
reste du monde/ Va viure sous leurs loix./ Dançons, poussons nos voix,/ Que chacun me seconde,/ En lřhonneur du 
Dauphin qui doit unir les Roys. / Cet espoir de la France,/ Merueille en sa Naissance;/ Met la guerre aux abois./ Aux 
champs, aux monts, aux bois/ Que chacun chante & dance,/ En lřhonneur du Dauphin qui doit unir les Roys.ŗ  

144 On the characterization of Spain in Richelieuřs ballets, see Clara Rico Oses, ŖPresencia e imagen de Espaða en los 
libretos de los ballets de cour franceses de la primera mitad del siglo XVIIŗ in Revista de Musicología,ŗ vol. 28, no. 2 
(December 2005): 1281-1299. 

145 These details are all recounted in the introduction to the Ballet de la Félicité. On the exclusivity of the ballet de cour and 
feverish attempts by many members of the bourgeoisie to secure seats, see Margaret M. McGowan, ŖBallets for the 
Bourgeoisŗ Dance Research vol. 19, no. 2 (2001): 106-126. The practice of dancing royal ballets before a bourgeois 
audience in repeat performances at the Hótel de Ville was Richelieuřs innovationŕand a powerful propagandistic tool. 
We will return to the Palais Cardinal and the Château de Richelieu in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. 

146 On this production see Gérard, Geay, ed., Ballet de la prospérité des armes de la France (Versailles: Éditions du Centre de 
Musique Baroque de Versailles, 2009). See also Mascarade en forme de ballet, dansé par le roy, au Palais Cardinal le 26 fevrier 
1641 (gazetteerřs account of the Ballet de Cassandre), repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI, 267-277; and livret, repr. 
in ibid., 33-46. 

147 For more on this balletřs political context, see Chapter 5. 
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mountains and on the seas. The production was ultimately utilitarian, a straightforward work of propaganda, 

contrasting the opening récit for Harmony with the antics of quite pointed demonsŕPride, Artifice, 

Disorder, Ŗthe Desire to Reign,ŗŕand leaving no one in doubt as to which first minister the Gallic Hercules 

might represent.148 The production was lavish: ships pitched on the waves, clouds descended and levitated; 

dancers frolicked on a mechanical rhinoceros. An account published in the Gazette describes the performersř 

movements with an unusual degree of detail, calling the jumps of one Ŗperilleux et admirablesŗ and explaining 

that the Ŗpostures et cabriolesŗ of a trio of dancers expressed their joy in the kingřs presence.149  

 These effectsŕboth choreographic and scenographicŕwere enhanced by their presentation in the 

cardinalřs new theater. The Palais Cardinal was an additive building, which metastasized as Richelieu bought 

up surrounding blocks.150 The acquisition of a large plot at the Southeast corner of the property (fig. 1.21) 

allowed the cardinalřs architect, Jacques Lemercier (1585-1654), to add a vast, Italianate theater in 1640, 

designed to accommodate up to 3,000 spectators and featuring the first proscenium stage in all of Paris. This 

theater opened on January 14, 1641 with the play Mirame (fig. 1.22), written by Richelieuřs pet dancer-turned-

poet, Jean Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin (1595-1676).151 But it was with the Ballet de la Prospéritéŕwhose livret 

was, likewise, written by Desmarets, to a score by François de Chancy (1600-1656)152ŕthat the new theater 

                                                           
148 Hercules, also a figure for the Bourbon kings, occupied an important place in Richelieuřs regime of self-
representation. See Chapter 5. Not everyone was pleased with the Ballet de la Prospérité; two prominent Jesuit ballet 
theorists later admitted their dislike for the ballet (and, perhaps, their professional jealousy of its author, Jean Desmarets 
de Saint-Sorlin): Claude-François Ménestrier dismissed the plot as incoherent in his Des ballets anciens et modernes (Paris: 
Rene Guichard, 1682), n.p.; and the abbé Michel de Marolles found fault with many aspects of the production. See Les 
Mémoires de Michel de Marolles, 2 vols. (Paris: Antoine de Sommaville, 1656-1657), vol. I, 127. We will return to Marolles 
below and in Chapter 3. 

149 See Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI, 33-46. 

150 See Hillary Ballon, ŖThe Architecture of Cardinal Richelieuŗ in Goldfarb, ed. Richelieu: Art and Power, exh. cat., 246-
259. See also Sylvie Métayer and Sophie Rousée, Le Palais Royal, exh. cat. (Paris: Musée Carnavalet, 1988). The definitive 
monograph on this building remains Victor Champier and G. Roger Sandozřs, Le Palais-Royal dřaprès des documents inédits 
(1629-1900), 2 vols. (Paris: Société de propagation des livres dřart, 1900). 

151 Another founding member of the Académie Française. The playřs tragic subject, based on the rumored romance of 
Anne of Austria and the Duke of Buckingham, had been dictated by Richelieu, and the production was not a rousing 
success. See Timothy C. Murray, ŖRichelieuřs Theater: the Mirror of a Prince,ŗ Renaissance Drama, New Series, vol. 8 
(1977): 275-298.  

152 Canova-Green, ŖTragicomedy to Epic.ŗ On Desmarets de Saint-Sorlinŕa performer, poet, choreographer and 
diplomat, who famously played the role of the Grand Turc in the 1626 Grand Ballet de la Douairière de Billebahaut (see 
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made its lasting mark, helping to transform the ballet de cour into what Prunières dubbed a Ŗdivertissement 

proprement théâtral.ŗ153 Framed by the proscenium, dancers and their movements cohered into an image, 

unfolding in fictive pictorial space, rather than the three-dimensional space of their beholders.154 A painting 

of the performance (fig. 1.23), attributed to Juste dřEgmont (1601-1674), gives us some sense of the effect: 

Richelieu and Louis XIII chat in the foreground, while onstage, in a tableau of arrested action, the Gallic 

Hercules routes the Hapsburg eagle and Spanish lion with his club.155 The picture is somewhat misleading in 

that it omits the many rows of seats that occupied the new theaterřs parterre, usurping the space where the 

grand ballet would traditionally have been danced. Marie-Claude Canova-Green has proposed thatŕbereft of 

this spaceŕthe Ballet de la Prospérité did away with the grand ballet altogether,156 but in fact this production 

called on its noble spectators to perform the grand ballet themselves by piercing the picture plane of the 

proscenium. 

After the final ascent of Glory in a mechanical cloud, the curtain fell only to rise again, revealing an 

empty stage: the backcloth had vanished, clearing the view to a ballroom beyond; a bridge emerged from 

under the stage to transport the king and queen from their dais to the dance floor, where they led their guests 

in a series of basses danses.157 For spectators, crossing the stage into the social space of the ballroom, the 

through-the-looking-glass effect must have been a powerful one, something like stepping into a picture frame. 

The distinction between beholding and dancing melted away in a seamless shift from watching bodies in 

motion to moving oneřs own. If, as the modern dance philosopher Maxine Sheets asserts, ŖThe meaning of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Rabelřs illustrations, cited above)ŕsee Hugh Gaston Hall, Richelieuřs Desmarets and the Century of Louis XIV (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1990). 

153 Prunières, Le ballet de cour en France, 161. Lemercierřs actual theater perished in a fire in 1763. 

154 Cohen explores this pictorial transformation at length, Art, Dance, and the Body, 30ff. 

155 See the entry on this picture by Goldfarb in idem, ed., Richelieu: Art and Power, 240, no. 107. 

156 Canova-Green, ŖTragicomedy to Epic,ŗ 159. 

157 Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI, 33-46, esp. 46. 
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dance comes alive for us only as we ourselves have a lived experience of the dance,ŗ for spectators in 

Richelieuřs theater, the meaning of dance came alive that night.158 

 A final ballet orchestrated by Richelieu was performed after his death. The 1643 Ballet dancé en 

lřhonneur du roy sur le sujet de ses triomphes seems to have been more modest than its predecessors but was 

apparently no less doctrinaire. An entrée for a Frenchman plucking the feathers of an imperial eagle suggests 

a note of whimsy foreign to the cardinalřs sensibility, but a concluding ballet for the four continents 

confirmed the entertainmentřs solemnity and geopolitical stakes. The livret for the Ballet des triomphes is among 

the first to emphasize the verisimilitude of the dancersř portrayals, a legacy of the new pictorial demands 

imposed by the proscenium stage,159 but after this performance ballet temporarily receded from its position of 

cultural and political prominence. Richelieuřs Italian successor, the Barberini protégé Cardinal Mazarin (1602-

1661), preferred opera.160  

Whereas Richelieu had recognized in ballet an important rhetorical tool for defending and enlarging 

monarchic power, Mazarin regarded it chiefly as a means of diverting the young king and flattering those 

members of the nobility who chose to remain at court rather than joining the Fronde.161 From the early 

1650s, Mazarin delegated responsibility for devising ballets to Louis de Cauchon (known as Monsieur 

Hesselin, 1602-1662),162 an avid dancer and chief organizer of court fêtes, who seems, in turn, to have 

                                                           
158 Sheets, The Phenomenology of Dance, 4.  

159 Describing an entrance for the Furies, the author (probably Desmarets) proclaimed, ŖVous admirez en cette entrée 
tout ce que lřart peut apprendre à la nature dans la dance, soit pour la distribution du corps, ou pour la nouvauté des pas, 
comme estans si propres à ces Furies, que vous serez forcez de croire que Pluton mesme les leur a monstrez.ŗ Ballet dancé 
en lřhonneur du roy sur le sujet de ses triomphes (Lyon: J. Aymé Landy, 1643), n.p. 

160 See Christout, ŖA la recherche dřun style,ŗ in idem Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV: chapter 2. On the favor Mazarin 
showed the arts of Italy (with sometimes quite disastrous political results), see: Raffaele Scalamandrè, Mazzarino e lřarte 
italiana in Francia: la pittura e il ŖTeatro per musicaŗ italiani: dalla Roma dei Barberini alla corte di Luigi XIV (Naples: Edizioni 
scientifiche italiane, 2001); and Jeffrey Merrick, ŖThe Body Politics of French Absolutism,ŗ in From the Royal to the 
Republican Body: Incorporating the Political in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century France, Sara Melzer, ed. (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1998): 11-31. 

161 See Georgia Cowart, The Triumph of Pleasure: Louis XIV & the Politics of Spectacle (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2008), 7-8. 

162 On Hesselin, see J.H. Leopold and Clare Vincent, ŖA Watch for Monsieur Hesselin,ŗ Metropolitan Museum Journal, vol. 
28 (1993): 103-119, esp. 113.  
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selected the writers, composers, choreographers, and designers who realized these programs. Louis XIV 

made his ballet debut at age thirteen, dancing the role of a knight in the Ballet de Cassandre on February 26, 

1651.163 This productionŕloosely based on the Amours de Cassandre, a celebrated collection of gallant poems 

by Pierre de Ronsard (1524-1585)ŕseems to have been the first written by Isaac de Benserade (1613-

1691),164 a poet, courtier, and loyal anti-Frondeur, who would become the most important ballet livrettiste of 

his era, penning poetry for the majority of court entertainments scored by Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632-1687).165 

The Ballet de Cassandreřs cast also included Pierre Beauchamp (1636-1705), a private dancing master to Louis 

and future director of the Académie Royale de Danse.166 Beauchamp may have devised some of the 

choreography in collaboration with another (today rather more famous) member of the cast, Molière (1622-

1673), the future playwright and inventor of the hybrid comédie-ballet.167 Indeed, Benseradeřs role as livrettiste 

foreshadowed Molièreřs. Whereas most early ballets de courŕwith the notable exception of those written by 

Desmarets for Richelieuŕhad incorporated verse by various poets in often-anonymous collaboration, 

                                                           
163 See Mascarade en forme de ballet, dansé par le roy, au Palais Cardinal le 26 fevrier 1651 (gazetteerřs account of the Ballet de 
Cassandre), repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI, 267-277. Régine Astier provides a useful list of Louis XIVřs 
balletic appearances in ŖLouis XIV, Premier Danseur,ŗ in Sun King: the Ascendency of French Culture under Louis XIV, ed. 
David Lee Rubin (London: Associated University Presses, 1992), see esp. appendix: 99-102. 

164 On Benserade, see Canova Greenřs critical edition of the ballets (Benserade: Ballets pour Louis XIV, 2 vols. [Toulouse: 
Société des littératures classiques, 1997]), whose introduction (vol. I: 7-35) provides a useful overview of his work as a 
livrettiste. See also Charles Silinřs (rather more hagiographic) biography, Benserade and His Ballets de cour, (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1940); and Charles Perraultřs introduction to the Œuvres complètes de Benserade, 2 vols. 
(Paris: C. de Sercy, 1697).  

165 Lully began writing ballet scores in 1658. On his work as a composer of ballets, see Jérôme de la Gorce, Jean-Baptiste 
Lully (Paris: Fayard, 2002) and Philippe Beaussant, Lully, ou, Le musicien du soleil (Paris: Gallimard, 1992). Cowart also 
provides a helpful overview in The Triumph of Pleasure, 18-27 and 77-79. 

166 Beauchamp (also spelled Beauchamps and Beauxchamps) seems to have made his first stage appearance at the Palais 
Cardinal, in the Ballet du déreglement des passions, danced on January 23, 1648. He quickly became an informal dancing 
master to Louis XIV and went on to direct the Académie Royale de Danse. See: John S. Powell, ŖPierre Beauchamps, 
Choreographer to Molièreřs Troupe du Roy,ŗ Music & Letters, vol. 76, no. 2 (May 1995): 168-186; Régine Astier, ŖPierre 
Beauxchamps and the Ballets de Collège,ŗ esp. appendices I and II for a list of ballets known to have been 
choreographed by Beauchamp; and Kunzle (later Astier), ŖPierre Beauchamp: the Illustrious Unknown Choreographer,ŗ 
Dance Scope, vol. 8, no. 2 (1974): 32-45; part 2 in Dance Scope vol. 9, no. 1 (1975): 31-44. 

167 On the collaborations of Beauchamp, Molière, and Lully, see John S. Powell, ŖPierre Beauchamps and the Public 
Theatre,ŗ in Nevile, ed., Dance, Spectacle, and the Body Politick, 117-135.  
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Benserade was generally the sole author of his livrets, which placed new emphasis on text and the sung récit, 

in a step towards Mazarinřs preferred art: opera.168  

 Benserade was most likely the author of the Ballet des festes de Bacchus, a far grander entertainment, 

danced in May of the same year at Richelieuřs theater, which was by then known as the Théâtre du Palais 

Royal.169 The performance opened with a récit for Sobriety, quickly chasedŕalong with Indigence and the tee 

totaling Venetian cleric Cardinal Cornaroŕfrom the Golden Isle. Subsequent entrées depicted Joy, 

Abundance, and drunken guests at the palace of Silenus. Bacchus, boasting of his triumph in India,170 led a 

parade that comprised a monkey, a lion, and a pig, demons, dancing girls, the nymphs who had nursed him 

and the seers and poets he inspired, the woodland god Pan, the Knights of the Round Table, tumblers, 

Autumn, drunken shepherds, and gamblers. A second récit for Venus and the three Graces announced 

further entrées for Orpheus, Silenus, a chorus of dreams, and a company of bacchants. There followed men 

of fire and ice, fairies, gladiators, Titans, and pirates shipwrecked on the Golden Isle. Apollo and the Muses 

led the concluding grand ballet, literalizing the eveningřs journey from dionysian to apollonian: Louis XIV 

played both a bacchant and a muse.171  

 Perhaps the crucial production, however, mounted by Hesselin for the teenaged king was the Ballet de 

la Nuict, which celebrated the reestablishment of court life and Mazarinřs return from exile after the upheavals 

of the Fronde. Danced on February 23, 1653, with a livret by Benserade, a score by Jean de Cambefort (1605-

1661), and sets by Giacomo Torelli (1608-1678),172 the Ballet de la Nuict marked Louis XIVřs first appearance 

in the role of the sun king (fig. 1.24), recorded in a famous costume design attributed to Henry de Gissey 

                                                           
168 Prunières, notably, lamented this move away from Ŗtrue ballet.ŗ Le ballet de cour en France, iv. On this shift, see also 
Franko, ŖMolière and Textual Closure: Comedy-Ballet,ŗ in idem, Dance as Text, chapter 5.  

169 Livret: Ballet du Roy des festes de Bacchus, dansé par sa majesté au palais royal le 2e jour de may 1651 (Paris: Robert Ballard, 
1651). 

170 Ibid., n.p.: ŖLes Indes ont ployé sous mon effort divin,/ Lřunivers est temoin de ma grandeur parfaite,/ Et je ne fus 
jamais vaincu que par le vin,/ Mais je trouve ma gloire en ma propre defaite.ŗ 

171 Chanting, ŖJe ne cesse de mřagiter,/ Et mon exercise ordinaire/ Est de courir, danser, sauter.ŗ 

172 Livret: Benserade, Ballet royal de la nuict, divisé en quatre Parties, ou quatre Veilles. Et dansé par sa Majesté é le 23. Fevrier 1653 
(Paris: Robert Ballard, 1653). See also the authoritative work on this ballet, edited by Michael Burden and Jennifer 
Thorp, and containing, in addition to various scholarly essays, facsimiles of Benseradeřs livret, Gisseyřs costume designs: 
Ballet de la Nuit. (Rothschild B1/16/6). Wendy Hilton Dance & Music Series, no. 15 (New York: Pendragon Press, 2009). 
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(1621-1673).173 The entertainment comprised forty-five entrées, presented in four parts and tracing a 

sequence of imaginary events from sundown to dawn. Weary shepherds returned home. Gallants and 

coquettes did their evening shopping. There were lamplighters and thieves, a spectacular house fire, and a 

ballet-within-a-ballet showing the wedding of Peleus and Thetis. The Moon wooed Endymion. Witches 

danced their Sabbath. Finally, the Morning Star, played by the kingřs brother, heralded the chariot of Aurora, 

who sprinkled rose petals from on high (fig. 1.25) before the entrance of Louis, the sun, Ŗastre des rois,ŗ who 

led the concluding grand ballet.174 The cast included Hesselin, Molière, and Beauchamp,175 and the livret 

evidenced a strategic, selective reading of Ovid (for the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, the story of Diana and 

Endymion, etc.) that would become the hallmark of Benseradeřs work for Louis XIV.176 

 Identifying the young king with the sunŕsource of all light, life, and pleasureŕthe Ballet de la Nuict 

served as a model for subsequent productions in the 1650s and especially the 1660s, which presented Louis as 

the Sun, Apollo, or Springtime, attended by Aurora or Flora.177 More importantly, the kingřs appearance as 

the Sun in the Ballet de la Nuict set a precedent for the sweeping iconographic program of his personal reign, 

which began after the death of Mazarin in March, 1661.178 An unusually full schedule of balletsŕgenerally 

written by Benserade to music by Lullyŕnow stretched far beyond the carnival season. There was the Ballet 

                                                           
173 Formerly attributed to Stefano della Bella, these designs were given to Gissey by Christout; idem, Le Ballet de cour de 
Louis XIV, 68. On Gissey, see also Anatole de Montaiglonřs biography, Henri de Gissey de Paris: dessinateur ordinaire des 
plaisirs et des ballets du Roi (1608-1673) (Paris: J.-B. Dumoulin, 1854). 

174 Benserade, Ballet royal de la nuict, 65. 

175 As well as Francois de Beauvilliers, le comte (later duc) de Saint-Aignan, valet de chambre to the king, who would 
become an important ordonnateur (roughly, artistic director) of Benseradeřs ballets in subsequent years and the original 
vice-protecteur of the Académie Royale de la Danse. 

176 Benserade in fact produced a verse translation of the Metamorphoses in 1676, illustrated by Le Brun, Le Clerc, and 
Chauveau: Métamorphoses en rondeaux (1676) (Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier, 1679). 

177 See, for example: the 1654 Ballet des Noces de Pelée et de Thétis (for which Giacomo Torelliřs set designs survive in a 
commemorative book, illustrated with engravings by Israël Silvestre: Scene e machine preparate alle nozze di Teti Balletto reale 
representato nella sala del piccolo Borbone et da Giacomo Torelli inventore dedicate all eminentissimo prencipe cardinal Mazarin [Paris: n.p., 
1654]); the 1654 Ballet du Temps (livret: Benserade, Ballet du Temps: dansé par le Roy le dernier jour de novembre 1654 [Paris: 
Robert Ballard, 1654]); and the 1656 Ballet de Psyché (livret: Benserade, Ballet de Psyché ou de la Puissance de lřamour, dansé par 
Sa Majesté le 16 jour de janvier 1656 [Paris: Robert Ballard, 1656]). 

178 For a survey of the vast literature on Louis XIV as Sun King, see Nicolas Milovanovic and Alexandre Maralřs 
introductions to Louis XIV, lřimage et le mythe (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2014) and Louis XIV: Lřhomme et 
le roi, exh. cat. (Versailles: Centre de recherche du château de Versailles, 2009). 
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des Saisons and the Ballet des Plaisirs, the Ballet de la Naissance de Vénus and the Ballet des amours déguisés, the Ballet 

des Muses and the Ballet de Flore.179 Benserade most often took Ovid as his point of departure, recounting the 

loves of the gods and the cycles of the seasons, but the motor behind every entertainmentŕand the ultimate 

source of every iconographic programŕwas Louis, the unsetting Sun and eternal Spring.  

The mounting of ballets throughout the year served a practical function in Louisřs governance of the 

fractious noblesse dřépée, ensuring its membersř presence at court for a much longer period of the year than ever 

before. Fêtes at the Louvre and the Tuileries, at Fontainebleau and Versailles, created a newly permanent 

court culture. Whereas aristocratsř participation in ballets of the 1620s had signaled the civility of a powerful 

warrior class, its gracious and good-humored submission to the pleasures of the king, aristocratsř participation 

in ballets of the 1660s marked the disempowermentŕeven, as we shall see, the emasculationŕof this same 

class in the wake of the Fronde. Gone were the monarchřs own playful appearances as a cutpurse, an icicle, a 

drunken bacchant. He would henceforth play Himself.  

Louis lost no time in rewarding his ballet makers for their contribution to his reign, granting dancing 

masters a new measure of disciplinary dignity during the very first month of his personal rule by creating a 

thirteen-member Académie Royale de Danse. This Academy preceded those of Inscriptions and Belles-

Lettres (1663), of Science (1666), of Opera (1669), and of Architecture (1671); Louis plainly understood the 

role ballet was to play in the performance of his kingship.180 In the lettres patentes for this Academy, the king 

took the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture (founded in 1648) as an explicit model,181 associating 

                                                           
179 See Canova-Green, Benserade: Ballets pour Louis XIV. On Louisřs political instrumentalization of ballet, see most 
recently Cowart, ŖMuses of Memory: Louis XIVřs Late Court Ballet, 1661-1669,ŗ in idem, The Triumph of Pleasure: chapter 
2. 

180 As Maureen Needham has indicated, the Academy of Dance also preceded the ministry of Jean-Baptiste Colbert, 
which began in 1665 and is generally credited with the disciplinary program of the Académies Royales. See ŖLouis XIV 
and the Académie Royale de Danse, 1661: A Commentary and Translation,ŗ Dance Chronicle, vol. 20, no. 2 (1997): 173-
190 (174-175). Submitted in March 1661 and approved in March 1662, the lettres patentes were published in 1663. 

181 Louis XIV, Lettres patentes du roy, pour lřétablissement de lřAcadémie royale de danse en la ville de Paris. Vérifiées en Parlement le 30 
mars 1662 (Paris: P. Le Petit, 1663), 6: ŖNous avons jugé à propos dřétablir en nostre bonne ville de Paris, une Académie 
Royale de Danse, a lřexemple de celles de Peinture & Sculpture…ŗOn the differences between this published version of 
the lettres patentes and the original manuscript, see Needham, ibid., where she disproves Nickolaus Pevsnerřs assertion that 
the Académie Royale de Danse did not function as a Ŗtrue academyŗ (Pevsner, Academies of Art, Past and Present [New 
York: Da Capo Press, 1973], 17). 
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dance more closely with painting than with its more accustomed sister art: music.182 Gesturing briefly to the 

ancient cosmological origins of the danse figurée,183 the lettres patentes emphasize the antiquity of a very 

different imperative for dance, tied to the new mimeticŕand, indeed, pictorialŕdemands of the proscenium 

stage.  

The Ŗfirst useŗ of dance, according to Louis, was Ŗto make visible by signs & movements of the 

body the secret sentiments of the soul.ŗ184 These words echo those attributed to Poussin by his early 

biographer Félibien in a journal entry dated to February 1648, when the young writer was visiting Poussin in 

Rome (and the artistřs admirers back in Paris had just founded the Académie Royale de Peinture et de 

Sculpture): 

…just as the 24 letters of the alphabet serve to form our words and express our thoughts, so do the 
lineaments of the human body to express the various passions of the soul and make outwardly visible 
what is in the mind.185 
 

Addressing the gestures and movements of the individual body, this model of expression is far simpler than 

the compositional theory of the Modes Poussin had articulated just a few months earlier in his letter to 

Chantelou.186 Closely related to Albertiřs affetti, the alphabet of the body was eagerly taken up by Academic 

theorists of dance and painting alike. Through it, the human figure could be converted into a legible sign by 

which invisible information (Ŗsentiments secretsŗ; Ŗce que lřon a dans lřespritŗ) might be codified and 

comprehended. The Conférence sur lřexpression générale et particulière, delivered by Charles Le Brun (1619-1690), 

                                                           
182 On the disciplinary disputes between dancing masters and the kingřs Ŗviolons,ŗ that led to this division, see Rose A. 
Pruiksma, ŖGenerational Conflict and the Foundation of the Académie Royale de Danse: a Reexamination,ŗ Dance 
Chronicle, vol. 26, no. 2 (2003): 169-187.  

183 Louis XIV, Lettres patentes, 33-34: ŖOn avoit cru que leur société [celle de danse et de musique] avoit esté formée sur 
celle de lřharmonie & du mouvement des cieux…ŗ  

184 Ibid., 38-39: Ŗ… son premier employ dans la plus obscure antiquité fut de faire voir par des signes & par des 
mouvemens du corps les secrets sentimens de lřame.ŗ 

185 Félibien, Journal, February 26, 1648. Manuscrit. Bibliothèque de Chartres, fol. 32, MSS 15-19. Cited in Thuillier ŖPour 
un Corpus Pussinianum,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin, Actes du colloque international, Paris, 19-21 septembre 1958, André Chastel, ed., 2 
vols., vol. II (Paris: Centre national de recherche scientifique, 1960): 49-238, 80: Ŗ...de mesme que les 24 lettres de 
lřalphabet servent à former nos paroles et exprimer nos pensées, de mesme les lineamans du corps humain à exprimer les 
diverses passions de lřâme pour faire paroistre au dehors ce que lřon a dans lřesprit.ŗ 

186 Here again we come to the tension between individual expression and compositional affect. 
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director of the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture in 1667, is the most celebrated example, parsing 

facial expressions into an elaborate code.187 Similar discussions were taking place in the realm of ballet. 

Already in 1658 Ménestrier had elaborated a theory of expression in dance strikingly similar to Le Brunřs 

theory of expression in painting, indicating which sorts of movements should be used to express specific 

passions: love, anger, fear, and so on.188 

Language presented the obvious model. As Academic theorists of painting adopted Horaceřs 

celebrated formula Ŗut pictura poesisŗŕas in poetry, so in paintingŕand embraced Plutarchřs related 

assertion that painting was a mute form of poetry, and poetry, an eloquent form of painting, ballet theorists 

of the period followed suit.189 In his 1632 Grand Ballet des Effets de la Nature, Colletet had insisted,  

If the ancients called Poetry a speaking painting, and Painting a silent poetry, following their example, 
we may call Dance, and especially that which is practiced in our Ballets, a moving painting, and an 
animate poetry. For, since Poetry is a true picture of our passions, and Painting, a true mute 

                                                           
187 Charles Le Brun, ŖConférence sur lřexpression générale et particulièreŗ (pub. 1698) edited and annotated by Jennifer 
Montagu in The Expression of the Passions (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1994). 

188 Ménestrier, ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ 53-54: Il faut aussi exprimer les passions, & cřest le chef-dřœuvre 
de lřart parce quřil en faut parfaitement connoitre la nature, & comme elles ont des principes interieurs, dont on ne void 
que les effets il est difficile de les exprimer. LřAmour demande des empressemens, & des tendresses, un visage serein, & 
autant de formes differentes quřelle a dřactes divers; il faut que tout parle en elle, que les yeux deviennent eloquens par 
leurs regards, & quřil en sorte des esprits de feu meslez de larmes, que le plaisir exprime. I faut quřil paroisse de la 
contrainte dans lřAmour naissante, de la hardiesse dans ses progrez, & du transport dans sa bonne fortune. Enfin il luy 
faut donner toutes les couleurs que les Philosophes ont remarquées. La colere est fougueuse, elle sřemporte & nřa rien de 
reglé. Tous ses mouvemens sont violens & cřest dans cette passions, que les pas doivent estre precipitez dans une 
cadence inégale, quřil faut battre du pied, aller par élancemens, menacer de la teste & de la main, & ietter des regards 
farouches & furieux, la crainte a des pas lents dans les approces, & precipitez dans les retraites, une demarche 
tremblante, & suspendüe, la vuë égarée & les bras embarrassez. Ie ne mřarreste pas à la description des autres. Il faut 
mesler la passion à lřaction autant quřil se peut dans la mesme entrée pour la rendre plus agreable.ŗ Montagu has 
discussed the similarity of these two texts; see ŖThe Tradition of Expression in the Other Arts,ŗ in idem, The Expression 
of the Passions, chapter 4. 

189 Horace, Ars Poetica, I, 361; and Plutarch, De gloria Atheniensium, III, 1 (quoting Simonides).On this poetic paragone in 
the European painting tradition, see Rensselaer Leeřs classic study, Ut pictura poesis: the Humanistic Theory of Painting (1942) 
(New York: Norton, 1967) and, in the French context, Jacqueline Lichtensteinřs La Couleur éloquente: rhétorique et peinture à 
lřâge classique (Paris: Flammarion, 1989). The most extensive work on Poussin and the rhetorical tradition is that of 
Fumaroli. See LřEcole du silence: le sentiment des images au XVIIe siècle (Paris: Flammarion, 1994); and LřAge de lřéloquence: 
rhétorique et Řres literariař de la Renaissance au seuil de lřÉpoque classique (Geneva: Droz, 1980). See also Unglaub, ŖPoussin, Ut 
pictura poesis, and Corporeal Poetics.ŗ Revue Histoire de lřArt: Bulletin dřinformation de lřInstitut national dřHistoire de lřart, vol. 69 
(2011): 27-36. On the relationship between dance and rhetoric in the ancient world, see Ismene Lada-Richards, Silent 
Eloquence: Lucian and Pantomime Dancing (London: Duckworth, 2007). 
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discourse nonetheless capable of revealing all that may come to our imaginations: thus Dance is a 
living image of our actions, and an artificial expression of our secret thoughts.190 

In the 1630s, as dance began to reach for a new disciplinary status, its theorists joined in the poetic paragone 

already established for painting, defending the place of dance among the imitative arts through analogy to 

language. Thirty years later, by the personal reign of Louis XIV, the notion that ballet constituted a kind of 

mute rhetoric or pantomime was a given amongst its supporters. In his 1668 Idée des spectacles anciens et 

nouveaux, the abbé Michel de Pure (1620-1680), counselor and historiographer to the king, called ballet a 

Ŗmute representation, where gestures and movements signify that which might be expressed in words.ŗ191  

The founders of the Académie Royale de Danse had in mind a still more literal language of the body. 

Their lettres patentes included a mandate not simply to codify and standardize balletřs stepsŕas the 

Académie Française was codifying and standardizing French grammarŕbut also to develop a written system 

of dance notation.192 Balletřs five standard positions emerged from this effort, as did a rudimentary notational 

system, invented by Beauchamp, though never published and apparently lost. A set of notations published by 

Raoul Auger Feuillet (ca. 1660-1710) in 1700 likely provides a sense of how Beauchampřs would have looked 

                                                           
190 Colletet, Grand Ballet des Effets de la Nature, 3: ŖSi les anciens ont appelé la Poësie une peinture parlante, et la Peinture 
une poësie muette, à leur exemple nous pouvons appeler la Dance, et surtout celle qui se pratique dans nos Ballets, une 
peinture mouvante, ou une poësie animée. Car comme la Poësie est un vray tableau de nos passions, et la Peinture un 
discours muet veritablement, mais capable neantmoins de reveiller tout ce qui tombe dans nostre imagination: ainsi la 
Dance est une image vivante de nos actions, et une expression artificielle de nos secrettes pensées.ŗ Colletet offers a still 
more convoluted explanation of the same idea in LřArt poetique du Sr Colletet, où il est traitté de lřepigramme du Sonnet du poeme 
bucolique de lřeglogue, de la pastorale et de lřidyle, de la poesie morale, et sententiuse, avec un discours de lřEloquence & de lřImitation des 
Anciens, un Discours contre la Traduction, et la nouvelle Morale du mesme Autheur (Paris: Antoine de Sommaville, 1658), 19: Ŗ... 
un Ancien faisant comparaison de cet exercice avecque lřArt des Peintres, dit, que la Peinture estoit une Danse muette, & 
la Danse des Pantomimes une Peinture parlante. Car ils contrefaisoient si parfaitement bien ce quřils vouloient imiter, 
que tous les spectateurs les plus éloignez de la Scene, pourveu quřils pussent voir les démarches, & les contenances des 
Acteurs, concevoient facilement le dessein de ces agreables spectaclesŗ  

191 Pure, ŖDu Ballet,ŗ in Idée des spectacles anciens et nouveaux. Des anciens: cirques, amphithéâtres, théâtres, naumachies, triomphes; 
Des nouveaux: comédie, bal, mascarades, carosels, courses de bagues et de testes, joustes, exercices et revues, militaires, feux dřartifices, entrées 
des rois & des reynes (Paris: Michel Brunet, 1668): 205-306, 210: ŖCřest une representation muette, où les gestes & les 
mouvemens signifient ce quřon pouroit exprimer par des paroles.ŗ The abbé de Pure here also made the commonplace 
comparison of ballet to painting: ŖAinsi la Tragedie & le Balet sont deux sortes de Peintures, où lřon met en veüe ce que 
le Monde ou lřHistoire ont de plus illustre...ŗ 

192 On the problem of notation and the early Academiciansř attempt to convert dance into a language, see Sylvia Faure, 
ŖDire et (d)řécrire les pratiques de danse. Opposition entre pratiques discursives et non discursives,ŗ Cahiers Internationaux 
de Sociologie, nouv. sér., vol. 108, (January-June 2000): 161-178 (esp. 174-175); Ken Pierce, ŖDance Notation Systems in 
Late 17th-Century France,ŗ Early Music 26, no. 2 (1998): 286-299; and idem ŖChoreographic Structure in Baroque 
Dance,ŗ in Nevile, ed., Dance, Spectacle, and the Body Politick, 182-208. 
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(fig. 1.26a-b).193 In the absence of bodies, however, the swirling notes and figures are no longer fully 

decipherable. Here we come to the limits of the analogy between dance and poetry  

But what of the analogy with painting, the idea, so powerfully suggested by the prosceniumřs frame, 

of ballet as Ŗa moving paintingŗ? If dance steps were not easily translated into any language (even one made 

just for them), was balletřs analogy with painting any more apt? Audience membersř own Ŗlived experienceŗ 

of the same movements performed onstage must have made these entertainments something very like a 

Ŗliving image of our actions,ŗ cultivating a new way of seeing with oneřs body. Livrettistes, dancers, and 

theoreticians of ballet were plainly attuned to contemporary developments in the realm of painting, and many 

admired Poussin more specifically. Marc-Antoine Girard de Saint-Amant (1594-1661), court poet to the 

Maréchal de Créqui and author of many verses for ballet livrets, referred to Poussin as Ŗce Roy de la Peinture, 

Cét Homme qui dans lřArt fait vivre la Nature.ŗ194 Colletet, author of the Grand Ballet des Effets de la Nature, 

listed Poussin alongside Rubens as one of the greatest painters of the age.195 The fact that several of those 

most concerned in the second half of the century with the theory and practice of balletsŕnotably the Jesuit 

fathers Claude-François Ménestrier and Michel de Marolles (1600-1681) and the court choreographer 

Beauchampŕwere also fascinated by pictures suggests a fluid exchange between these two forms of 

representation in the period.196  

                                                           
193 Feuillet, Chorégraphie ou lřart de décrire la danse par caractères, figures, et signes démonstratifs (Paris: Feuillet, 1700). Beauchamp 
sued Feuillet for plagiarism in 1704; see Rebecca Harris-Warrick and Carol Marsh, Musical Theatre at the Court of Louis 
XIV: Le marriage de la grosse Cathos (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 83-87; and Wendy Hilton, Dance of 
Court & Theater: the French Noble Style, 1690-1725 (Princeton: Princeton Book Co., 1981): 45-55. 

194 Saint-Amant, Moyse Sauvé, idyle héroïque (1660) (Paris: Pierre Le Grand, 1664), 86: ŖQuel esprit merveilleux auroit assez 
dřaddresse/ Pour faire en un Tableau flamboyer lřallegresse/ Qui parut en Marie, & son teint raviva/ Quand la chere 
Nacelle en ce Bord arriva?/Ie doute si Poussin, ce Roy de la Peinture, /Cét Homme qui dans lřArt fait vivre la Nature,/ 
Oseroit se promettre avec tous ses efforts,/ Dřen exprimer à lřœil les aymables tranports.ŗ On Saint-Amantřs 
relationship with Créqui, see Chapter 4.  

195 Colletet, Traitté de la poesie morale et sentencieuse (Pars: Sommaville, 1658), 109. Cited in Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV, 97. 

196 As Christout and Fernando Bassan have argued in ŖBallet: Incarnation of Allegory,ŗ Dance Chronicle, vol. 18, no. 3 
(1995): 427-435. 
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Ménestrier, author of the 1682 Des ballets anciens et modernes selon les règles du théâtre197ŕa humanist 

defense, history, and theory of Ŗballetŗ through the agesŕwas also among the erařs leading apologists for 

visual representation, publishing in the very same year a monumental Philosophie des images, treating emblems, 

enigmas, and symbolic imagery of all kinds.198 Marolles, whose Mémoires contain vivid first-hand accounts of 

court ballets from the 1620s to the 1640s,199 exhibited both a true balletomaneřs ardor for these performances 

and a kind of mania for prints, amassing one of the largest collections in France (the basis for the current 

holdings of the Bibliothèque nationale), which included some sixty-three examples after Poussin.200  

We shall return in Chapter 3 to the Jesuitsř converging theories of dance-making and image-making, 

but the very different case of Beauchamp here bears mentioning as well, for the kingřs dancing master 

assembled a sizeable collection of paintings in the last decades of the century. A guide to the city published in 

1687 described Beauchampřs residence at the Hôtel dřAligre in the rue de lřUniversité, filled with treasures: 

two Raphael Virgins, a Giorgione Nativity, a Giulio Romano Venus at her bath, a Samaritan woman by 

Veronese, an descent from the cross by Annibale, a sleeping child by Guido Reni, and three pictures by 

Poussin: the Funeral of Phocion, today in Cardiff, the Descent from the Cross, today at the Hermitage, and the late, 

mysterious Orion (fig. 1.27) today in the Metropolitan Museum.201 Here we are far indeed from the crisp, sleek 

                                                           
197 Ménestrier, Des ballets anciens et modernes selon les règles du théâtre (Paris: René Guignard, 1682); see also idem, Ballet de 
lřautel de Lyon.  

198 Ménestrier, Philosophie des images, composée dřun ample recueil de devises (Paris: Robert de La Caille, 1682); see also idem, 
LřArt des Emblèmes (Paris: Benoist Coural, 1662). On Ménestrier as a philosopher of the image, see Ralph Dekoninck, 
ŖEntre logica et caligo: la Philosophie des images de Claude François Ménestrier,ŗ in Frédéric Cousinié and Clélia Nau, eds., 
LřArtiste et le philosophe: Lřhistoire de lřart à lřépreuve de la philosophie au XVIIe siècle, (Paris: Institut national dřhistoire de lřart, 
2011): 199-211; Gérard Sabbatier ed., Claude-François Ménestrier. Les jésuites et le monde des images (Grenoble: Presses 
universitaires de Grenoble, 2009); and Jean-François Groulier, ŖLe dépassement de lřUt pictura poesis dans lřœuvre du 
Père Claude-François Ménestrier,ŗ Word and Image 4 (1988): 109-115. 

199 Marolles, Mémoires, vol. I passim. 

200 On Marollesřs print collectionŕsold to the crown in 1667, see Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 251-253. The 
sixty-three prints after Poussin are catalogued in Martin Davies and Anthony Blunt ŖSome Corrections and Additions to 
M. Wildensteinřs ŘGraveurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle,ř Ŗ Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 104 (1962): 205-222, 218-219. On 
Marolles see also Stephan Brakensiek, Vom ŖTheatrum mundiŗ zum ŖCabinet des Estampesŗ: das Sammeln von Druckgraphik in 
Deutschland 1565-1821 (Hildesheim: Olms, 2003). 

201 Germain Brice, Description nouvelle de ce quřil y a de plus remarquable dans la ville de Paris. 2nd edition, 2 vols. (Paris: Jean 
Pohier, 1687), vol. I, 51: Ŗ...Enfin plusieurs autres de divers Maîtres, comme la mort de Phocion, du Poussin; une 
descente de Croix & Orion du même Peintre...ŗ See also Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 395-396. 
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style of the 1630s. Painted with a trembling hand around 1658ŕand acquired by Beauchamp on the 

secondary marketŕthe Orionřs palpitating surface poignantly suggests the tâtonnements of both the artist and 

his subject: blinded by the king of Chios, the giant Orion makes his way east into the healing rays of the rising 

sun, aided by Vulcanřs servant Cedalion, who rides on his shoulder. The presence of Diana in Poussinřs 

treatment, calmly watching the stumbling giant, is puzzling, for this very goddess kills Orion in a later episode 

of the same myth and goes unmentioned in the telling of his sunrise journey. The pictureřs possible 

meaningŕmoral, meteorological, political, personalŕhas been debated by generations of scholars.202 Though 

its ultimate significance is crypticŕeven, as Sheila McTighe has proposed, Ŗhieroglyphic,ŗ in the seventeenth-

century sense of that termŕthe pictureřs capture of Orionřs movements (his tension, uncertainty, somatic 

seclusion) is undeniably precise and immediately plain to any observer with a body of his own. Sensuous 

formŕa body in motionŕhere elicits intellectual engagement and interpretation. Can we wonder that one 

schooled in balletřs Ŗdances reglées et mystérieusesŗŕwhere antics met order and expression met 

abstractionŕwould have delighted in such a painting? Surely the tension between the expressive semaphore 

of Poussinřs individual figures, his poignant evocation of bodies and embodiment, and the Ŗmédiocrité et 

modérationŗ of his compositional conceits must have held a unique appeal to viewers with such habits of 

seeing. 

 

Poussin at the Ballet? 

If, on the most basic theoretical level, connections between Poussinřs new approach and contemporary court 

ballet are easily apprehended, on a more concrete level, the links are less straightforward. Since the exact 

movements and postures performed by early-seventeenth-century ballet dancers remain something of a 

mystery, a direct comparison of, for example, poses found in Poussinřs pictures and those in ballets of the 

                                                           
202 Beginning, notably, with Gombrich, who proposed a reading of the picture as a pseudo-meteorological allegory, 
portraying Orion as a product of the elements of water air and fire, sired by Neptune, Jupiter, and Apollo (see ŖThe 
Subject of Poussinřs ŘOrionř,ŗ The Burlington Magazine vol. 84 [February 1944]: 37-41). Subsequent studies of note include; 
Sheila McTighe, ŖNicholas Poussinřs Representations of Storms and ŘLibertinageř in the Mid-seventeenth Century,ŗ 
Word & Image 5 (October-December 1989): 345, 347-50, 361; Carrier, ŖBlindness and the Representation of Desire,ŗ in 
Poussinřs Paintings, chapter 3, esp. 106-115; McTighe, Nicolas Poussinřs Landscape Allegories (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 34-38, 50-52; and H.W. van Helsdingen. ŖNotes on Poussinřs Late Mythological Landscapes,ŗ 
Simiolus no. 3/4 (2002): 154-62. 
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1630s is virtually impossible.203 Until the foundation of the Academy and the proliferation of dancing manuals 

that followed, seventeenth-century ballet left behind few clues to its technique.204 One precious exception is 

the 1623 Apologie de la Danse (fig. 1.28) by François de Lauze (ca. 1570-ca. 1630), which outlines the basic 

steps of the courante, brânle, gaillarde, and gavotte and suggests that the beginning student might wish to 

Ŗpress his hands against a tabletop, making it easier to learn the necessary movements.ŗ205 Here is the modern 

ballet barreřs ancestor.  

Like Poussin, de Lauze described the affective power of his art in terms of various Modes inherited 

from antiquity: 

[There were] four sorts of Dances, a grave sort called Emelie, a gay one, called Cordax, another, 
which combined with gaiety a graver countenance & was called Siccenix: the last was called Perrichie, 
or Řarmed dance,ř named after a certain Pyrrhus, who was its inventor, & these dances have since that 
time been compared to modern ones… namely: the Emelie, to the Pavane & Bassedanses, both 
regular and irregular; the Cordax, to Tordions & Voltas; the Siccenix, to the Brânle; the Perrichie to 
Bouffons & Matassins…206 

                                                           
203 The discussion in Chapter 2 of a dancing pose associated with joy in Poussinřs pictures, in an illustration to Ripařs 
Iconologia, and in Rabelřs burlesque ricordi is my only approach to this kind of comparison. 

204 There are a few notable exceptions. An anonymous manuscript for a treatise on dance, discovered in Darmstadt and 
dated to about 1612 (see Instruction pour danser: An Anonymous Manuscript, ed. Angène Fèves [Freiburg: Fa-gisis, 2000]) 
describes various brânles and Ŗpassepieds,ŗ likely performed in ballets as well as at balls. A similar manuscript, in 
Stockholm, dated to about 1614 and containing 450 Ŗfiguresŗ (aerial diagrams charting the movements of groups of 
dancers) seems to have served as a kind of pattern book for dancing masters of the period. See Jennifer Nevile, ŖDance 
Patterns of the Early Seventeenth Century: The Stockholm Manuscript and Le Ballet de Monseigneur de Vendosme,ŗ 
Dance Research 18 no, 2 (2000): 186-203. The first illustrated dancing manual published in France was Thoinot Arbeauřs 
Orchesographie (Langres: Jehan de Preyz, 1589), which details various social dances (brânles, pavanes, gaillards, the 
coranto, the almain, the gavotte, the volta, and a sword dance called Ŗles bouffonsŗ) and proposes a rudimentary theory 
of dance as a form of non-verbal rhetoric. There were fifteenth- and sixteenth-century precedentsŕboth French and 
Italianŕfor Arbeauřs work: Domenico da Piacenzařs ca. 1450 De arte Saltandi and the so-called Livre de Basses danses de la 
Bibliothèque de Bourgogne, also of about 1450 (both circulated in manuscript); Antonio Cornazzanořs 1455 Libro dellřarte del 
danzare; Guglielmo Ebreořs 1463 De pratica seu arte tripudii; Michel Toulouzeřs 1486 Lřart et Instruction de bien Danser; 
Antoine Arèneřs 1533 Provincialis de bragardissima villa de Soleriis, ad suos compagnones studiantes, qui sunt de persona friantes, bassas 
dansas in gallanti stilo bisognatas et de novo per ipsum correctas et joliter augmentalas...; and Fabritio Carosořs 1581 Il ballarino.  

205 Lauze, Apologie de la danse, 28: ŖSy cřest quelquřun qui nřaye iamais apris à danser sera fort bon de le faire apuyer des 
mains contre une table, pour luy donner plus de facilité à apprendre les mouvemens qui sont necessaires.ŗ On de Lauze 
and the Apologie de la danse, see Barbara Ravelhoferřs introduction to Barthélemy de Montagut, Louange de la Danse 
(Cambridge: Renaissance Texts from Manuscripts, 2000); Magnus Blomkvist, ŖFrançois de Lauze und seine Apologie de 
la danse (1623),ŗ in Sibylle Dahms and Stephanie Schroedter, eds., Tanz und Bewegung in der Barocken Oper: Kongressbericht 
Salzburg 1994 (Vienna: Studien Verlag, 1996): 31-43; and Joan Wildebloodřs introduction to Apologie de la Danse, with 
Translation, Introduction, and Notes (London: Frederick Muller, 1952). 

206 Lauze, Apologie de la danse, 8-9: Ŗ[Il y avait] quatre sortes de Danses, une sort grave appellée Emelie, une gaye dicte 
Cordax, une autre qui mesloit à la gayeté quelque grave contenance & se nommoit Siccenix: la derniere sřappelloit 
Perrichie ou danse armee ainsi dicte dřun certain Pirrhe qui en fut lřinventeur, & ces danses ont depuis este comparees 
aux modernes par Arena Provençal, sçavoir lřEmelie, aux Pavanes & Bassedãse tãt reguliere quřirreguliere, le Cordax, aux 
Gaillardes, Tordions & Voltes, le Siccenix aux Bransles, La Perrichie aux Bouffons & Matassins, & ceste cy que les 
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The dancing masterřs list is not at all the same as Poussinřs (or Zarlinořs): the Cordaxŕan obscene dance 

reserved for satyr playsŕseems a particularly odd addition. Nor are de Lauzesřs descriptions of either the 

ancient dances or their modern descendants particularly lucid. As he was the first to admit, his written 

instructions leave something to be desired: however detailed, they are not particularly easy to understand.207 

We are less likely to come away from his book with a grasp of the steps explained than with an idea of the 

physical discipline required to perform them: shoulders down, toes out, arms below the waist, unless 

performing an antic role.208 These stipulations have much in common with more general rules of deportment 

that distinguished the civilized body from the uncivilized in early modern Europe.209 As we have seen, a vast 

number of livretsŕessentially annotated libretti summarizing action, poetic récits, and often castingŕsheds 

light on the structure and spirit of the ballet de cour as a theatrical art.210 A somewhat smaller group of 

surviving imagesŕnotably Rabelřs drawingsŕenriches our appreciation of early balletsř beauty and bizarrerie, 

while providing a very general idea of the steps danced: virtuosic mauresques with big jumps and loose limbs 

for comic and exotic characters; stately brânles and pavanes for participants in the grands ballets; and so on.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Saliens instituez par Numa dansoient au nombre de douze aux festes Sacrees de Bellonne.ŗ I have not succeeded in 
finding a single classical source for these four modes. 

207 Lauze, Apologie de la danse, 24: ŖIřavouë bien que la danse a quelque chose de particulier qui lřannoblit & lřanime, come 
un certain air, ou un mantien tantost grave, & tantost negligent quřune plume ne peut apprendre.ŗ On this problem, see 
also Martha Schwieters, ŖDeciphering de Lauze,ŗ in Juliette Willis, ed., Proceedings of the Twenty-Second Annual Conference of 
the Society of Dance History Scholars (Stoughton, Wisconsin: Society of Dance History Scholars, 1999): 69-78. 

208 Lauze, Apologie de la danse, 29: Ŗ...tous les mouvemens provenant de la hanche, la pointe tant du pied qui sera en lřair 
que de celuy qui sera à terre fort ouvertes...ŗ 

209 Comparable to other manuals in the civility genre from Erasmus of Rotterdamřs celebrated De civilitate morum puerilium 
(1530) down to Nicolas Faretřs LřHonneste Homme ou lřArt de plaire à la cour (1640). Norbert Eliasřs classic study The 
Civilizing Process, vol. I, The History of Manners (1939) trans. Edmund Jephcott (New York: Pantheon Books, 1982), traces 
the progressive taming of the body through such manuals in the early modern period. See also Jeroen Dundam, Myths of 
Power: Norbert Elias and the Early Modern European Court, trans Lorri S. Granger and Gerard T. Moran (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 1994). 

210 The majority of surviving livrets from the period were collected by Paul Lacroix during the nineteenth century and 
published in his herculean six-volume Ballets et mascarades. Large groups of livrets are in the collections of the 
Bibliothèque Mazarine, the Bibliothèque de lřArsenal, and the Bibliothèque nationale (Département des arts du 
spectacle). Though livrets seem to have functioned most often as commemorative works, published after the fact, 
Graham Larkin has demonstrated that they sometimes served as program guides distributed before or during 
performances. Larkin, ŖSerious Play,ŗ 12. 
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Given these limited resources and the resulting limits on our ability to picture early-seventeenth-

century ballets, can we at least say whether Poussin witnessed one? If, for example, the relationship of 

Gianlorenzo Bernini to the contemporary performing arts is well-documented,211 Poussinřs, alas, is not. He 

did not perform himself, did not write for the stage or design sets.212 When the theater does surface in the 

artistřs correspondence, it is as a metaphor for his observation from afar of Franceřs suffering during the 

Fronde.213 Some scholars have even suggested that he scorned the stage as a model for pictorial practice.214 

This assertion however, cannot be true in the most literal sense, for, as his early biographers attest, Poussin 

actually staged many of his pictures using wax figures arranged in a kind of toy-theater (fig. 1.29).215 This 

practice must have been well established by 1635, when his friend and biographer the German artist Joachim 

von Sandrart (1606-1688) left Rome. Sandrartřs reminiscence of the Frenchman describes it quite clearly: 

ŖOnce Poussin had made a sketch with chalk, he placed little wax figures as they would be grouped in the 

painting, one beside the other, gave each its requisite pose, and dressed them with wet linen, to see what the 

                                                           
211 Most recently in Genevieve Warwickřs Bernini: Art as Theatre (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012). See also 
Montagu, ŖFestivals and Feasts,ŗ in idem Roman Baroque Sculpture: the Industry of Art (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1989), chapter 8. Christine Buci-Glucksmann explored more theoretical affinities between Berniniřs approach and 
contemporary performance spectacles in La Folie du voir: de lřesthétique baroque (Paris: Galilee, 1986).  

212 Keith Christiansen has tackled a similar problem with respect to Giovanni Battista Tiepolo and the theater of his 
time, seeking out a Ŗreal, purposive link,ŗ rather than a vague cultural affinity between the eighteenth-century artistřs 
work and contemporary stage practices. See ŖTiepolo, Theater, and the Notion of Theatricality,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 81, 
no. 4 (December 1999): 665-692. 

213 In a December 21, 1643 letter to his patron Chantelou, Poussin wrote: ŖVous avez le grand livre ouvert ou lřon voit, 
comme sur un théâtre jouer dřetranges personnages. Mais ce nřest pas peu de Plaisir que de sortir quelquefois de 
lřorchestre, pour dřun petit coin, comme inconnu, pouvoir goûter les gestes des acteurs…ŗ See Jouanny, 
ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 95. 

214 Notably Carrier; see ŖNicolas Poussinřs Theater of the World,ŗ Konsthistorisk tidskrift, vol. 77, no. 3 (2008): 162-171; 
and ŖPoussin, A Classical Artist in a Society of the Spectacle,ŗ Source: Notes on the History of Art, vol. 28, no. 4 (Summer 
2009): 40-46, where Carrier makes the radical suggestion that Poussinřs split from baroque pictorial practices can be 
regarded as a kind of situationist critique of spectacular culture avant la lettre. 

215 See Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 437; Sandrart, Teutschen Academie: Zweyter Theil (Nuremberg: Johann-Philipp Miltenberger, 
1675), book III, chapter 26, 368; and Le Blond de Latour, Lettre du sieur Le Blond de Latour à un de ses amis, contenant quelques 
instructions touchant la peinture… (Bordeaux: Pierre du Coq, 1669). For modern discussions of the box and figurines, see 
Avigdor Arikha, ŖDe la boîte, des figurines et du mannequinŗ in Rosenberg, ed., Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat.: 44-47; Blunt, 
Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures, where a proposed reconstruction of the slotted board is reproduced (vol. I, 243); 
and Thuillier, ŖPour un Corpus Pussinianum,ŗ 145-147.  
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image would look like...ŗ216 Poussin evidently continued and elaborated his use of the toy theater throughout 

the 1630s; the bordelais painter Le Blond de Latour, who met him at the French court in 1640-1642, 

provided the most exhaustive account of it:  

He dressed them in clothes suited to the figures he wished to paint, forming the draperies with the 
tip of a little stick… making their heads, feet, hands, and nude bodies, as one makes those of Angels, 
and the high points of Landscapes, the bits of Architecture, & the other ornaments with soft wax, 
which he handled with a singular dexterity and ease: And having expressed his ideas in this fashion, 
he erected a box... following the shape of his board, which served as the base for his Picture, 
enclosing all sides snugly, except for that occupied by the board supporting his Figures, thus 
surrounding and embracing, so to speak, the whole contraption... And at last he made a little opening 
at the front of his box to see the whole face of his Picture from a distance; & he created this opening 
so carefully as to prevent any stray light from getting in, for he closed [the hole] with his eye, looking 
through to draw his Picture.217 
 

Poussin did not invent such tools. At least since the advent of linear perspective, artists had used 

figurines of wax, clay, wool, or chalk to work out complex compositions.218 But whereas the notion that 

Michelangelo may have used a similar diorama arrangement to compose the tumbling figures of his Last 

Judgment or that El Greco carefully copied the visionary light in his Martyrdom of Saint Maurice from a wax 

maquette is difficult to square with the appearance of these paintings, it is less surprising to learn that 

Poussinřs meticulously arranged figures often began in a sort of puppet show, a diminutive stage set, carefully 

decorated and lit. Alain Mérot has provided perhaps the most poetic evocation of what the artist saw, peering 

                                                           
216 Sandrart, Teutschen Academie: Zweyter Theil, book III, chapter 26, 368: ŖWenn Poussin den Entwurf mit der Kreide 
gemacht hatte, so stellte er kleine Figuren von Wachs in der Ordnung, wie sie im Gemälde gruppiert werden sollten, bey 
einander hin, gab ihnen die erforderlichen Stellungen, und behieng sie mit nasser Leinwand, um zu sehen, was die 
Vorstellung für eine Wirkung thun würde. Nachgehends nahm er bey der würklichen Ausführung grössere 
Gliedermänner, und beieng si mit klarer feuchter Leinwand, damit das Nackende durchscheinen sollte.ŗ 

217 Le Blond de Latour, Lettre: Ŗil les habilloit dřhabits convenable aux figures quřil vouloit peindre formant les draperies 
avec la pointe dřun petit bâton, comme je vous ai dit ailleurs, & leurs faisant la teste les pieds, les mains & le corps nud, 
comme on fait ceux des Anges, les elevations des Païsages, les pieces dřArchitecture, & les autres ornemens avec de la 
cire molle quřil manioit avec une adresse & avec une tranquilité singulière: Et ayant exprimé ses idées de cette manière, il 
dressoit une boëtte… selon la forme de sa planche, qui servoit dřassiete à son Tableau, laquelle boëtte il bouchoit bien de 
tous côtés, hormis celuy par où il couvroit toute sa planche qui soutenoit ses Figures, la posant de sorte que les 
extrémités de la boëtte tomboient sur celle de la planche, entourant ainsi & embrassant, pour ainsi dire, toute cette 
grande machine…Et enfin il fesoit une petite ouverture au devant de sa boëtte, pour voir toute la face de son Tableau à 
lřendroit de la distance; & il pratiquoit cette ouverture si sagement quelle ne causoit aucun iour étranger, parce quřil la 
fermoit avec son oeil, en regardant par là pour designer son Tableau…ŗ 

218 The first written reference to this practice seems to date from 1499, when Antonio di Pietro Averlino, known as 
Filarete, mentioned it in his Trattato di architettura; see Arikha, ŖDe la boîte,ŗ 44-47. 
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into the darkened box, and how that sight marked the pictures he drew out of it: ŖDespite their solidity, the 

lighting lent the model figures an unearthly quality, as if they were part of another universe which suddenly 

stood revealed, and their frozen dance took on the vividness of a dream.ŗ219  

Of course, peering into a toy theater at the Ŗfrozen danceŗ of posed figurines is not at all the same 

thing as seeing a ballet, and so we must ask: what, if any, was Poussinřs Ŗlived experienceŗ of ballet? Alas, at 

the risk of repeating Magneřs mistakes, we can only speculate. The artistřs surviving correspondence begins in 

Rome and contains not one mention of his attendance at an actual theatrical performance of any kind.220 Any 

such direct encounter would have occurred either before his departure from Paris or during his stint as first 

painter to Louis XIII, that is, between 1620 and 1623 or between 1640 and 1642.   

Aside from members of the French royal family and a few foreign dignitaries, the names of audience 

members are almost never mentioned in the livrets or gazetteersř accounts. Before Richelieu instituted ballet 

performances at the public Théâtre du Marais and Hôtel de Ville, court ballets were exclusive entertainments, 

with audiences comprised almost entirely of the nobility.221 Painters, on the whole, were not invited.222 Before 

the creation of the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture in 1648, French artists unattached to the 

court held roughly the same social status as tradesmen. As such they were likelier to appear as comic 

characters onstage than as honored guests in the audience. In performances like the 1612 Ballet de la Foire 

Saint-Germain223 or the 1626 Balet des Balets,224 painters figured alongside dentists and cobblers, florists and 

                                                           
219 Mérot, Nicolas Poussin (New York: Abbeville, 1990), 200. 

220 As Marc Bayard has already pointed out, ŖPoussin scénographe ou dramaturge? Quelques précisions sur Poussin et 
lřantique,ŗ in Bayard and Fumagalli eds., Poussin et la construction de lřAntique: 407-431; Bayard here responds to Oskar 
Bätschmannřs work on Poussin and the theater (see ŖThree Problems of the Relationship between Scenography, Theatre 
and Some Works by Nicolas Poussin,ŗ in Antoine Schnapper, ed., La scenografia barocca, Atti del XXIV Congresso 
internazionale di storia dellřarte (Bologna, 1979) (Bologna: CLUEB, 1982): 169-176).  

221 See McGowan, ŖBallets for the Bourgeois.ŗ 

222 An important exception were those few painters directly involved in ballet productions; the most notable of these 
seems to have been Nicolas de Saint-Hubert, a painter at the court of Louis XIII who danced several ballets during the 
late 1620s and penned the 1641 ballet treatise La manière de composer et de faire réussir les ballets (Paris: François Targa, 1641). 
See discussion above. 

223 In Recueil des plus excellens ballets de ce temps (Paris: Toussaint du Bray, 1612). See similar characters in the Ballet des affligés 
des grands operateurs de Mirlinde Nouvellement Arrivez, repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. I, 224-235. 
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tailors (not to mention quacks, clowns, cutpurses, and Jews) in a parade of burlesque entrées. The painterřs 

brush offered endless possibilities for sexual innuendo, and his presumptive poverty, the subject of much 

merriment.225 The few dignified painters to appear on the ballet stage tended to be royal portraitists,226 or, 

more occasionally, masters attended by troupes of apprentices, as in the 1640 Ballet du Triomphe de la Beauté, 

where a master painter made the portrait of Beauty and presented it, upon its completion, to Mercury.227  

Poussin never painted a royal portrait or earned the rank of master in the Parisian paintersř guild. 

Thanks, however to his connections at the court of Marie deř Medici in the early 1620s and his role, twenty 

years later, as first painter to the king, it is perfectly possible that he did witness a ballet performance. 

Poussinřs Ŗticketŗ to an exclusive court spectacle in the early 1620s would most likely have been either 

Alexandre Courtoisŕ valet-de-chambre to Marie deř Medici, described by Bellori as a royal mathematician and 

collector of works on paperŕor Giambattista Marino (1569-1625, fig. 1.30)ŕcourt poet to the queen 

mother.228 Little is known of Courtois; according to Bellori, he was Poussinřs first Parisian patron and the 

collector who opened not only his own trove of Italian Renaissance prints and drawings for Poussin to study 

but also the picture galleries of the Louvre, otherwise inaccessible to a young painter.229 If we know little of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
224 Featuring verses by Guillaume Colletet, repr. in Lacroix, op. cit., vol. III, 87-101. 

225 As, for example in the ca. 1645 Ballet des Vrays Moyens de Parvenir, repr. in Lacroix, op. cit., vol. VI, 91-102. 

226 In the Ballet de Monsieur le Prince, performed at Dijon in February 1627, two Flemish painters despaired of capturing 
the princeřs greatness (see livret, repr. in Lacroix, op. cit., vol. III, 323-342). The 1636 Ballet des Deux Magiciens, likewise, 
featured an entrée for three portrait painters (other characters included monsters, dwarves, and knights errant), ibid. vol. 
V, 125-147.  

227 Livret repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. V, 277-288. Even after the creation of the Académie Royal de Peinture 
et de Sculpture in 1648 and the ascent of painters to professional respectability, they were still represented on the ballet 
stage in a burlesque mode, generally as portraitists. See Benseradeřs Ballet des arts: Dansé par sa Majesté le 8. janvier 1663 
(Paris: Robert Ballard, 1663), 14, where récits for Zeuxis and Apelles are followed by comic entrées for portrait 
painters. See also André Philidorřs manuscript (1705) Ballet des Arts. dansé par sa Majesté lřan 1663; Ballet masquarade ridicule 
dansé par sa Majesté à son château de Vincenne lřan 1663. Bibliothèque nationale de France, RES-F-525. On the Ballet des arts, 
see also Cowart, The Triumph of Pleasure, 174-175. 

228 After her reinstatement on the royal council in 1621, Marie deř Medici took an active hand in devising entertainments 
at her brand-new residence, the Palais du Luxembourg; she also attended performances at the Louvre with some 
regularity. See Karen Britland, ŖAn Under-Stated Mother-in-Law: Marie deř Medici and the Last Caroline Court 
Masque,ŗ in Women and Culture at the Courts of the Stuart Queens, ed. Clare McManus (Houndsmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003): 204-223 (esp. 206-207). Poussin worked for Duchesne on a suite of decorations at the Luxembourg in 1623. 

229 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 409. Bellori refers to Courtois only as ŖCortese Matematico Regio.ŗ Bonfait has suggested 
that he may instead have been a royal goldsmith and has expressed reservations about the extent of his print collection. 
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Courtoisřs biography, we know nothing at all of his theater-going habits, though the geometric danses 

figurées of the grand ballet would surely have appealed to anyone with a mathematically-framed mind. Poussin 

was most likely under Courtoisřs protection for some period between the beginning of 1620 and the late 

spring or summer of 1622.230 The court ballets they could theoretically have attended together during this 

period include an important pair of productions mounted during the carnival season of 1621.231  

The first was the kingřs Ballet dřApollon, danced at the Petit Bourbon palace on February 18.232 Its cast 

included Louis XIII, though the title role went to his favorite, the duc de Luynes, who played Apollo Ŗcome 

un homme celebre dans la fableŗŕas a hero, not a godŕvanquishing the python and supporting the four 

Ŗprofessionsŗ: soothsaying, medicine, poetry, and music (Ŗprédire, guérir, chanter, tirerŗ).233 Licentious récits 

by René Bordier (ca. 1580-ca. 1658)ŕand outré costume designs, preserved in a set of drawings from the 

studio of Rabel (e.g. fig. 1.31)234ŕdiminished the solemnity of the proceedings somewhat, but the second 

royal performance of the season amply restored Apollořs dignity. The Grand Ballet de la Reyneŕthe queenřs 

balletŕwas danced in March by Anne of Austria and her ladies in the Salle Bourbon of the Louvre.235 Apollo 

appeared in this production not as a hero presiding over the four professions, but as the sun, presiding over 

the four seasons and the earth entire. Melting away the wintry frost, Apollo, in the anonymous livret, causes 

the birds to sing and the shepherds to dance. Most remarkably, he also Ŗmet en Amour Zephire & Flore; & 

                                                           
230 Thuillier, 1995, Poussin before Rome, 23. 

231 Less momentous (and somewhat more burlesque) productions presented in Paris during this period included: the 
Ballet du Hazard and the Ballet de lřAmour de ce temps, both danced during the carnival season of 1620; and the Ballet de 
lřheure du temps and the Ballet de Monseigneur le Prince, both danced in the carnival season of 1622. Livrets reproduced in 
Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. II.  

232 From one ořclock to four-thirty in the morning: a typical schedule for royal ballets, truly a feature of nightlife at court. 
See Vers pour le ballet dřApollon que le Roy a dansé en lřannée 1621 (Paris: René Giffart 1621); and Sujet du ballet du roy, faict dans 
la salle du petit Bourbon le 18 février (Paris: Nicolas Rousset, 1621). The majority of the music for this production was 
written by Antoine Boësset, with verses by René Bordier, Théophile de Viau, et al.  

233 On the duc de Luynes and his role in the evolution of the ballet de cour between 1615 and 1621, see: Prunières, Le 
ballet de cour en France, 165-167; and Christout, Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV 11. 

234 See McGowan, The Court Ballet of Louis XIII., exh. cat. 

235 See Grand ballet de La Reyne représentant le Soleil dançé en la salle du petit Bourbon en lřannée mil six cens vingt et un (Paris: René 
Giffart, 1621); and Ballet du soleil pour la Reyne (Paris: Nicolas Rousset, 1621). 
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tous ceux qui jadis furent changez en fleurs.ŗ236 This portrayal of Flora among the lovers turned to flowers is 

extraordinary, for we find the sameŕthen rather recherchéŕOvidian subject in a pair of Poussinřs drawings 

from the mid-1620s (figs. 1.32 and 1.33) and, more famously, in the two great ŖFloraŗ paintings, which form 

the subject of Chapter 2. The balletřs presentation of these transformations was probably broadly comic, but 

might the young painter, already steeped in Ovid, have seen Flora dance onstage in Paris before he set her 

dancing on his canvas in Rome?237  

The Grand Ballet de la Reyne continued with a series of seasonal vignettes loosely adapted from the 

Fasti and the Metamorphoses: Ceres searched for her daughter in summer; Orion chased the Pleiades through 

autumn; Apollo returned to vanquish winter a second time and pursued Daphne, transformed into a laurel. 

With its play of travesty and transformation, recognition and disguise, the ballet de cour was ideally suited to 

evoke the complexity (and perversity) of Ovidřs tales, 238 but the Grand Ballet de la Reyne also tied up its 

mythological threads in a neat package, an expression of Bourbon dynastic order. For the concluding grand 

ballet, the Sunŕdanced by Anne of Austriaŕappeared alongside Aurora, Venus, the three Graces, and the 

twelve Hours to trace a series of geometric figures in homage to Louis XIII.239  

If the balletřs cosmic geometry would have pleased the mathematician Courtois, its witty allegories 

and characters drawn from classical mythology would have been irresistible to the poet Marino, widely 

regarded in the seventeenth century as Ŗthe new Ovid.ŗ240 Marinořs own Ovidian epic, the Adone, published 

                                                           
236 Ballet du soleil pour la Reyne, 5. We will return to this ballet in Chapter 2. 

237 Rabelřs involvement with ballet went hand in hand with his involvement in the study of flowers. He furnished a suite 
of 100 botanical illustrations (original drawings for which are preserved in the Bibliothèque nationale) for Pietro 
Castelliřs Theatrum Florae, quo ex toto orbe selecti mirabiles, venustiores ac praecipui flores… (1622) (Paris: P. Firens, 1633). On the 
history and editions of this publication, see Antoine Schnapperřs introduction to Gérard Aymonin, Cent Fleurs et 
InsectesŕCollection Bibliothèque Nationale (Arceuil: Anthèse, 1991). 

238 Ovidian subjects were popular in ballets of the 1620s and 1630s. By the 1640s they had gone out of fashion (as Saint-
Hubertřs injunction attests: Ŗque lřon ne dance plus les Metamorphose dřOuide comme lřon faisoit le temps passéŗ (La 
manière de composer et de faire réussir les ballets, 9) only to return again in the 1660s. 

239 Mark Franko suggests that this may have been the last Ŗpureŗ geometric ballet in the French tradition (Dance as Text, 
200, n. 15). The association of French monarchs with the sun, of course, became an increasingly important feature of 
ballet iconography as the century wore on, culminating in Louis XIVřs repeated performances as the Sun King. 

240 Unglaub, ŖPoussin, Marino, and Painting in the Ovidian Age,ŗ in Poussin and the Poetics of Painting, chapter 5, esp. 146. 
The Marino biography of reference remains James V. Mirillořs The Poet of the Marvelous: Giambattista Marino (New York: 
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in 1623, would feature descriptions of Flora in the Garden of Sight and of the assembled humans turned to 

flowers.241 A canny collector as well as a celebrated poet,242 Marino discovered Poussin in the spring of 1622, 

when six pictures he had painted for the Jesuit fathers of Paris went on public display.243 By the following 

winter, Marino had invited Poussin to take up residence in his own home, where the young artist seems to 

have amused his invalid host with a series of mythological drawings, today in the Royal Library at Windsor.244 

Though Marinořs correspondence from Paris provides no information at all on whatever theater-going 

experiences he may have had,245 there is compelling reason to believe that he had attended ballets at the 

Louvre since his 1615 arrival in Paris. As Harold Priest has demonstrated, the fifth canto of the Adone 

contains a description of rotating scenery that matches quite precisely the mechanical sets of the Ballet de la 

Délivrance de Renaud, danced at the Louvre in January 1617.246 By the early 1620s, however, Marino was often 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Columbia University Press, 1963). Emilio Russo provides a helpful biographical summary and chronology in his 
introduction to the poetřs epic Adone (1623), 2 vols. (Milan: Rizzoli, 2013), 5-29 and 31-41. 

241 The two, however, do not appear together: Adone, VI, 40ff, and VI 132ff, respectively. We will return to these 
passages in Chapter 2. 

242 Marino provided a kind of catalogue of his collection in the collection of poems La galleria, published in Venice in 
1619. On this work, see Mirollo, 1963, The Poet of the Marvelous, 45-51. 

243 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 410. Jane Costello pinpointed the date in ŖPoussinřs Drawings for Marino and the New 
Classicism: I,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 18, no. 3/4 (July-December 1955): 296-317. 

244 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 9-10. Like Bellori (Le Vite deř Pittori, 410), Félibien had seen the drawings in the collection 
of Cardinal Massimi. Whether these drawings were intended to illustrate Marinořs own Adone or Ovidřs Metamorphoses has 
been much debated, as, indeed, has their attribution. See Pierre Rosenberg and Louis Antoine Prat, ŖLes dessins Řpour 
Marino,řŗ in Nicolas Poussin, 1594-1665: catalogue raisonné des dessins, 2 vols. (Milan: Leonardo, 1994), vol. I, 6-7, and nos. 2-
117. Friedlaender was the first to recognize and discuss the Massimi group at Windsor as Poussinřs drawings for Marino 
in ŖThe Massimi Poussin Drawings at Windsor,ŗ The Burlington Magazine vol. 54, no. 314 (May 1929): 116-128; and 
ŖCatalogue of the Massimi Collection of Poussin Drawings at Windsor,ŗ ibid. 252-258. Costello connected the drawings 
to specific episodes from the Metamorphoses (ŖPoussinřs Drawings for Marinoŗ). Robert Simon, conversely, pointing to 
the testimony of Bellori and Félibien, explored the possibility that these drawings were intended as illustrations to 
Marinořs own poetry in ŖPoussin, Marino, and the Interpretation of Mythologyŗ in The Art Bulletin, vol. 60, no. 1 (March 
1978): 56-68. Oberhuber disattributed all of the Massimi drawings, which he considered ungainly Italian copies (Poussin, 
the Early Years in Rome, exh. cat.), but Martin Clayton somewhat gleefully disproved this assertion by publishing the 
sheetsř French watermarks in ŖA Nivelle Watermark on Poussinřs Marino Drawings,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 133, 
no. 1057 (April 1991): 245.  

245 See Marino, Epistolario, ed. A. Borzelli e Nicolini 2 vols (Bari: G. Laterza, 1911-1912), vol I. 

246 These were designed by the Florentine engineer Tommaso Francini, brought to Paris by Marie deř Medici; see Priest, 
ŖMarino, Leonardo, Francini, and the Revolving Stage,ŗ Renaissance Quarterly, vol. 35, no. 1 (Spring 1982): 36-60. The 
ballet, whose plot was loosely based on Tassořs 1581 Gerusalemme liberata, may have been the first overseen by the young 
Louis XIII; the role of Rinaldo was played by his favorite, the duc de Luynes. On this ballet, see: La délivrance de Renaud: 
ballet dansé par Louis XIII en 1617, ed. Greer Garden (Tournout: Brepols, 2010). 
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confined to his bed, and so it is possible that he would not have ventured out to see the ballets performed 

during Poussinřs residence with him from late 1622 to April or May 1623, when Marino left Paris for good.  

The winter carnival season of 1623, however, did feature two entertainments that might have been 

lavish enough to tempt Marino from his confinement. The kingřs ballet, danced at the Louvre on February 

26, was that year titled the Ballet des Bacchanales,247 while the queenřs, performed on March 5, was the Ballet des 

Fêtes de Junon la nopcière.248 Once again the action proceeded from ribald revelry in the Ballet des Bacchanales, a 

series of burlesque triumphs, to gracious solemnity in the Ballet des Fêtes de Junon, a sequence of symbolic 

marriage ceremonies. The livret for the Ballet des Bacchanales, written primarily by Bordier (with additional 

verses by Saint-Amant, François Le Mettel de Boisrobert [1592-1662], and others),249 addressed trials and 

triumphs of drinking and love-making, while that of the Ballets des Fêtes de Junon, written chiefly by Boisrobert, 

concluded with a dignified sonnet for Anne of Austria, as Juno. ŖGrand Roy,ŗ she said to her husband,  

  Honor of the world and terror in war… 
  One day your value to posterity 
  Shall be the moral meaning and the pure truth 
  Of fables invented by Antiquity.250 

The French king emerged from this grand ballet as the rival of Jupiter, the providential force and hidden 

motive of myth and history alikeŕa long way from his entrée as a pickpocket in the Ballet des Bacchanales. In 

that performance, two generals were playfully cast as Ŗdesbauchés de lřamourŗ; these were François de 

Bassompièrre, discussed above, and Charles II, duc de Créqui. Like most high-ranking members of the 

noblesse dřépée, both were accomplished dancers and regular participants in court entertainments. By 

appearing in comic parts, as gentle bumblers, drunks, or fools, these soldiersŕimmediately recognizable to 

                                                           
247 See René Bordier et al. Vers pour le ballet du Roy representant les Bacchanales, dansé par Sa Majesté au mois de fevrier 1623 
(Paris: Jean Sara, 1623); identical text in Ballet du Roy sur le Sujet des Bacchanalles, (Paris: René Giffart, 1623). 

248 Danced on March 5, 1623 at the Louvre. See François Le Mettel de Boisrobert et al., Grand ballet de la Reyne, 
représentant les fêtes de Junon la nopcière, dansé au Louvre, le 5 mars de lřan 1623 (Paris: René Giffart, 1623). 

249 On this collaboration and its place in seventeenth-century French libertinism, see Frédéric Lachèvre, Le Libertinage au 
XVIIe siècle I: Le Procès du poète Théophile de Viau (1909) (Geneva: Slatkine, 1969): 107-110. 

250 Ibid.: ŖGrand roy, lřhonneur du monde et lřeffroy de la guerre./ Je suis vostre Junon quřon adore en tous lieux/ Et 
vous ostez le nom à ce maistre des Dieux/ Qui fut jadis bravé par les fils de la terre.../ Quřun jour votre valeur à la 
postérité/ Sera le sens moral et la vérité pure/ Des fables quřinventa lřAntiquité.ŗ 
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the whole audienceŕalso played up their role as bringers of peace, guardians of French culture. One of these 

dancing generals, the Maréchal de Créqui, would introduce Poussinřs classical style to Paris in 1634, when he 

returned from an embassy to Rome with three pictures by the artist in tow.251 Without Créqui, Poussin might 

never have attracted the attention of Cardinal Richelieu, might never have been recalled to court, might never 

have become the model for the founders of the French Academy, or the artist so avidly collected by Louis 

XIV.  

But Créqui did bring back these works, and Richelieu did take an interest, amassing what was at the 

time the largest French collection of Poussinřs work: thirteen pictures by the Cardinalřs death.252 The artist, 

with evidently mixed emotions, did return to France from 1640 to 1642. The absence of ballet from his 

Parisian correspondence does not necessarily mean that he did not attend a performance during his time at 

court,253 where, by his own account, he was heaped with honors by Louis XIII, famously supplanting Vouet 

as first painter to the king.254 Many ballets were performed over the eighteen-odd months of Poussinřs 

residence in Paris,255 including one of particular significance, Richelieuřs Ballet de la Prospérité des armes de France, 

the first ballet, as we have seen, danced on a proscenium stage.256  

                                                           
251 We will return to Créquiřs careers as a soldier, dancer, diplomat, and collector in Chapter 4. 

252 We will return to Richelieuřs collection and patronage of Poussinřs work in Chapters 4 and 5. 

253 If he did, it cannot have made a favorable impression, for, describing his experience of Paris, Poussin wrote to 
Chantelou on March 20, 1642, Ŗ…il ne me tombe rien dessous la vue que de hideus...ŗ See Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance 
de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 56. 

254 Poussin to Cassiano, January 6, 1641, as in n. 18 above. 

255 Notably the Ballet du Triomphe de la beauté, but also countless more burlesque entertainments including: the Ballet du 
Bureau dřadresse; the Ballet des Caprices; the Ballet des Romans; the Ballet des Postures; the Ballet des Rencontres inopinées; the Ballet 
des Comédiens italiens; the Ballet des Folies de Caresme-prenant; the Ballet de la Boutade des Incurables; the Ballet des Grippés à la mode; 
the Ballet Mascarade des Plaisirs de la jeunesse; the Ballet des Contraires; the Ballet des Moyens de parvenir; the Ballet Mascarade ou 
bouffonnerie du Poinct du jour; the Ballet des Métiers; the Ballet des Petites-maisons; the Ballet Mascarade du Mardy-gras; and the Ballet 
de la Fontaine de Jouvence. Surviving livrets for these works are reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI. 

256 Although, thanks to Richelieuřs efforts, many royal ballets were danced at least three timesŕonce at the Louvre, once 
at the Arsenal, and once for the bourgeoisie at Hótel de Ville (see McGowan, ŖBallets for the Bourgeoisŗ) the Ballet de la 
Prospérité des armes de France received just one performance. On the range of dance venues in seventeenth-century Paris, 
see also Barbara Coeyman, ŖOpera and Ballet.ŗ 
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Whether or not Poussin, in his capacity as premier peintre du roi, was invited (read: obliged) to attend, 

he must have been aware of this performance, the event of the season at court. It cannot, however, have had 

any bearing on his production of dancing pictures, which had ceased before his arrival in Paris. At the 

moment of the Ballet de la Prospérité, he was most likely at work on two large commissions for Richelieuřs 

palace: Time Saving Truth from Envy and Discord (fig. 1.34) and The Burning Bush (fig. 1.35), both destined for its 

main picture gallery. Though he was by no means the favorite painter of Richelieuŕwho preferred Philippe 

de Champaigne (1602-1674) and had initially hoped to secure the services of Cortona for the decoration of 

the Louvre257ŕseveral of Poussinřs pictures probably hung at his palace by 1641. After the death of Créqui in 

1638, Richelieu had acquired the finest works from his collection,258 among them, Poussinřs Rape of the Sabines, 

which he displayed in the lavish Ŗgrande chambre de lřappartement vert,ŗ at his Parisian palace.259 Linking the 

smaller of Richelieuřs picture galleries to the entrance courtyard, and Champaigneřs Galerie des hommes 

illustres to the inner courtyard, the appartement vert was upholstered in green damask and filled with treasures: 

tortoiseshell tables, Chinese objets, Caravaggiořs Musicians,260 Leonardořs Herodias, modern pictures by 

Cortona, Albani, and Poussin. A posthumous inventory of the palace, for which Vouet and Laurent de La 

Hyre (1605-1656) served as the experts on paintings, identifies the Rape of the Sabines as one of the most 

                                                           
257 Champaigne was the principal painter for Richelieuřs largest decorative suite at the Palais Cardinal, the Galerie des 
Hommes Illustres. The best study of the iconography and display of paintings at the palace remains Bernard Dorivalřs 
ŖArt et politique en France au XVIIe siècle: La Galerie des Hommes illustres du Palais Cardinal,ŗ Bulletin de la Société de 
lřhistoire de lřart français (1973): 43-60. On this gallery, see also Sylvain Laveissière, ŖCounsel and Courage: The Galerie des 
Hommes Illustres in the Palais Cardinal, a Self Portrait of Richelieu,ŗ in Goldfarb, ed., Richelieu: Art and Power, exh. cat., 
64-71. Bonfait (Poussin et Louis XIV) has emphasized the desire of Richelieu and Sublet de Noyers to bring Cortona to 
France and their Ŗsettlingŗ for Poussin as evidence that the French artistřs selection as the official artist of the Grand 
Siècle was essentially arbitrary, a matter of practical and political expediency. I cannot agree. 

258 Without paying a cent to Créquiřs heirs, according to the Historiettes of Gédéon Tallemant des Réaux. See Les 
Historiettes de Tallemant des Réaux: mémoires pour servir à lřhistoire du XVIIe siècle, 6 vols. eds. Louis Jean Nicolas Monmerqué, 
Hippolyte de Châteaugiron, Jules-Antoine Taschereau (Paris: A. Levavasseur, 1834-1835), vol. I, 387. ŖM. de Créquy 
ayant été tué dřun coup de canon en Italie, il alla voir ses tableaux, prit tout le meilleur au prix de lřinventaire, et nřen a 
jamais payé un sol.ŗ 

259 This according to a posthumous inventory, taken in January, 1643, and first published by Honor Levi (ŖLřInventaire 
après décès du cardinal de Richelieuŗ in Lřart à lřépoque du cardinal de Richelieu, special issue of Archives de lřart français, nouv. 
pér., vol. xxvii (1995): 9-83). Inv. no. 1002bis: ŖRavissement des Sabines.ŗ See discussion in Chapter 4. 

260 Another ex-Créqui picture, today in the Metropolitan Museum, inv. 52.81. 
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valuable works in grande chambre of these apartments261; two further works by Poussin adorned the 

Ŗchambre des bainsŗ of the same suite: a Finding of Moses262 and an early Destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem.263 

Richelieuřs other great Poussins, the marine triumph today in Philadelphia (fig. 1.36) and the three 

Bacchanalian triumphs (figs. 1.37-1.39) today in Kansas City and London, hung in his château at Poitou, 

which he barely visited, but where his 1639 Ballet de la Félicité had received a repeat performance.264 

Though the gazetteerřs account of the 1641 Ballet de la Prospérité, performed at the Palais Cardinal, 

describes the ballroom onto which the stage opened as Ŗornée de toutes sortes de peintures et 

dřembelissemens,ŗ the inventory taken after Richelieuřs death the following year does not detail the pictures 

in this room, possibly permanent decorations that passed to the crown with the building and perished inside 

it in the eighteenth century.265 The presence of these pictures nonetheless provides a useful reminder that 

ballet and painting literally occupied the same spaces in seventeenth century Paris. Audience membersř 

experience at the end of this performance of piercing the picture plane formed by the proscenium reminds us 

that early French viewers of Poussinřs classical pictures, whether at the Hôtel de Créqui, the Palais Cardinal, 

the Château de Richelieu, or the royal residences, brought to their encounter with his work an intimate, 

specialized knowledge of bodies in motion, an understanding of how dance felt, looked, and conveyed 

meaning.  

                                                           
261 Valued at 1,600 livres, as compared, for example, to the Leonardo and a Bassano Magdalen Washing the Feet of Christ, 
both valued at 1,200 livres. Cortonařs Laban and the Idols and Albaniřs Landscape with the Holy Family, however, received 
still higher estimates (2,000 livres and 2,400, respectively). Schnapper provided a helpful analysis of the relative values of 
pictures in the appartement vert (see Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 144-145). 

262 Ibid., no. 1044: ŖMoyse trouvé sur les eaues par la fille de Pharaon.ŗ This picture remains unidentified. 

263 Ibid., no. 1038: ŖLa Destruction du temple de Hierusalem, coppie du sieur Puisson.ŗ Listed in the inventory as a 
copy, this picture, today at the Jerusalem Museum (inv. B99.0001) was a diplomatic gift from Cardinal Francesco 
Barberini, via Créqui, to Richelieu. See Jean-Claude Boyer and Isabelle Volf, ŖRome à Paris: les tableaux de Maréchal de 
Créquy (1638),ŗ Revue de lřArt 79 (1988): 22-41. We will return to this picture in Chapter 4. 

264 This ballet was danced at the royal Château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye on February 17 and again on March 6, at the 
Château de Richelieu, Poitou, before February 26 (when Théophraste Renaudot published his account of it in the 
Gazette), at the Palais Cardinal on March 17, and at the Hôtel de Ville on March 17. See Pierre François de Beauchamps, 
Recherches sur les théâtres de France: depuis lřannée onze cent soixante-un jusques à présent (Paris: Prault, 1735), 53. 

265 Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI, 46. 
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After his return to Rome in 1642 and the death of Richelieu later that year, Poussinřs French market 

and clientèle grew quickly but for a time contained few members of the court.266 Notable exceptions to this 

rule were two descendants of Créqui and Richelieu who built their own collections of the artistřs work. Like 

his grandfather before him, Charles III de Blanchefort, duc de Créqui (1623-1687), served first as a general 

and later as French ambassador to the Holy See; like his grandfather, he amassed a distinguished collection in 

which Poussin figured prominently; like his grandfather, too, Créqui petit-fils was a dancer, appearing in 

various royal ballets during the minority of Louis XIV and mounting at least one at his own residence upon 

his return from Rome.267 Armand Jean de Vignerot du Plessis, duc de Richelieu (1629-1715) was the 

cardinalřs grand-nephew. He danced alongside the teenaged Louis XIV at his balletic début and became one 

of the centuryřs most prolific collectors of Poussin.268 In 1665, having incurred serious gambling debts, the 

duc de Richelieu sold twenty-five pictures to the king, thirteen of them by Poussin.269 These included not only 

                                                           
266 Richelieu was succeeded by Cardinal Mazarin, whose chief rival, Sublet de Noyers, had been Poussinřs protector at 
court. As many modern scholars have pointed out, this sequence of events almost certainly explains French aristocratic 
collectorsř loss of interest in Poussin. Prices for Poussinřs pictures in France increased in the 1640s, as prosperous 
members of the bourgeoisie and noblesse de robe began collecting his work more systematically. By the end of the century, 
they had quadrupled. See Mickaël Szanto, ŖThe Taste for Poussin in Paris: The Case of Pierre Hennequin de Fresne,ŗ 
The Burlington Magazine, vol. 143 no. 1177 (April 2001): 196-203. Szanto here builds on Antoine Schnapperřs ŖInventaires 
après décès et amateurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle,ŗ in Rosenberg ed., Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat., 70-79; and especially ŖLes 
prix de Poussin,ŗ in idem., Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II 76-78.  

267 On Charles III de Blanchefort, duc de Créqui, see Charles de Moüy, Louis XIV et le Saint-Siège: lřAmbassade du duc de 
Créqui, 1662-1665 (Paris: Hachette, 1893), esp. 108-119. The two most important Poussins in the dukeřs collection were 
an Achilles on Skyros (today in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts) and a Holy Family with the Infant Saint John the Baptist and 
Saint Elizabeth (today jointly owned by the J. Paul Getty Museum and the Norton Simon Museum), which Créqui 
commissioned in 1651, the year when he appeared in the role of a Dream alongside Louis XIV in the Ballet du Roy des 
festes de Bacchus. On January 9, 1666 he hosted the king at the Hótel de Créqui for a performance of Corneilleřs Antiochus 
and a modest ten-entrée ballet by Lully representing, once again, the triumph of Bacchus (see Christout, Le Ballet de cour 
de Louis XIV, 113). Cropper discusses the political significance for Créqui of the two pictures mentioned here in 
ŖConception and Deception: Poussinřs Mirrors,ŗ Cleveland Studies in the History of Art, vol. 4 (1999): 76-95. On Créqui 
petit-fils as a collector, see Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 383-385. 

268 On the duc de Richelieu, see Louis de Rouvroy, duc de Saint-Simon, Les Mémoires de Saint-Simon, 41 vols. Arthur 
Michel de Boislisle, Jean de Boislisle, and Léon Lecestre, eds. (Paris: Hachette, 1879-1928), vol. II, 70-71. On his 
collection, see Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II 380-383. 

269 The total purchase price was 50,000 livres, by that time quite a bargain. The manuscript bill of sale was first published 
by Claude Ferraton, ŖLa collection du duc de Richelieu au musée du Louvre,ŗ Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 30 (June 1949): 437-
448 (esp. 439). See also Pierre Rosenberg, ŖLe catalogue raisonné des quarante tableaux de Poussin du Louvre,ŗ in idem, 
Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre (Paris: Louvre Éditions, 2015): 28-43, 32-35. On the duc de Richelieuřs choice of 
Rubens over Poussin at this moment and his role in the subsequent Querelle du coloris at the Academy, see Alexis Merle du 
Bourg, Rubens au Grand Siècle. Sa réception en France 1640-1715 (Rennes: Art & société, 2007). 
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the Four Seasonsŕthe artistřs last major commission, delivered to Richelieu just the previous yearŕbut also a 

number of important works from Poussinřs earlier career purchased on the secondary market, for example: 

the circa 1626 Bacchanal with a Guitar Player (fig. 1.2) discussed at the beginning of this chapter; the Saving of 

Pyrrhus (fig. 1.40), a Ŗblondeŗ picture at once violently gestural and vigorously composed; and the 1648 Rebecca 

and Eliezer at the Well (fig. 1.41), one of Poussinřs  most self-conscously gracious compositions.  

The purchase made Louis a major collector of Poussin virtually overnight. Before it, the royal 

collections had contained only two or three original works by the artist.270 After it, the kingřs holdings became 

the most authoritative in France, augmented through the 1670s and 1680s by a series of acquisitions lately 

traced by Rosenberg and Bonfait.271 By moving the duc de Richelieuřs thirteen examples to the Louvre, the 

king afforded members of his Academy unprecedented access to Poussinřs work,272 and staked an explicit 

claim to the artistřs small Ŗcŗ classicism as the model for his emerging very large ŖCŗ version. If Charles Le 

Brunřs life-sized Entrance of Alexander into Babylon (fig. 1.42), painted that same year, can be seen as an 

extravagant theatricalization of Poussinřs triumphs (e.g. fig. 1.37),273 a bombastic amplification of Poussinřs 

                                                           
270 One of them an altarpiece (the Institution of the Eucharist) painted for the royal chapel at Saint-Germain-en-Laye; 
another other, a ceiling decoration (Time Saving Truth from Envy and Discord) inherited from Cardinal Richelieu along with 
his palace; see Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, nos. 17 and 19. Bonfait (Poussin et Louis XIV) has 
suggested that the Gathering of the Manna, given by Chantelou, its original owner, to the kingřs surintendant des finances, 
Nicolas Fouquet, was seized by the crown in 1661 along with other objects from Fouquetřs collection. The seizure of 
Fouquetřs property is discussed in Chapter 2. 

271 Rosenberg, ŖLe catalogue raisonné des quarante tableaux de Poussin du Louvreŗ; and Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV. 
See also Schnapper, ŖAu Temps de Louis XIV,ŗ in idem. Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, esp. 285-324. It is possible that 
the appeal of Poussinřs pictures to Louis XIV lay partly in the fact thatŕunlike the fixed decorations of Vouet and Le 
Sueur that filled aristocratic residences in the Marais and Ile Saint-LouisŕPoussinřs easel pictures could be collected 
away from the nobility, consolidated with other signs of the kingřs cultural authority, first at the Louvre and later at 
Versailles. 

272 Evidenced in a series of eleven conférences devoted to Poussinřs pictures, delivered at meetings of the Academy 
between 1665 and 1674 by Charles Le Brun, Sébastien Bourdon, Philippe and Jean-Baptiste de Champaigne, Nicolas 
Loir, and Jean Nocret. A number of the duc de Richelieuřs pictures would be transferred to Versailles after Louis XIV 
moved his official residence there in 1682. See Nicolas Milovanovic, ŖPeintures pour Versailles de Bassano à Coypel,ŗ in 
Louis XIV, Lřhomme et le roi, exh cat. (Versailles: Musées national des châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon, 2009): 272-
281; and Stéphane Castellucio, ŖLřappartement de collectionneur de Louis XIV à Versailles,ŗ in Actes de colloque: 
lřAbsolutisme éclairé, actes des journées internationales, Versailles, 1er-4e juin 2000, eds. Serge Dauchy and Catherine Lecomte 
(Lille: Centre dřhistoire judiciaire, 2002). 

273 On Le Brunřs, Triumphs of Alexanderŕpainted as tapestry cartoonsŕsee Pascal Bertrand, ŖTapestry Production at the 
Gobelins during the Reign of Louis XIV, 1661-1715,ŗ in Thomas Campbell, ed., Tapestry in the Baroque: Threads of Splendor, 
exh. cat., 2007: 341-355. Hector Reyes provides an account of the Babylonian triumph as an ekphrastic exercise in 
ŖEkphrasis and the Autonomy of Painting: On Charles Le Brunřs ŘEntrance of Alexanderř,ŗ Classical Receptions Journal vol. 
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style alien to the original masterřs sensibilities,274 surely it expresses a response to Poussinřs work kindred to 

that of contemporary ballet makers and dancersŕnotably the king. Here is an effort to crawl inside the 

pictorial universe of Poussin, to violate the frame/proscenium and turn his pictures into Ŗpeintures 

mouvantes,ŗ startlingly alive.  

Nowhere is this desire to claim, enlarge, theatricalize, awaken Poussinřs images more evident than in 

the last ballet Louis XIV danced. The Ballet de Flore, devised by Benserade and Lully and presented on 

February 13, 1669, quite literally staged the procession of mortals turned to flowers that we find in Poussinřs 

so-called Triumph of Flora, of which the king then owned a copy.275 As we shall see in the next chapter, the 

Ballet de Flore (like Le Brunřs Alexandre) marked an appropriation, a Ŗconfiscationŗ of Poussinřs conception 

(and cosmology) to serve the interests of absolute power, but for this appropriation to take place, for the 

Classicism of Benserade and Le Brun to claim as its own the classicism of Poussin, the generation of Louis 

XIV had to recognize in Poussinřs early classical pictures a kindred thrill to wildness and will to order, a 

unique Ŗpuissanse de induire lřame des regardans à diverses passions.ŗ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
3, no. 1 (2011): 77-108. Le Brun himself owned eight copies after Poussin, listed in his posthumous inventory as four 
landscapes, two bacchanals, a Ravissement de Saint-Paul (the subject of one of his conferences), and a Rape of the 
Sabines. Bonfait lists these alongside works by or after Titian, Raphael, and Annibale in the manuscript inventory (Poussin 
et Louis XIV, 175). On Le Brunřs borderline-Oedipal admiration for Poussin, see Bénédicte Gady, ŖDřun ministre à 
lřautre, rencontres entre Poussin et Le Brun,ŗ in Jean-Claude Boyer, Barbara Gaehtgens, and Bénédicte Gady, eds. 
Richelieu, patron des arts (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de lřhomme, 2009): 357-367. 
 
274 Chantelouřs failed attempt to turn one of Poussinřs paintings (the Sacrament of Ordination) into a tapestry underscores 
the difficulties attendant upon translating his easel pictures into the grand manner of Le Brun; see Jean Vittet, ŖPoussin 
et la tapisserie, dernières découvertes, nouvelles observations,ŗ in Marc Bayard, Arnauld Brejon de Lavergnée, and Eric 
Chassey, eds., Poussin et Moïse, du dessin à la tapisserie, exh. cat. Rome: Académie de France, 2011: 86-94. 
 
275 Marseille, Musée des Beaux-Arts, inv. B944/MR 5126. We will return to this picture in Chapter 2. 
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2. The Dance of Flora 

This chapter focuses on two depictions of the Roman goddess of spring and flowers. The first 

appears in the so-called Triumph of Flora (fig. 2.1), painted in about 1628 and today in the Louvre, and the 

second, in the Empire of Flora (fig. 2.2), painted in 1631 and today in Dresden; examined together, these two 

pictures shed light on Poussinřs use of dancing figures to effect the early transformation of his style. Both the 

Triumph and the Empire are concerned with transformation; each, in its way, figures that transformation as a 

dance. With these works begins Poussinřs real engagement with the theme of dancing, and, between them, his 

new classical approach starts to take shape.276 Addressing the artistřs sourcesŕfrom Ovid to antique statuary 

to emblem booksŕthe chapter explores why Poussin turned to the subject of Flora and her dance at this 

formative moment, and offers an alternative reading of the Louvre picture as a Triumph of Venusŕa painting 

about the dangers and the transformative power of love. An addendum follows, considering the reception of 

these pictures in relation to Florařs appearances in ballets de cour under Louis XIV, and concluding with a 

discussion of Poussinřs sculpted hermsŕof Flora, Pan, and other horticultural deitiesŕwhich bore mute 

witness to ballets danced in the gardens at Vaux le Vicomte and Versailles. 

In 1849 the Victorian critic John Ruskin offered an ecstatic description of Poussinřs Triumph in his 

ŖNotes on the Louvreŗ: 

Ŗ…the Triumph of Flora with a sky as blue as a gentian, and massy white clouds, as pure as snow; 
and a burning distance, orange gold, as if all summer and autumn were gathered into one sunset... the 
trees filling all the blue sky with stars of blossom, and the figures one bright, unrestrainable riot of 
pure delightŕa Keats-like revel of body and soul of most heavenly creaturesŕlimbs and raiment, 
thoughts and feeling all astir, one laugh of life and of colour; two blue-winged Cupids dancing as they 
drag the car, or dragging it rather by their dancing unconsciously; a nymph with dusky yellow dress… 
a very autumnal sunbeam, made mortal, dancing first of all; Flora herself, a sweet throned intense 
personified gladness... all so pure and yet so wildly glad, that one might think the spring wind had 
turned a drift of loose rose leaves into living creatures…ŗ277  

 

                                                           
276 As Freedberg has remarked, Ŗ…aucune de ses Bacchanales nřaurait pu voir le jour sřil nřavait pas effectué dřabord 
tout le travail sur les personnages dansants accompli pour les peintures de Flore.ŗ See ŖPoussin, Ferrari, Cortona et 
lřAetas Florea,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665): Actes du colloque organisé au musée du Louvre par le Service culturel, du 19 au 21 
octobre 1994, ed. Alain Mérot, 2 vols., vol. I (Paris: Documentation française, 1996): 337-361, 348 and 352.  

277 Ruskin, ŖNotes on the Louvre,ŗ (1849) in The Works of John Ruskin, ed. E.T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn, 39 
vols., vol. XII (London: George Allen, 1903-1912): 470-471.   
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This ecstatic passage tells us something about the distorting effects of yellowed varnish, which by the mid-

nineteenth century had made of Poussinřs springtime subject a scene Ŗall summer and autumn.ŗ More 

importantly, though, Ruskinřs words capture the compositionřs propulsive sense of movement, with Ŗlimbs 

and raiment, thoughts and feeling all astir.ŗ Herein lies the vivid contradiction of the picture: a procession of 

doomed mortals turned to flowers, which nevertheless appears Ŗso wildly gladŗ that one might imagine it 

instead a parade of flowers come to lifeŕŖa drift of loose rose leaves [turned] into living creatures.ŗ Dance 

literally tugs this procession along, eliding the tragic stories of its constituent characters in Ŗone laugh of life 

and of colour.ŗ In the Dresden Empire, however, this procession has ground to a halt. The same characters 

appear again, but here, in Florařs sunlit garden, we confront their violent ends and contemplate their place in 

a cosmic danse figurée.   Moving from Paris to Dresden, and from about 1628 to 1631, we observe Poussinřs 

shift from Venetian sensuality to a nascent classical style, from a rollicking parade to a realm of harmony and 

restraint, from a festive entrée to a gracious grand ballet, danced in a garden, before a herm. 

 

Girls in Green 

A dancing girl in green (fig. 2.3),278 with flowers in her hair and one bare breast, leads the procession in the 

painting at the Louvre. Lifting her skirts and balancing on the ball of one foot, she kicks the other before her, 

intent on her steps. Two blue-winged amori follow, pulling the chariot where another female figure sits, 

dressed in white and pink, with flowers at her bosom. The victory celebrated here belongs to the seated 

figureŕtwo more cherubs hover overhead, poised to crown her with blossoms, while around the car march 

her celebrants (or are they her captives?): humans turned to flowers, as Bellori first explained in his ekphrastic 

gloss of the picture.279 The points of Ovidian reference are apparently twofold: on the one hand, to individual 

                                                           
278 Ruskinřs Ŗnymph with dusky yellow dress...a very autumnal sunbeamŗ: discolored varnish strikes again. 

279 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 442: ŖIl Trionfo di Flora. Segue il trionfo di Flora, la quale assisa sùřl carro dřoro, vien 
servita da gli Amori, per concessione di Venere, che accompagna il trionfo. Due giovinetti alati con serti di fiori al petto 
tirano il carro, e sù nellřaria unřAmoretto incorona la Dea, Regina della dolce Primavera, mentre scherzano li compagni 
in terra, presso le ruote, con panieri di fiori, celebrando la stagione lieta, e gioconda attà à gli amori. Volgesi Flora verso 
Aiace, e Narciso, che à lei offeriscono tribute: Aiace armato le porge nello scudo li proprij fiori, Narciso giovinetto 
ignudo le appresenta i suoi candidi narcissi. Avanti il carro prima di tutte và danzando Venere con gli Amori coronate di 
bianche, e di virmiglie rose tinte del suo sangue; e qui lřhilarità della pittura fà obiare il duolo à Venere, accompagnata di 
nuovo dal suo caro Adone, che la segue inghirlandato: con una mano egli tiene un paniere deřsuoi anemone purpurei, e 
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stories of transformation from the Metamorphoses, and, on the other, to Florařs boast of her powers in the fifth 

book of the Fasti.280  

At right, the nude Narcissus hoists a basket of white narcissi,281 while ahead of the chariot Hyacinth 

stoops to receive a crown of blue hyacinths.282 At left, just behind the dancing girl, Adonis hefts his spear and 

turns to scatter red anemones.283 The man in armor at right, Bellori tells us, who turns his back to the picture 

plane and locks eyes with the triumphant lady, represents Ajax, his shield piled with blue flowers.284 A girl 

kneeling in the foreground is almost certainly Clytie, plucking a sunflower,285 and the figure just ahead of the 

chariot, offering its passenger a fistful of bindweed, may represent Smilax.286 The reclining river gods at leftŕ

crowned, respectively, with reeds and pearlsŕhave been most convincingly associated with Acis and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
con lřaltra, nè dona alquanti à Giacinto inclinator ad unřAmoretto, che lega alle sue chiome una cotona di cerulei fiori, 
che sono i nostri giacinti. Vi sono alter figure ignude à federe, alter in capo, e nelle mani portano panieri è serti, che 
danno compimento allřimmagine dipinta neř primi tempi per lřEminentiss. Signore Cardinale Aluigi Omodei.ŗ 

280 As Thomas Worthen has indicated, and as we shall see below, the sources for this scene may be more pictorial than 
literary; see ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Flora,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 61, no. 4 (December, 1979): 575-588, 575. Florařs boast 
appears in the Fasti V, 223-228: Ŗ...prima Therapnaeo feci de sanguine florem,/ et manet in folio scripta querella suo./ tu 
quoque nomen habes cultos, Narcisse, per hortos,/ infelix, quod non alter et alter eras./ quid Crocon aut Attin referam 
Cinyraque creatum,/ de quorum per me volnere surgit honor?ŗ Poussin likely relied on Vicenzo Cartariřs translation (I 
Fasti di Ovidio [Venice: F. Marcolini, 1551]). As Worthen and Troy Thomas have pointed out, the version of the 
Metamorphoses Poussin most likely consulted for the stories of transformation was Giovanni Andrea dellřAnguillarařs 
commented translation, Le metamorfosi di Ovidio (1561) (Venice: Bern. Giunti, 1584); see Worthen, ŖPoussinřs Paintings of 
Flora,ŗ and Troy Thomas, ŖŘUn fior vano e fragileř: The Symbolism of Poussinřs Realm of Flora,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 68, 
no. 2 (June 1986): 225-236. 

281 Metamorphoses III, 505-510; Fasti V, 225-226. 

282 Metamorphoses X, 203-219; Fasti V, 223-224;. 

283 Metamorphoses X, 725-739; Fasti V, 227-228 

284 Metamorphoses XIII, 394-398; Fasti V, 223-224. We will return to this figure below. 

285 Metamorphoses, IV, 266-270; Clytie does not figure among those transformed by Flora in the Fasti and is not mentioned 
by Bellori. As Dora Panofsky first observed (with respect to a similar blossom in the subsequent Empire of Flora), the 
flower Poussinřs Clytie is picking appears to be an imagined, low-growing version of the new-world species, rather than 
her traditional purple heliotrope; see ŖNarcissus and Echo: Notes on Poussinřs Birth of Bacchus in the Fogg Museum of 
Art,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 31, no. 2 (June, 1949): 112-120. 

286 Metamorphoses IV, 283-284; Crocus, lover of Smilax, appears in the Fasti, V, 227-228. Neither Crocus nor Smilax is 
mentioned in Belloriřs account of the picture. 
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Galatea.287 Identifying the leader of the parade as Venus and the triumphant rider as Flora, Bellori explains 

that the goddess of love has offered her winged attendants to Flora in homage to the Ŗqueen of sweet 

springtime.ŗ288 The girl in green, Belloriřs ŖVenus,ŗ trips ahead of the procession, her crown of roses and 

proximity to Adonis strengthening the biographerřs conviction that this barefoot adolescent is the goddess of 

love.  

While no compositional study for this picture survives, a drawing of roughly even date today at 

Windsor (fig. 2.4), sheds light on its dancing girl in green.289 Here, in a rather crowded garden, ringed by a 

trellis and surveyed by a herm, we find another cast of mortals turned to flowersŕAjax, Clytie, Narcissus, 

Hyacinth, and Adonisŕeach now caught in the process of death and transformation. Ajax falls on the sword 

of Achilles; Clytie gazes at the sun; Narcissus looks upon his own reflection in an urn held by Echo; Hyacinth 

and Adonis display wounds to the head and thigh. At the heart of the composition, half-concealed by Echo, a 

dancing girl lifts her skirts and regards her bare feet (fig. 2.5). Her posture is the same as that of the girl in 

green at the head of the Louvre pictureřs triumphal procession. With a tidy, matching coiffure and an 

                                                           
287 Metamorphoses XIII (738-897); involving no floral transformation, the story of Acis and Galatea does not appear in 
Florařs boast in the Fasti. Though these figures go unmentioned by Bellori, whose description cleaves to the Fasti, most 
modern scholars agree on this identification, made by Anthony Blunt in Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the 
Fine Arts, vol. I, 78. Walter Friedlaender, the notable exception, favored their identification with Crocus and Smilax, 
citing the appearance of Crocus in the Fasti; see Nicolas Poussin: A New Approach (New York: Abrams, 1966), 98. As 
Thomas Worthen has pointed out, although Acis does not figure in Ovidřs original Fasti, Vincenzo Cartariřs Italian 
translation mis-transcribes ŖAttisŗ as ŖAcis,ŗ bringing Acis into the list of men turned to plants; see ŖPoussinřs Paintings 
of Flora,ŗ 578.  

288 Subsequent interpreters of the painting have embraced this reading in part on the strength of the seated figureřs 
resemblance to Titianřs Flora in the Uffizi, who likewise wears an informal white gown and a pink cloak, with her hair 
loose about her shoulders. The likelihood that Poussin would have seen Titianřs painting, however, is rather small; its 
first recorded appearance is on the Amsterdam market in 1639, sold by the Spanish agent Alfonso López, and engraved 
by Joachim von Sandrart. Rembrandtřs free interpretation of the same composition, today in the Metropolitan Museum, 
dates to about a decade later. See Harold E. Wethey, The Paintings of Titian, 3 vols., vol. III (London: Phaidon, 1975): 154-
155, no. 17. On Florařs white garment in Titianřs painting, see Emma H. Mellencamp, ŖA Note on the Costume of 
Titianřs Flora,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 51, no. 2 (June 1969): 174-177. 

289 See Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I, no. 30 for a discussion of the drawingřs authenticity. 
Konrad Oberhuber, notably, rejected it, considering it a clumsy later copy of a lost original. An apparent study for the 
legs of Ajax, however, appears on the verso of an undisputed early drawing of Bacchus and Erigone in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum (inv. 3097); see Rosenberg and Prat, ibid., no. 34. On the Windsor drawingřs place in the collection of Cardinal 
Massimi, see Timothy J. Standring, ŖPoussin et le cardinal Massimi dřaprès les archives Massimo,ŗ in Alain Mérot, ed. 
Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665): Actes du colloque organisé au musée du Louvre par le Service culturel, du 19 au 21 octobre 1994, 2 vols., 
vol. I (Paris: Documentation française, 1996): 287-336. 
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identical frolicking putto to her proper left, the dancer in the Windsor drawing is the very same as that in the 

Louvre painting, only flipped.  

With its crowded composition and its play of washes, light, and shadow, the Windsor drawing is all 

profusion, confusion, abundance. It belongs to the same wet, Venetian world as the Triumph with which it 

shares its dancer. Yet, aside from this figure, the two compositions have no formal relationship; the drawing 

served as a preparation (or perhaps more accurately an advertisement) for a very different work: the Dresden 

Empire of Flora, completed three to four years later. If the Triumph is arranged like a balletic entrée, a parade of 

festive movement, the Empire is composed rather like a proscenium stage enclosed by flats of scenery: on one 

side the flowering trellis and, on the other, a rocky crag, a fountain, and the herm.290 Previously a peripheral 

character, the dancing girl has become the star (fig. 2.6). Her choreography remains essentially the sameŕshe 

kicks one leg daintily before her, balancing on the ball of her supporting foot291ŕbut, by disentangling her 

from her surroundings, Poussin calls attention to this step. Here, Florařs bare thigh and the blue laces of her 

sandal catch the eye at once; her hair and ribbons float on a breeze of her own making. While in both the 

Louvre Triumph and the Windsor drawing the dancing girl looks down at her feet, in the Dresden Empire she 

turns to the dying Narcissus with a tender smile, sprinkling petals as if to effect his transformation.  

Where the rugged landscape of the Triumph is insistently naturalŕwild, Arcadianŕthe setting of the 

Empire is self-consciously artificial.  The space is stage-like and specifically French:  its herm delineates the 

boundary of a carefully tended garden whose trellis is borrowed from Primaticcio (fig. 2.7), a souvenir of 

Fontainebleau.292 As many scholars have observed, the picture marks an important stylistic shift, ŖPoussinřs 

                                                           
290 George Kauffman refers to this setting as a ŖSchauplatzŗ in ŖPoussins ŘPrimaverař,ŗ in Walter Friedlaender zum 90. 
Geburtstag (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1965): 92-100. 

291 Richard Spear acknowledged the similarity of these two figuresř poses in ŖThe Literary Sources of Poussinřs ŘRealm of 
Florař,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 107 (1965): 563-569. 

292 Pierre du Colombier remarked that Ŗthe pergola recalls the backgrounds of the School of Fontainebleau, rather than 
those of Titian, and the same can be said of the elongation of the bodies.ŗ See ŖThe Poussin Exhibition,ŗ The Burlington 
Magazine, vol. 102, no. 688 (July 1960): 280-288, 284. Poussin may have known one or more of the Fontainebleau School 
pictures of Flora, whose iconographyŕaside from the recurrent bared breastŕdoes not bear much relation to his 
treatments. See for example the picture in the Harvard University Art Museum attributed to Ambroise Dubois (inv. 
1982.62).  
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entrance,ŗ as Rosenberg has written, Ŗinto a new world, that of bright painting and pagan bacchanals.ŗ293 

With it begin the Ŗblondeŗ pictures,294 in a change so abrupt that Blunt at first dated the Dresden Empire to 

1637-1638, unable to square its serenity and restraint with the turbulent expressiveness of such works as the 

circa 1630 Plague at Ashdod (fig. 2.8).295 Indeed, it is only thanks to the checkered career of their first owner 

that we know these two pictures were produced in swift succession. 

In July 1631 Don Fabrizio Valguarnera (d. 1632), a gentleman crook from Sicily, was arrested in 

Rome on charges of laundering stolen diamonds through speculative investments on the Roman art 

market.296  His possessions, seized and inventoried, included thirty-seven canvases by contemporary artistsŕ

five of them by or after Poussin.297 Valguarnera had purchased both the large Plague of Ashdod and the 

somewhat smaller Empire of Flora from the French painter in early 1631, for 110 and 90 scudi, respectively.298 

The Plague was bought ready-made, but the Empire was a commission. The Sicilian made frequent visits to 

artistsř studios, buying completed works as well as commissioning new paintingsŕin most cases on the basis 

of drawings or other extant preparatory materials.299 The Empire apparently fell into this latter category. The 

sensuous subject and breezy execution of the Windsor drawing would, no doubt, have appealed to 

                                                           
293 Rosenberg and Prat, eds., Catalogue raisonné des dessins, 203-205, no. 44: Ŗ...lřentrée de Poussin dans un nouveau monde, 
celui de la peinture claire et des bacchanales païennes.ŗ 

294 Mahon, ŖPoussinřs Early Development.ŗ  

295 Blunt, Art and Architecture in France, 187. 

296 The astonishing proceedings of this case were first published by Jane Costello, in ŖThe Twelve Pictures ŘOrdered by 
Velasquezř and the Trial of Valguarnera.ŗ 

297 The Plague of Ashdod, a copy of the same, the Empire of Flora, and two paintings of Midas, one possibly Midas before 
Bacchus (Alte Pinakothek, Munich). See Costello, ibid., 238. Other artists in Valguarnerařs collection included Guido Reni, 
Guercino, Cortona, Valentin, Lanfranco, Domenichino, and Sacchi. 

298 These prices were roughly double what Cardinal Barberini had paid for the Death of Germanicus just three years earlier, 
an indication that Valguarnera chose Poussin as a rapidly rising artistic Ŗstock.ŗ Sheila Barker has offered the fascinating 
proposal that the Plague of Ashdod and the Empire of Flora were pendants, painted essentially to ward off infection during 
an outbreak of plague in 1630 (which left Rome itself untouched). See ŖPoussin, Plague, and Early Modern Medicine,ŗ 
The Art Bulletin, vol. 86, no. 4 (December, 2004): 659-689. Since the pictures were painted at least three months apart, the 
Plague having been completed before Valguarnerařs first visit to Poussinřs studio at the end of 1630, and the Empire, only 
begun at the collectorřs request, I am not wholly convinced by Barkerřs proposal. 

299 Costello, ŖThe Twelve Pictures,ŗ 261.  
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Valguarnera, a Ŗcollectorŗ most interested in the potential resale value of his collection, and so Poussin 

revisited in his new manner a composition conceived in his old one.300   

Though Valguarnera, in his testimony at the trial, described the picture as Ŗil quadro grande della 

Primavera,ŗ and Poussin, a somewhat reluctant witness, referred to it still more simply as Ŗun giardino di 

Fiori,ŗ 301 Bellori, in the earliest published account of the painting, identified its protagonist as Flora.302 The 

scene unfolds quite literally under the sign of this goddess: overhead Apollo drives his chariot through the 

wheel of the zodiac, turned to Taurus for May, the month of flowers.303 This is not, of course, the only 

appearance of the zodiac in Poussinřs oeuvre; the wheel is present, most notably, in the Diana and Endymion 

today in Detroit (fig. 2.9), in the Triumph of Bacchus (fig. 2.10), in the Dance to the Music of Time (fig. 2.11), and in 

Phaeton before Apollo today in Berlin (fig. 2.12), where the sun god sits on a cloud, surrounded by the four 

                                                           
300 On the basis of the brief time (just two to three months) elapsed between Valguarnerařs commission and Poussinřs 
delivery of this picture, Charles Sterling conjectured that the canvas was already half-painted when Valguarnera visited 
the artistřs studio (ŖUn nouveau tableau de Poussin,ŗ Pantheon: International Art Journal, year 33, vol. 3 (July-September 
1975): 216-226, 222; subsequent conservation analysis has not borne out this theory, however. The drawing, as I explain 
below, served the same purpose.  

301 Costello, ŖThe Twelve Pictures,ŗ 275. Valguarnerařs testimony was given on July 21, 1631; Poussinřs was given on 
July 28: Ŗ…havendo Io trattato colui in materiale di Pitture, et vendutogli dui quadri, cioè uno quattro ò cinque mesi 
sono chřè il miracolo dellřArca nel tempio di Agone, et lřaltro un giardino di Fiori, che lřhebbe ultimam.te tre mesi sono 
in circa, per q.o Io mi sono Imaginato che V.S. mi habbia citato per essaminarmi.ŗ A formal inventory of the 
Valguarnera household, taken on July 12, lists the picture as item 18 ŖUnřaltro quadro grande di una Dia Flora.ŗ 
Inventory digitized by the Getty Provenance Index (I-3989). Valguarnera died in prison on January 2, 1632. The Empireřs 
subsequent provenance is untraced before 1722, when it appears in the collection of the Elector of Saxony. 

302 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 441-442: ŖLa Trasformatione deřfiori. Rappresentasi in un gardino, Narciso, Clitia, Aiace, 
Adone, Giacinto, e Flora, che sparge fiori, danzando con gli Amori. Siede Narciso appresso una della Naiadi ninfe, che 
gli tiene Avanti lřurna piena dřacqua, in cui egli si specchia, e si vagheggia e con le braccia aperte esprime il vano amore di 
se stesso, onde in fiore morendo fù cangiato. Evui [sp?] Clitia rivolta la faccia verso il Sole amato, che scorre in altro nel 
carro, entro la fascia del Zodiaco; mentre ella sollevando una mano, pare che mal possa con gli occhi sostenere il raggio. 
Dietro vi è Aiace furioso, che morendo, abbandona il fianco sù la punta della spade: egli è ignudo, ma lřelmo che hà in 
cappo, e le armi à suoi piedi lo dimostrano guerriero. Il bellřAdone si riconosce allřhasta, & à i cani, in habito di 
cacciatore; egli mesto addita il fianco ignudo ferito dal Cinghiale. Seco pare si dolga il bel Giacinto, volgendo una mano 
al capo, dove fù percosso à morte, nellřalstra tiene, e mira il fiore nel quale fu mutate.ŗ We will return to the particulars 
of the commission below. The seated figures at right, not mentioned by Bellori, are most likely Crocus and Smilax, as 
Gérard Audran indicated in his early engraving of the picture (Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 137). 

303 As Georg Kauffman and Richard Spear pointed out in 1965; see Kauffman, ŖPoussins ŘPrimavera,řŗ 93; and Spear, 
ŖThe Literary Sources of Poussinřs ŘRealm of Florař,ŗ 565. On the position of the zodiac in this painting, see also Robert 
B. Simon, ŖPoussin, Marino, and the Interpretation of Mythologyŗ in The Art Bulletin, vol. 60 (1978): 56-68, 61; and 
Matthias Winner ŖLřEmpire de Flore et le problème de la couleur,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665): actes du colloque organisé 
au musée du Louvre par le Service culturel, du 19 au 21 octobre 1994, 2 vols., vol. I (Paris: Documentation française, 1996): 469-
486, 476. Although, as we shall see, Poussinřs literary sources for the Dresden picture have been much debated, the 
reference in this detail is most likely to the Fasti (V, 603-604): ŖIdibus ora prior stellantia tollere Taurum/ indicat: huic 
signo fabula nota subest.ŗ 
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seasons and encircled by the signs of the zodiac.304 This pictureřs subject derives from Book II of the 

Metamorphoses, where Phaeton visits the palace of the sun to ask Apollo for the use of his chariot and finds 

him enthroned among the hours, days, and seasons: hoary-locked winter, wine-drenched autumn, summer 

bearing sheaves of grain, and spring, a young girl crowned with flowers.305  

True to Ovidřs original, the figure of spring in the Berlin composition (fig. 2.13) wears flowers in her 

hair, but her pose, as Thomas Worthen has pointed out, may reflect the artistřs reliance on Giovanni Andrea 

dellřAnguillarařs 1561 translation, whose account of spring in this passage is more expansive, portraying her 

laughing and dancing, playful and lusty.306 Bellori left no account of Phaeton before Apollo,307 and so we do not 

know what name he would have given to its girl in green. Her close adherence, however, to Anguillarařs 

description of spring has inclined most scholars to identify her simply as Primavera. She is, nonetheless, 

plainly a sister to our other dancing figures. Like them, she wears a crown of blossoms and a green dress that 

leaves one breast exposed. Though a more voluminous skirt covers her legs and feet, she bends one knee, 

apparently executing the same dance step as the others. Looking down, like her counterpart in the Triumph, 

and holding aloft a handful of petals, like her counterpart in the Empire, she marks a kind of midpoint 

between these girls in green. And indeed, the Berlin Phaeton most likely dates to the year or two separating the 

pictures in Paris and Dresdenŕthat is, to 1629-1630.308  

                                                           
304 On the zodiac and the concept of time in this painting, see Werner Brück, ŖWie erzählt Poussin? Proben zur 
Anwendbarkeit poetologisccher Begriffe aus Literatur und Theaterwissenschaft auf Werke der bildenden Kunst,ŗ PhD diss., Universität 
des Saarlandes, 2014, 168-202. 

305 Ovid, Metamorphoses II, 27-30: ŖVerque novum stabat cinctum florente corona,/ stabat nuda Aestas et spicea serta 
gerebat,/ stabat et Autumnus calcatis sordidus uvis/ et glacialis Hiems canos hirsuta capillos.ŗ      

306 Anguillara, Le metamorfosi (1561) (Venice: Giunti, 1584), 31: ŖPrimavera./Gli stà da la man destra una donzella,/ Nè 
mai stà, chenon rida, giochi, ò balli,/ È la stagion, che verde ha la gonnella/ Sparta di bianchi fior, vermigli, e gialli./ Di 
rose, e latte è ls sua faccia bella;/ Son perle i denti, e le labbra coralli:/ E ghirlande le fan di vari fiori,/ Scherzando seco i 
suoi lascivi amori.ŗ See Worthen, ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Flora,ŗ 579-580. 

307 The only contemporary account is provided by Joachim von Sandrart, who seems, however, to have known only 
Nicolas Perelleřs engraving after the picture. See Sandrart, Teutschen Academie: Zweyter Theil (Nuremberg: Johann-Philipp 
Miltenberger, 1675), book III, chapter 26, 371: ŖApollo, wie selbiger im Himmel mit andern Gôttern in dem runden 
Sonnen Zirkel sitzet auch Phaëthon, vor ihme niederkniet und um die Regierung des Tages anhält.ŗ The seasons are not 
mentioned. 

308 In the absence of early provenance information, the dating of this picture was for a time the subject of much debate. 
Today the general consensus is ca. 1629-1630. For a summary of the dating discussion, see Knut Helms, ŖEine 
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So why should three figures so nearly identical in form and so immediately proximate in date 

represent separate deities, Venus, Primavera, and Flora, respectively? 309 As Dempsey has explained in the 

context of Botticelliřs Primavera, these three goddesses are inextricably linked in classical literary and pictorial 

tradition.310 Their confused identity in Poussinřs pictures, however is further exacerbated, by the fact that this 

dancing girl in green is a type invented by the artistŕat the beginning both of his classical turn and of his 

exploration of danceŕa whole more powerful than the sum of her referential parts, a numen mixtum of 

flowers and joy, death and transformation.311  Flora, as will be seen, may be the best name for this girl in 

green, recognizable in each composition by her crown of blossoms and her characteristic gown, but, above 

all, by her dance: Poussinřs Ŗpoetic invention.ŗ312  

 

Why Flora? 

Outside of cycles of the seasonsŕto which we shall return belowŕFlora was a somewhat unusual subject in 

the early seventeenth century.313 The idea of presenting her surrounded by a garden of human flowers seems 

to have been entirely without precedentŕat least in the realm of painting. The literary sources of these 

picturesŕparticularly the Dresden Empireŕhave been hotly contested by art historians, for Poussin seems to 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Schicksalallegorie des Nicolas Poussin: ŘDie Bitte Phaetonsř in Berlin,ŗ Jahrbuch der Berliner Museen, 42 (2000): 165-186, 
166, n. 5. 

309 Thomas Worthen wisely acknowledged that it is not always possible to distinguish between Primavera, Flora, Venus, 
and Proserpina, ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Flora,ŗ 576. 

310 Dempsey, The Portrayal of Love: Botticelliřs Primavera and Humanist Culture at the Time of Lorenzo the Magnificent (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1992). On this subject, see also Julia Siemonřs related discussion in ŖFlesh and Stone,ŗ idem 
ŖBronzino, Politics and Portraiture in 1530s Florence,ŗ Phd. diss. (Columbia University, 2015): chapter 2. 

311 Georg Kauffman identified the protagonist of the Dresden picture as a numen mixtum of Flora and Primavera, 
suggesting a further connectionŕof which I am less convincedŕto Proserpina. See ŖPoussins ŘPrimaverař,ŗ 93. On the 
concept of the numen mixtum in Poussinřs work, see Erwin Panofsky, A Mythological Painting by Poussin in the 
Nationalmuseum Stockholm (Stockholm: Nationalmusei Skrifserie, 1960). 

312 Doris Wild called this dance, Ŗein poetische Erfindung von Poussin,ŗ though, as we shall see below, even the dance 
step has a visual source. Wild, Nicolas Poussin, 2 vols. (Zurich: Orell Füssli Verlag, 1980), vol. I, 47. 

313 Having been a common subject for the Fontainebleau School and for Venetian painters of the sixteenth century. 
Julius Heldřs ŖFlora, Goddess and Courtesan,ŗ remains the most comprehensive study of the iconography of Flora to 
date. Held emphasized the erotic tradition surrounding Flora as a sort of patron saint of prostitution, a Ŗparticular kind 
of servant to Venus.ŗ Held, De Artibus Opuscula XL: Essays in Honor of Erwin Panofsky, 2 vols., vol. I (New York: New 
York University Press, 1961): 201-208.  
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have drawn on the poetry of both Ovid314 and Giambattista Marino,315 though neither, of course, afforded a 

visual model. As we have seen, the Grand Ballet de la Reyne, danced by Anne of Austria at the close of the 1621 

carnival season in Paris, featured an entrée for Flora and Zephyr, attended by Ŗtous ceux qui furent changez 

en fleurs.ŗ316 If Poussinřs protector Courtois did take him to see this Ovidian ballet, it would have provided 

the young artist with a singular, potently visual precedent for his own treatments of the scene. A precedent, 

moreover, which figured Florařs powers of transformation through dance.   

Poussinřs turn to the subject of Flora at the end of the 1620s, however, occurred in a Roman context, 

at a moment when, as Freedberg has explained, a vogue for gardensŕparticularly flower gardensŕswept the 

                                                           
314 Among the partisans of Ovid, Kauffman (ŖPoussins ŘPrimaverařŗ) proposed the description of Persephone picking 
flowers with her friends in a meadow from Book IV of the Fasti as a source, suggesting that the dancing girl may be a 
numen mixtum of April and May, Persephone and Flora (Ovid, Fasti IV, 425ff). Though the passage, like Poussinřs 
picture, includes a spring or waterfall, and though the flowers picked include several of the same species found in 
Poussinřs composition, the list also includes many unrelated plants; the process of transformation, moreover, is not 
addressed. Worthen (ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Floraŗ), has investigated the possibility that Anguillarařs 1561 translation of 
passages from the Metamorphoses describing the floral transformations provided Poussinřs principal source. Thomas 
(ŖŘUn fior vano e fragileřŗ) added to Anguillarařs translation its moralizing commentaries by Francesco Turchi and 
Giuseppe Orologi as possible source material for Poussin. As Martin Clayton has wisely pointed out, Ŗ… no one text 
fully accounts for all the features of the painting, and it must be regarded as a visual assemblage of stories rather than as 
an illustration of a single literary passage.ŗ Poussin: Works on Paper: Drawings from the Collection of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1995), 55. 

315 Otto Grautoff first suggested an affinity between the Dresden composition and Marinořs 1623 epic, the Adone in 
1914 (see Nicolas Poussin: sein Werk und sein Leben, 2 vols. (Munich: G. Müller, 1914), vol. I, 354), citing the Italian poetřs 
description of Flora and Pomona dancing and making garlands in the Garden of Sight (Adone [Paris: Olivier de 
Varennes, 1623], vol. VI, 40ff: ŖPer lungo tratto a guisa di corona/ da ciascun fianco il bel giardin si spande,/ dove in 
ogni stagion Flora e Pomona/ Guidano danze e trecciano ghirlande....ŗ) This passage, however, does not enumerate the 
humans turned to flowers. In 1937 Louis Hourticq pointed to a later passage from the same poem; see La Jeunesse de 
Poussin (Paris: Hachette, 1937), 130-136. Marino, Adone, vol. VI, 132: ŖNeř fior neř fiori istessi amor ha loco,/ amano il 
bel ligustro e lřamaranto/ e narciso e giacinto, aiace e croco/ e con la bella clizia il vago acanto./ Arde la rosa di 
vermiglio foco,/ lřodor sospiro e la rugiada è pianto./ Ride la calta e pallida ed essangue/ tinta dřamor la violetta langue.ŗ 
This passage, however, does not mention Adonis (who is merely an observer) or Flora herself. In 1965 Richard Spear 
(ŖThe Literary Sources of Poussinřs ŘRealm of Florařŗ) proposed Marinořs La Rosa (first published in the Rime [Venice: 
Giovanni Battista Ciotti, 1602]) as Poussinřs sole source, associating the dancing figure with Venus and identifying the 
foreground putto as Amor, before whom, in Marinořs poem Ŗthe violet pales.ŗ In La Rosa, however, the list of flowers 
appears only as rhetorical introduction to emphasize the superior beauty of the rose, as Robert B. Simon pointed out in 
1978 (ŖPoussin, Marino, and the Interpretation of Mythologyŗ); Simon proposed yet another poem by Marino, Europa 
(first published in La Sampogna [Paris: Abraham Pacard, 1620]) as a source for Poussinřs composition. Europa, however, 
leaves out Ajax from its list of humans turned to flowers, and Simon wisely acceded that, while Poussin may have known 
the poem, Ŗhe did not seek to illustrate it.ŗ Although Marino rivaled Ovid as a source on floral transformations, Poussin, 
as Unglaub has demonstrated, does not seem to have selected any single text as his prototype. The artist instead drew on 
multiple sources, creating, in Unglaubřs words, Ŗa palimpsest of textuality richer in the Flora than in any other of 
Poussinřs works.ŗ See Poussin and the Poetics of Painting, 146-147.  

316 See Ballet du soleil pour la Reyne, 5. On Poussinřs potential attendance at this performance, see Chapter 1. 
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patrician families of Rome.317 Between 1625 and 1630, magnificent flower gardens sprang up at new-built 

villas across the city. Bellori tells us that Poussin enjoyed sketching outdoors not onlyŕas most often pointed 

out by modern scholarsŕin the wilds of the Roman Campagna, but also in these new semi-urban gardens.318 

Most notable among them was that of the Barberini, planted on the Quirinale, atop the ancient site of the 

Temple of Flora Rustica. Poussinřs patronage by the Barberini family between 1626 and 1629,319 and his 

friendship with Cassiano dal Pozzo, secretary to Cardinal Barberini and learned horticultural amateur, would 

have made the artist aware of these developments.320 The chief horticulturist of the Barberini, Giovanni 

Battista Ferrari (1584-1655)ŕfor whose Hesperides sive de Malorum Aureorum Cultura et Usu Poussin would later 

furnish an illustration321ŕpublished in 1633 a treatise on flowers, De Florum Cultura, illustrated by several of 

the most important painters in contemporary Rome: Giovanni Lanfranco (1582-1647), Guido Reni (1575-

1642), Andrea Sacchi, and Pietro da Cortona.322 Fumaroli has suggested that the Windsor Flora drawing may 

be the relict of a rejected contribution to this very volume.323 In any case, Cortonařs depiction of Flora (fig. 

2.14) in his illustrations indicates that he and Poussin shared visual sources for the goddess of spring: 

                                                           
317 Freedberg, ŖPoussin, Ferrari, Cortona et lřAetas Florea.ŗ  

318 Ŗ... in Campidoglio, e per li giardini di Romaŗ (Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 412). On Poussinřs plein-air excursions and 
their critical afterlife, see Anna Ottani Covina, ŖPoussin and the Roman Campagna: In Search of the Absolute,ŗ in Keith 
Christiansen and Pierre Rosenberg, eds. Poussin and Nature: Arcadian Visions, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 2008): 39-50. 

319 I.e. between Cardinal Francesco Barberiniřs commission in October 1626 of the Death of Germanicus (Minneapolis 
Institute of Art, inv. 58.28) and the delivery in November 1629 of the great altarpiece for Saint Peterřs representing the 
Martyrdom of Saint Erasmus. 

320 Cassianořs own villa near Nervi featured a garden where he seems to have grown many of the flowers and fruit 
featured in his Paper Museum. See Sheila Somers-Rinehart, ŖPoussin et la famille dal Pozzo,ŗ in Chastel, ed., Nicolas 
Poussin, vol. I: 19-30, 26. 

321 On Poussin, Ferrari, and the Hesperides, see Freedberg, ŖPoussin et Sienne,ŗ in Rosenberg, ed. Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat.: 
62-68; Freedberg, ŖFerrari on the Classification of Oranges and Lemons,ŗ Elizabeth Cropper and Giovanna Perini, eds., 
Documentary Culture Florence and Rome from Grand-Duke Ferdinand I to Pope Alexander VII (Bologna: Nuova Alfa, 1992): 287-
306; Freedberg, ŖFrom Hebrew and Gardens to Oranges and Lemons: Giovanni Battista Ferrari and Cassiano dal 
Pozzoŗ in Francesco Solinas, ed. Cassiano dal Pozzo atti del seminario internazionale di studi (Rome: De Luca, 1989): 37-72; 
and Thuillier, ŖPour un ŘCorpus Pussinianum,řŗ in Chastel, ed., ibid., vol. I: 71-116, 78. 

322 Freedberg, ŖPoussin, Ferrari, Cortona et lřAetas Florea.ŗ  

323 Fumaroli, ŖRome 1630: Entrée en scène du spectateurŗ (1994) in idem, De Rome à Paris: 37-75, 65-67. 
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crowned with flowers like our girls in green, Cortonařs Flora likewise wears her gown folded below the waist 

and bares one shapely shoulder.324  

Though Flora boasted two temples in ancient Rome as well as a cult statue in the sanctuary of Castor 

and Pollux, no identifiable sculpture of her survived from antiquity.325 Poussin and Cortona nonetheless drew 

on two ancient Roman marbles: the so-called Flora Minore (or Pomona Farnese, fig. 2.15) and the monumental 

Flora Farnese (fig. 2.16), both displayed during the seventeenth century at the Palazzo Farnese and both today 

in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli.326 Crowned with stone flowers, the stolid Flora Minore lent 

only her wreath to the Floras of Cortona and Poussin. Their borrowings from the towering Flora Farnese were 

more extensive. That statueřs gown, girded just below the hips and open at the neck, bares her right shoulder 

almost to the nipple; with one hand, as in Poussinřs pictures, she lifts her skirt. This garmentřs girdle and folds 

are repeated with increasing faithfulness in each of our girls in greenŕtentatively in the Louvre Triumph, more 

explicitly in Phaeton before Apollo, and most emphatically in the Empire of Flora. Cortonařs recourse to the same 

model confirms its currency around 1630, but the identification of this statue (and its sister in the Farnese 

collection) with Flora had only occurred a century before.  A circa 1532-1536 sheet by Marten van 

Heemskerck (1498-1574) after both fragments as they were originally unearthed (fig. 2.17)ŕheadless, armless 

torsos and legsŕreveals no surviving attributes to aid in the identification of either figure.327 It was the 

                                                           
324 Freedberg (ŖPoussin, Ferrari, Cortona et lřAetas Floreaŗ) has further suggested that another illustration from the same 
volume furnished the model for Florařs dance. We will return to this question below. 

325 As noted by Held (ŖFlora, Goddess and Courtesanŗ). Roman coinage may have been a source for the first modern 
treatments of the theme. Florařs temples were located on the Aventine, not far from the Circus Maximus, and on the 
Quirinal, at the future site of the Barberini gardens. See H. H. Scullard, Festivals and Ceremonies of the Roman Republic 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1981), 110. The placement of Florařs statue in the Temple of Castor and Pollux is 
described in Plutarchřs Life of Pompey (2.4). 

326 The Flora Farnese was displayed alongside the (today more famous) Hercules Farnese, in the central courtyard of the 
Palazzo Farnese until 1787, when the wreath in her hand was replaced with the bouquet she bears today. See Haskell and 
Penny, Taste and the Antique, 216-219 and 330-331, n. 90. The bare breast of Poussinřs dancer in the Louvre paintingŕ
shared with the Venus Genetrix, a Greek type represented in seventeenth-century Rome by a first-century CE marble in 
the Borghese gardens (today in the Galleria Borghese, inv. 0081440)ŕmay have contributed to the persistent 
interpretation of this figure as Venus. The shape of the dancerřs garment, however, and her association with flowers 
bring her closer to the two Farnese Floras. 

327 On this drawing, see Christian Hülsen and Hermann Egger, Die Römischen Skizzenbücher von Marten van Heemskerck im 
Königlichen Kupferstichkabinette zu Berlin (1913-1916), 2 vols. (Soest: Davaco, 1975), vol. I, no. 62v. 
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sculptor and restorer Guglielmo della Porta (ca. 1500-1577) who transformed these anonymous bodies into 

representations of the springtime goddess, adding not only heads, arms, and feet, but also wreaths: one worn 

on the head, as we see in an illustration of the Flora Minore from Giovanni Battista deř Cavalieriřs  (ca. 1525-

1601) Antiquarum Statuarum Urbis Romae (fig 2.18), the other grasped in the hand and visible in a 1591 red 

chalk after the Flora Farnese (fig. 2.19) by Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617).328  

The Flora Farnese was widely admired for the graceful folds of her drapery, at once revealing and 

concealing the sensuous forms beneath. In 1640 Chantelou, under the authority of François Sublet de Noyers 

(1589-1645), surintendant des bâtiments, commissioned a monumental plaster cast of this work destined for the 

French royal collection; Poussin would oversee its production.329 Installed a decade later in Paris at the 

Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculptureřs chambers in the Palais Brion, this copy and its mate, an equally 

gigantic plaster Farnese Hercules, presided over the early conférences of the French Academy.330 The Flora 

Farnese seems, moreover, to have been among the handful of sculptures most highly regarded by Poussinřs 

international circle in the late 1620sŕnotably Sandrart, who would single it out as the finest example of 

antique drapery in his Teutschen Academie (fig. 2.20),331 and Duquesnoy, whose student Orfeo Boselli (1597-

1667) would extoll it as a model for sculptors in his Osservationi.332 Although we do not have an explicit record 

of Poussinřs thoughts on or measurements of the statue (as Bellori gives us for the Belvedere Antinous), the 

                                                           
328 Though the precise date of della Portařs intervention is unknown, it occurred before 1555, when the Flora Farnese 
appears with wreath in hand in Cavalieriřs Antiquarum Statuarum, 2 vols. (Rome: n.p., 1555-1561), vol. I., n.p. This plate 
identifies her as ŖSpes,ŗ suggesting yet another iconographic layer. Both sculptures endured extensive re-restoration in 
the eighteenth century at the hands of Carlo Albacini.  

329 On the copies, see Geneviève Bres-Bautier, Ŗ ŘCes bas-relièfs ne sont dřaucun usage…ř,ŗ in LřIdéal classique: les échanges 
artistiques entre Rome et Paris au temps de Bellori 1640-1700, Olivier Bonfait and Anne-Lise Desmas, eds. (Paris: Somogy, 
2002): 299-316, 301; Philippe Sénéchal ŖFortune de quelques antiques Farnèse auprès des peintres à Rome au début du 
XVIIe siècle,ŗ in Poussin et Rome: actes du colloque à lřAcadémie de France à Rome et à la Bibliotheca Hertziana, 16-18 novembre 
1994 (Paris: RMN, 1996): 31-46, 36-39; and Anne Le Pas de Sécheval, ŖLes missions romaines de Paul Fréart de 
Chantelou en 1640 et 1642: à propos des moulages dřantiques commandés par Louis XIII,ŗ XVIIe siècle, no. 172 (1991): 
259-274. 

330 See Brice, Description nouvelle, 2nd ed., vol. I, 32: Ŗ...Cornu presque vis-à-vis, copie lřHercule Farnese & Raon dans 
lřinterieur du Louvre, est encore occupé à la Flore de la mesme grandeur...ŗ 

331 Sandrart, Die Teutschen Academie: Zweiter Theil, book II, chapter 4, 38. 

332 Boselli, Osservazioni della scoltura antica dai manoscritti Corsini e Doria e altri scritti (ca. 1657), facsimile ed. Phoebe Dent 
Weil, (Florence: S.P.E.S., 1978), fol. 75v. 
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Flora Farnese was almost certainly among those works he would have copied alongside Duquesnoy and 

Sandrart during his early years in Rome. A marble statue identified only as ŖFloraŗ was among his effects 

upon his death.333 

Early modern artistsř use of the Flora Farnese, however, was not only formal (that is, as a model for 

the arrangement and depiction of draperies): converted by their sixteenth-century restorer into images of 

Flora, both this sculpture and the Flora Minore quickly became standard points of iconographic reference for 

personifications of spring, from modest prints (e.g. fig. 2.21) to ambitious decorative cycles (e.g. fig. 2.22).334 

Painted descendants of the two ancient ŖFlorasŗ proliferated, as the description of Apollo enthroned among 

the seasonsŕthe same passage from the Metamorphoses depicted in Poussinřs Phaeton before Apolloŕbecame a 

popular source for the decoration of early-seventeenth-century Roman palaces and villas.335  A 1614-1615 

fresco (fig. 2.23) by Francesco Albani (1578-1660) at the Palazzo Verospi is emblematic of the trend: Apollo 

appears in the wheel of the zodiac flanked by Bacchus, Saturn, Ceres, and a female figure in green. Sometimes 

identified as Venus336 (who appears more conventionally nude elsewhere in the ceiling), the goddess in green 

wears a wreath of flowers, bares one breast, and most likely represents Flora or, indeed, Primavera.  

                                                           
333 Léopold Delisle, ŖDessins, estampes et statues de la succession de Nicolas Poussin (1678),ŗ Archives de lřart français, 
vol. 6 (1858-1860): 246-254, 253: ŖStatue di marmo antiche. Flora, alta palmi cinque...ŗ His modest collection also 
included a reduced version of the Antinous, antique statues identified as Cupid and Hercules, several Roman busts, and 
statuettes of Venus, Bacchus, and Giambolognařs Fortuna. 

334 For example, in a circa 1578 ceiling decoration at his own home in Florence depicting Time and the Seasons, 
Federico Zuccaro portrayed a relative of the Flora Farnese in the guise of spring. On this decorative cycle and the place 
of Flora in it, see Wendy Thompson, ŖFederico Zuccarořs Love Affair with Florence: Two Allegorical Designs,ŗ 
Metropolitan Museum Journal, vol. 43 (2008): 75-97 (84-90). Two triumphs of Spring and Summer at the Villa Giulia, 
attributed to Federicořs brother Taddeo Zuccaro and dated to the middle 1550s are often cited as a source for Poussinřs 
composition. On these, see Worthen, ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Flora,ŗ 577; and J.A. Gere, ŖThe Decoration of the Villa 
Giulia,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 107 no. 745 (April 1965): 198-207. We will return to the theme of seasonal triumphs 
below. 

335 See Claudia Cieri Via, ŖI luoghi del mito fra decorazione e collezionismo,ŗ in Immagini degli dei, exh. cat. (Lecce: 
Fondazione Memmo, 1996): 29-48 (see esp. 40-43 on the relationship between Poussinřs works and these cycles of the 
seasons). On Cortonařs cycle of the seasons for the Villa Sacchetti at Castelfusano, see Carla Benocci, Pietro da Cortona e 
la villa di Castel Fusano dai Sacchetti ai Chigi (Rome: Fondazione Roma Arte e Musei, 2012). See also Lilian H. Zirpolo, ŖArt 
and Propaganda in the Domestic Setting: The Villa Sacchetti at Castelfusano,ŗ in idem., Ave Papa, Ave Papabile: the 
Sacchetti Family, Their Art Patronage, and Political Aspirations (Toronto: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 
2005), chapter 3. 

336 Via, ŖI luoghi del mito fra decorazione e collezionismo,ŗ 34-37. 
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Early modern iconographic guides elided the three goddesses of spring. ŖSpring [Primavera],ŗ Cesare 

Ripařs Iconologia tells us, Ŗcan also be represented by Flora, crowned with flowers,ŗ337 while Vincenzo Cartariřs  

much-reprinted Imagini degli Dei  identifies Primavera with Venus, riding nude in a chariot pulled by doves or 

swans.338 Writing a century later, Poussinřs biographer Félibienŕno stranger to the Italian emblem booksŕ

acknowledged the danger of confusing Flora with Venus,339 writing, of a springtime goddess in a decoration 

by Nicolas Mignard (1606-1668), ŖNo one can avoid mistaking her at first for Venus... Nonetheless, the 

Painterřs design was to represent the Goddess Flora, who presides over this season.ŗ340  Félibien justified his 

identification on the basis of the figureřs bare breast (a sign that spring has just awakened from the slumber of 

winter) and, above all, her green mantle (since green covers the earth in this season).  

                                                           
337 Ripa, Iconologia, 260-261: ŖSi dipinge anco per la Primavera Flora, coronata di fiori, deřquali ha anco piene le mani, & 
Ovidio poi descrivendo la Primavera, dice del 2 libro delle Metamorfosi: ŘNe mai stà, che non rida, giuochi, ò balli,/ E la 
stagion che verde hà la gonnella/ Sparta di bianchi fior, vermigli & gialli,/ Di rose, e latte, è la sua fascia bella,/ Son perle 
i denti, e le labbra coralli,/ E ghirlande le fan di varii fiori,/ Scherzando seco i suoi lascivi amori.řŗ Here Ripa quotes the 
very passage from Book II of Anguillarařs Le metamorfosi used by Poussin as a source for Phaeton before Apollo. 

338 Cartari Le Imagini de i Dei de gli antichi, nelle quali si contengono glřidoli, riti, ceremonie, & altre cose appartenenti alla religione de gli 
antichi (1556) (Venice: Giordano Ziletti, 1571): ŖŘCoronata di fior la Primavera,/ La nuda Està cinta di spiche il crine,/ 
LřAutunno tinto i pie dřuva spremuta,/ E lřInverno agghiacciato, horrido, e tristo.ř Mettesi Venere per la Primavera, 
Cerere per la Està, per lřAutunno Bacco, e per lřInverno talhora Volcano.ŗ Here Cartari cites the same passage from 
Ovid, relying on his own more literal Italian translation. 

339 Even as he adopted Belloriřs title, referring to the Louvre picture as ŖLe Triomphe de Flore.ŗ See Félibien, Entretiens, 
vol. IV, 85: ŖSi nous voulons passer à dřautres sujets moins serieux, combien dřesprit ne voit-on pas dans ses Tableaux 
des Metamorphoses? Celui où il a representé dans un lieu délicieux, Narcisse, Clitie, Ajax, Adonis, Iacinthe & Flore qui 
répand des fleurs en dansant avec de petits Amours, nřinspire-t-il pas de joie? Le Triomphe de Flore quřil fit pour le 
Cardinal Omodei; ce quřil peint pour representer la teinture de la rose & celle du corail, & plusieurs autres sujets 
semblables, font voir la fécondité & la beauté de son génie dans la nouveauté & la diversité de ses pensées.ŗ Note that 
Félibien also repeats Belloriřs order in discussing these works, to which we shall return below. On Félibienřs use and 
adaptation of Bellori, see Bonfait, ŖFélibien lecteur de Bellori.ŗ 

340 Ibid., vol. IV, 224-225: ŖCelle qui est couronnée de fleurs, & qui en répand sur la terre, represente le Printemps. 
Comme le Printemps inspire de lřamour à toute la nature, il est peint sous lřimage dřune jeune fille si belle & si agréable, 
quřelle charme tous ceux qui la regardent. Il nřy a personne qui dřabord qui ne la prenne pour Venus... Cependant le dessein du 
Peintre a été de representer la Déesse Flore qui préside à cette saison... on peut remarquer que les habits, les parures, & 
lřétat auquel on a representé Flore, conviennent admirablement bien à ce quřon a voulu exprimer par cette figure. Car on 
voit quřelle a presque toute la gorge découverte, parce que dans cette saison la terre commençant à sřéveiller & à se lever, 
sřil faut ainsi dire, paroît comme à demi-nuë. Le reste est caché dřune robe blanche, qui figure le Printemps, quřun Poëte 
Grec [Theocritus] appelle Blanc, lorsquřil veut signifier la plus belle saison de lřannée. Son manteau est verd, mais il est 
fait de telle maniere, quřil semble tissu de differentes sortes de verds, pour representer comme dans cette nouvelle saison 
la terre est couverte dřherbes & de plantes, dont le different verd fait une agréable varieté.ŗ Emphasis mine. Nicolas 
Pérelleřs ca. 1666 engraving after Poussinřs Phaeton before Apollo (see Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 136) may 
have served as an iconographic source for Mignardřs treatment of the theme in a ceiling representing Apollo among the 
seasons commissioned for the Tuileries that very year. This decoration perished with the palace in 1871. 
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Hence the color worn by Poussinřs dancing girl might help set her apart from Venus, at least, who is 

seldom clad in green. The green dress, however, also deepens our dancerřs association with Primavera. The 

etymological relationship between Ŗver,ŗ Ŗprimavera,ŗ and Ŗverde,ŗ is plain enough. Spring, after all, Ŗclothes 

the world in green,ŗ341 as Cartari wrote. Although Ovidřs Flora wears not green alone but all the colors of all 

the flowersŕas Botticelli painted her342ŕ the name she bears before her rape, ŖChloris,ŗ is, of course, 

derived from the Greek for green.343 Green in the Italian emblem books is also the color most commonly 

identified with pleasure, joy, and the springtime of life. In the Iconologia, ŖAbbondanzaŗ wears green, gold, and 

a garland of flowers344; ŖPiacere,ŗ crowned with roses, wears the same color.345 But Ripařs closest correlate to 

our dancing girl in green, as Henry Keazor has pointed out, is ŖAllegrezzaŗŕjoyŕŗa most beautiful girl, 

dressed in green, who wears on her head a bright garland of roses and other flowers.ŗ346 Allegrezza can come 

bearing a branch of myrtle (sacred to Venus) or a crystal vase of wine, but she invariably arrives in spring, 

and, in a meadow filled with flowers, performs her dance.347 An illustration (fig. 2.24) in the 1613 edition, 

                                                           
341 Cartari, Imagini, 262 Ŗ...primavera vestre la terra di ver.ŗ 

342 Ovid Fasti V, 355-358: ŖCur tamen, ut dantur vestes Cerialibus albae,/ sic haec est cultu versicolore decens?/ an quia 
maturis albescit messis aristis,/ et color et species floribus omnis inest?ŗ See also Cartari Imagini, 262: ŖCon ghirlanda in 
capo di diversi fiori, e veste parimente tutta dipinta à fiori di colori diversi: perche dicono che pochi soni i colori, de i 
quali non si adorni la terra quando fiorische.ŗ On the figure of Flora in Botticelliřs picture, see Edgar Windřs seminal 
analysis, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958), 102-105, and, more recently, 
Dempsey, The Portrayal of Love. 

343 Fasti V, 195: ŖChloris eram quae Flora vocor...ŗ Chloris, or Χλωρίς, from χλωρός; as Adele Tutter pointed out (ŖThe 
Blossoms of Loss: Ovidřs Floral Metamorphoses and Poussinřs Realm of Flora,ŗ Psychoanalytic Quarterly, vol. 83, no. 3 
[Fall 2014]: 633-679, 664); Tutterřs psychoanalytic interpretation has no bearing on this observation. 

344 Ripa, Iconologia, 1-2. 

345 Ibid., 146-148: ŖPiacere...il vestimento verde conviente alla Gioventù... essendo il colore verde il piu temporato tra il 
bianco, & il negro.ŗ 

346 Ibid., 20: ŖUna bellissima giovinetta vestita di verde, porta in capo una bella, & vagha ghirlanda di rose, & altri fiori...ŗ 
Ripa enumerates multiple variations on this theme, ibid., 18-20. See Keazor, ŖNicolas Poussin,ŗ 351-352; and Keazor, 
ŖA propos des sources littéraire et picturales de la Peste dřAsdod (1630/31) de Nicolas Poussinŗ in Revue du Louvre, vol. 
45 (1996): 62-69.  

347 Ripa, Iconologia, 18-20. 
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almost certainly known to Poussin, portrays this dance, furnishing our girl in green with the steps of 

Anguillarařs Ŗballi.ŗ348  

Nor was the recurring girl in green Poussinřs only character to be given this dance of joy. In his 

Bacchanal with a Guitar Player, a male celebrant with bells on his ankles (fig. 2.25) holds high a bunch of grapes, 

pouring wine from a ewer and kicking one leg before him. He emulates Allegrezza quite preciselyŕdown to 

the implements of merriment in his handsŕin a kind of Pathosformel for joyous abandon.349 For this is the 

meaning of the movement, not only in Ripa and Poussin but in Cortonařs illustrations for the De Florum 

Cultura (fig. 2.26), where Vertumnus dances the very same step,350 or, indeed, in Rabelřs burlesque ballet 

illustrations of roughly even date, where, again and again, the pose denotes lively, non-purposive movement 

by a lighthearted or drunken reveler (e.g. fig. 2.27).351 

 

Whose Triumph? 

Given the obvious iconographic similarities of the Dresden and Paris dancing girls and their marked 

resemblance to the antique ŖFlorasŗ of the Farnese collection, we might reasonably wonder why the Louvre 

                                                           
348 Keazor makes the connection to Flora in the Dresden Empire and acknowledges the similarity of her pose to that of 
the girl in green in the Louvre Triumph. He persists, however, in identifying the latter as Venus. Helms (ŖEine 
Schicksalallegorie,ŗ 173-174) has pointed out the connection between Ripařs Allegrezza and the figure for spring in 
Phaeton before Apollo. Anguillara, Le metamorfosi, 31, as in n. 287, above. 

349 The term ŖPathosformel,ŗ is, of course, Aby Warburgřs, first used in his 1905 essay, ŖDürer und die italienische 
Antike,ŗ see Bredekamp et al., eds., Gesammelte Schriften, vol. I, part 2: 443-450. Was it with this picture in mind that Saint-
Amant would name Poussin as a painter who could Ŗfaire en un Tableau flamboyer lřallegresseŗ? (See Saint-Amant, 
Moyse Sauvé, as in Chapter 1, n. 180). Jean-Baptiste de Champaigne would identify this pictureřs subject in 1674 as Ŗla joie 
et le divertissement.ŗ See ŖConférence de M. de Champaigne le Neveu sur les bacchanales du Poussin, 3 mars 1674,ŗ in 
André Fontaine, ed., Conférences inédites de lřAcadémie royale de peinture et de sculpture: dřaprès les manuscrits des archives de lřÉcole des 
beaux-arts [Paris: A. Fontemoing, 1903] ): 124-126, 124.  

350 Freedberg (ŖPoussin, Ferrari, Cortona et lřAetas Floreaŗ) was the first to point out the resemblance of Florařs pose in 
Poussinřs Empire to that of Cortonařs Vertumnus.  

351 The framers of court entertainments in the period were at least as likely as painters to turn to emblem books for 
guidance. Ripařs Allegrezza made an explicit appearance in Ben Jonsonřs Masque of Beautie at Whitehall Palace, London, in 
January, 1608: ŖIn a vesture of diuers colours, and all sorts of flowers embroidered thereon… A Gyrland of flowers in 
her hand; her eyes turning vp, and smiling, her haire flowing and stuck with flowers.ŗ Cited in D.J. Gordon, ŖThe 
Imagery of Ben Jonsonřs The Masque of Blacknesse and The Masque of Beautie,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 
vol. 6 (1943): 122-141, 135. The joint entrée for Joie and Abondance in the 1651 Ballet des festes de Bacchus very likely 
followed the same iconographic model; see the livret: Benserade, Ballet du Roy des festes de Bacchus, dansé par sa majesté au 
palais royal le 2e jour de may 1651 (Paris: Robert Ballard, 1651). 
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dancer never seems to have been identified with Flora. Once we consider her in this light, the procession can 

no longer be identified as a straightforward Triumph of Floraŕany more than Guido Reniřs celebrated 

decoration for the Casino dellřAurora can be called a Triumph of Aurora (2.28).352 In each case an adolescent 

goddess serves as the herald of a grander deityřs procession: Apollo in Guido Reniřs composition, Venus in 

Poussinřs. The confusion of Venus and Flora in the Louvre picture arises, certainly, from their shared status 

as goddesses of spring, but it seems to have been exacerbated quite accidentally, by the order in which Bellori 

first catalogued Poussinřs pictures. Dividing his descriptive list roughly by genre, the biographer began with 

the subjects he called Ŗfables.ŗ The order of individual pictures within this category, however, is non-

chronological; it seems to have been determined, at least in part, by free-association.353 The Dresden Empire, 

very first Ŗfableŗ in Belloriřs list, immediately precedes the chronologically prior Triumph. Treating the Louvre 

picture second, and listing characters that he believed it shared with the Dresden composition (Ajax, 

Narcissus, Hyacinth, and Adonis), Bellori seems to have assumed the two pictures also shared a protagonist. 

The Louvre painting plainly represented a triumph; the triumphal procession included several characters the 

biographer had already identified in Florařs Empire; was it not, then, logical to assume that the goddess riding 

in triumph should be Flora as well? 

Bellori went to some lengths to explain the iconographic discrepancies generated by this 

assumption.354  ŖFloraŗ is surrounded by the winged giovinetti and amoretti of Venus, we are told, because the 

                                                           
352 See Stephen Pepper, Guido Reni: A Complete Catalogue of His Works (New York: New York University Press, 1984), no. 
40. Although Poussin did not hold Guido Reni in high regard, this celebrated decoration was most likely among his 
visual sources not only for the Louvre Triumph but also for Phaeton before Apollo in Berlin, Aurora and Cephalus in Detroit 
and the Dance to the Music of Time. 

353 See Le Vite deř Pittori, 441: ŖRestaci che hora descriviamo alcune inventioni che mi trovo di havere annotato, mentre 
questo Pittore Havendo atteso ad opere private sřarse in varie, e lontane parti, ne scieglieremo alcune di peregrino 
concetto, servando quel megliore ordin, che potremo, e cominciando dalle favole.ŗ 

354 The inconsistency between the Triumphřs iconography and its traditionally ascribed title seems to have troubled 
subsequent artists more than it has art historians. Alexandre Cabanelřs 1870 ceiling decoration for Pavillon de Flore of 
the Louvre (today the cabinet des dessins), for example, Ŗcorrectsŗ various aspects of Poussinřs iconography to match his 
title, notably depicting the triumphant goddess of flowers in her chariot with one bare breast. Edgar Degasřs sensitive 
drawing after Poussinřs Triumph, today in a private collection, was catalogued as ŖLe Triomphe de Vénusŗ for Degasřs 
1919 atelier sale; see Theodore Reff, ŖDegasřs Copies of Older Art,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 105, no. 723 (June 
1963): 238 and 241-251, 246. Perhaps the most interesting case is that of Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, whose Empire of 
Flora today in San Francisco betrays the iconographic confusion generated by the discrepancy between Belloriřs 
description of the Triumph of Flora and Poussinřs actual composition. Commissioned in 1743 by Count Francesco 
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goddess of love has obligingly lent out their services; this story is without an apparent precedent or classical 

source. Bellori refers to the ring of dancing putti behind ŖVenusŗ (the same group that reappears behind 

Flora in the Dresden picture) as ŖAmoriŗ despite their lack of wings. The dancing girlřs crown, the biographer 

explains, is made of rosesŕcolored with the blood of Venus in a story Bellori relays on the very next page, 

describing Poussinřs lost Tinting of the Rose355; here again the essentially arbitrary order of the catalogue seems 

to inflect Belloriřs interpretation. The association of roses with Venus, in any case, leaves other aspects of this 

figureřs appearance unaccounted for: why represent the all-powerful goddess of love as a barefoot teenager? 

Why dress her in green, instead of more customary red, white, blue, or nothing at all? Why banish her to the 

margins of the composition? Why make her dance? While underscoring the proximity of his ŖVenusŗ to 

Adonis in the triumphal parade, moreover, Bellori fails to address the unusually intimate exchange taking 

place between his triumphant ŖFloraŗ and the figure dressed in armor at right. If this figure represents Ajax, 

why should Flora single him out from all the other humans transformed into flowers? Why should he alone 

turn his back to us and meet her gaze? And what is the mad warrior Ajax doing in a procession led by Venus? 

 Working backwards through these discrepancies and confused explanations, we begin with the man 

in armor, whose identification with Ajax most subsequent observers have accepted. One exception to this 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Algarotti, Tiepolořs picture was meant to be a present, a kind of bribe to Count Heinrich von Brühl, minister to 
Augustus III of Saxony, from whom Algarotti hoped to obtain a court appointment (on this commission, see Beverly 
Brown, ŖImitation and Imagination: Tiepolořs Search for La Prima Idea,ŗ in Lionello Puppi, ed. Giambattista Tiepolo, nel 
terzo centenaria della nascita [Padua: Il poligrafo, 1998]: 27-31, 27-28). Algarottiřs choice of subject for the commission was 
inspired by Poussinřs Empire, which by this time belonged to the Elector of Saxony, but, as Keith Christiansen has 
pointed out, Tiepolo seems to have used as his source Belloriřs description of Poussinřs Triumph, rather than either of 
Poussinřs actual compositions, which he would have known through engravings (see Christiansen, ŖAlgarottiřs Tiepolos 
and His Fake Veronese,ŗ in Puppi, ed., ibid.: 403-409, 406). Christiansen understandably misidentifies the excerpt from 
Bellori that he cites as the model for Tiepolořs picture; the painting described in this excerpt is the Louvre Triumph, not 
the Dresden Empire: further proof, were any needed, of the convoluted relationship between Poussinřs Triumph and 
Belloriřs description). Wearing only a few strategically placed flowers, Tiepolořs Flora, a bored blonde courtesan, rolls 
into the scene on a golden carriage, greeted by Ajax and Narcissus, and heralded by Venus, somewhat more suitably 
attired in pink (compare with Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 442, as in n. 259, above). Its exaggeratedŕand distinctly 
eighteenth-centuryŕsensuality aside, Tiepolořs painting shows us roughly what Poussinřs Triumph ought to look like 
according to Belloriřs description. The passenger in Tiepolořs carriage is plainly Flora; as if to dispel any confusion that 
might arise from her nudity (a state, after all, commonly associated with Venus), he even painted in the Flora Farnese just 
above her head.  

355 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 443. On this iconography, see Walter Friedlaenderřs classic article ŖLa Tintura della Rosa (the 
Sacred and Profane Love) by Titian,ŗ The Art Bulletin, 20, no. 4 (December, 1938): 320-324 (320). The composition 
survives in a pen and ink copy in the Royal Collection (RL 11877); see Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, 
vol. II, no. 1299. 
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rule is Worthen, who first suggested that the figure in armor may actually represent the god Mars. This 

identification would explain the figureřs various marks of distinction from the mortals in the procession: his 

prominent placement, his turned back, his full armor.356 Accepting the identification of the seated lady as 

Flora, Worthen has connected Mars to the goddess of flowers once again through her boast in the Fasti. 

Whereas the other five men there associated with flowersŕAdonis, Hyacinth, Narcissus, Crocus, and Attisŕ

are mortals who give up their lives in becoming flowers, Mars is, of course, a god; he owes his very 

conceptionŕhis life, in Florařs tellingŕto the magical flower with which she once touched Junořs belly.357  

This link between Mars and Flora is pleasingly recondite, but no such explanation for the presence of Mars is 

required if we accept an alternative identification, proposed by Carlo Del Bravo, of the triumphant goddess as 

Venus.358 Now the shield of Mars, laden with flowers and offered to his consort, becomes a token of loving 

surrender from the god of war to the goddess of love, a theme treated by Poussin in his Mars and Venus, today 

in Boston, and also dated to about 1628 (fig. 2.29).359 But if the relationship between Mars and Venus is clear, 

what have the other members of the cortège to do with the goddess in the chariot? By eliminating Ajax from 

the cast, we are left with characters from Ovid whose deaths and transformations are driven by love: Venusřs 

                                                           
356 This figureřs fully-clothed body contrasts with the strident nudity of the Ajax who falls on his sword in the Dresden 
picture. See Worthen, ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Flora,ŗ 578. Lucia Calzona has, likewise, accepted that this figure likely 
represents Mars (while maintaining that the rider in the carriage is Flora); see Claudia Cieri Via, ed.,ŗImmagini degli deiŗ 
Mitologia e collezionismo tra Ř500 e Ř600, exh. cat., (Lecce: Fondazione Memmo, 1996), 123, under no. 10. 

357 Ovid, Fasti V, 229-260.  

358 See ŖLetture di Poussin e Claude,ŗ Artibus et Historiae, vol. 9, no. 18 (1988): 151-170, 160. Only Del Bravo seems to 
have identified this figure as Venus, suggesting that the picture be retitled Venus of April or the Civilizing Venus; he 
persists, however, in identifying the figure in armor with Ajax. His reading has never been taken up by others, perhaps 
because his proposed source for this subject, in the fourth book of the Fasti (IV, 85-116), contains no reference to the 
transformations of the flowers. Poussin need not have looked far for a portrayal of Venus in her chariot as the figure of 
spring; Francesco Albaniřs ca. 1617 Toilette of Venusŕthe springtime scene in a much-admired cycle of the seasons for 
the Galleria Borgheseŕpresents the goddess in a golden car. On this picture, see Stéphane Loire, ed. Nature et idéal: le 
paysage à Rome, 1600-1650, exh. cat. (Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, 2011): 137-139, entry by idem. Albaniřs figure 
of Venus in her chariot is derived from a Marcantonio Raimondi engraving after Raphael; Poussin copied the chair from 
this engraving in a drawing today in the Musée Bonnat, Bayonne (inv. AI 709; NI 40). See Rosenberg and Prat, eds., 
Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I, no. 191. This is not, however, the carriage depicted in the Louvre Triumph. 

359 On Venusřs dominion over Mars in this picture, see Elizabeth Cropper and Charles Dempsey, ŖMavors Armipotens: 
The Poetics of Self-Representation in Poussinřs Mars and Venus,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin: Friendship and the Love of Painting 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996): 216-249. On the discordia concors of Mars and Venus, see Wind, Pagan 
Mysteries in the Renaissance, 81-88; Windřs discussion of Francesco della Cossařs Allegory of April here is particularly 
pertinent to the reading of Poussinřs picture as both a Triumph of Venus and an allegory of spring. 
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doomed lover Adonis; Apollořs doomed lovers Hyacinth and Clytie; Smilax, doomed lover of Crocus; 

Narcissus, doomed lover of his own reflection. Captivesŕin deathŕof love, these characters properly belong 

to the triumphal train of Venus. For love they have died but through love they shall be reborn in the new, 

more beautiful guise of flowers.360 Here Flora, our girl in green, comes in, dancing the lovers towards 

transformation.361 It is perhaps worth noting that, in his only reference to this picture, Sandrart praises the 

joyous affetti of its ŖTriumph tanzende Flora.ŗ362 

If we understand these three figuresŕthe man in armor, the triumphant lady, and the dancing girlŕ

as, respectively, Mars, Venus, and Flora, the picture resolves into a more comprehensive Triumph of Spring, for 

each of these deities presides over a month in the Fasti: Mars over blustering March, Venus over mild April, 

and Flora over fecund May. In the print most often cited as Poussinřs compositional source (fig. 2.30), 

Antonio Tempesta (1555-1630) enumerated the same three months, designated by name and astrological sign 

in the medallions borne by three infant attendants.363 Book three of the Fasti, moreover, dedicated to March, 

                                                           
360 Blunt construed all of Poussinřs pictures of floral transformation in syncretic Christian terms, suggesting that the 
Flora paintings, specifically, expressed Ŗideas of resurrection and reincarnation.ŗ See Blunt, Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. 
Mellon Lectures, vol. I, 117-118. Paola Santucci, among others, has followed in this tradition, linking the Flora pictures to a 
Pythagorianism current in Cassianořs circle (see Poussin: Tradizione Ermetica e Classicismo Gesuita, [Salerno: 10/17, 1985], 
75). I am more persuaded by Christological readings of Poussinřs early scenes of individual floral transformationŕ
specifically the Echo and Narcissus in the Louvre, where the dying Narcissus is modeled on Paris Bordoneřs Dead Christ (as 
Panofsky first observed in ŖŘImago Pietatis.ř Ein Beitrag zur Typengeschichte des ŘSchmerzensmanns,ř und der ŘMaria 
Mediatrixř,ŗ in Festschrift für Max J. Friedlaender zum 60.Geburtstag [Leipzig, 1927]: 261-308), and the Venus and Adonis at 
Caen (see Carlo Caruso, Adonis: the Myth of the Dying God in the Renaissance [London: Bloomsbury, 2013], chapter 6). These 
pictures portray transformation as a singular, non-iterable event (like the resurrection of Christ), whereas, in the Flora 
pictures, individual transformations are inserted and subsumed into larger seasonal allegories of death and renewal, 
infinitely repeated and inherently pagan. 

361 Del Bravo interprets the dancing figure as Primavera, not Flora, ŖLetture di Poussin e Claude,ŗ 160.  

362 Sandrart, Teutschen Academie: Zweiter Theil (Nuremberg: Johann-Philipp Miltenberger, 1675), book III, chapter 26, 368. 

363 On Tempesta as a possible source for this picture, see Worthen, ŖPoussinřs Paintings of Flora,ŗ 577 (esp. n. 10); the 
triumphant goddess in this print, misidentified in its inscription as Ceres isŕas Worthen pointed outŕeither Flora or 
Primavera. On Poussinřs reliance on Tempesta, see also Keazor, Poussins Parerga: Quellen, Enwicklungen und Bedeutung der 
Kleinkompositionen in den Gemälden Nicolas Poussins (Regensburg: Schnell & Steiner, 1998), 104; and Unglaub, ŖPoussinřs 
Purloined Letter,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 142, no. 1162 (January, 2000): 35-39. Sixteenth-century print cycles 
representing the triumphs of the seasons provide the most obvious and extensive precedent for the iconography of Flora 
triomphans (as in the monogramist Master APřs circa 1536 suite and Georg Penczřs early sixteenth-century treatment of 
the same subject). Francesco Colonnařs Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Venice: 1499) may have suggested this model for 
presenting the seasons (see Christiane Lauterbach, ŖMasked Allegory: The Cycle of the Four Seasons by Hendrick 
Goltzius, 1594-95,ŗ Simiolus, vol. 31, no. 4 [2004-2005]: 310-321, 314, n. 17). In early-seventeenth-century print cycles of 
the seasons, however, Venus represents spring about as often as Flora or Primavera (as, for example, in Adriaen 
Collaertřs ca. 1600 prints after the seasonal allegories of Maarten de Vos), sometimes illustrating the adage, ŖSine Cerere 
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begins with an exhortation to Mars to lay down his weapons; by turning over his shield to Venus in Poussinřs 

picture, he relinquishes the season to her softer charms.364 Dark clouds overhead at right give way to warmth 

and light just left of center, as Ovidřs fair Venus is reunited, in the fair season, with her consort.365 Once 

March has given way to AprilŕMars, to VenusŕFlora can begin her work, stepping lightly at the head of the 

procession.366  

If the sky behind the train of Venus brightens from right to left, however, we must ask whether the 

light on the horizon represents sunrise or sunset. The planet Venusŕascendant in the month of Aprilŕis 

also the evening star,367 and so this triumphal procession may take place at twilight. Flora, then, seems to lead 

the train of lovers into a dark wood just as night begins to fall; her dance is also a dance of death. The 

apparent absence of any explicit reference to suffering from the scene is surprising, given the fates of these 

lovers. Poussin treated the deaths of these same characters with striking bluntness in the roughly 

contemporary drawing at Windsor and the subsequent painting at Dresden. This more subtle portrayal, 

however, of the fateful parade would not have confused seventeenth-century readers of the Metamorphoses, 

accustomed, as Troy Thomas has demonstrated, to Christian commentaries interpreting Ovidřs tales of floral 

transformation as allegories for the vanity of the passions and the brevity of life.368  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
et Libero friget Venus.ŗ See Lawrence Nichols, ŖThe ŘPen Worksř of Hendrick Goltzius,ŗ Philadelphia Museum of Art 
Bulletin, vol. 88, no. 373/374 (Winter 1992): 4-56.  

364 Ovid, Fasti III, 1-4: ŖBellice, depositis clipeo paulisper et hasta,/Mars, ades et nitidas casside solve comas./ forsitan 
ipse roges quid sit cum Marte poetae:/ a te qui canitur nomina mensis habet.ŗ 

365 See Ovid, Fasti IV, 129-130: Ŗ...et formosa Venus formoso tempore digna est,/ utque solet, Marti continuata suo est.ŗ 

366 See Ovid, Fasti V, 183-185: ŖŘMater, ades, florum, ludis celebranda iocosis:/ distuleram partes mense priore tuas./ 
incipis Aprili, transis in tempora Maii...ŗ    

367 Cropper and Dempsey have proposed a passage from the first book of Lucretius as a source for the Boston Mars and 
Venus (De rerum natura I, 32-37); the opening lines of this very poem, invoking Venus Genetrix, bringer of springtime, 
might as easily describe the triumphant goddess in the Louvre picture (I, 1-9): ŖAeneadum genetrix, hominum divomque 
voluptas,/ alma Venus, caeli subter labentia signa/ quae mare navigerum, quae terras frugiferentis/ concelebras, per te 
quoniam genus omne animantum/ concipitur visitque exortum lumina solis:/ te, dea, te fugiunt venti, te nubila caeli/ 
adventumque tuum, tibi suavis daedala tellus/ summittit flores, tibi rident aequora ponti/ placatumque nitet diffuso 
lumine caelum.ŗ 

368 Thomas, ŖŘUn fior vano e fragileř.ŗ Marginal commentary by Francesco Turchi to Anguillarařs 1561 translation of the 
Metamorphoses, for example, describes Narcissus transformed as Ŗuna cosa & vana, e disutile, che presto passa...ŗ 
(Anguillara, Le metamorfosi, 87). 
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Here we must consider the timing and circumstances of the pictureřs creation. Bellori tells us the 

Triumph was painted Ŗnei primi tempiŗ for the future cardinal Luigi Alessandro Omodei (1608-1685),369 a 

precocious legal scholar who had come to Rome in 1627, assuming the post of protonotary apostolic to 

Urban VIII. Though seemingly racy for a man of the church, Poussinřs Triumph of Venus was in fact well 

suited to its unusually young and promising patron, likely no more than twenty years old when he bought it.370 

The pictureřs twilit atmosphere gives its revel a secondary layer of meaning unexpectedly apposite for a young 

cleric:  here is a cautionary tale of springtime and its associated passions.371 A conventional association of 

Flora and her revels with prostitution would have strengthened such a moralizing construction of the picture. 

In his seminal essay treating the legend and iconography of Flora, Julius Held traced her association with 

courtesans from ancient Rome down through the Renaissance, when ŖFloraŗ became a common nom de lit for 

prostitutes.372 According to Plutarch, the historical Flora was Pompeyřs lover, so celebrated a beauty that her 

statue was placed in the Temple of Castor and Pollux,373 but by the time Cartari wrote his account of the 

goddess in the 1556 Imagini, she had become Ŗa prostitute... who left a great inheritance to the Roman 

                                                           
369 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 442.  

370 Andrea Spiriti has provided an account of Omodeiřs career as well as an extensive bibliography on the cardinal in ŖIl 
cardinale L.A.O. e la sua famiglia: documenti e considerazioni,ŗ Archivio storico lombardo, CXIX (1993): 107-128. Citing the future 
cardinalřs extreme youth, Thuillier and many subsequent scholars rejected the possibility that Omodei commissioned 
Poussinřs largeŕand presumably expensiveŕTriumph (Thuillier, Nicolas Poussin [Novara: Club del Libro, 1969]: 106-107). 
As his swift rise through the ranks of the church attests, however, Omodei was precocious in every respect. The Triumph 
remained in his collection until 1685, just months before the cardinalřs death, when it was purchased for Louis XIV (see 
Bénédicte Gady, ŖLřÉtrange Monsieur de La Teulière,ŗ in Olivier Bonfait, ed. Lřidéale classique. Les échanges artistiques entre 
Rome et Paris au temps de Bellori (1640-1700), actes du colloque de Rome, Académie de France à Rome, 2000 (Paris: Somogy, 2002): 
161-185. Gady here corrects Elena Fumagalliřs assertionŕbased on the Triumphřs absence from Omodeiřs posthumous 
inventoryŕthat the picture changed hands before arriving in the French royal collection; see Fumagalli, ŖPoussin et les 
collectionneurs romains au XVIIe siècle,ŗ in Rosenberg, ed., Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat.: 48-57, 54. In 1672, therefore, when 
Belloriřs Vite was published, Omodei still owned the picture; he could easily have corrected an error regarding its 
commission, had the biographer made one (as Sparti has pointed out; see Donatella Livia Sparti, ŖPoussinřs Two 
Versions of The Destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem and Other Early Paintings,ŗ Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Museums Wien, 
6-7 [2004/2005]: 180-208, 189). See also Rosenberg (Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, no. 5), who accepts Omodei 
as the pictureřs original owner. 

371 My interpretation of this picture is informed by Cropperřs reading of a rather more complicated but nonetheless 
related subsequent allegory of spring by Pietro Testa: ŖVirtueřs Wintry Reward: Pietro Testařs Etchings of the Seasonsŗ 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 37 (1974): 249-279, esp. 254-255. 

372 Held, ŖFlora, Goddess and Courtesan.ŗ 

373 Plutarch, Life of Pompey, 2.2-2.5. 
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people,ŗ purchasing her own immortality by endowing annual public games.374 Commissioned no earlier than 

1627 and datable, on stylistic grounds, to no later than 1628, the Triumph might easily have been painted at a 

moment when Poussin was suffering from the Ŗmale di francia,ŗ whose symptoms, as we have seen, he had 

experienced as early as 1625. Though it might be a mistake to suggestŕparticularly at this early moment in 

his careerŕthat the artist undertook so large and ambitious a picture primarily to express his private struggle 

with a humiliating disease,375 the fact that he painted the Triumph for a patron still younger than he suggests 

that Poussin might have devised its unusual subject himself. Seen as the work of a man whose youthful 

adventures in Rome were being brought to a miserable end by venereal disease, the Triumph of Venus acquires 

a tinge of dramatic irony. Clytie plucking her sunflower and Adonis sprinkling his anemones seem not to 

know what awaits them down Florařs garden path. They are celebrant-prisoners, unwitting Ŗrose leaves,ŗ in 

Ruskinřs phrase, about to be crushed beneath the wheels of Venusřs chariot.  

 Of course, if its allegory were quite so straightforwardly glum as all this, the Louvre picture would 

not have sustained some four hundred years of admiration and interpretation. Sixteenth-century 

commentators may have encouraged readers to understand Ovidřs floral transformations as punishments for 

moral excessŕpassion, pride, and so onŕbut Poussin was not merely a reader. He wasŕas Mahon would 

no doubt hasten to remind usŕa painter, a maker of beautiful images, plainly drawn to the subject for its 

potential beauty. Here Panofskyřs poetic interpretation of the Flora paintings provides a humane 

                                                           
374 Cartari, Imagini, 234-235: Ŗ... perche le historie dicono che ella fu una meretrice... la quale lasciò una grossa heredità al 
popolo Romano...ŗ The Floralia games are described in Book V of the Fasti. Held (1961, op. cit.) traced the story of 
Flora as a prostitute through Boccacciořs De Claris Mulieribus to Lactantiusřs fourth-century De Falsa Religione. The cult of 
Flora in fact dated to at least the early Roman Republic, if not to the religious practice of the Sabines; see H. H. Scullard, 
Festivals and Ceremonies of the Roman Republic: 110-111. The story of Florařs venal origins was perfectly familiar to Poussinřs 
seventeenth-century viewers. In Félibienřs Tableaux du Cabinet du Roy, Statues et bustes antiques des Maisons royales (Paris: 
Imprimerie Royale, 1677), vol. I, 16, no. XI, the author describes a ŖStatuë de Flore... Lřon scait assez que Flore a esté 
une celebre Courtisane, qui laissa son bien au Peuple Romain, & qui destina quelque somme de deniers pour la 
celébration de certains Jeux, quřon appelloit Floreaux; en reconnoissance de quoy les Romains firent de cette Courtisane 
une Divinité, à laquelle ils attribuerent le pouvoir de faire fleurir les Plantes. Pour cacher à la posterité ce quřelle avoit 
esté pendant sa vie, ils feignirent aprés sa mort quřelle estoit femme du Zephire, le plus doux & le plus agréable des 
Vents. Ils luy bastirent un Temple sur le Mont Quirinal, & luy dresserent plusieurs Statuës. On en voit une à Rome dans 
le Palais Farnese, qui est couronnée de fleurs. Elle est de marbre blanc, & beauxcoup plus chargée de vestemens que 
celle-cy, dont lřhabit est dřun marbre grisastre.ŗ Note that Félibien here plainly refers to the Flora Minore, crowned with 
flowers and fully clothed. 

375 As Oberhuber, notably, implied (Poussin, the Early Years in Rome, exh. cat., 233-238). 
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counterpoint to moralizing readings, a reminder that Ŗthe extinction of one beauty means the genesis of 

another, and that unending love is at the bottom of all these tragic deaths, which therefore do not signify 

annihilation but metamorphosis.ŗ376 Del Bravo has suggested that the picture may signal a shift in Poussinřs 

thought from a worldview guided by Venus to one guided by Providence.377 What, if any, the role of properly 

theological Providence may have played at any point in Poussinřs thought remains open to debate,378 but the 

Louvre Triumph, which marks the culmination of his Ovidian themes from the 1620s, certainly signals an 

interest in the congruent transience of human life and continuity of nature, the stirrings of what Paul Barolsky 

has called ŖPoussinřs Ovidian stoicism.ŗ379 

 

Transformation 

The artist underwent a kind of metamorphosis of his own in the years between 1628 and 1631ŕthat is, 

between the Floras of Paris and Dresden. The crisis in his health, his adoption by the Dughet family, and his 

marriage to Anne-Marie all occurred in the period between these two works.380 The intervening treatment of 

the girl in green in the Berlin Phaeton, painted in 1629 or 1630, might betray the artistřs thoughts at a very low 

point indeed. In this composition, as Knut Helms has observed, the girl in green is less closely associated with 

                                                           
376 Panofsky, ŖEt in Arcadia Ego: on the Conception of Transience in Poussin and Watteau,ŗ 240. Panofsky was 
describing the Empire, rather than the Triumph, but his analysis may hold truer still for the Louvre picture than for its 
Dresden counterpart, which plainly includes Ajax, whose death results from madness, not love. Dora Panofsky defended 
her husbandřs apparent oversight some years later, arguing that Ajax is Ŗconceived as a kind of sacrifice to the memory 
of Hyacinth, the beloved of Apollo.ŗ D. Panofsky, ŖNarcissus and Echo,ŗ 114-115 n. 13.  

377 Del Bravo, ŖLetture di Poussin e Claude,ŗ 160. 

378 Thuillier (ŖPoussin et Dieu,ŗ 34) famously insisted that, ŖŖLa grâce, au sens strictement religieux, semble bien absente 
de son œuvre.ŗ More recent scholarly opinion has tended towards Marc Fumaroliřs assertion that Poussin was in fact 
Ŗun véritable croyantŗ: see, for example, contributions to the recent exhibition catalogue Poussin et Dieu, passim. I am not 
convinced that sufficient evidence survivesŕor, indeed, could ever have existedŕto establish Poussinřs personal 
feelings on the subject of religion. 

379 Barolsky, ŖPoussinřs Ovidian Stoicism,ŗ Arion: A Journal of Humanities and the Classics, 3rd ser., vol. 6, no. 2 (Fall-Winter 
1998): 4-10. Though Barolskyřs term for the phenomenon was original, he was not the first to notice the phenomenon 
itself; Panofsky, in his reading of Poussinřs floral transformations (ŖEt in Arcadia Ego,ŗ which appeared some sixty years 
before Barolskyřs article), very nearly paraphrased the stoic emperor Marcus Aureliusřs maxim: ŖLoss is nothing else but 
change, and change is natureřs delight.ŗ (Meditations IX.35). Dempsey, too, had already explored this theme in rich detail; 
see ŖThe Classical Perception of Nature in Poussinřs Earlier Works,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 29 
(1966): 219-249. 

380 See: Wilberding, ŖPoussinřs Illness in 1629,ŗ 561; and Passeri, Vite deř pittori, 350 (as in Chapter 1, n. 76-78). 
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Taurus, Florařs sign, than with its opposite: the scales of Libra. At first glance, she seems to dangle these over 

Phaetonřs head; a fateful figureŕmore even than the dancer at the head of the Louvre processionŕshe 

almost literally holds Phaetonřs life in the balance.381  

Poussin, however, escaped the unfortunate fate of Phaeton. He became engaged to Anne-Marie on 

October 18, 1629, and was sufficiently recovered a year later to marry her at the church of San Lorenzo in 

Lucina.382 The dowry Poussin received from Jacques Dughet allowed him to purchase a lifetime lease on a 

house in the Strada Paolina (today the Via del Babuino), putting an end to his youthful itinerancy and granting 

him the peace, in Passeriřs words, Ŗto shore up his mind and his mental state, to attend in earnest to his 

studies.ŗ383 These words suggest both a crisis in Poussinřs mental health during his physical illness and a new 

sense of purpose in his approach to his work following the marriage, echoed in the newfound order and 

tranquility of pictures, like the Dresden Empire, painted in 1631. Indeed, in his moving discussion of Poussinřs 

convalescence, Unglaub has proposed that the Dresden Floraŕas well as the figure of Erminia in the 

Hermitage Tancred and Erminia (fig. 2.31)ŕmight wear the face of Anne-Marie Dughet, Poussinřs nursemaid 

and young bride.384 

She plainly represents a new physical type, long-necked, with a heart-shaped face, and large, wide-set 

eyes. Moreover, unlike her predecessors in Paris and Berlin, she smiles, with a look Dora Panofsky once 

described as Ŗradiantly unconcerned.ŗ385 But is she truly unconcerned by the deaths that surround her? Seen 

in this light, Florařs dance might appear frivolous or cruel, no kinder than those danced by the fateful girls in 

                                                           
381 Helms, ŖEine Schicksalallegorie.ŗ 

382 On these events, discussed in the previous chapter, see Passeri, ibid., 324-325; Thuillier, Nicolas Poussin, 104-105, and 
133-141; Oberhuber, Poussin, the Early Years in Rome, exh. cat., 233-238; and Wilberding, ŖPoussinřs Illness in 1629.ŗ 

383 Passeri, Vite deř pittori, 325: ŖQuello che egli hebbe di dote gli serví di stabilarsi una casa senza più stare alle camere 
locande, e fermarsi di mente, e di stato et attendere di proposito alle sue studiose appliazioni.ŗ Cropper and Dempsey 
provide a beautiful reading of the Dulwich Venus and Mercury in this context in ŖMavors Armipotens.ŗ 

384 Unglaub, ŖPoussinřs Reflection,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 86, no. 3 (September 2004): 505-528, 522: ŖWould it be 
outlandish to suggest that Poussin immortalized his young wife both as the Saracen healer for her steadfastness and 
compassion and as the springtime goddess, for the efflorescence of artistic activity this nurturing allowed?ŗ The potential 
irony of representing in the guise of a goddess of flowers and fertility the young wife to whom he could never give 
children bears mentioning here. 

385 D. Panofsky, ŖNarcissus and Echo,ŗ 114. 
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green who preceded her. But in fact this Florařs look and gesture are quite specific and specifically directed 

towards Narcissus, the kneeling youth enraptured by his own reflection. The Ŗextinctionŗ of his beauty, in 

Panofskyřs phrase, Ŗmeans the genesis of another,ŗ as a white narcissus bursts into bloom beside his urn, the 

flower of Florařs joyous dance 

If she does seem to be concerned with the mortals around her, they, on the other hand, appear 

wholly unaware of her presence. With frolicking putti and fluttering garments, she dances unnoticed in their 

frozen midst, the lively center of a still tableau. Her unseen steps impart coherence, beauty, and, ultimately, 

meaning to the individual suffering and mortality that surround her. For her dance is also a dance of 

naming.386 Flora gives these mortals not only a brief and beautiful new life as flowers, but also immortality as 

the namesakes of those flowers, an everlasting place in her empire. Hence Ŗthe very transitoriness of life,ŗ as 

Panofsky first explained, Ŗmeans a guarantee of immortality.ŗ387 As if to underscore the role of Florařs dance 

in an unending cycle of love, death, and renewal, the puttiřs chain behind her echoes the churning wheel of 

the zodiac above,388 establishing a harmony between the movements of the heavens and life on earth, the 

cycle of the stars and Florařs grand ballet.  

 

  

                                                           
386 As Winner has pointed out, ŖDans la toile de Poussin, nous avons affaire aux fleurs avant leur métamorphoses, cřest-
a-dire a des personnes qui parlent avec éloquence...ŗ (ŖLřEmpire de Floreŗ), 480. Freedberg has pointed out the more 
particular horticultural significance of the fact that this picture is concerned with the naming of flowers; see ŖDel 
nominare i fiori: Ferrari, Poussin e la storia della storia naturale,ŗ in Luciano Morbiato, ed. Quaderno di dieci anni, Gruppo 
Giardino Storico dellřUniversità di Padova (Padua: Università degli Studi, 2000): 57-84 

387 E. Panofsky, ŖEt in Arcadia Ego,ŗ 244. 

388 Kauffman identified these putti with the four seasons, literalizing the relationship between their dance and the wheel 
of the zodiac (ŖPoussins ŘPrimavera,řŗ 97); Simon, however, cleverly observed that there are five putti here, not four 
(ŖPoussin, Marino, and the Interpretation of Mythology,ŗ 60). 
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Addendum: Herms, Vaux, and the Sites of Dance 

In the Empire of Flora, the garden trellis at right helps articulate the sceneřs stage-like space and identify Flora 

as its animating spirit. Though much has been made of the fountain and crag at left,389 introduced between 

the drawing and the painting, these function chiefly to delimit Florařs empire, evoking a wild, Arcadian nature 

just beyond her dominion. A herm defines the border between these two worlds: untamed nature and tended 

garden, wilderness and cultivation.390 Like many subsequent herms in Poussinřs oeuvre, this statue also marks 

the place were a dance is performed, not only the dance of Flora but also that of her infant attendants, who 

join hands in a looping bridge formation that predicts those found in the Bacchanal before a Herm (fig. 2.32) and 

the Adoration of the Golden Calf (fig. 2.33), to which we shall return in the following chapter. Though it does not 

exhibit the conventional attributes of Priapusŕa red face and erect phallusŕthe herm is most often 

identified with this god of gardens and fertility. Whereas Poussinřs subsequent images of Priapus (in the 

Bacchanal before a Herm, for example, or the Hymenaeus Disguised) wear bandoliers of flowers, however, this 

herm sports a slender belt and wreath of ivy, sacred to Bacchus. He is less likely Priapus than Pan: a 

woodland trickster and a fitting sentinel for this borderline. 391 

 At seventeenth-century Roman villasŕas in ancient Roman gardensŕherms played the role, 

essentially, of lawn ornaments.392 In 1616, Scipione Borghese (1576-1633) commissioned two for the gardens 

of his villa from Pietro Bernini (1562Ŕ1629).393 Depicting Flora and Priapus or Vertumnus (figs. 2.34 and 

2.35), these were carved in marble with the help of Berniniřs more famous son, Gianlorenzo, and originally 

                                                           
389 Kauffman (ŖPoussins ŘPrimaverařŗ), notably, suggested that these might identify the protagonist of the scene as 
Persephone, about to be abducted from the Sicilian meadow (Metamorphoses V, 391-396).  

390 On the role of herms (or terms, from the Roman god Terminus) as boundary-markers in Poussinřs pictures, see Erika 
Nagiski, ŖJulienřs ŘPoussin,ř or the Limits of Sculpture,ŗ RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, no. 46 (Autumn 2004): 134-153, 
152-153. Keazor has proposed that this specific herm comes from the lunette depicting Psyche and Ceres in Giulio 
Romanořs decorations for the Sala di Psiche at the Palazzo del Te (Keazor, ŖNicolas Poussin,ŗ 351-352. There are, of 
course, many potential sources for this motif, which seems to me rather unlikely to be borrowed from another painting. 

391 Either would also form a suitable companion to the bas-relief behind this herm, an indistinct scene of violent and 
impassioned action (whether abduction or carousal is difficult to say). Kauffman considered it a rape; Worthen, a 
bacchanal. 

392 Consider Cortonařs inclusion of a Janus-headed herm in his title page design for Ferrariřs treatise on floriculture.  

393 First published by Valentino Martinelli (ŖFlora e Priapo della Villa Borghese,ŗ Commentari 13 [1962]: 267-288).  
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displayed in a pseudo-theatrical spaceŕa Ŗpiazza in formo di teatroŗŕjust off the villařs main entrance.394 

Such sumptuous Roman decorations may have encouraged the patron of a very differentŕbut no less 

theatricalŕgarden, far away in France, to commission from Poussin his first and only known sculptural 

project: a set of ten herms, depicting Flora and various other horticultural deities, executed in 1655-1656. As 

we have seen, the artist had made a careful study of ancient statues with his friend Duquesnoy during their 

early years in Rome and had overseen the production of copies after the Farnese Flora and Hercules. The 

practice, moreover, of fashioning wax mannequins as a compositional aide had no doubt allowed him to 

develop a degree of dexterity in three-dimensional modeling unusual for a painter. And yet, by the age of 

sixty-one, Poussin had never made a sculpture. Nevertheless, in this first and only foray into the medium, he 

retread familiar ground, returning to the empire of Flora and the herms that had populated his dancing 

pictures some twenty years before. 

No preparatory drawings for the herms survive; the artistřs terracotta modelli, too, seem to have been 

lost. 395 Bellori, who may have played some part in the production of the finished marbles, overseen by 

Domenico Guidi (1625-1701)), gives us the earliest account of their iconography396: 

ŖThey represented the various Genii of flowers and fruits of the earth in the forms of men and 
women with human busts atop herms or terms, which were to be dispersed along the avenues of the 

                                                           
394 According to the description of the villa published in 1650 by Jacomo Manilli, guardaroba to Scipione Borghese. 
Catherine Sloane first explored the extent of Gianlorenzo Berniniřs collaboration on this project in ŖTwo Statues by 
Bernini in Morristown, New Jersey,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 56, no. 4 (December 1974): 551-554. Manilli referred to these 
figures as Pomona and Vertumnus; Martinelli, as Flora and Priapus (titles retained by Sloane and by the Metropolitan 
Museum). Given Priapusřs conventional association with spring flowers, not autumn fruits, I think these more likely 
represent Flora and Vertumnus: protectors of gardens in spring and fall. Scipione Borghese, see Haskell, Patrons and 
Painters: a Study in the Relations between Italian Art and Society in the Age of the Baroque (London: Chatto & Windus, 1963), 27-
28. 

395 Bellori tells us that Poussin modeled these with his own hand and supervised their execution in marble (Le Vite deř 
Pittori, 436): ŖDiceva che la pittura, e la scoltura erando unřarte sola dřimitatione, dipendenti dal disegno, non in altro 
differenti che nel modo; benche la prima per la finta apparenza più artificiosa. E ben lo diede à vedere nelle statue deř 
Termini, per la Villa, che faceva Monsiù Fochet: lavorò di sua mano li modelli di creta grandi quanto le statue al naturale 
eseguite da diversi Scultori, in casa deř quali io lo vidi più volte lavorare di stecco la creta, e modellare con facilità 
grande/ Non mancaua certamenta à lui altro che la pratica del marmot, per essere ottimo Scultore, havendo tutta lřarte e 
chi vedrà in Francia queste statue, autenticherà la fede, poi che sono trà le megliore delle moderne.ŗ Four of the modelli 
appear in the December 10, 1657 inventory of the Pietro Paolo Avilařs palace in the Via Montegiordano, f.647, no. 239: 
ŖQuattro termini di terra cotta fatti da Monsù Possinoŗ (digitized in the Getty Provenance Index, PI # I-609). On the 
modelli in this inventory, see Lucie Galactéros de Boissier, Thomas Blanchet (1614-1689) (Paris: Arthéna, 1991), 583. 

396 On this collaboration, see Elena Fumagalli, ŖPoussin et les collectionneurs romains au XVIIe siècle,ŗ in Rosenberg 
ed., Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat.: 48-57, 56-57 and 279, n. 9. 
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garden. There was the God Pan with his rustic pipes, crowned with pine and with a branch in his 
hand, the God Faunus, smiling, with a garland of ivy across his chest, Pallas, her helmet wreathed 
with olive, a branch and a serpent in her right hand; Ceres and Bacchus, with the grain and grapes, & 
other nymphs and deities with baskets of flowers and fruits and horns of plenty as signs of the fertile 
and delightful villa.ŗ397 

 

Taking Belloriřs description as a point of departure, Sylvain Kerspern has identified ten herms (figs. 2.36-2.45) 

today in the Quinconce du Midi at Versailles as those most likely designed by Poussin.398 These are generally 

quite distinct from the herms by other artists that surround them (e.g. fig. 2.46), not only because of the 

shapes of their pedestals but also because of the simplicity and sobriety of their compositionsŕthe weighty, 

vertical fall of draperies, the calm, inexpressiveness of faces. Kerspern identifies the ten as Pan, Faunus, 

Minerva, Hercules with a Serpent, Vertumnus (or perhaps Hercules with a horn of plenty), Archimolus (or 

perhaps Morpheus), Aruncus (or perhaps a Harvester), Adrasteia (or perhaps Liberality), Hebe, and Flora. In 

his 1694 Recueil des Statues, Groupes, Fontaines, Termes, Vases et autres magnifiques ornemens du Château  & Parc de 

Versailles, however, the engraver Simon Thomassin (1654-1733) identified the last two of these both as Flora 

(figs. 2.47 and 2.48).399  Although, of these two, the herm identified by Kerspern as ŖFloraŗ (fig. 2.44) 

corresponds more closely to the Dresden dancer (fig. 2.6), Kerspernřs ŖHebeŗ (fig. 2.45)ŕalso identified with 

Flora by Thomassinŕbears a close resemblance to our girl in green at the Louvre (fig. 2.3), wearing a crown 

of roses, a neat coiffure, and a gown that exposes one breast.  

                                                           
397 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 436-437: ŖRappresentò li varij Genij deřfiori, e deřfrutti della terra in figure di huomini, e di 
donne con tutto il petto humano sopra termini, overo herme, che dovevano disporsi neřviali del giardino. Evui il Dio 
Pane con la sampogna pastorale, coronato di pino con un ramo in mano, il Dio Fauno ridente inghirlandato dřellera il 
petto, Pallade cinto lřelmo dřulivo, col ramo nella destra, eřl serpente: Cerere, Bacco con le spiche, e lřuve, & alter, ninfe, 
e numi, con seni di fiori, e di frutti, e corna dřabbondanza in contrasegno della fertile, e delitiosa villa.ŗ 

398 Kerspern, ŖDe Vaux-le-Vicomte à Versailles: les termes de Poussin,ŗ in Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665): Actes du colloque 
organisé au musée du Louvre par le Service culturel, du 19 au 21 octobre 1994, ed. Alain Mérot, 2 vols, vol. I (Paris: 
Documentation française, 1996): 269-286. Kerspernřs list differs slightly from those offered by Jean Coural in ŖŘLes 
termes de Poussinř à Versailles,ŗ Revue de lřArt 10 (1960): 67-74. See also ŖThe Marble Herms from Vaux-Le-Vicomte, 
now in the Gardens of Versailles,ŗ in Blunt, The Paintings of Poussin, 148-157 and nos. 219-231; and Bénédicte Garnier, 
ŖLa Création dřun nouveau décor sculpté dans les jardins de Vaux-le-Vicomte à la fin du XIXe siècle,ŗ Histoire de lřart 12 
(1990): 69-79.  

399 Thomassin, Recueil des Statues, Groupes, Fontaines, Termes, Vases et autres magnifiques ornemens du Chateau & Parc de Versailles 
(1694), 4 vols., vol. III (The Hague: Pieter Mortier, 1723), nos. 184 and 190. Thomassin, however, attributed thirteen 
herms to Poussin (nos. 179-191). 
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Both, at any rate, were well suited to the Ŗfertile, e delitiosa villaŗ where Bellori tells us they originally 

stood. Nicolas Fouquet (1615-1680), Louis XIVřs ambitious, ill-starred surintendant des finances, bought the 

château of Vaux-le-Vicomte in 1641 and began his first campaign of renovations there in 1653, surrounding 

the castle with spreading geometric parterres designed by André Le Nôtre.400 Fouquet had sent his brother, 

Louis (1633-1702), a Jesuit, to Rome in 1655, assigning him two tasks: to keep an eye on the French 

ambassador and to acquire works of art that would enrich the castle of Vaux and its grounds.401 A letter dated 

August 2, 1655 from the abbé Fouquet to his brother indicates that the former had been approached by 

Cardinal Omodei, who wished to sell Poussinřs so-called Triumph of Flora to the surintendant des finances.402 

Though the Fouquets did not pursue the purchase (the picture would not leave Omodeiřs possession until 

1685, when it entered the collection of Louis XIV),403 a subsequent letter, dated December 27, 1655, provides 

the first document of Poussinřs herms, underscoring their authorřs merit and insisting, Ŗ[Poussin] shall have 

admirable Herms made for you… statues that will equal those of antiquity.ŗ404 These words insert the artist 

into an already-percolating quarrel of Ancients and Moderns but also predict the later somewhat confused 

reception of his sculptures as actual antiquities.405 The project was still underway in the spring of 1656, but all 

                                                           
400 On the château and its gardens, see Jean-Marie Pérouse de Montclos, Vaux-le-Vicomte (Paris: Editions Scala, 1997) 
and (most exhaustively) Jean Cordey, Vaux-le-Vicomte (Paris: Editions Albert Morance, 1924). 

401 On Fouquetřs collection, see Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 215-229. 

402 Louis Fouquet to Nicolas Fouquet (letter published by Thuillier, ŖPour un Corpus Pussinianum,ŗ 103, n. 2): Ŗ…il y 
en a deux que veut vendre le cardinal Homodéi, qui y est contraint par les pertes que nos armées luy ont fait souffrir 
dans le Milanais.ŗ The second picture in question was Omodeiřs Rape of the Sabines, to which we shall return in Chapter 5.  

403 On this purchase, see Gady, ŖLřEtrange Monsieur de La Teulière.ŗ 

404 Louis Fouquet to Nicolas Fouquet: ŖA Rome, ce 27 decembre 1655. M. Poussin mřa prié de vous faire souvenir de 
son affaire. Cřest un homme dřun mérite tout à fait extraordinaire. Il vous fera faire des Termes admirables; ce seront des 
statues qui vaudront celles de lřantiquité. Jusquřà présent on a travaillé aux modèles, attitudes, etc…; vous pouvez juger 
de là, Monsieur, avec quelle exactitude il sřy prend.ŗ First published by Coural, ŖŘLes termes de Poussinř à Versailles,ŗ 67-
68.  

405 To which we shall return below. Fumaroli provides a useful overview of the Querelle (which would not erupt in the 
Académie française until 1687) in La querelle des Anciens et des Modernes: XVIIe.-XVIIIe. siècles (Paris: Gallimard, 2001). 
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ten herms seem to have been delivered by the end of the summer, taking up their stations amidst Le Nôtreřs 

plantings.406  

As Sarah Cohen has remarked, Le Nôtreřs designs shared with the balletic revival of the late 1650s 

and 1660s a near-obsession with symmetry and geometry.407 Both were arts of Ŗordering spaceŗ and, more 

specifically, bodies in spaceŕas Poussinřs early classical pictures do so well. It is tempting to imagine that the 

gardener himself might have recommended Poussin for the job of designing Fouquetřs herms; Le Nôtre 

would go on to amass a formidable collection of pictures by or after the artist (and, indeed, gave three of 

these to Louis XIV).408 Poussin, at any rate, saw the commission to completion before Fouquet brought in Le 

Brun, Michel Anguier (1612-1686), and Louis Le Vau (1612-1670) to overhaul both castle and grounds in 

1657, tearing up the original terraces and commissioning from Le Nôtre a far more elaborate design (fig. 

2.49).409 This new garden, with its orange trees, canals, and grotto, played host to Fouquetřs splendid fête on 

August 17, 1661. Presented in honor of the king, the eveningřs entertainments culminated in the debut of Les 

Fâcheux, the first example of a new genre known as the comédie-ballet, written by Molière, with steps and music 

by Beauchamp, and staged outdoors at the end of a long avenue of pines.410  

The invented form of the comédie-ballet inserted interludes of dance between the scenes of a 

pastoral play, subordinating movement to text, while retaining the basic structure of entrées leading up to a 

                                                           
406 In another letter, dated March 7, 1656, Louis Fouquet urged his brother to purchase a picture from Poussin but 
explained, ŖJe ne luy en parleray pourtant point maintenant et parce que vos Termes lřoccuperont bien encore deux 
mois, sans parler des ouvrages quřil a devant luy.ŗ See Coural, ŖŘLes termes de Poussinř à Versailles,ŗ 69. 

407 Cohen, Art, Dance, and the Body, 55-67. 

408 Le Nôtre owned Saint John Baptizing the People, The Finding of Moses, and Christ and the Woman Taken in Adultery (all given 
to Louis XIV in 1693 and today in the Louvre, inv. 7287, 7271, and 7282, respectively), as well as a copy after the Rape of 
the Sabines. See Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, 30-31, and nos. 12, 14, and 32; and Schnapper, Curieux 
du grand siècle, vol. II, 397-400. 

409 On these interventions, see Ballon, ŖVaux-le-Vicomte: Le Vauřs Ambition,ŗ in Villas and Gardens in Early Modern Italy 
and France, Mirka Benes and Dianne Harris, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001): 271-291. 

410 On the original production of Les Fâcheux, see: George Houle, Le Ballet des Fâcheux: Beauchampřs Music for Molièreřs 
Comedy (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991); see also Powell, ŖPierre Beauchamps, Choreographer.ŗ 172-176. 
Beauchampřs score seems to have been orchestrated by Lully. 
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grand ballet.411 Madeleine Béjart, a star of Molièreřs troupe, began the performance, emerging, in the guise of 

a nymph, from a giant shell. The prologue she recited, written by Fouquetřs personal secretary, Paul Pellisson 

(1624-1693), included an invocation to the herms and trees of the garden: 

ŖThese herms shall march, and if Louis so orders 
These trees shall speak better than the oracles of Jupiter 
Mistresses of their trunks, lesser Divinities 
Itřs Louis who calls you, come out, Nymphs, come out.ŗ412 

In a letter written shortly after attending the fete, Jean de La Fontaine (1621-1695) explained the action 

provoked by the nymphřs récit: ŖThe herms and statues that formed a part of the stage decoration began to 

move, and from them emergedŕI know not howŕthe Fauns and Bacchants who made one of the balletřs 

entrées.ŗ413 La Fontaineřs letter also tells us that the comédie-ballet was performed on a makeshift stage 

outdoors amidst the plantings, and, though confused surviving accounts of sculpture on the grounds of 

Fouquetřs estate make an understanding of individual hermsř placement elusive, Pellissonřs prologue points to 

the literal roles that such objects were made to play in the theater of Le Nôtreřs garden. The water nymphřs 

invocation to the herms was an invitation to the dance; today it serves as a reminder that Poussinřs sculptures 

marked the site of actual dancing. 

 

Versailles, the Fêtes Royales, and the Ballet de Flore 

Others have pointed to an irony in Pellissonřs prologue: Fouquet was, of course, arrested less than a month 

after the performance on trumped-up charges of embezzlement; following his imprisonment and the seizure 

of his property, both the herms and the orange trees of Vaux were made to Ŗmarchŗ at the order of Louis, 

                                                           
411 In his preface to the first published edition of Les Fâcheux, Molière claimed that the production had been thrown 
together in just a few weeks and that a shortage of talented dancers in his troupe compelled him to write extended 
dramatic scenes between entrées in order to grant the dancers time to change costumes. See Les fâcheux, comédie de J.-B. P. 
Molière, représentée sur le théâtre du Palais royal (Paris: G. de Luyne, 1662), n.p. On Molière and the Ŗtextual closureŗ of ballet 
under Louis XIV, see Franko, Dance as Text, Chapter 5.  

412 Les fâcheux, ibid., n.p.: ŖCes Termes marcheront, et si Louis lřordonne;/ Ces arbres parleront mieux que ceux de 
Dodones/ Hostesses de leurs troncs, moindres Divinitez,/ Cřest Louis qui le veut, sortez, Nymphes, sortez.ŗ  

413 La Fontaine to Maucroix, cited in Œuvres complètes de Molière, eds. Eugène Despois and Paul Mesnard, 4 vols., vol I 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1900), 125, n. 2: ŖLes termes et les statues qui font partie de lřornement du théâtre se 
meuvent et il en sort, je ne sais comment, des Faunes et des Bacchantes qui font une des entrées du ballet. Cřest une 
forte plaisante chose que de voir accoucher un Therme, et danser lřenfant en venant au monde. Ŗ  
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dragged off to his new gardens at Versailles.414 There, mixed in with at least one additional herm from Vaux415 

and a host of other garden statuary (eight nymphs, satyrs, fauns, and bacchants commissioned in 1664,416 

twenty-seven allegorical statues, collectively known as the Grande Commande, which included an important 

group of herms,417 not to mention countless originals and copies after the antique418), Poussinřs ensemble 

would quickly lose its integrity, and, in the case of two works, their attribution to Poussin.419 One herm of 

ŖHerculeŗ and another of ŖFlore,ŗ plainly part of the original group, were mistaken in a 1722 inventory for 

ancient Roman statues.420  The error, which surely would have pleased Poussin, points to these sculpturesř 

significance, both at Vaux and at Versailles. Forming a bridge between ancient and modern, Rome and Paris, 

a world filled with antique originals and one where a plaster cast of the Flora Farnese would have to do, 

                                                           
414 Claire Goldstein, Vaux and Versailles: The Appropriations, Erasures, and Accidents That Made Modern France (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008). Jacques Houzeau, sculpteur ordinaire des Bâtiments du Roy, was ordered to seize and 
value thirteen marble herms from the gardens of Vaux on July 17, 1665 (including Poussinřs ten). In 1683 and 1685, the 
king purchased eleven of these from Fouquetřs son (apparently believing them all to be by Poussin), and had them 
transported to Versailles, where they were first installed in the Bosquet du Dauphin and the Bosquet de la Girandole. See 
Kerspern, ŖLes termes de Poussin.ŗ Pellisson shared in Fouquetřs disgrace, spending five years in prison.  

415 In his 1665 inventory, Houzeau attributed only ten herms on the grand parterre to Poussin, but by the time of the 
kingřs purchases twenty years later, the number had grown to eleven. Kerspern, op. cit.  

416 These were by Louis Lerambert and Philippe de Buyster. See Thomas F. Hedin (ŖThe Petite commande of 1664: 
Burlesque in the Gardens of Versailles,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 83 no. 4 [Dec, 2001]: 651-685), who remarks that one of 
Buysterřs herms Ŗimpersonatesŗ the Flora Farnese (654-655). 

417 Conceived by Le Brun and realized by François Girardon, Jacques Houzeau, and Benoît Massou, among others these 
depict the four elements, the four seasons, the four continents, the four temperaments, and so on. See Alexandre Maral, 
La Grande commande de 1674: chefs-dřœuvre sculptés des jardins de Versailles sous Louis XIV, exh. cat. (Versailles: Château de 
Versailles, 2013). 

418 On these, see Alexandre Maral and Nicolas Milovanovic, eds. Versailles et lřantique, exh. cat. (Versailles: Chateau de 
Versailles, 2012).  

419 In his 1694 Receuil, the engraver Thomassin attributed thirteen herms to Poussin (Receuil, vol. III, nos. 179-191), as did 
Jean-Aymar Piganiol de La Force five years later, describing, however, a slightly different group. See Nouvelle description des 
chasteaux et parcs de Versailles et de Marly (1701) (Paris: Dulaune, 1707), 297-298: ŗDans differens endroits de ce Bosquet 
[i.e. celui de la Girandole] on trouve les Thermes suivans: Morphée, Une Femme qui tient des raisins, Pomone, Un jeune 
homme qui tient une masse, Flore, Hercule, Et un Hyver. Ce dernier a été fait à Rome par Theodon; quant aux autres, ils 
sont de differens Sculpteurs, dřaprés les desseins que le Poussin avoit donnés pour M. Fouquet.ŗ And ibid., 324: ŖLes 
Termes qui ornent ce Bosquet representent lřAbondance, Cerés, Bacchus, un Satyre, Flore & lřEté. Ce dernier a été fait à 
Rome par Theodon; les autres ont aussi été faits au même endroit par differens Sculpteurs, dřaprés les desseins du 
Poussin.ŗ 

420 This inventory was compiled by the sculptor François Benoît Massou. See Coural, ŖŘLes termes de Poussinř à 
Versailles,ŗ 72, n. 10. Massouřs mistake placed these sculptures in the illustrious category of Michelangelořs Bacchus for 
the gardens of Jacopo Galli; see Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance, Chapter 7. 
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Poussinřs herms achieved a goal envisioned by Richelieu and realized, at Vaux, by Fouquet: to bring the best 

of the ancient world into the modern, and to replace Roman masters with French ones.421  

The king famously appropriated not only Vauxřs herms and orange trees but Fouquetřs entire 

équipeŕfrom Le Nôtre, Le Brun, and Le Vau, to Molière, Beauchamp, and Lullyŕbuilding at Versailles a 

palace and a program of fêtes that would outshine the achievement of his disgraced surintendant.422 Work 

began almost immediately, and, even as construction proceeded on Le Vauřs building and Le Nôtreřs canals, 

the bosquets and allées of the garden played host to the first of Louisřs legendary fêtes royales, the Fête des 

Plaisirs de lřÎle enchantée, which spanned a full week, from May 7 to May 13, 1664.423 The festivitiesŕinspired by 

Ariostořs Orlando Furioso and devised by Molière, Lully, and Beauchamp with scenic contributions by Charles 

Le Brunŕincluded tournaments, fireworks, and plenty of ballet. Lest anyone doubt the Sun Kingřs eclipse of 

his ex-minister, Les Fâcheux received a repeat performance in the vestibule of the castle. The majority of the 

entertainments, however, took place in the gardens: up and down the allée royale, at the menagerie, and on the 

site of the future Bassin dřApollon. Commemorative engravings (e.g. fig. 2.50) after Israël Silvestre (1621-1691) 

demonstrate the peculiar elision of real and fictive space in these performances: the actual space of Le Nôtreřs 

gardens and the pictorial space of the stage. Temporary proscenia seemed to enframe the garden itself, 

encouraging spectators to imagine themselves inside the Ŗimages vivantesŗ they observed. 

On the first night of the fête, a brief ballet for the twelve signs of the zodiac and the four seasons of 

the year (fig. 2.51; note Spring, on a horse at lower left) was danced at the entrance to the allée royale, as 

waiters, likewise costumed as the seasons, circulated with refreshments. The entertainmentřs seasonal and 

solar themes rehearsed a royal iconography, borrowed from Ovid and already established by ballets of the 

1650s and early 1660s, in which the king had appeared not only as the Sun but often also in the guise of 

                                                           
421 See Fumaroli, The Poet and the King: Jean de La Fontaine and His Century, trans. Jane Marie Todd, (Notre Dame, Indiana: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 2002), 173-177. 

422 See Goldstein, Vaux and Versailles. Guy Waltonřs Louis XIVřs Versailles (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1986) 
provides a useful overview of the successive building campaigns at the castle, and Michael Baridonřs A History of the 
Gardens of Versailles (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2008), a survey of the gardens. 

423 On this fête, widely regarded as the culmination of the outdoor dancing tradition, see Orest Ranum, ŖIslands and the 
Self in a Ludovician Fête,ŗ in David Lee Rubin, ed., Sun King (Washington, D.C., Folger Shakespeare Library, 1992): 17-
38, esp. 18-25. 
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Spring, accompanied by Flora, Zephyr, nymphs and shepherds.424 His association with spring was 

strengthened by his identification with the lily, symbol of French kings,425 and on the first night of the 1664 

fête, Spring, in a green gown adorned with blossoms, recited a verse praising the fleur de lys above all other 

flowers.426 Florařs special relationship with spring and the lily made her a recurring character in ballets at the 

court of Louis XIVŕnot only those danced in the gardens at Versailles and Fontainebleau, but also those 

presented at the Tuileries and the Louvre.  In the Ballet de Psyché, for instance, first performed in January 1656, 

the second entrée was danced by Flora, accompanied by Zephyr and Spring, while, in the 1661 Ballet des 

Saisons, Flora and a team of gardeners danced the third entrée in a ŖIardin orné de fleurs & de parterres,ŗŕ

rather like Le Nôtreřs at Vaux and Versailles.427 The 1666 Ballet de la Naissance de Vénus featured one scene laid 

                                                           
424 In both the Ballet du Temps, danced at the Louvre on December 3, 1654, (livret: Benserade, Ballet du Temps: dansé par le 
Roy le dernier jour de novembre 1654 [Paris: Robert Ballard, 1654]) and the Ballet de Psyché, danced on January 16, 1656 (livret: 
Benserade, Ballet de Psyché ou de la Puissance de lřamour, dansé par Sa Majesté le 16 jour de janvier 1656 [Paris: Robert Ballard, 
1656]), Louis appeared in the role of Spring. In the Ballet des Saisons, danced at Fontainebleau on July 23, 1661, he danced 
both as Ceres (for summer) and as Spring; see the livret: Benserade, Le Ballet des Saisons, dansé à Fontainebleau par Sa 
Majesté, le 23 juillet 1661 (Paris: Robert Ballard, 1661). For a more complete list of Louisřs roles, see Astier, ŖLouis XIV, 
Premier Danseur,ŗ 99-102. More theoretical texts on the ballet in this period also counseled the seasonsŕand especially 
springŕas an appropriate theme for ballets. See Marolles ŖDessein dřun Ballet du Temps,ŗ in idem, Les Mémoires de 
Michel de Marolles, vol. II, 178-185, 182 (ŖXXIII. Entrée... Le Printemps couronné de Fleurs representé comme Zephire 
ou Flore, vestu de vert, ayant des Ailes au dos, & portant un Cofin de fleurs en son bras. Mars habillé en Iardinier. Avril 
en Chasseur. May en Amoureux.ŗ); and Ménestrier, ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ in idem, Ballet de lřautel de 
Lyon, consacré à Louys Auguste et placé dans le temple de la Gloire (Lyon: Jean Molin, 1658): 50-56, 52 (where he recommends 
spring as a suitable theme because of its potential combination of unity and variety, listing among possible entrées, Ŗles 
Métamorphoses dřAcanthus, Adonis, Narcisse, Hyacinthe, Crocus &c.ŗ). 

425 Elizabeth Hyde provides an exhaustive guide to the use of flower symbolism at the court of Louis in Cultivated Power: 
Flowers, Culture, and Politics in the Reign of Louis XIV (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005). 

426 Molière, ŖLes Fêtes de Versailles en 1664. Première journée: Les Plaisirs de lřîle enchantée,ŗ repr. in Molière, Œuvres 
complètes, ed. Georges Couton, 2 vols. (Paris: Gallimard, 1971), vol. I, 751: ŖLe Printemps, à la Reine: ŘEntre toutes les 
fleurs nouvellement écloses,/Dont mes jardins sont embellis,/ Méprisant les jasmins, les œillets et les roses,/ Pour payer 
mon tribut jřai fait choix de ces lys,/ Que de vos premiers ans vous avez tant chéris:/ Louis les fait briller du couchant à 
lřaurore,/ Tout lřunivers charmé les respecte et les craint,/ Mais leur règne est plus doux et plus puissant encore,/ Quand 
il brille sur votre teint.řŗ 

427 Benserade, Ballet de Psyché… dansé par Sa Majesté le 16 jour de janvier 1656, 6-7; Benserade, Le Ballet des Saisons, dansé à 
Fontainebleau par Sa Majesté, le 23 juillet 1661, 10-11: ŖLe Theatre change de face & la saison du Printemps vient à paraistre, 
representée par un Iardin orné de fleurs & de parterres...ŗ On the Ballet des Saisons, see James P. Cassaro, ŖReflections in 
a Pool: Lullyřs Ballet des Saisons and the Court of Louis XIV,ŗ MA thesis (Cornell University, 1993). In Colletetřs Ballet des 
Cinq Sens, Flora represented the sense of smell (with Pomona, Argus, Midas, and a magician called Alquif portraying 
taste, sight, hearing, and touch, respectively); see Poesies diverses de Monsieur Colletet, Contenant des Sujets Heroïques, Des Paßions 
Amoureuses, Et dřautres Matieres Burlesques & Enjoüées (Paris: Louis Chamhoudry, 1651), 161. 
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in a garden decorated for May, with entrées for Spring, Laughter, Games, Zephyrs, and Flora, accompanied 

by a retinue of shepherds and shepherdesses.428 

The most famous and complete example, however, was the Ballet de Flore, presented, as we have seen, 

on February 13, 1669 in the grand salon of the Palais des Tuileries.429 In its splendor and its iconographic 

coherence, the Ballet de Flore marked a high point of court ballet under Louis XIV. 430 It was also the kingřs 

farewell performance; after reprising in it his celebrated role as the Sun, he retired from the stage. Benseradeřs 

preface to the livret states quite explicitly that Book V of the Fasti furnished its authorřs inspiration; the 

descriptions of the following entrées enumerate the triumphs of Flora over winter (when, after all, the ballet 

was performed) but also over men.431  The action began with a récit for Winter, accompanied by a chorus of 

icicles. These were banished in the very first entrée by the Sun, who declared eternal springtime.  Next came 

Flora, who descended in a cloud, surrounded by Beauty, Abundance, Felicity, and Youth.432 There followed 

nymphs of wood, field, and stream, Spring with putti and zephyrs, and gallants buying bouquets for their 

ladies. Comus sang a récit, ushering in a chorus of drunks crowned with flowers, before Hymen, Friendship, 

and Fidelity sang a more solemn serenade to newlyweds. Here the scene changed to the garden of Flora, her 

                                                           
428 Benserade, Ballet royal de la naissance de Vénus, dansé par Sa Majesté, le 26 de janvier 1665 (Paris: Robert Ballard, 1665). See 
also Canova-Green, ed. Benserade: Ballets Pour Louis XIV (Toulouse: Société des littératures classiques, 1997), vol. II: 731-
806. 

429 Whose spreading parterres were also designed by Le Nôtre. Livret: Benserade, Ballet royal de Flore, dansé par Sa Majesté, 
le mois de février 1669 (Paris: Ballard, 1669). See also the Philidorřs manuscript: Lully and Benserade, Ballet Royal de Flore, 
Dansé par sa Majesté, le mois de fevrier 1669. Recueilly et Copiée par Philidor laisné en 1690. Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
RES-F-515. On Philidor and his ballet transcriptions, see Laurence Decobert, ŖLa ŘCollection Philidorř de lřancienne 
bibliothèque du Conservatoire de Paris,ŗ Revue de Musicologie, vol. 93, no. 2 (2007): 269-316. 

430 On this performance, see also: Cowart, The Triumph of Pleasure, 80-82; Hyde, Cultivated Power, 176-177; and Christout, 
Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV, 155. 

431 Though Benserade here alluded to the Fasti, he seems to have conceived of Flora as an emblem for the Metamorphoses 
as well. The frontispiece to his 1676 verse translation of the latter poem represents Flora making garlands. See 
Benserade, Métamorphoses en rondeaux (1676) (Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier, 1679). 

432 The role of Flora in this production, danced by the duchesse de Sully, had been intended for Henrietta of England, 
the kingřs sister-in-law (and rumored lover), whose pregnancy prevented her from dancing in this performance, but who 
would appear in Jean Nocretřs portrait of the royal family painted the following year in the guise of Flora (Versailles, inv. 
MV 2157). See Hyde, Cultivated Power, 29-30 and 281, n. 220. Henrietta of Englandřs mother, Henrietta Maria of 
Franceŕsister of Louis XIII and wife of Charles I of Englandŕhad portrayed Flora in Ben Jonson and Inigo Jonesřs 
1631 Masque of Chlorinda, explicitly inspired by the Fasti, singing ŖChlorista queen of flowers/ The sweetness of all 
showers/ The ornament of bowers/ The top of paramours.ŗ Jonson, The Complete Masques, ed. Stephen Orgel (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1969), 127. 
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wedding present from Zephyr; watered by Aurorařs dew.  Florařs flowers were plucked by the Hours and 

braided into wreaths by the Graces. Vertumnus wooed Pomona. Venus mourned Adonis. Pluto abducted 

Proserpina. And finally, in the fourteenth entrée: 

ŖSix Heroes changed to flowers appear... their Heads crowned, & their hands filled with the very 
flowers into which they have been changed. The Shepherd Narcissus having scorned the Beautiful 
Echo, & fallen passionately in love with himself, changed into a flower of the same name. Adonis, 
having been slain by a Boar, changed into an Anemone through the power of Venus. Hyacinth, into 
the flower of the same name by Apollo, who loved him, & who had unwittingly killed him in playing 
with a discus. Ajax, into another kind of Hyacinth, having killed himself for not having won the arms 
of Achilles, coveted by Ulysses. Acanthus, into a yellow flower, having died of languor and jaundice 
after the loss of his Mistress. Amaranthe, into Marjoram flower, having died of grief for losing the 
precious perfumes of her Master, Cynarus, King of Cyprus.ŗ 433 

Aside from the interpolations of Acanthus and Amaranthe,434 the list contains the same characters from the 

Fasti portrayed by Poussin: Narcissus, Adonis, Hyacinth, and Ajax.435 Benseradeřs mention of their floral 

crowns and fistfuls of blossom inevitably recalls Poussinřs Triumph at the Louvre, where Hyacinth and Adonis 

wear wreaths of hyacinth and anemone, bearing more of the same flowers in their hands. If Poussinřs picture, 

painted during his early years in Rome, might have drawn inspiration from a portrayal of Florařs lovers turned 

to flowers in the 1621 Grand Ballet de la Reyne, could the 1669 Ballet de Flore, in turn, have taken Poussinřs 

parade of floral transformation as its point of departure?  

                                                           
433 Benserade, Ballet royal de Flore, dansé par Sa Majesté, le mois de février 1669, 30-31, entrée XIV: ŖSix Héros changez en 
fleurs paroissent en cette Entrée la Teste couronnée, & leurs Escus chargez des mesmes fleurs, où ils ont esté changez./ 
Narcisse Berger changé en fleur de son nom, aprés avoir dédaigné la Belle Echo, & estre devenu amoureux passionnée 
de luy-mesme. Adonis changé en Anemone par le pouvoir de Venus, aprés avoir esté tüé dřun Sanglier./ Hyacinthe en la 
fleur de mesme nom par Apollon qui lřaymoit, & lřavoit tüé sans y penser joüant au palet./ Ajax une autre espece 
dřHyacinthe, sřestant tüé luy-mesme, pour nřavoir pas obtenu les armes dřAchilles, quřUlisse louy disputoit. / Acanthe en 
fleur jaune, estant mort de languer & de la jaunisse, apré la perte de la Maistresse./ Amaraque en fleur de Marjolaine 
estant mort de douleur dřavoir perdu les parfums precieux de Cynare Roy de Chypre son Maistre. Ces six Héros 
disputent entrřeux...ŗ 

434 Both acanthus leaves and amaranth flower symbolized eternal life in Ludovician iconography; see Ménestrier, Ballet de 
lřautel de Lyon, 102. 

435 At least in the Dresden Empire; as we have seen, the figure of Mars in the Louvre Triumph was mistaken by Bellori, 
Félibien, and those who followed, for Ajax. For passages recounting the transformations of these in the Fasti and the 
Metamorphoses, see n. 267-271, above). Benserade left out the story of Crocus and Smilax, addressed by both Ovid and 
Poussin, as well as that of Attis/Acis (on this confusion, see n. 273). 
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 It seems very likely. Although Poussinřs picture remained with its original owner until 1685, when 

Louis XIVřs agents purchased it and a version of the Rape of the Sabines from Cardinal Omodei,436 the Triumph 

was copied early and often, most famously by the painterřs friend Jean Lemaire (1598-1659) for the Sacchetti 

family between about 1628 and 1637.437 In 1662 the French king purchased another copyŕthis one 

substantially reduced and today unattributedŕalong with nearly one-hundred other pictures from the 

German-Parisian banker and collector Everhard Jabach (1618-1695), (fig. 2.52).438 Listed in Le Brunřs royal 

inventory of 1683, the copyřs precise locationŕat the Louvre or Versaillesŕis not mentioned.439 Its 

                                                           
436 On the purchase, see Rosenberg, ŖLe catalogue raisonné des quarante tableaux de Poussin du Louvre,ŗ 30-31. 

437 A 1639 Sacchetti inventory includes a ŖTrionfo di Flora,ŗ which hung in the rented Palazzo Sforza-Cesarini beside a 
ŖTrionfo di Bacco.ŗ (July 4, 1639 inventory, digitized by the Getty Provenance Index (I-344)). The entries appear on p. 
294: Triumph of Flora, no. 53 (ŖUn quadro con un Trionfo di Flora colla cornice dorata alto p. 7 e lungo p. 8 inc.ŗ); 
Triumph of Bacchus, no. 52 (ŖUn quadro con un Trionfo di Bacco con la cornice dorata alto p. 7 e lungo p. 8 inc.ŗ). 
Though unattributed here, these pictures are given in a subsequent inventory to Poussin and Cortona, respectively, and 
can be identified on the basis of their matching dimensions as a reduced copy of Poussinřs Triumph by Lemaire, today in 
the Pinacoteca Capitolina, and a ruined original by Cortona, today in the Louvre (see Stéphane Loire, ŖDeux tableaux 
retrouvés au Louvre: Le Triomphe de Bacchus de Pierre de Cortone et Le Passage de la Mer Rouge de Giovanni Francesco 
Romanelli,ŗ in Actes du colloque, Création et échanges artisitiques entre Italie et France (XVIe-XVIIe siècles) Paris: Institut Culturel 
Italien, 2-3 décembre 2005/ Bollettino dřArte 2009 no. 4 (2010: 85-102). At seven by eight palmi (or 156 x 178 cm) the 
ŖTrionfo di Floraŗ listed in the 1639 Sacchetti inventory is considerably smaller than Poussinřs original in the Louvre 
(165 x 241 cm). The presence of Lemaireřs copy in the Sacchetti family inventoriesŕcoupled with the extreme youth of 
Omodei in 1628ŕprompted Thuillier to suggest that the patron of Poussinřs original must have been Marcello 
Sacchetti, the papal banker and canny collector to whom Giambattista Marino had commended his French protégé in 
1624 (Thuillier, Nicolas Poussin, 106-107). Omodeiřs precocious social and political prominence, however, make his 
commission of the picture at that early date perfectly plausible. Loire and Rosenberg, have, in the last five years, returned 
to the belief that Omodei was the first owner of Poussinřs Triumph, as Belloriŕwho had visited Omodeiřs collection, and 
who published his Vite before the Cardinalřs deathŕtells us. The attribution of the Sacchetti copy to Lemaire was first 
made by Mahon and Arnauld Brejon de Lavergnée (see Sergio Guarino and Patrizia Masini, Pinacoteca Capitolina. Catalogo 
generale, (Milan: Electa, 2006), no. 192. Marcello (or, after his death, Matteo) Sacchetti seems to have commissioned 
Lemaireřs reduced copy sometime between about 1628 (when Poussin painted the original) and 1637 (when Lemaire 
returned to France) as a pendant to Cortonařs original Triumph of Bacchus, which had been in the Sacchetti collection since 
about 1624.  

438 On this copy, see also Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, 357, no. S.22. On Jabachřs collection and the 
place of copies in it, see Schnapper, ŖEverard Jabach: Von Deutschland nach Frankreich,ŗ in Jenseits der Grenzen: 
Französische und deutsche Kunst vom Ancien Régime bis zur Gegenwart, ed. Uwe Fleckner et al. (Cologne: DuMont, 2000); and 
idem, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 267-283. On the sale to Louis XIV, see Arnauld Brejon de Lavergnée, LřInventaire Le 
Brun de 1683: La collection des tableaux de Louis XIV (Paris: Éditions de la Réunion des musées nationaux, 1987), 54-61. 
Given that the pictureřs subject was misidentified as a Triumph of Flora in the Sacchetti inventories as early as 1639 (see 
n. 423, above), and given Belloriřs early misidentification of the subject (and Félibienřs adoption of this 
misidentification), it is perhaps unsurprising that the composition appears to have been received in France from the start 
as a triumph of Flora. The triumph of Venus, however, formed a common entrée in ballets de cour at around the time 
Jabachřs copy would have come to France. Venus entered on a chariot in, for example, the 1651 Ballet des festes de Bacchus, 
the 1653 Ballet de la nuict, and the 1653 Ballet des plaisirs. 

439 Brejon de Lavergnée, LřInventaire Le Brun de 1683, no. 98. 
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presence, nevertheless, in the royal collection from 1662 would have furnished Louisřs ballet makers with a 

visual model for the Ballet de Floreřs procession of ŖHéros changez en fleurs.ŗ440 The slippage hereŕfrom 

lovers changed to flowers in the 1621 Grand Ballet de la Reyne441 and in Poussinřs Triumph of Venus, to heroes 

changed to flowers in the 1669 Ballet de Floreŕlikely arises from the confusion of Mars for Ajax in Poussinřs 

picture and the consequent misinterpretation of its subject as a Triumph of Flora.442  

The descriptive shift, however, also points to a broader change in the structure and function of court 

entertainments. In the 1620s, when the noblesse dřépée had dressed as drunkards, fools, and lovers for the 

burlesque ballets of Louis XIII, the humor had hinged on their exchange of an inborn ferocity for a 

semblance of foolishness and bumbling vulnerability. Thirty years later, after the Fronde and the drastic 

curtailment of noble sovereignty that followed, the aristocrats who appeared in the ballets of Louis XIV were 

primarily courtiers, not soldiers; tamed and tied ever more closely to Louis, these dancers were already in 

some crucial sense Ŗhéros changez en fleurs.ŗ443 Benseradeřs treatment of Flora and her conquestsŕas of all 

the balletřs Ovidian subjectsŕwas not a meditation, in the manner of Poussinřs pictures, on the place of brief 

human life in the scheme of cosmic continuity but, rather, a metaphor for the eternal spring of the Sun King, 

whose garden-court must be filled with obedient human flowers. These might squabble among themselvesŕ

as, indeed,  the ŖHéros changez en fleursŗ did at the end of their entrée, arguing over which flower was the 

fairestŕbut the absolute authority of the king promised to overcome such petty disputes: interrupting the 

quarrel, Jupiter and Destiny announced the supremacy of the lily over all other flowers: 

 Flowers who once were distinguished Heroes, 
 Do not presume to more than you merit. 
 Lilies shall outshine all others by their very whiteness, 

                                                           
440 Benserade, Ballet royal de Flore, dansé par Sa Majesté, le mois de février 1669, 30. 

441 Ballet du soleil pour la Reyne, 1621, 5: ŖA son progrez [celui du Soleil], il convertit les glaçons en fontaines; pare la terre 
de fleurs: met en Amour Zephire & Flore & tous ceux qui furent changez en fleurs.ŗ 

442 As it was catalogued by Le Brun in 1683. See Brejon de Lavergnée, LřInventaire Le Brun de 1683:, no. 98: ŖUn autre du 
Mesme représentant le triomphe de Flore accompagné de plusieurs femmes et enfans et autre figures…ŗ  

443 On this transformation, see Ellery Schalk, From Valor to Pedigree: Ideas of Nobility in France in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986). Cowart has addressed the implications for ballet of the shift from 
Ŗa valor-centered society to a pleasure-centered society,ŗ in ŖMuses of Pleasure: Louis XIVřs Early Court Ballet, 1651-
1660,ŗ in idem, The Triumph of Pleasure, chapter 1. 
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 And even against the Laurel 
 Which adorned the brows of Caesars  
 These Lilies shall carry the day.444 

Here we are far from Poussinřs sunlit landscapes; if Apollo is the ordering force of the Dresden Empire, his 

wheel turned to the sign of Flora, its rotation echoed in the round of the putti and the ring of 

metamorphosing mortals,445 the Sun King was the ordering force of the Ballet de Flore, in whose final entrée 

the garden was replaced by a Temple of Flora, piled high with lilies. Before it, the Nations (actually the four 

continents) danced their native dances in homage to the goddess: a stately quadrille for the Europeans, a 

dance with castanets for the Africans, and so on. Joined by a band of fauns, beating drums and bearing 

baskets of flowers, the representatives of the different Nations finished off the evening with a series of verses 

and danses figurées, culminating in a parade of Florařs effigy from the temple into the midst of the dancing, 

where she was duly crowned with flowers.446  

Itself derived from earlier entrées for Flora and Spring, the Ballet de Flore spawned various imitations 

in the 1680s, after the kingřs permanent relocation to the garden court of Versailles, when the Grand 

Dauphin and his generation took to the stage once more.447 It is perhaps not incidental that Poussinřs original 

Triumph by this time hung over a mantle in the princeřs bedroom.448 Flora, in any case, was omnipresent at the 

                                                           
444 Benserade, Ballet royal de Flore, dansé par Sa Majesté, le mois de février 1669, 32: ŖFleurs, qui fustes jadis des Héros 
signalez,/ Ne présumez plus tant de ce que vous valez,/ Les Lis effacent tout par leur blancheur extresme,/ Et sur le 
Laurier mesme/ Qui des Césars paroit lřauguste front/ Ces Lis lřemporteront.ŗ 

445 Whether Benserade et al. would have known the Dresden Empire is unclear; the pictureřs provenance is untraced 
between Valguarnerařs 1631 trial and the pictureřs appearance in a 1722 inventory of the collection of the Electors of 
Saxony. The Empire was certainly present in France before 1686, when Audranřs engraving after it (Wildenstein, Les 
Graveurs de Poussin, no. 137) appeared in a trompe lřoeil painting signed and dated by Antoine Fort-Bras (see Rosenberg, ed., 
Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat., under no. 44), but Audran may not have produced this engraving, inscribed in French, before 
his return from Italy in 1670, over a year after the Ballet de Flore was performed. 

446 Benserade, Ballet royal de Flore, dansé par Sa Majesté, le mois de février 1669, 34-35. Though no commemorative images of 
the Ballet de Flore survive, it is tempting to imagine a reduced copy after the Farnese Flora as the cult statue carted about 
in its finale. 

447 Cowart has explored the coded subversive messages of ballets like the 1688 Zéphire et Flore, a ballet-tragédie en musique; 
with music by Lullyřs sons, Louis and Jean-Louis Lully and a livret by Michel du Boulay; it formed a retort to the 1669 
Ballet de Flore of 1669, where my own examination of the ballet de cour leaves off. See Cowart, ŖCarnival in Venice or 
Protest in Paris? Louis XIV and the Politics of Subversion at the Paris Opéra,ŗ Journal of the American Musicological Society, 
vol. 54, no. 2 (Summer 2001): 264-302, 274-276.  

448 Piganiol de la Force, Nouvelle description, 160: ŖSur la cheminée il y a le triomphe de Flore par le Poussin. Haut de cinq 
pieds trois pouces & demi, sur sept pieds onze pouces & demi de large.ŗ Cowart has connected the Dauphinřs balletic 
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château. There was the requisite copy after the Flora Farnese (fig. 2.53) in the gardens,449 and a closely-related 

statue by Philippe de Buyster (1595-1688) (fig. 2.54),450 as well as the great Bassin de Flore (fig. 2.55), where the 

goddess, covered in gold, reclines on a bed of flowers. Completed in 1679 by Jean-Baptiste Tuby (1635-1700), 

the fountain belongs to a suite of four depicting the seasons (Flora, Ceres, Bacchus, and Saturn).  Organized 

around the central Bassin dřApollon, these fountains rehearse an iconographic formula familiar from Book II of 

the Metamorphoses, echoed inside the château in the splendid ceiling painted by Charles de la Fosse (1636-1716) 

for the Salon dřApollon (fig. 2.56).451 There, Flora appears, hefting a great basket of flowers, wearing a 

revealing green gown and a beguiling smile.  Among the seasons, springtime (and Flora) took pride of place at 

Versailles, due to her association with the sunřs return, her dominion over gardens, and her role as protectress 

of the lily.452 Her repeated representation, moreover, in permanent decorations (outdoors and in) can come as 

no surprise, given her role in the ballets that preceded these projects. For, as Jean-Marie Apostolidès has 

demonstrated, the decorative program realized by Le Brun and his collaborators in the 1670s and 1680s drew 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
appearances in the role of Zephyr (opposite his wifeřs Flora) to his familiarity with Poussinřs Triumph (Cowart, The 
Triumph of Pleasure, 148-150). 

449 Carved by Jean Raon. See Thomassin, Receuil, vol. I, no. 31.  

450 Ibid., vol. III, no. 122, as by ŖBistel,ŗ a common gallicization of Buysterřs name. 

451 On this decoration, see Béatrice Sarrazin, Adéline Collange-Perugi, and Clémentine Gustin-Gomez, eds., Charles de La 
Fosse, 1636-1716: le triomphe de la couleur (Versailles: Château de Versailles, 2015). As Hyde has pointed out, this ceiling at 
Versailles had many smaller scale precedents in mid-century decorations at Parisian hôtels particuliers. Eustache Le 
Sueur, for example, seems to have painted around 1642-1644 an oval ceiling depicting Flora in a chariot surrounded by 
zephyrs for the home of Jérôme de Nouveau, surintendant des postes, in the Place Royale. A drawing for this project 
survives in Besançon (see Mérot, Simon Vouet-Eustache Le Sueur, Dessins du Musée de Besançon [Besançon: Musée des Beaux-
Arts, 1984], no. 36; and Denis Lavalle, ŖPlafonds et grands décors peints dans les hótels du Marais au XVIIe siècle,ŗ in 
Jean-Pierre Babelon, ed., Le Marais: mythe et réalité, exh. cat. [Paris: Caisse Nationale des Monuments: 1987], 179-197, 
182). In 1653, Le Brun painted a ceiling with the rising of the sun, including Night, Dawn, Pan, Flora, Dew, and Aurora 
(see Michel Le Moël, Lřarchitecture privée à Paris au grand siècle (Paris: Commission des travaux historiques de la ville de 
Paris, 1990). In the early 1660s Nicolas Loir and Jacques Gervaise painted spring in a suite of seasons for Anne de 
Villers at the Hótel de Vigny with (see Lavalle, ŖPlafonds et grands décors,ŗ 193; and Le Moël, Lřarchitecture privée à Paris, 
189-190). &c. 

452 Flora, the courtesan-goddess, was also increasingly associated with the kingřs succession of maîtresses-en-titre. Louise de 
la Vallière, maitresse-en-titre from 1661 to 1667, may have danced the role of Flora in the Ballet des Saisons at 
Fontainebleau. Mademoiselle de Blois, the legitimized daughter of Louis XIV and Madame de Montespan (maîtresse-en-
titre, 1667-1680) danced the role of Flora in Le Palais de Flore, danced at the Trianon in 1689. The Trianonŕofficial 
lodgings for the maîtresses-en-titre from the late-1680sŕcame to be known as the Pavillon de Flore and was decorated 
with overdoors by La Fosse, depicting scenes of Ovidian transformation, including Clytie and Apollo. See Hyde, Cultivated 
Power, 152, and Sarrazin, Collange-Perugi, and Gustin-Gomez, eds., Charles de La Fosse, exh. cat.  
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explicitly on the allegorical repertoire of ephemeral entertainments presented in the 1660s: ŖIt is not the 

châteauřs architecture that inspires the festival decorations, but rather the spirit of the festivals that is 

inscribed in the palace and its gardens.ŗ453  

To this insight, it seems possible to postulate an addition: permanent decorations for the castle and 

grounds may have taken their cues from previous ballets, but the ephemeral entertainments of Benserade, 

Lully, and Beauchamp may, likewise, have taken cues from Poussinřs paintingsŕnot only, or even chiefly, the 

Flora pictures but also the Bacchanal before a Herm (fig. 2.32), the Triumph of Pan (2.57), and the Dance to the 

Music of Time (fig. 2.11). These all circulated in engravings and copies of various kinds during the second half 

of the century, each portraying a dance before a herm in a particular Ovidian or allegorical rite.454 Placed in 

the grounds of Versailles, Poussinřs herms of Faunus and Pan, Bacchus and Flora, must have made those 

familiar with the artistřs work feel as though they had stumbled into one of his dancing pictures.  

 

  

                                                           
453 Apostolidès, Le Roi machine: spectacle et politique au temps de Louis XIV (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1981), 112: ŖCe nřest 
pas lřarchitecture du château qui inspire les décorations de la fête, mais au contraire lřesprit des fêtes qi sera inscrit dans 
le palais et les jardins.ŗ 

454 For the early provenance and reproductive history of the Bacchanal before a Herm, see Chapter 2. For those of the 
Triumph of Pan, see Chapter 5. For those of the Dance to the Music of Time, see the Conclusion. 
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3. Bacchus, Apis, and the Origins of Dance 

This chapter turns to Poussinřs Bacchanal before a Herm (fig. 3.1), Adoration of the Golden Calf (fig. 3.2), and a 

related drawing (fig. 3.3) in the Royal Collection. Each of these works features a bacchanalian ring of 

dancersŕwith individual figures repeated, reversed, and revised. The varied pictorial means Poussin 

employed in these compositions give each iteration of the dance a distinctive mood (or even Mode);  all three, 

however, in some way address an acute early-modern anxiety regarding the relationships between dance, 

sensuous form, and idolatry. Both the Bacchanal before a Herm and the Adoration of the Golden Calf were painted 

in Italy, largely from Italian sources and almost certainly for Italian patrons, but both quickly found their way 

to France, where Poussinřs ring of dancers resonated with the bacchanalian imagery of contemporary ballets 

and became an enduring model for the depictionŕwhether pictorial or theatricalŕof bacchanalian dance.  

Outlining the contextsŕItalian and Frenchŕin which the two paintings were created and received, 

this chapter addresses Poussinřs use in the early 1630s of compositional strategies derived from Roman relief 

sculpture, to temper the sensual appeal of Titianřs bacchanals and to turn both the Bacchanal before a Herm and 

the Adoration of the Golden Calf into images concerned with the power of images. By foregrounding his ring of 

dancers in the latter composition, Poussin literally inserted bacchanalian dance into Reformation and 

Counter-Reformation debates about images, affect, and idolatry, where the Israelitesř dance around the 

golden calf already figured as a case in point. Exploring anti-dance polemics of the sixteenth century and 

Jesuit defenses mounted against them in the seventeenth, this chapter concludes with an exploration of the 

imaginary origins of bacchanalian dance (and ballet) in ancient Egypt, suggesting a shared humanist 

foundationŕnot least in the study of hieroglyphicsŕfor the disciplines of dance-making and image-making 

in early modern France. 

Writing in 1931, R.H. Wilenski (1887-1975)ŕthe modernist critic and artist who had contributed to 

the Criterion and painted T.S. Eliotřs portraitŕexpressed a deep ambivalence about Poussinřs bacchanals: 

In Titianřs pagan pictures we meet a care-free sensuality freely and openly expressed in the most 
richly sensuous language that the art of painting has ever yet achieved. In Poussinřs pagan pictures we 
have an inhibited sensuality which comes to us distilled through a mind that knows it for what it is... 
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For this reason some of Poussinřs pagan pictures have an insidious, because disguised, erotic 
character that we never find in pictures by Titian.455 
 

The censorious tone is here somewhat distracting; indeed, Wilenski goes on in subsequent pages to imply that 

one collectorřs gambling addiction might have been exacerbated by the Ŗinsidiousŗ sensuality of an early 

Poussin in his possession. Nevertheless, the distinction drawn between the eroticism of Poussin and that of 

Titian is acute and nowhere more evident than in the dancing pictures. ŖThe distilled erotic quality,ŗ Wilenski 

continues,  

...must also be ascribed to some extent to his study of antique sculpture. Poussin was perfectly 
conscious of the distilled animalism in Greek and the distilled lust in Roman sculpture and accepted 
both... The Venetian painters of these subjects were hedonists, and their pictures were contributions 
to the enjoyment of the Renaissance conception of life... But Poussin was a pictorial architect and a 
philosopher. He asked paganism to reveal not only its obvious remains but the secrets of formal 
harmony and rhythm which [he] believed its artists had captured.456  
 

During the early 1630s, as we have seen, Poussin set out to temper the sensual appeal of his early Venetian 

manner with Ŗsecrets of formal harmony and rhythmŗ inherited from antiquity (here Wilenskiřs reference to 

the letter on the Modes is quite plain). So far from Ŗdisguisingŗ the sensuality of their subject matter, 

however, Poussinřs classicizing depictions of bacchanalian dance use these ancient Ŗsecretsŗ to grapple with 

the questionŕor problemŕof sensory experience, the power of image and dance alike to stir the senses and 

rouse the passions of the soul.  

 

Three Dances 

The earliest surviving treatment of Poussinřs dancing ring is a graphite, pen, and wash drawing, at once 

remarkably free and beautifully finished, today at Windsor (fig. 3.3). The playful curvilinearity of its penwork 

and the subtlety of its washes place this work somewhere between 1628 and 1632, that is, in the midst of 

Mahonřs Ŗblondeŗ transition.457 In a rugged landscape, before a herm, three dancersř counter-clockwise 

                                                           
455 Wilenski, French Painting (Boston: Hale, Cushman, & Flint, 1931), 68-69. 

456 Ibid., 69. 

457 On the disputed dating of this drawing, see Friedlaender, The Drawings of Nicolas Poussin, vol. III, 27, no. 196 (where it 
is dated to the late 1620s); Mahon, ŖPoussiniana,ŗ 88-89 (where it is dated to 1632-1633); and Rosenberg and Prat, 
Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I, no. 57 (where it is dated to 1628-1630). 
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movement is broken by a fourth, who threads beneath the bridging arms of his partners and lunges into the 

background. The dancersř flying feet and draperies suggest a breathless pace and convey a sense of abandon 

in keeping with the rites of a bacchanalian godŕin this case, the pastoral deity Pan, before whose herm the 

right-hand dancer pours out a libation. With horns, a beard, and a bare, armless torso, this statue is a more 

finished descendent of that in the drawing for the Empire of Flora (fig. 3.4), which must predate this 

composition by at least a year or two. The presence of Pan in the later drawing is the occasion for both the 

dance and the drinking (no bacchanal without a herm). One or both of these incites the amorous advances of 

a satyr at lower left on a nymph, who fends him off by grabbing his horn. Beside this group, a pair of 

repoussoir still lifesŕan amphora, a cup, and trumpets at left; a set of pan-pipes, a shepherdřs crook, and 

theatrical masks at rightŕpoint to the herm-godřs associations with wine, music, and theater.458  

The composition resurfaces, partially flipped, in the Bacchanal before a Herm (fig. 3.1), painted in about 

1632.459 Here a chain of dancers snakes across the scene, while again a herm looks on at right. From the left, 

we begin with the bacchant who extends one arm away from her bodyŕhere swapped from the right-hand 

side of the composition in the drawing; instead of demurely turned away, she is now depicted frontally, 

reinforcing her relationship to the picture plane, rather than, as in the drawing, helping to open up the 

imaginary space of the background. Instead of pouring a libation, she squeezes wine from a cluster of grapes 

into the cup of a greedy putto. Next in the chain dances a new figure: the male reveler crowned with ivy. He 

kicks one leg before him and forms a bridge for the ducking, lunging nude, who again threads his backwards 

diagonal from left to right. After this nude follows a nymph in a coral-colored gown; she reaches out to stay 

the hand of her friend, who brandishes a metal ewer, preparing to strike a satyr below. This satyr advances on 

his prey in the right foreground, where the chain of dancers ends at the foot of the herm. The placement of 

                                                           
458 As Blunt first suggested (ŖPoussin et les cérémonies religieuses antiques,ŗ Revue de lřArt 10 (1960): 56-66), Poussinřs 
association of Pan with wine and the musical arts may reflect his reading of Vincenzo Cartariřs 1556 Imagini delli dei 
deglřantichi, in which Pan figures as the god of music. Poussin most likely consulted the 1571 edition (Venice: Giordano 
Ziletti), where Cartariřs description of Pan occurs on 132-138. On the two principal early Italian editions of Cartari and 
their associated illustrations, see R.L. McGrath, ŖThe ŘOldř and ŘNewř Illustrations for Cartariřs Imagini delli dei 
deglřantichi,ŗ Gazette des Beaux-Arts LIX (1962): 213-216.  

459 Humphrey Wine has provided a helpful summary of the debates surrounding the dating of this picture in ŖŘPoussin 
Problemsř at the National Gallery,ŗ Apollo 141 (March 1995): 52-58. The problem of dating is addressed at greater length 
below.  
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hands in this vignette of nymph and satyr has been decorously modified from the drawing: there is no more 

grabbing of breasts or horns, and the nymphřs coy, sidelong glance suggests that she may be a more willing 

object than her counterpart in the drawing. This dance ends in seduction, and its presiding god is one of 

fertility. Though the celebration is bacchanalianŕas the drunken putti, the grapes, and ivy attestŕthe herm, 

sporting a floral bandolier, most likely represents Priapus, god of gardens, spring, and fertility.460 Gone are the 

pipes, the crook, and the masks of the Windsor drawing, replaced in the picture by a pair of flowering 

wreaths.  

The overall effect of the composition is one of curious suspension. Even the hair ribbon of the vase-

wielding nymph seems to float in midair; the rippling lines that describe its motion simultaneously insist upon 

its stillness. The result self-consciously recalls a bas-relief. Alterations made to the poses of and relationships 

between the dancers from drawing to painting compress these figures and congest their traffic pattern. 

Whereas, in the drawing, we clearly see that the left-hand nymph, whose feet kick up behind her, will follow 

the leader under the bridge of arms and deeper into the background space, in the painting, the directional 

movement of the right foreground reveler is less pronounced. His tunic billows out behind him, but his feet 

kick ahead. If he were to pull the nymph in blue along, moreover, she would surely crash into the lunging 

nude. These bodies no longer move through three dimensions but across two, as their awkward points of 

overlap demonstrate. The revelers dance over the surface of the picture with movements less wild and free 

than those of their pen-and-ink counterparts; the paintingřs mood, as Humphrey Wine has remarked, is one 

of Ŗcontrolled frenzy.ŗ461 Here the artistřs study of Roman reliefs intercedes between the drawingŕairy and 

sensuousŕand the elegant frieze of the finished picture. 462  

                                                           
460 As Blunt first suggested (see The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, vol. I, 144). Unlike that in the Triumph of 
Pan/Priapus, which Poussin would paint for Richelieu in about 1635-1636 (and to which we shall return in the 
subsequent chapter), this herm does not have the red face Ovid attributed to Priapus in the Fasti (I, 415-416): Ŗat ruber, 
hortorum decus et tutela, Priapus/ omnibus ex illis Lotide captus erat…ŗ 

461 Wine, The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings: no. NG62, 291. In his entry on the painting for the 1994 exhibition 
catalogue, Rosenberg compared this effect to that of a film run in slow motion (Rosenberg, ed. Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat., 
no. 47). 

462 X-radiography reveals that the picture was painted over another scene, today almost illegible, that apparently also 
portrayed a circle of dancers, perhaps two bacchants and two fauns or even, as Rosenberg has suggested, the four 
seasons (see Rosenberg, ed., Nicolas Poussin, exh. cat.: no. 47; Wine considers this an over-reading of the x-ray). Though 
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This Bacchanal, however, was not Poussinřs only use of the Windsor drawing dancers. Their ring also 

appears in the Adoration of the Golden Calf (fig. 3.2) today displayed in the same room at the National Gallery as 

the Bacchanal. 463 Several of the same alterations made to the dancing group in the Bacchanal are found in the 

Golden Calf as well: the frontal orientation of the dancing girl with one arm extended, the exchange of a female 

for a male votary in the foreground, the invention of his kicking pose. In the Golden Calf, however, the 

ducking, lunging figure with his back to the viewer threads from right to left and is clothed rather than nude. 

He is dressed only to be undressed by his own movements: the ribbon that should fasten his tunic instead 

floats free.464 Switched to the right-hand side of the group, the dancer with one arm extended (fig. 3.5) 

sprinkles petals in lieu of wine: a souvenir of the Dresden Flora (fig. 3.6), to whom she bears a passing 

resemblance (elongated proportions, small head, large eyes, loose coiffure, green dress), though her wreath is 

made of laurel, not flowers. A line of clasped hands extends her gesture in a long horizontal, through three 

new figures who begin to snake around the idol at left. As if to emphasize the flatness of the recycled group, 

Poussin silhouetted these figures against the pedestal of the golden calf, whose floral swag recalls those found 

on Roman sarcophagi.  

If the Bacchanal before a Herm is one step removed from the Windsor drawing, the Adoration of the 

Golden Calf is yet another. Here the dancersř joyous round, their fluttering garments and flying limbs, take on a 

more sinister cast, plucked from an Arcadian glade and plunged into the desert of Sinai. After forty days on 

the mountain, Moses descends with Joshua and the tables of the law to discover that the Israelites have 

grown tired of waiting.465 Faithful to the text, Poussin depicted Moses preparing to smash the tablets on the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
stylistic analysis of this underlying composition is quite impossible, one canřt help wondering whether it resembled the 
drawing more closely, capturing a freer, less classically restrained arrangement of bodies in space. 

463 He may have explored the same vignette in a third pictureŕnow lost, but recorded in a seventeenth-century 
Piedmontese collectionŕthat treated the theme of dancers before a herm; see Arabella Cifani and Franco Monetti, 
ŖPoussin dans les collections piémontaises aux XVIIe, XVIII et XIXe siècles,ŗ in Mérot, ed. Nicolas Poussin, vol. II: 749-
807, 765 and 800, n. 71. 

464 In Exodus 32:25, Moses discovers that the Israelites are naked. 

465 Exodus 32: 18-19: ŖAnd it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: 
and Mosesřs anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his hands, and brake them beneath the mount.ŗ 
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mountainside at left, having caught sight of the goings-on below. The leader of the Israelites, however, is here 

quite literally upstaged by the act of idolatry, not just the calf itself but the dance to which it gives rise.466  

An illustration (fig. 3.7) in Gabriele Simeoniřs circa 1564 Figure de la Biblia may have suggested this 

general arrangement to Poussin, with a schematic circular dance occupying much of the foreground space and 

a tiny figure of Moses on the mountainside at left.467  A more lyrical treatment of the Israelitesř danceŕ

likewise portrayed in the left foregroundŕappears in a 1613 etching by Antonio Tempesta (fig. 3.8), whose 

prints Poussin is known to have consulted.468 There, however, two pastoral musicians frame the scene at 

right, and Moses is nowhere to be found. Renaissance treatments of the story more often portrayed dance 

(and music) in the distance. A woodcut illustration of the scene (fig. 3.9) by Virgil Solis (1514-1562), for 

example, places Moses and the shattered tablets in the foreground and the ring-around-the-idol far in the 

distance.  A rather more august treatment in oils (fig. 3.10) by Jacopo Tintoretto (1519-1594)  today in 

Washington, locates Aaron at the heart of the scene, receiving jewelry to be melted down for the golden 

image; the ring around the calfŕhere formed by musicians, not dancersŕonly appears in the far left 

background. Poussin would have known an early fresco treatment by Cosimo Rosselli (1493-1507) in the 

Sistine Chapel (fig. 3.11), where the Israelitesř dance is prominently featured in the right foreground, but there 

it is portrayed as a peculiarly tame, courtly encounter between a nobleman and a lady, a far cry from the 

Frenchmanřs bacchanalian ring.469 

                                                           
466 See Christine Lapostolleřs discussion in ŖDe Moïse au veau dřor,ŗ Cristianesimo nella storia, vol. 10, no. 3 (October-
December, 1989): 485-508. 

467 Simeoni, Figure de la Biblia illustrate de stanze Tuscane (Lyon: Guillaume Rouillé, 1564). Oskar Bätschmann first pointed 
out this connection; the source was one seldom used by Poussin. See Nicolas Poussin: Dialectics of Painting (1982) (London: 
Reaktion, 1990), 70-71. 

468 I am grateful to Julia Siemon for calling this work and various other depictions of the golden calf to my attention. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Tempestařs Primavera is the print source most often cited for Poussinřs Triumph at the Louvre. 
Unglaub has demonstrated that the French artistřs 1641 dedication to Sublet de Noyers for his Virgil frontispiece was 
plagiarized outright from Tempestařs dedication of a group of illustrations of scenes from Tasso; see ŖPoussinřs 
Purloined Letter.ŗ  

469 On Poussinřs consultation of another work in the Sistine Chapel, Peruginořs Christ Consigning the Keys to Saint Peter, see 
Unglaub, ŖStaging the Ordination: Papal Supremacy and the Sistine Chapel,ŗ in idem., Poussinřs Sacrament of Ordination: 
History, Faith, and the Sacred Landscape (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013): 35-47, esp. 37-39.  
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The right-hand portion of Poussinřs composition betrays an obvious debt to Raphaelřs design for the 

Worship of the Golden Calf in the Vatican Loggie (fig. 3.12), where the Israelites turn to the idol in wonder as 

Aaron implores them to worship. Poussin had already produced a version of the subject based on Raphaelřs 

composition that survives only in fragments and a copy, today in San Francisco, attributed to Andrea di Lione 

(1596 or 1610-1685), (fig. 3.13).470 Despite its various similarities with the London compositionŕthe kneeling 

Israelitesř gestures of worship and wonder, the relegation of Moses to the background, even the floral swag 

that decorates the pedestalŕPoussinřs first treatment of the scene feels immeasurably calmer, painted in full 

light, with a blonde palette and figures arranged in an orderly frieze. Most of all, it lacks the pagan dance that 

turns the Israelitesř idolatrous rite into an explicit bacchanalian revel. In the London picture, moreover, Aaron 

no longer raises his arms overhead in the manner of his counterparts at the Vatican and San Francisco.  

Become the unlikely Ŗchefŗ in Fumaroliřs words, of an Israelite Ŗchœur bacchique,ŗ 471 Aaron answers the 

motion of the Flora-like reveler with an invitation to further sensual abandon: pointing to his own eyes with 

one hand, and gesturing  to the circle of dancers with the other, he exhorts his people to behold and 

surrender to the seductions of the image.472  

 

Idols and Affect 

Poussinřs return to the circle dance motif for this biblical scene caused Blunt to remark that ŖThere 

was little distinction for him between a dance from Ovid and a dance from Exodus.ŗ473 But can this really 

have been so? In all three works (the Windsor drawing and the two paintings at the National Gallery), dance 

means idolatryŕa giddy revel before a graven imageŕbut, as Poussinřs different manner of treating these 

scenes indicates, the stakes of idolatry are quite different in Ovid and Exodus. The reappearance of this 

                                                           
470 On this picture, see Pierre Rosenberg and Marion C. Stewart, French Paintings 1500-1825: The Fine Arts Museums of San 
Francisco (San Francisco: FAMSF, 1987), 90-93. 

471 Fumaroli, ŖMuta Eloquentia: La représentation de lřéloquence dans lřœuvre de Poussin.ŗ Bulletin de la Société de 
lřHistoire de lřArt français (May 1982): 29-48, 38. 

472 Freedberg has pointed out that Aaronřs gesture makes plain Ŗthe sense by which we are undone,ŗ in The Power of 
Images. 384.  

473 Blunt, The Golden Calf in the National Gallery, London (London: P.L. Humphries, 1951), 10. 
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recognizably pagan ring in a scene of grave moral and religious significance generates what Aby Warburg 

termed an Ŗintensification of the original meaningŗ; like a Renaissance Salome dancing the steps of a Greek 

maenad, the Israelitesř bacchanalian dance magnifies the various meanings of its pagan prototype: sensual 

abandon, wild joy, above all, idolatry.474 In Ovid, the revelersř idolatry is quite innocent; in Exodus, however, 

it is a crime. Thus the recycled bacchanalian ring points to the role of dancing in a dangerous interplay of 

image and affect, portraying dance as both an embodied response to the golden idol and a spur to further 

excesses, an outward sign of the heedless (even helpless) abandonment of a Ŗtrue unseen Godŗ in favor of 

mere representation.475  

The close relationship between the two paintings has inevitably inspired debate surrounding their 

relative dates. Most scholars agree that both were executed between about 1632 and 1634, but the Bacchanalřs 

early ownership is undocumented, and although Poussin received an initial payment for the Golden Calf in 

1632, the date of its completion remains uncertain.476 Their markedly different appearancesŕone sunny and 

                                                           
474 Warburg ŖDer Bilderatlas: Mnemosyne,ŗ (1929) in idem, Gesammelte Schriften, 7 vols, ed. Horst Bredekamp et al., 
(Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1998-): vol. II, ed. Martin Warnke with Claudia Brink, (2008), part 1, 3: Ŗ...der Eintritt eines 
fremdstämmigen Ausdrucks eine intensification der ursprünglichen Bedeutung bewirkt. Mutatis mutandi läst sich ein 
ähnlilcher Prozeße auf dem Gebiet der kunstgestaltenden Gebärdensprache feststellen, wenn etwa di tanzende Salome 
der Bibel wie eine griechische Mänade auftritt, oder wenn eine fruchtkorbtragende Dienerin Ghirlandajos im Stil einer 
ganz bewußt nachgeahmten Victorie eines rômischen Triumphbogens herbeieilt.ŗ  

475 Freedberg, The Power of Images, 379. 

476 Cifani and Monetti first published documentation of the initial payment for this picture in ŖThe dating of Amedeo 
Dal Pozzořs Paintings by Poussin, Pietro da Cortona and Romanelli,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 152 (2000): 561-564. 
We will return to their arguments below. Blunt initially proposed that the Bacchanal and the Golden Calf were very nearly 
contemporary, suggesting that the Golden Calf might have been painted first, because its chain of dancers, moving back 
and around the idol, seemed to mark an intermediate stage between the three-dimensionality of the Windsor drawing 
and the frieze-like effect of the Bacchanal (Blunt, The ŘAdoration of the Golden Calfř in the National Gallery, 8). Mahon, 
however, calling attention to the differences in tonality and handling revealed by recent cleanings, insisted that the two 
pictures could not be contemporaneous: the Bacchanal, according to Mahon, more broadly painted and closer to the 
manner of Cortona, had to be substantially earlier than the Golden Calf, whose jewel-toned palette and tight execution 
seemed to him more closely aligned with the work of Sacchi. (Mahon, ŖA Plea for Poussin as a Painter,ŗ 135). In his 
subsequent catalogue raisonné, Blunt expressed a new reluctance to assign any order to the paintings (The Paintings of 
Poussin, 102 [under no. 141]: Ŗ…the arguments for placing one picture later or earlier than the other seem to be about 
equally balanced, and I should prefer not to go beyond a dating to the middle or later thirties.ŗ), and recent consensus 
has settled on a less doctrinaire version of Mahonřs sequence, locating the Bacchanal in late 1632 or early 1633 and 
associating the Golden Calf with a group of copper-toned works dated between 1633 and 1634. The dating of this latter 
group has been proposed on the basis of one picture in it, the Louvre Saving of Pyrrhus, whose delivery to Gian Maria 
Roscioli in September 1634 is documented (See Liliana Barroero, ŖNuove acquisizioni per la cronologia di Poussin,ŗ 
Bollettino dřArte, 64 [1979]: 69-74; and Sandro Corradini, ŖLa quadreria di Giancarlo Roscioli,ŗ Antologia di Belle Arte, III 
[1979]: 192-196). For further discussion of the dating debates, see Wine, The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings: no. 
NG62.  
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literally superficial, the other, emphatically modeled and dramatically litŕmore likely reflect their different 

subjects and ambitions than any further stylistic shift in the year or two that might separate them. Relatively 

modest in size, the Bacchanal has a lyrical, light-hearted, pagan subject, to which its bright palette and frieze-

like arrangement are well suited. A literal, retrospective application of the theory of the Modes would surely 

identify this scene as an example of the Ionian, used for Ŗbacchanalian dances, and festivals of a merry 

nature.ŗ477 The Golden Calf, far more ambitious in scale and subject, represents an ultimately solemn biblical 

sceneŕreflected in its glowing, glowering colors, deep shadows, and high degree of finish. Here, perhaps, is a 

Phrygian picture: Ŗvehement, furious, severe.ŗ478 Seen in this light, the two pictures might conceivably have 

been underway in Poussinřs studio at the very same moment: radical variations on a shared theme, and 

evidence of their makerřs ability to evoke (and, more importantly, provoke) distinct and varied emotions.  

Oskar Bätschmann has observed a binary strategy in Poussinřs approach to the composition of his 

pictures from the 1630s onwards. 479 For mythological subjects, Bätschmann suggests, the artist created stable 

and centripetal compositions, conveying the permanence and stability of a fixed natural order, while, for 

historical subjects, he employed centrifugal, turbulent, fragmented compositions, conveying the vicissitudes 

of human life and its attendant passions. There are, of course, exceptions to the rule, and indeed, as I will 

argue in Chapter 4, even in scenes depicting the chaotic lived experience of human history Poussin could 

achieve an underlying sense of geometric order. Nevertheless, Bätschmannřs schema captures the relationship 

between these two pictures quite neatly: the balanced round of the mythological Bacchanal is engulfed, in the 

Golden Calf, by a more turbulent, fragmentary whole.480  

The artistřs parallel practice in these pictures of two different compositional modes (or even Modes) 

brings us back to the November 1647 letter, which insists that it is the combined Ŗvariétéŗ of compositional 

                                                           
477 Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 156, 372. For full citation, see Chapter 1, n. 33. 

478 Ibid. 

479 Bätschmann, Dialectics of Painting, esp. chapter 5. 

480 Bätschmann, Dialectics of Painting, 70-73. From this juxtaposition arises the pecliarly frozen appearance of the dancing 
group in the Golden Calf, where, as Blunt has remarked, ŖFor the first time in Poussinřs work the figures have that frozen 
appearance which is often to be seen in marble figures of dancers, as if they had been turned to stone in the middle of 
their action.ŗ (Blunt, Art and Architecture in France, 1500-1700, 186). 
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elements that gives rise to differential affective power, the Ŗpuissanse de induire lřame des regardans à 

diverses passions.ŗ481 The difference in the impression an observer might receive of the dancing group in the 

Bacchanal versus that in the Golden Calf does not arise from a difference in the gestures or expressions of these 

two groupsř constituent figures: the dancersř joyous affetti, after all, are very nearly identical in both. And yet 

these two dances stir quite distinct responses: one is pretty, the other, portentous; one is innocent; the other, 

depraved; one fills us with joy; the other, with foreboding. How did Poussin achieve this distinction? Color 

and light, as we have already seen, are keyŕthe blonde palette of one picture versus the copper and jewel 

tones of the other, the candid sunlight of one versus the long shadows of the otherŕbut proportion and 

composition are equally important. In the Bacchanal, the landscape occupies roughly half the surface of the 

canvas, and each figure stands about half its total height. Spaced at regular intervals, they create a sense of 

rhythmic progression and graceful equilibrium powerfully reminiscent of a first-century Roman relief. In the 

Golden Calf, a high horizon line crowds out the sky, and figures recede deep into space, forming a thicket of 

competing gestures. Individual affettiŕof wonderment or rage, worship or instructionŕare here engulfedŕ

by looming rocks and the crowd itself, in a queasy crescendo of excitement. These means of transmitting 

emotion from an image to its observerŕcolor, light, proportion, compositionŕare abstract and specifically 

pictorial, the very properties Poussin would invoke in his letter on the Modes.  

Surely it is fitting that two pictures so plainly concerned with the affective powers of the graven 

image should themselves enact their makerřs theory of the relationship between appearance and affect. As if 

to underscore the differential powers of these two paintingsŕwhich have, as mentioned above, for many 

decades hung in the same galleryŕone has been subjected to two separate instances of vandalism. The Golden 

Calf was first targeted in 1978, when a man suffering from schizophrenia assaulted it with a knife, focusing his 

attention on the golden idol (fig. 3.14).482 The same picture was attacked again in 2011, this time with red 

                                                           
481 See Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 1. For the full citation, see Chapter 1, n.75. 

482 Freedberg provides a full account of the attack and its possible relationship to the pictureřs subject in Iconoclasts and 
Their Motives (Maarssen: G. Swartz, 1985), 20. 
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spray paint applied across much of the surface (fig. 3.15).483 Though no image can produce the violent actions 

perpetrated against it, the fact that the Bacchanal witnessed both attacks unharmed seems to confirm the very 

different emotional registers of these two bacchanalian dances, so ostensibly similar, so drastically different. 

 

Bacchanals in France 

These were, of course, not the only bacchanalian dances Poussin painted. Indeed, the majority of his dancing 

pictures draw their subjects from the legends of Bacchus and his retinueŕPan, Silenus, Priapus, bacchants, 

satyrs, and so onŕfor ŖAll dances,ŗ as Blunt once remarked, Ŗare Bacchic.ŗ484 Associated since earliest 

antiquity with the rites of Dionysos, dance in the classical tradition had always stood for the wild sensuality 

and self-abandon of wine-drunk nymphs and satyrs.485 From the late 1620s through the early 1630s, Poussin 

devoted more attention to bacchanalian revels than any other painter of his age,486 but his interest in the 

subject had evidently begun much earlier, well before his departure for Rome. As early as the summer of 1617 

the young artist had painted a suite of decorations for a pavilion at the Château de Cheverny, described by 

Félibien as Ŗquelques Baccanalesŗŕand, alas, long since destroyed. 487  

                                                           
483 On this attack, see Cherry Wilson, ŖMan Held after Poussin is Vandalised in National Gallery,ŗ The Guardian (July 16, 
2011). 

484 Blunt, The ŘAdoration of the Golden Calfř, 10. 

485 James Miller has provided the most comprehensive modern study of bacchic dance in antiquity: The Cosmic Dance in 
Classical and Christian Antiquity (Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press, 1986). On the bacchanalian 
associations of dance in Renaissance art, see Powell, ŖChorus I,ŗ in idem ŖThe Choreographic Imagination in 
Renaissance Art,ŗ chapter 4; and Heather OřLeary McStay, ŖFrenzy: the Pathos, Ecstasy, and Beauty of the Maenad,ŗ in 
ŘViva Bacco e viva Amoreř: Bacchic Imagery in the Renaissance.ŗ PhD dissertation (Columbia University, 2014), chapter 
2. 

486 As Martine Vasselin has demonstrated in ŖDes fastes de Bacchus aux beuveries flamandes: lřiconographie du vin de la 
fin du XVe siècle à la fin du XVIIe siècle,ŗ Nouvelle Revue du XVIe siècle, vol. 17, no. 2 (1999): 219-251. 

487 These decorations were already in a dismal state of conservation when Félibien described them in his 1681 Mémoires 
pour servir à lřhistoire des Maisons Royales: ŖA un des coins du bois, et assez proche du Chasteau, il y a un ancient cabinet, ou 
espèce de loge ouverte des deux costez… mais dont le dedans est considerable par des peintures du fameux Nicolas 
Poussin, qui estoit fort jeune quand il les fist. Quoi quřelles soient assez gastés, on ne laisse pas dřy connoistre lřesprit de 
cet excellent peintre.ŗ (Mémoires pour servir à lřhistoire des maisons royalles et bastimens de France par André Félibien, Sieur des 
Avaux: Publiés pour la première fois dřaprès le manuscrit de la bibliothèque nationale [Paris: J. Baur, 1874], 65). Félibien also 
mentions them in his Entretiens, vol. IV, 7: ŖIl y a apparence que ce fut dans ce temps-là quřil fit à Blois dans lřEglise des 
Capucins deux tableaux quřon y voit encore, & quřon connoit bien être de ses premiers ouvrages; & quřil travailla aussi 
dans le Château de Chiverny, où il fit quelques Baccanales…ŗ Thuillier extrapolated the date of summer 1617 (see 
Thuillier, Poussin before Rome, 14). 
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Paintings of bacchanalian subjects were, at that time, remarkably few in France. 488 Bacchus and his 

retinue, however, frequently appeared on the ballet stage in the 1610s and 1620s, thanks in part to a revived 

interest in the poetry of both Ovid and Ronsard among the writersŕBordier, Saint-Amant, et al.ŕmost 

intimately involved in the making of ballets.489 Maenads dance through the Renaissance verse of Ronsard with 

streaming hair and shaking spears; ballet held the unique potential to literalize these movements, giving vivid 

contemporary form to ancient myth and transforming the words of Ovid and Ronsard into a modern Ŗpoësie 

animée.ŗ490 Bacchus pirouetted across the stage in the 1618 Ballet des Affligés des grands opérateurs de Mirlinde, and 

the 1619 Ballet de Tancrède included entrées for Pan, crowned with pine branches and reeds, for satyrs playing 

flutes, for sylvan gods, dryads, and a pack of red-faced Silenuses.491 Burlesque ballet lent itself particularly well 

to bacchanalian revelry: Rabelřs design for a costume of Silenus (fig. 3.16) in the Ballet des Nymphes Bocageres de 

la Forest Sacree shows Bacchusřs tutor, rotund and wreathed with ivy, smiling astride a cask of wine. The Entrée 

magnifique de Bacchus avec Madame dimanche-grasse of 1627 featured the triumphant god singing a burlesque ode to 

sausages and sweetmeats. In the 1628 Ballet des Bergers célestes, Bacchus brought a troupe of maenads and 

Coribantes to dance at a wedding. In the ca. 1630 Ballet de Bacchus triomphant sur lřamour, the god led a cortege 

of Venus, Silenus, bacchants, and satyrs, all balancing bottles on their heads.492  

                                                           
488 Blunt once complained that scholars had passed over Poussinřs attraction to bacchanalian subjects Ŗas if it was the 
most normal thing in the world for a painter to choose such themes in the 1630s,ŗ when in fact contemporary paintings 
of bacchanals were not particularly common, even in Rome (Blunt, Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine 
Arts, vol. I, 146-147).  

489 See McGowan, Ideal Forms in the Age of Ronsard, esp. chapter 4. Dance was central to Ronsardřs portrayal of Bacchus 
and his train in poems like LřHymne de lřEsté, where bacchants dance a wild ballet before the god: ŖDevant ce Roy 
dansoyent les folles Edonides:/ Les unes talonnoyent des pantheres sans brides,/ Les autres respandoyent leurs cheveux 
sur le dos,/ Les autres dans la main branloyent des javelos…ŗ (370-373). 

490 Colletet, Grand Ballet des Effets de la Nature, 3. For discussion and full citation, see Chapter 1, n. 176. 

491 1618 Ballet des Affligés des grands opérateurs de Mirlinde Nouuellement Arrivez (livret repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. 
I: 224-235); 1619 Ballet de Tancrède (see Boisrobert, Vers pour le ballet du roy représentant les Advantures de Tancrède en la forest 
enchantée [Paris: Jean Sara, 1619]).  

492 1627 Ballet des Nymphes Bocageres de la Forest Sacree (see Boisrobert, Les nymphes bocagères de la forest sacrée: ballet dancé par la 
Reyne, en la salle du Louvre [Paris: M. Henault, 1627]); 1627 Entrée magnifique de Bacchus avec Madame dimanche-grasse sa femme, 
danced at Lyon (ŖJe changeray partout les eaux en hypocras, les arbres en jambons et les bleds en saussisses;/ Et pour 
lřamour de moy dessus ce pays gros/ Le Ciel fera pleuvoir de sucre et des espices.ŗ) (livret repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et 
mascarades, vol. III, 271-291); 1627 Ballet des Gaillardons (livret repr. in Lacroix, op. cit., vol. IV, 29-40); 1628 Ballet des 
Bergers célestes et bouffonnerie des Filoux trompés (livret repr. in ibid., vol. IV, 71-76); ca. 1630 or 1633? Ballet de Bacchus 
triomphant sur lřamour (livret repr. in ibid., vol. V: 25-39). 
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The loveliest and most lavish entrée of the 1633 Ballet du Grand Démogorgon (packed with bizarre and 

comic characters: Vulcan and the Cyclopses, blind men, soldiers, chimney sweeps, thieves) went to Pan and 

his retinue.493 The 1635 Ballet des Mousquetaires du Roy portrayed Carnivalřs death and resurrection by the revels 

of Bacchus.494 Mythological and allegorical entertainments of the 1630s turned to the god of wine for comic 

relief. Amidst entrées for Apollo, Orpheus, Venus, and the Graces, Bacchus rode in on a barrel in the 1632 

Ballet de lřHarmonie, boasting of his conquests in India.495 In the 1635 Ballet des Quatre monarchies, Bacchus 

represented Germany with a retinue of drunken Swedes and Poles.496 The 1648 Ballet du dereglement des 

passionsŕwhose cast included Molière and Beauchampŕportrayed Jupiter wooing Semele and Bacchus 

punishing Midas; it featured entrées for Silenus, satyrs, and bacchants.497 In Benseradeřs ballets for the boy 

king, danced during the turbulent ministry of Mazarin, Bacchus stood for an elusive golden age of peace and 

prosperity; the prime example was the Ballet des festes de Bacchusŕdanced, in May, 1651, during a brief détente 

amidst the Fronde. The entertainment included boisterous entrées for Bacchus (fig. 3.17) and his retinue of 

satyrs (fig. 3.18); the thirteen-year old monarch appeared as a bacchant.498  

Under the personal reign of Louis XIV, Bacchus and his followers played somewhat more sober 

roles in court ballets, taking their place in orderly allegories of the seasons and cycles of nature, organized (as 

discussed in the previous chapter) around the Sun King.499 In the 1661 Ballet des Saisons, a troupe of vintners 

                                                           
493 Livret: Ballet du grand Demogorgon... qui se dansera au Jeu de paume du petit Louvre, aux Marets du Temple (Paris: P. Chenault, 
1633), 10: ŖEntrée de Pan: Entre les fables, celle-cy est incomparablement belle, et il faudroit un livre tout entier pour la 
decritre; mais nous dirons seulement que Pan nous represente lřordre divin que la nature exerce sur toutes les choses, ou 
plustost la Concorde qui succede à la Discorde.ŗ  

494 Livret:Vers du Ballet des Mousquetaires du Roy, representant le carnaval mort et ressuscité par Bacchus (Paris: M. Colombel, 1635). 

495 Livret repr. in Lacroix, op. cit., vol. IV: 207-219. 

496 Sujet du Ballet des Quatre monarchies, livret reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. V: 91-111. This ballet is 
discussed in Chapter 1. 

497 Philidor manuscript (Ballet Royal du Dereglement des Passions de LřInterest de LřAmour et de la Gloire en 1652 Recueilly par 
Philidor Laisnée en 1690) repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI: 177-191.  

498 Benserade, Ballet du Roy des festes de Bacchus. This ballet is discussed at greater length in Chapter 1.  

499 In 1658 Ménestrier recommended bacchanals as a suitable theme for royal ballets, allowing lively, varied entrees (for 
ŖBacchus, les Corybantes, les Satyres, Melantius, Bibulus, Alexandre, Herostrate, Callicon, Hortensius, Astidamant, &cŗ) 
and a suitable allegorical framework. See ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ 52. 
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danced the entrée for autumn.500 On the first night of the 1664 fête royale at Versailles, a brief ballet for the 

signs of the zodiac and the seasons of the year included Pan and a crowd of revelers representing autumn.501 

In the 1666 Ballet de la Naissance de Vénus, Bacchus returned from the East in a triumph of fall, with fauns and 

Indians in his train.502 The Fêtes de lřAmour et de Bacchus, a pastoral opera presented on the fourth night of the 

1674 Divertissements de Versailles, featured in its final act a ballet for shepherds and votaries of Bacchus.503 

Silvestreřs commemorative engraving (fig. 3.19a-b) shows the god of wineŕastride a barrel, center-stageŕ

conducting a dance not far removed from Poussinřs repeated ring.504  

Of the ballets Poussin could have seen in the early 1620s under the protection of Courtois or 

Marino, the Ballet des Bacchanales, danced on February 26, 1623, was entirely devoted to this theme.505 

Structured as a series of burlesque triumphs, the ballet featured entrées for Bacchus, pickpockets, denizens of 

the night, serenaders, masqueraders, drunken lovers, knights, and townsfolk, votaries of Bacchus, and slaves 

to love. Verses by Bordier underscored the relationship between wine, dance, and desire. As a drunken lover, 

Poussinřs future patron, the Maréchal de Créqui, sang of his trials and travails.506 As a masquerader, 

ŖMonsieur de Chalezŗ boasted tipsily of his dancing abilities. ŖMonsieur de la Valette,ŗ in the role of a 

drunken knight, proclaimed, ŖDans la pompe sont mes plaisirs,/ la danse anime mes désirs.ŗ507 These lines 

could as easily describe Poussinřs Bacchanal before a Herm where dance animates desire in both senses of the 

                                                           
500 Benserade, Le Ballet des Saisons, 12-14. This ballet is discussed in Chapter 2. 

501 See Ranum, ŖIslands and the Self in a Ludovician Fête,ŗ esp. 18-25. 

502 Benserade, Ballet royal de la naissance de Vénus. See also Canova-Green, ed. Benserade: Ballets Pour Louis XIV, vol. II: 731-
806; and Christout, Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV, 115-116. 

503 On the Italian tradition of pastoral entertainments from which such productions evolved, see Giuseppe Gerbino, 
Music and the Myth of Arcadia in Renaissance Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 

504 Félibien published an official account of the 1674 fête: Les Divertissemens de Versailles donnez par le roy à toute sa cour au 

retour de la conqueste de la Franche-Comté (Paris: Imprimerie royale,  1676). See esp. 16.  

505 Bordier et al. Vers pour le ballet du Roy representant les Bacchanales. 

506 Ibid., 7-8: ŖBeauté qui me fay souspirer,/ Peux-tu plus longtemps differer/ De mestre fin à mes desastres/ Parmy les 
Amans glorieux/ Ie suis ce que parmy les Astres/ Le Soleil est dedans les Cieux.ŗ 

507 Bordier et al., Vers pour le ballet du Roy, 10. 
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word, at once enacting the celebrantsř desires (to wit: the satyr and blushing nymph at right) and potentially 

exciting the observerřs erotic interest.  

This is not to propose that the ballet de cour constituted a iconographic source for the artistřs 

bacchanals, per se, but, more modestly, to suggest that such entertainments could have furnished the young 

painter with a uniquely literal Ŗimage vivanteŗ of bacchanalian dancing, and, further, to point out that those 

accustomed to balletic bacchanalias would have been particularly receptive, in subsequent decades, to 

Poussinřs bacchanalian dances. Before his departure from Paris, the artistřs visual sources for bacchanalian 

dance may have been somewhat limited. Though we do not know which Italian prints he may have consulted 

in the collection of Courtois,508 these could have included bacchanals after Raphael (e.g. fig. 3.20),509 and 

Giulio Romano (ca. 1499-1546) (e.g. fig. 3.21) of the kind the artist would go on to collect himself.510 

Courtoisřs collection would likely have acquainted Poussin as well with the bacchanals of Mantegnaŕwhose 

prints the French artist would later collect, and whose own chain of dancing muses with garments and hair all 

aflutterŕpresents one possible prototype for Poussinřs bacchanalian ring (fig. 3.22). Sly, allusive etchings (fig. 

3.23) of dancing lovers, satyrs, and bacchants, produced around 1620 by Pierre Brébiette (ca. 1598-ca. 1650), 

may have furnished additional inspiration,511 and somewhat cruder illustrations to recent French editions of 

Ovid and Philostratus may have reinforced Poussinřs early understanding of the link between dancing and 

rites of Bacchus.512 A commented French translation by Blaise de Vigenère (1523-1596) of the Imagines 

received a deluxe illustrated edition in 1614; dance is omnipresent in these illustrations, almost certainly 

known to Poussin: the hours dance their round in the heavens while the seasons dance below on earth (fig. 

                                                           
508 Bellori, Vite deř Pittori, 409, as in Chapter 1, n. 215. 

509 For further discussion of this print and its influence on Poussin, see Chapter 5. 

510 See Delisle, ŖDessins, estampes et statues de la succession de Nicolas Poussin.ŗ 

511 Made in Rome, Brébietteřs etchings date to between 1617 and 1625. Thuillier first proposed the link in ŖPoussin et 
ses premiers compagnons français à Rome,ŗ in Chastel, ed. Nicolas Poussin, vol. I: 70-116, 73-74.  

512 Blaise de Vigenère, Les Images ou Tableaux de platte peinture des deux Philostrates sophistes grecs et les Statues de Callistrate,... 
(1578) (Paris: Veuve dřAbel Langelier, 1614); and Nicolas Renouard, Les métamorphoses dřOvide, traduites en prose françoise et 
de nouveau soigneusement reveües... (Paris: Veuve dřAbel Langelier, 1619).  
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3.24); revelers drunk on the worldřs first wine, dance on the shores of Andros (fig. 3.25); even the animals 

from Aesopřs fables dance in a round to a monkeyřs tune (fig. 3.26).513  

 

Bacchanals in Rome 

Rome presented another situation altogether. There Poussin would have found himself suddenly surrounded 

by bacchanalian imagery, both ancient and modern. A monumental Triumph of Bacchus (fig. 3.27), offering a bit 

of both, formed the centerpiece of Annibale Carracciřs 1597-1600 Galleria Farnese, the first grand-manner 

decorative ensemble of the nascent Roman baroque.514 Poussin, as we have seen, was acquainted with the 

antiquities displayed in the courtyard of the Palazzo Farnese and would surely have sought admittance to its 

gallery at his earliest opportunity. The most important visual source for his early bacchanals in Rome, 

however, was not Roman at all, but Venetian. The French painter may have passed through Venice en route 

to the Eternal City in the winter of 1624,515 but his sustained, formative engagement with the bacchanals of 

Titian took place in 1625 or 1626, at the Palazzo Aldobrandini and the Villa Ludovisi in Rome, where the 

Venetian masterřs Feast of the Gods (painted with Giovanni Bellini, fig. 3.28), Bacchus and Ariadne (fig. 3.29), 

Bacchanal of the Andrians (fig. 3.30), and Worship of Venus (fig. 3.31) were displayed in the 1620s.516  

                                                           
513 Marino would have commended both Ovid and Philostratus to the young painter, having modeled his Galleria distinta 
in pitture e sculture (Venice: Gio. Battista Ciotti, 1619) on the Imagines of Philostratus. Costello (ŖPoussinřs Drawings for 
Marino,ŗ 309-311) first identified illustrations in the 1619 edition of Renouardřs Métamorphoses as a source for several of 
the mythological drawings Poussin made for Marino. Panofsky first explored Poussinřs reliance on Blaise de Vigenèreřs 
translation of Philostratus in ŖPoussinřs Apollo and Daphne in the Louvre.ŗ See also Malcolm Bull, ŖPoussin and 
Nonnosŗ The Burlington Magazine vol. 140, no. 1148 (November 1998): 724-738, esp. 732-733. Marino could also have 
suggested the fifth century syncretist Nonnus of Panopolis, whose Dionysiaca may have furnished source material for the 
Richelieu Triumph of Bacchus, as discussed in Chapter 5. Claude Boitet de Frauville produced a French translation in 1625 
(Les Dionysiaques; ou Les metamorphoses, les voyages, les amours, et, les advantures et les conquests de Bacchus aux Indes [Paris: R. 
Fouët, 1625]), and Marino drew extensively on the Dionysiaca for both of his major works composed in Paris (the Idilli 
Favolosi and the Adone). See Mirollo, The Poet of the Marvelous, 45-51; and Bull, ŖPoussin and Nonnos.ŗ 

514 On this ceiling, see Dempsey, Annibale Carracci: The Farnese Gallery, Rome (New York: George Brazillier, 1999). We will 
return to it in the following chapter. 

515 Of all Poussinřs early biographers, only Giulio Manciniřs ca. 1627 account mentions this stop. See Adriana Marucchi, 
ed. Considerazioni sulla Pittura/ Giulio Mancini, 2 vols. (Rome: Accademia nazionale dei Lincei, 1956-1957), vol. I, 261: 
ŖMons. Possino... è venuto in Italia et, trattenutosi qualche tempo in Venetia con quei penzieri et maniera venetiana se 
nřè venuto a Roma...ŗ 

516 Originally painted for the camerino dřalabastro of Alfonso dřEste, these were removed from Ferrara in 1598 by Cardinal 
Pietro Aldobrandini; upon his death in 1621, twoŕthe Bacchanal of the Andrians and the Worship of Venusŕwere given by 
Aldobrandiniřs heirs to Cardinal Ludovico Ludovisi, whose heirs, in turn, sold them to the Spanish crown in 1638. On 
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The biographies of Passeri and Bellori testify to the admiration Poussin and Duquesnoy shared for 

these works, particularly the Worship of Venus, whose pudgy putti they copied together in two dimensions and 

modeled in three.517 Poussin may have been the author of an accomplished copy after the Feast of the Gods (fig. 

3.32), today in Edinburgh,518 and several of his own pictures from the 1620s borrow figures from Titianřs 

group: the pissing putto in the Bacchanal of the Andrians (fig. 3.33), for example, is repeated quite faithfully in an 

early gouache Bacchanal of Putti (fig. 3.34), to which we shall return below; the sleeping nymph from the same 

composition by Titian (fig. 3.35) echoes through the erotic pictures Poussin produced for the Roman market 

(e.g. fig. 3.36); and the pose of Titianřs divine protagonist in the Bacchus and Ariadne (fig. 3.37) is assumed by 

Poussinřs mortal one in the London Aurora and Cephalus (fig. 3.38).519 Sandrart, who admired and copied 

Titianřs bacchanals as wellŕperhaps even in Poussinřs companyŕtells us the young Frenchman self-

consciously modeled his colorito on Titianřs during his first years in Rome,520 and, indeed, it is in those of his 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
the camerino dřalabastro and its iconography, see, most recently, Anthony Colantuono, Titian, Colonna, and the Renaissance 
Science of Procreation (Farnham, Ashgate, 2010); and McStay, Ŗ ŘViva Bacco,ř Ŗ chapter 6. On the seventeenth-century 
fortunes of these pictures, see Maria H. Loh, ŖThe Future is History: Repetition and Difference,ŗ in idem Titian Remade: 
Repetition and the Transformation of Early Modern Italian Art (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2007), chapter 2. 

517 Passeri, Vite deř pittori, 351: ŖPrima di prender moglie, si era stretto in amicizia con Francesco Fiammingo, ce fu 
Scultore deř più celebri del suo tempo... e con quello passava i giorni in disegnare le più rare cose di Roma, tanto di 
statue, e bassi rilievi antichi, quanto di pitture di Raffaele, di Giulio, e di altri di quella scuola, e disegnarono anche 
inseme quella festa giocosa di putti di mano del gran Tiziano, quadro, che allora era nel Giardino deř Ludovisi a Porta 
Pinciana...ŗ Bellori (who mentions the making of plaster reliefs), Vite deř Pittori, 412: ŖViveva egli in compagnia, & in una 
medesima casa con Francesco Fiammingo Scultore lřuno, e lřaltro studioso molto di avansarsi, onde si applicarono 
insieme attentamente alle cose antiche. Con la quale occasione si diede anchřegli à modellare, & à fare di rilievo, e giovò 
molto à Francesco nello incaminarsi alle bellezza, e proportione delle statue, misurandole insieme, come si vede quella 
dřAntinoo. Fecero ancora studio sopra il Giuoco de gli Amori di Titiano nel Giardino Ludovisi, che hora si trova in 
Ispagna; li quali Amori essendo di ammirabile bellezza, Nicolò non solo copiavali in pittura, ma insieme col compagno li 
modellava di creta in bassi rilievi, onde si acquistò una bella maniera di formare li putti teneri, deřquali si sono veduti 
alcuni scherzi, e baccanali à guazzo, & ad olio di sua mano, fati in quel tempo.ŗ On these copies within the broader 
context of Ŗneo-Venetianism,ŗ see Anthony Colantuono, ŖTitianřs Tender Infants: On the Imitation of Venetian 
Painting in Baroque Rome,ŗ I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance, vol. 3 (1989): 207-234. The term Ŗneo-Venetianism,ŗ 
first coined by Roberto Longhi, covers a range of works in various media produced during the 1620s and 1630s by 
Poussin, Duquesnoy, Cortona, Testa, Benedetto Castiglione, and Pier Francesco Mola. 

518 Rejected by Mahon (in ŖPoussinianaŗ).  

519 See Blunt, Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, vol. I, 79. On the broader question of citation from 
modern painters in Poussinřs work, see Richard T. Neer, See ŖPoussin and the Ethics of Imitation,ŗ Memoirs of the 
American Academy in Rome, vol. 51/52 (2006/2007): 297-344. 

520 Sandrart, Teutschen Academie: Zweiter Theil (Nuremberg: Johann-Philipp Miltenberger, 1675), book III, chapter 26, 368: 
ŖAnfangs hielt er sich an das coloriren nach Titian, hernach aber vertiefte er sich zu weit in Raphaels Manier, das er auch 
Titians Colorit verlassen.ŗ On Sandrartřs discussion of Titian with Poussin, Duquesnoy, and Claudeŕwhich must have 
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works more loosely inspired by Titian that Poussin came closest to the lyrical sensuality of the sixteenth-

century master. 

 Chief among these may be the Bacchanal with a Guitar Player (fig. 3.39), dated to about 1626, where a 

company of revelers gathers in a wild and freely painted landscape. As we have seen in the preceding chapter, 

one of these, at the center of the composition, is a dancer; with bracelets of bells on his wrist and ankle and a 

vase of wine in hand, he dances the merry step of Ripařs Allegrezza. Indeed, in a 1674 conférence devoted to 

the picture, Jean-Baptiste de Champaigne referred to this dancer as an emblem of wineřs power to induce 

Ŗjoie.ŗ521 The female figure in blue accompanies this dance on the guitar, while her male companion, clad in 

gold, raises his glass to be filled. A pentiment visible to the naked eye (fig. 3.40) reveals that Poussin replaced 

an opaque, shallow drinking cup, much like the puttořs at left, with this transparent vessel, in a more or less 

overt reference to the glass ewer silhouetted against the sky (fig. 3.41) in Titianřs Bacchanal of the Andrians, with 

which Poussinřs composition likely shares its subject.522 As in the Venetian masterřs picture, dance in 

Poussinřs is a responsive activity: a product of wine and a gift of Bacchus. Either he himself or the river god 

Andros here reclines on a bed of vines at left.523 From Titianřs picture, too, the French artist may have 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
occured during his stay in Rome, that is, between 1629 and 1635ŕsee ibid., and Loire ŖLes Paysages de Nicolas Poussin 
et de Gaspard Dughet dans la première moitié du XVIIe siècle,ŗ in idem, ed., Nature et idéal: le paysage à Rome, 1600-1650, 
exh. cat. (Paris: Grand Palais, RMN, 2011): 55-65. 

521 J.B. de Champaigne, ŖConférence de M. de Champaigne le Neveu sur les bacchanales du Poussin, 3 mars 1674,ŗ in 
André Fontaine, ed., Conférences inédites: 124-126, 124: ŖIl faut, il me semble, tomber dřaccord, Messieurs, que la joie et le 
divertissement qui est le sujet de ce tableau y sont très bien représentés...ŗ Here it is perhaps worth recalling that the poet 
and ballet livrettiste Saint-Amant referred to Poussin as a painter from whose work Ŗflamboie lřallégresse.ŗ (Moyse Sauvé, 
idyle héroïque, 86, as in Chapter 1, n. 180). 

522 From Philostratus (Imagines, I.25). In the middle distance at left appears the river god Andros (sometimes identified as 
Bacchus), lying on a bed of grapevine; two attendants present him with a sacrificial goat. Given the compositional 
similarity of Poussinřs scene to the illustration of the Andrians story in Vigenèreřs Images (cited above, fig. 3.25), I find 
this interpretation quite convincing. Poussinistes, however, remain divided on the subject. For a summary of the debate 
(Philostratus versus Virgil, Andrians versus Eclogues), see Rosenberg, Les Tableaux du Louvre, no. 4; and Dempsey, 
ŖNicolas Poussin et lřinvention de lřidylle mythologique.ŗ  

523 Here the presence of a god obviates the need for an idol to inspire the dance. 
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extrapolated his recurring ring of dancers; with joined hands, fluttering garments, and light steps, Titianřs 

revelers at right (fig. 3.42) seem to predict those we find in the breathless round of the Windsor drawing.524 

The stylistic shift, however, that transpires between this drawing and Poussinřs two painted 

adaptations of its theme signals his recourse to a second source for bacchanalian imageryŕthe antique reliefs 

he had likewise studied in Rome and which he used in the 1630s to introduce a new archaeological specificity 

and sculptural rigor to his work. We will return in chapter 5 to various sarcophagi depicting the Indian 

triumph of Bacchus that inspired Poussinřs 1635-1636 treatment of that theme. His initial borrowings from 

antique reliefs, however, were at once more specific and less coherent. The ca. 1626-1627 Triumph of Bacchus 

and Ariadne (fig. 3.43) today in the Museo Nacional del Prado is a case in point.525 Though the picture portrays 

a tender momentŕthe encounter of Ariadne, abandoned on the Isle of Naxos, and Bacchus, her lover and 

saviorŕit also represents a triumphal procession, as the golden chariot and the emphatic directional 

orientation of the revelers attest.526 The poses of Poussinřs vanguard figures at rightŕa trumpeter and a 

nymph playing the cymbalsŕecho ancient types found in reliefs like that on the Gaeta Vase (figs. 3.44a-b) so 

admired by Poussin.527 The reveler with bells on his ankles who brings up the rear seems, likewise, to borrow 

his bounding step from a satyr in the same frieze, copied in the Getty Museum drawing (fig. 3.45).528 This 

                                                           
524 There are, of course, multiple potential sources for Poussinřs ring of dancers, notably a fresco of the Haedus 
constellation attributed to Giulio Romano in the Sala dei Venti of the Palazzo del Te (on which see Gombrich, ŖThe 
Sala dei Venti in the Palazzo del Te,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 13, no. 3/4 [1950]: 189-201), and 
Baldassare Peruzziřs decoration of Apollo and the Muses at the Villa Farnesina (see Kauffmann, ŖPeruzzis Musenreign,ŗ 
Mitteilung des Kunsthistorischen Instituts in Florenz, vol. 11 [1963]: 55-62). 

525 Initially rejected by Blunt but successfully defended by Mahon and Rosenberg, the painting first appears in the 
Spanish royal collection in 1746, but, as has often been remarked, its composition is essentially consistent with Jonathan 
Richardsonřs description of a work in the dal Pozzo collection at the beginning of the eighteenth century (see 
Richardson, An Account of Some of the Statues, Bas-Reliefs, Drawings and Pictures in Italy [London: J. Knapton, 1722], 186). The 
paintingřs surface may have been abraded as a result of over-cleaning in the wake of a 1734 fire at the Alcazar; see Blunt, 
ŖPoussin at Rome and Dusseldorf,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 120 no. 903 (June 1978): 420-425 (422). 

526 As Timothy Standring first pointed out, the pictureřs dimensions very nearly match those of a painting (presumably 
the same later noted by Richardson) listed as ŖTrionfo di Baccoŗ in a 1695 inventory of the dal Pozzo collection. See 
Standring, ŖSome Pictures by Poussin in the Dal Pozzo Collection. Three New Inventories,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 
130, no. 1029 (August, 1988): 608-626, 617. 

527 Félibien tells us of Poussinřs admiration for this relief (Entretiens, vol. IV, 147). See full citation in Chapter 1, n. 13. 

528 On the Getty drawing and its counterpart, see Chapter 1, n. 14.  
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dancer holds aloft a glass, half-filled with sky, in another reference to Titianřs Andrians. With its jumble of 

borrowed figures and confused spatial recession, the Triumph of Bacchus and Ariadne is neither fish nor fowl; it 

lacks the assurance of, for example, Cortonařs contemporary Triumph of Bacchus (fig. 3.46), which hung in the 

1630s beside Lemaireřs copy of Poussinřs Triumph of Venus (fig. 3.47) in the Sacchetti collection.529 

 Poussin achieved a more successful integration of his favorite qualities from Titian and antique reliefs 

in two gouache bacchanals of putti at the Palazzo Barberini.530 In one (fig. 3.48), some dozen Ŗputti teneriŗŕ

derived, as Bellori explained, from Poussinřs study of Titianřs bacchanals in the Ludovisi collectionŕjoin in 

drinking, love-making, and a mock contest of arms, while two stately, shrouded herms look on. In the other 

(fig. 3.49), an infant Bacchus and his triumphal train process towards a two-headed herm depicting either 

Janus orŕperhaps more likelyŕBacchus.531 The altar at right, with its goat head and its laurel swag, appears 

in a study drawing with the Medici Vase (fig. 3.50), a model for the vase at left in the Bacchanal of Putti.532 

Poussin would recycle the framing devices of the two-headed herm and the altar a decade later in the Dance to 

the Music of Time (fig. 3.51). As if predicting that picture and its rhythmic ring of dancers, the Bacchanal of Putti 

also includes a circle dance. This circle, however is a depiction: a low relief design of pudgy infants frolicking 

around the vase. The torqueing pose of one (fig. 3.52) mirrors that of a nymph on the Borghese Vase (fig. 

3.53), which, like the Medici and Gaeta vases, was among the ancient reliefs Félibien tells us Poussin 

preferred.533 The unaccustomed matteness of these two Bacchanals of Putti, painted in gouache, mimics the 

effect of ancient frescos and enhances the apparent shallowness of their compositions. Here Poussin is no 

                                                           
529 On the complex relationship between these pictures, see Chapter 2, n. 423 and 424. 

530 Bellori, Vite deř Pittori, 412: Ŗ...Nicolò non solo copiavali in pittura, ma insieme col compagno li modellava di creta in 
bassi rilievi, onde si acquistò una bella maniera di formare li putti teneri, deřquali si sono veduti alcuni scherzi, e baccanali 
à guazzo, & ad olio di sua mano, fati in quel tempo.ŗ On Poussinřs possible use of mixed media in these pictures, see 
Chiara Merucci and Claudio Seccaroni, ŖQualche osservazione sui Baccanali di putti della Galleria Nazionale dřArte 
Antica in Palazzo Barberini,ŗ Glanvile and Seccaroni, eds., special issue of Kermes: La Rivista del Restauro: 38-42. 

531 On this herm as an image of Bacchus, see Bull, ŖPoussin and Nonnos,ŗ 733-736. The puttiřs offering of dramatic 
masks, piled in the wagon at right, would seem to suit Bacchus, not Janus. 

532 Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I, 159.  

533 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 147 (as in Chapter 1, n. 13). 
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longer simply borrowing from ancient sculptural sources to populate the world of Titian but drawing on 

antique and sixteenth-century source material alike to invent his own conceptions: painted counterfeit reliefs. 

 

The Painter of Bacchanals 

During the 1620s, Poussinřs reputation (and livelihood) in Rome came to rely in large part on his 

bacchanals.534 Their original owners are often unknown, but a number of these works had found their way to 

Paris by the mid-seventeenth century, forming a basis for subsequent French collectorsř, artistsř, and ballet-

makersř imaginings of bacchanalian dance. The Bacchanal with a Guitar Player, for example, entered the 

collection of the duc de Richelieu before 1665; it was among the thirteen pictures by Poussin sold that year to 

the crown and, as we have seen, formed the subject of an Academic conférence in 1674.535 By the end of the 

century, it hung as an overdoor in the kingřs cabinet at Versailles.536 A reproductive engraving made by Franz 

Ertinger (1640-ca. 1710), graveur du roi, in 1685 (fig. 3.54) flattens the composition drastically, compressing the 

figures into a frieze and suppressing their fleshy particularity in favor of a smooth, marmoreal look.537 Thus 

the Grand Siècle transformed even this early, Titianesque bacchanal into a work of exemplary classicism. 

In practical terms, the more pointedly classicizing Bacchanal before a Herm followed a similar early 

trajectory. Though this paintingřs provenance is undocumented before the eighteenth century,538 a circa 1660 

landscape (fig. 3.55) by the Academician and master-pasticheur Sébastien Bourdon (1616-1671) replicates its 

                                                           
534 On Poussinřs painting of bacchanals (and related erotic subjects) for the Roman market, see Standring, ŖPoussinřs 
Erotica,ŗ Apollo, vol. 164, no. 563 (March 2009): 82-88; and Thierry Bajou, ŖDeux tableaux de Nicolas Poussin pour un: 
ŘVénus et Adonis dans un paysage avec un dieu-fleuve et des chiens qui se désaltèrentř ou les vicissitudes dřun tableauŗ 
Artibus et Historiae vol. 20, no. 39 (1999): 113-125. 

535 See n. 499, above. 

536 Rosenberg (Les Tableaux du Louvre, no. 4, 64) provides a complete account of these movements.  

537 On Ertingerřs engraving, see Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 130. 

538 When it appears in the Paris sale of Randon de Boisset, March 22, 1777 (lot 165). Digitized by the Getty Provenance 
Index (F-A453). 
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ring of dancers quite precisely (fig. 3.56).539 This appropriation suggests not only that Poussinřs original or a 

print after it was present in France to be copied, but perhaps even that this ring of dancers was already 

sufficiently familiar to French amateurs to be cited alongside a famous work of antique statuary: a horse of the 

Dioscuri, which rears up in the same composition, at left. Bourdon could as easily have turned to any number 

of print publications illustrating bacchanalian dances and reliefsŕfrom the iconographic guide of Vigenèreřs 

Images to prints after Raphael and Mantegna. Instead, he looked to Poussin, the ŖFrench painter,ŗ in Félibienřs 

words, who had Ŗsnatched the whole science of painting from the races of Greece and Italy and brought it 

back to France.ŗ540  Moreover, in addition to Bourdonřs frank quotation, a reversed etching after the Bacchanal 

before a Herm (fig. 3.57)ŕattributed to Michel Dorigny (1617-1665) or François Perrier (ca. 1594-1649)ŕ

testifies to its presence in France by the mid-1660s; an impression of this print belonged by 1666 to the Jesuit 

collector, iconographer, and balletomane Michel de Marolles. 541  

The larger and more ambitious Adoration of the Golden Calf had a different early life. Painted for 

Amedeo dal Pozzo (1579-1644), marchese di Voghera, the cousin of Poussinřs great friend and patron 

Cassiano dal Pozzo,542 the picture originally belonged to a larger suite of Mosaic subjects, commissioned in 

1632 and comprising Poussinřs Crossing of the Red Sea (fig. 3.58), Cortonařs Gathering of the Manna, and a 

                                                           
539 Wine was the first to point out Bourdonřs quotation of Poussin here (The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings, no. 
NG62, 292.). There is, of course, some possibility that Bourdon saw Poussinřs Bacchanal in Rome between 1634 and 
1637 but only returned to the vignette of dancers fifteen years later; this sequence of events seems to me unlikely.  

540 Félibien, Introduction to the Entretiens (1725) vol. I, 45, as in Chapter 1, n. 49. As Alvin L. Clark, Jr. has 
demonstrated, by the late 1630s, for a French artist, to portray a bacchanal was to align himself with Poussin; see 
ŖBacchanals by Poussin and the Circle of Simon Vouet? Issues Concerning Attribution and Publication,ŗ in LřEstampe au 
grand siècle: Études offertes à Maxime Préaud (Paris: Bibliothèque nationale de France, 2010): 337-347.  

541 If by Perrier, the print would have to predate 1649 (when he died) but could have been made in Rome (where he 
lived from 1635 to 1645). On this print and its disputed attribution, see Martin Davies and Anthony Blunt ŖSome 
Corrections and Additions to M. Wildensteinřs ŘGraveurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle,ř ŖGazette des Beaux-Arts, 104 
(1962): 205-222, 214. See also Wildenstein Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 132. Unlike many of Poussinřs more serious history 
pictures, the Bacchanal before a Herm seems never to have fallen from favor in France. Repeatedly engraved in the 
eighteenth century, the half-restrained revelry of Poussinřs bas relief composition furnished French artists with 
inspiration from the grand siècle to the Rococo to the twilight of Neoclassicism. Christopher Wright has outlined the 
particular influence of this picture on eighteenth-century French artists in Poussin Paintings: A Catalogue Raisonné (New 
York: Hippocrene, 1985), 52. See also Edgar Munhall, ŖClaude Gillotřs ŘFeast of Panřŗ Yale Art Gallery Bulletin, vol. 27, 
no. 1/2 (April 1962): 22-35. 

542 Bellori, Vite deř Pittori, 419; Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 24.  
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Construction of the Tabernacle by Gianni Francesco Romanelli (1610-1662).543 All four paintings seem to have 

remained with the dal Pozzo family in Turin until at least 1672, when Bellori published them as still in situ,544 

but by 1684 the two Poussins had been split from their companions and carted off to  Paris, where they 

passed in succession from one prestigious collection to the next, rapidly appreciating in value.545 The 

pendants first reappear in the collection of Philippe de Lorraine, known as the chevalier de Lorraine (1644-

1702), favorite of Gaston dřOrléans (1608-1660) and something of a wastrel,546 who sold them to a jeweler 

(and sometime picture-dealer), Pierre Le Tessier de Montarsy (1647-1710) in 1686. Le Tessier seems to have 

placed the pair immediately with Jean-Baptiste Colbert, marquis de Seignelay (1651-1690), son of the 

powerful surintendant des finances and vice-protecteur, before his premature death, of the Académie Royale de 

Peinture et de Sculpture.547 Both pictures reappear in 1698 in the collection of Jean Neyret de la Ravoye (d. 

1701), a Bourbonnais financier and trésorier général de la Marine, whose formidable Parisian collection also 

contained the Metropolitan Museum Rape of the Sabines,548 a Birth of Bacchus,549 a Striking of the Rock,550 the 

Landscape with Polyphemus today in the Hermitage,551 and a Camillus and the Schoolmaster of Falerii,552 all by 

                                                           
543 On the commission, see Cifani and Monetti (The dating of Amedeo Dal Pozzořs Paintingsŗ), who demonstrate that 
Poussin received an initial payment for work on these pictures in July 1632. The very modest sum disbursedŕjust 50 
ducatsŕindicates that the pictures were not yet complete. Cifani and Monettiřs further claim that both pictures were 
finished by August 1633, however, has proved more controversial. Wine, for example, has expressed skepticism that 
such large, complex pictures could have been completed in so brief a period (Wine, The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings: 
no. NG5597, 320). Both works also figure in the posthumous inventory of 1644 (see Cifani and Monetti, ŖPoussin dans 
les collections piémontaisesŗ). A drawing by Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione partly derived from Poussinřs Golden Calf 
(RL4054) seems to confirm that the picture was completed between 1632 and 1635, for Castiglione did not visit Turin 
and must therefore have seen it in Poussinřs studio during his years in Rome (see Blunt, The Drawings of G.B. Castiglione 
and Stefano della Bella in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen at Windsor Castle (London: Phaidon, 1954), no. 64. 

544 Bellori, Vite deř Pittori, 419. 

545 Wine provides a helpful summary of the pendantsř ownership in The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings, no. NG5597. 

546 On the Chevalier de Lorraineřs collectionŕswiftly amassed and just as swiftly dispersedŕsee Schnapper, Curieux du 
grand siècle, vol. II, 360-362. 

547 On Seignelayřs collection, see Schnapper, op. cit., vol. II, 367-375. 

548 Discussed at length in Chapter 4. 

549 Probably the picture today in the Harvard University Art Museums, inv. 1942.167. 

550 Which version is unclear. 

551 Inv. ГЭ-1186. 
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Poussin.553 After the death of Neyret de la Ravoye, both were acquired by Jean-Baptiste Le Ragois de 

Bretonvilliers (d. 1712), in whose possession they were handsomely engraved (fig. 3.59) by Étienne Baudet 

(1638-1711),554 and hung in the family hôtel, richly decorated by Vouet and Bourdon, on the Ile Saint-Louis.  

Baudetřs engravings, however, were not the most famous or important reproductions of these 

pictures. Although the Chevalier de Lorraine likely owned them for a relatively short period, he lent them to 

to the Gobelins manufactory, where a cycle of ten tapestries telling the story of Moses was launched in 

1683.555 This projectŕinitiated by Michel Le Tellier, marquis de Louvois (1641-1691), the newly appointed 

surintendant des bâtimentsŕboldly set out to rival the ten tapestries of the Acts of the Apostles designed by 

Raphael for Leo X.556 Eight pictures by Poussin, Ŗle Raphaël de la France,ŗ were to be adapted into cartoons 

and thence into tapestries; two compositions by Le Brun filled out the suite.557 A fragmentary surviving 

cartoon (fig.) by Pierre de Sève (1623-1695) evidences the reverence with which Poussinřs composition was 

treated. The cartoonřs pretty, pastel palette, however and above all its monumental scale are slightly 

disconcerting. At approximately three-quarters life scale the idolatrous dancers now sweep the onlooker into 

their merry revel; the original pictureřs sense of foreboding is entirely lost. The finished tapestry (fig. 3.61), 

with its bright, decorative colors and its borders fleur-de-lysées exemplifies what Bonfait has termed the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
552 Likely the picture today in the Norton Simon Museum, inv. F.1970.14.P. 

553 On Neyret de la Ravoye, see Bonfait (ŖThe Second Generation of Collectors of Poussin: Jean Neyret de la Ravoye,ŗ 
The Burlington Magazine, vol. 130, no. 1023 [June 1988]: 459-464), who published a 1692 inventory of the collection, 
which, however, Bonfait characterized as a speculative investment rather than a Ŗtrueŗ collection. See also Schnapperřs 
cautious assessment of Neyret de la Ravoyeřs collection (and the murky distinction between Ŗcurieuxŗ and Ŗmarchandsŗ 
in Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 407-409. 

554 Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 22; see also Davies and Blunt, ŖSome Corrections and Additions,ŗ no. 22. On 
the Hôtel de Bretonvilliers, see Jacques Wilhelm, ŖLa galerie de lřhótel de Bretonvilliers,ŗ Bulletin de la Société de lřhistoire de 
lřart français (1956): 137-150; and Françoise Reynaud, ed., Ile Saint-Louis, exh. cat. (Paris: Musée Carnavalet, 1980): 45-51. 

555 Brice, Description nouvelle (1684); ed. cit., vol. I, 155: ŖDepuis quelque temps on a aussi copié quelques uns des plus 
beaux du Poussin, le premier homme de nostre siècle, sans contredit; entrřautres le petit Moïse, & le Rocher du Desert, 
dřoù sort une Fontaine; avec deux autres Tableaux du Cabinet du Chevalier de Lorraine; lřun qui represente le Passage de 
la Mer rouge, & lřautre lřAdoration du Veau dřor.ŗ  

556 On this project see the catalogue of the extraordinary recent exhibition: Marc Bayard, Arnauld Brejon de Lavergnée, 
and Eric de Chassey, eds. Poussin et Moïse: du dessin à la tapisserie, 2 vols. (Rome: Académie de France, 2011). 

 

557 Some consolation for Louvoisřs abandonment of Le Brunřs Alexander/Louis suite. 
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Ŗconfiscationŗ of Poussin for the Classical Age, the appropriation of his work to serve the triumphalist ends 

of the French monarchy. But this tapestry adaptation also demonstrates the peculiar suitability (however 

unforseen) of Poussinřs new manner for such purposes. Without their firm  design, emphatic poses, and 

shallow, relief-like arrangementŕhallmarks of his classicizing appoachŕthese idolatrous dancers would not 

have been so easily translated into the bright, flat pattern of a monumental textile.  

 

A Dance of the Wicked 

Whereas bacchanalian dances formed the stock-in-trade of the ballet de cour, the adoration of the golden calf 

was a subject poorly suited to theatrical adaptation. Not only was its somber message at odds with the 

generally light-hearted, festive mood of ballets; it portrayed dancing in the most morally dubious light 

possible, as a symbol of sensual abandon and an outward expression of idolatry. Poussin did not invent this 

moralizing treatment of the Israelitesř dance:  it is there, after all, in Exodus, where Moses, in a single, furious 

glance, catches sight of both Ŗthe calf and the dancing.ŗ558 The role of dance in the Israelitesř worship of the 

golden calf constituted the original sin of the art form, its entanglement with the seductions of the image and 

the body alike. In the wake of the Reformation and the Council of Trent, theologians, both Catholic and 

Protestant, turned a wary eye on dance and dancers. The critiques lodged against dance in sixteenth-and 

seventeenth-century France were wrapped up in broader debates about the place and power of images, the 

relationship between form and affect, the line between art and idolatry.  

 If the Jesuitsŕprotectors of images and their makersŕdefended and promoted ballet throughout 

the seventeenth century,559 religious opposition from other quarters, notably the Jansenists of Port-Royal, 

mounted in this same period.560 Pierre Nicole (1625-1695) and, more famously, Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) 

                                                           
558 32:19. 

559 Astier, ŖPierre Beauxchamps and the Ballets de Collège.ŗ See also Pierre Guillot, Les Jésuites et la musique (Liège: 
Éditions Mardaga, 1991); and Fumaroli, ŖLes Jésuites et lřapologétique des Řimages saintesřŗ (2003) in idem, De Rome à 
Paris: Peinture et Pouvoirs au XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles (Paris: Editions Faton, 2007): 16-35. 

560 See Marinřs classic study, La Critique du discours: La Logique de Port-Royal et les Pensées de Pascal (Paris: Éditions de minuit, 
1975). 
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voiced opposition to theatrical entertainments of all kinds. Poussinřs Golden Calf seems to predict Pascalřs 

stipulation that, ŖSince God is hidden, any religion that does not say that God is hidden is false.ŗ561 Here is a 

picture precisely concerned with the hiddenness, the invisibility of the one true God, present in the pierced 

rock at upper left,562 and in the careful Hebrew lettering of the tablets Moses holds aloft.563 These signs of 

Godřs invisible presence are overwhelmed by the enticing visibility of the false god and attendant revel. 

 The dance around the golden calf occupied an important place in anti-dance polemics of the early 

modern period. In the section devoted to dance from his 1527 De Incertitudineŕwhich, as we have seen, 

received an influential French translation in 1582ŕAgrippa pointed to the Israelitesř idolatrous rites as a sign 

of danceřs evil origins: 

...there can be no doubt that this practice was invented by infernal spirits, rather than produced by 
Heaven, having been used to dishonor God by the children of Israel after they forged the calf in the 
desert: for it is said that, having sacrificed to it, they commenced to eat & drink, & then stood up to 
play, singing and dancing.564 
 

Here, Agrippa suggested, dance revealed its true nature as the outward expression of a mortal sin. The line of 

argument was nothing new: as early as 1455, the dancing master Guglielmo Ebreo (ca. 1420-ca. 1484) had 

been forced to defend dance against similar charges by insisting that the use of dancing in pagan ritual 

represented an aberrance, a perversion of an art pure in its nature.565  The wildly popular satire Stultifera Navis 

                                                           
561 ŖDieu étant ainsi caché toute religion qui ne dit pas que Dieu est caché nřest pas véritable...ŗ 

562 As Frédéric Cousinié has argued (see ŖSurgissment et dynamogénie: Le Miracle de Saint François Xavier [1641] de 
Nicolas Poussin,ŗ in Milovanovic and Szanto, eds., Poussin et Dieu, exh. cat.: 102-111, 108). Blunt suggested that the 
similar pierced rock in the subsequent Gathering of the Manna came from the recently discovered ancient fresco known as 
the ŖBarberini Landscape,ŗ depicted in a watercolor in Cassianořs collection. 

563 Poussin may have sought help with these tablets from Giovanni Battista Ferrari, chair of Hebrew at the Collegio 
Romano (whose De Florum Cultura was addressed in the previous chapter). On their relationship, see Freedberg, 
ŖPoussin et Sienne,ŗ in Rosenberg, ed. Nicolas Poussin: 1594-1665, exh. cat. (Paris: Musée du Louvre, 1994): 62-69. On 
Poussinřs Hebrew inscriptions see Richard Neer, ŖPoussinřs Useless Treasures,ŗ in Herbert L. Kessler and David 
Nirenberg, eds. Judaism and Christian Art: Aesthetic Anxieties from the Catacombs to Colonialism (Philadelphia, Penn, 2011): 
328-358, 345-348. 

564 Agrippa, Paradoxe sur lřincertitude, 92: ŖPartant il nřy a doute que cest exercice nřaye esté inventé par les esprits 
infernaux, tant sřen faut quřil soit produit du Ciel, lequel fut mis en usage au deshonneur de Dieu par les enfans dřIsrael 
apres quřils eurent forgé le veau au desert: car il est dit que luy ayant sacrifié ils commencerent à manger & boire, & puis 
se leverent pour ioüer, chantans, & dansans.ŗ On Agrippa and the 1582 translation, see Chapter 1, n. 100. 

565 Ebreo considered the Israelitesř perversion of dance analogous to the use of classical temples for unholy rites and 
amorous encounters; Trattato dellřarte del ballo (1455) (Bologna: Gaetano Romagnoli, 1873), ix: ŖAnche i sacri templi 
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(originally published in Basel in 1494 as Das Narrenschyff ad Narragoniam) by the humanist theologian Sebastian 

Brant (d. 1521) devoted an entire chapter to dance as one of manřs many follies. This opened with a derisive 

tercetŕ 

 For dancing this can well be said: 
One does not always push ahead, 
Betimes one wheels and turns instead.566 

 
And went on to cite chapter thirty-two of Exodus, joining to Brantřs text a woodcut illustration of fools with 

assesř ears dancing around the golden calf (fig. 3.60), attributed to the Meister der Bergmannschen Offizin 

(who may or may not have been the young Albrecht Dürer, an artist admired and collected by Poussin).567 

Listing further perceived injunctions in Proverbs and Corinthians, Brant denounced dancing as an 

inducement to idleness, impiety, and luxury.568 

The Reformation raised the stakes of this debate, as the denunciation of dance became a part of the 

broader Protestant critique of images.569 In his Traité des Danses, for example, dedicated to Henri IV before his 

conversion, the Calvinist minister Lambert Daneau (d. 1595) singled out the same biblical verse as evidence 

for the wickedness of dancing: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
vediamo per abuso convertiti alcuna volta in ricettacoli dřamorosi ritrovi e di tripudii, ma vorrassi per ciò dire, che lřusare 
a chiesa torni di nocumento e di vergogna ai buoni costumi?ŗ 

566 Sebastian Brant, Das Narrenschyff ad Narragoniam (1494), Latin trans. by Jakob Locher, Stultifera Navis (Paris: G. de 
Marnes, 1498) LXIX: ŖChoree fatuitas. Nil placet in tota sapientibus usos chorea Quod iuvet, aut profit: cõ, deceat ue 
bonos, in circuitu impii ambulant.ŗ English trans. in The Ship of Fools, ed. Edwin H. Zeydel (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1944), 204. 

567 Daniel Burckhardtřs discussion of the illustrationsř possible attribution to Dürer presents a classic study in print 
connoisseurship: ŖDürer und der Meister der Bergmannschen Offizin,ŗ Jahrbuch der Königlich Preussischen Kunstsammlungen, 
vol. 28, no. 3 (1907): 168-180. Poussin seems to have owned some 357 prints by, after, or attributed to Dürer; see 
Delisle, ŖDessins, estampes et statues de la succession de Nicolas Poussin.ŗ 

568 Proverbs 2:11-15: ŖDiscretion shall preserve thee, understanding shall keep thee:/ To deliver thee from the way of 
the evil man, from the man that speaketh froward things;/ Who leave the paths of uprightness, to walk in the ways of 
darkness;/ Who rejoice to do evil, and delight in the frowardness of the wicked;/ Whose ways are crooked, and they 
froward in their paths...ŗ Corinthians 10:7: ŖNeither be ye idolaters, as were some of them; as it is written, The people 
sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to play.ŗ  

569 On the Protestant denunciation of dance, see Ann Louise Wagner, ŖThe Voices of Protestant Reformers,ŗ in 
Adversaries of Dance: from the Puritans to the Present (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997), 19-46. 
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In the festivities of the golden calf, after the sacrifice, the people sat down to eat & to drink, & and 
stood up to play, by which it is commonly understood that they danced: following what is said in the 
19th [verse] of the same chapter. 570 

 
The Ŗ19. du mesme chap.ŗ  is (obviously) the verse painted by Poussin.  

Catholic clergymen, eager to defend the Church against charges of idolatry, were not to be outdone. 

In his anti-dance tract Le Blason des Danses, Guillaume Paradin (1510-1590), canon of Beaujeu, relayed the 

same story of the dance in the desert, explaining with inquisitorial zeal that its punishment had been death.571 

By the seventeenth century, even Jesuit apologists for ballet would have to admit that the adoration of the 

golden calf formed a blot on the reputation of dance. ŖThe excess that the People of God committed in the 

Dance around the golden Calf,ŗ wrote the abbé Ménestrier in 1682,  

…began to render dance Criminal, & one must admit that the Pagans dragged it through so many 
abuses that the Fathers & Councils were right to condemn it, & forbid it to Christians as a 
scandalous act of weakness, debauchery, and libertinage.572 

 
Nevertheless, Ménestrier argued, to take this single example and apply it to every instance of dancing was not 

only excessive but inaccurate.573 Had not the Israelites danced with holy gratitude upon crossing the Red Sea? 

Had not the early Fathers of the Church danced in their first rites? Therefore, as the dancing master François 

de Lauze had insisted in 1623, dance could not be Ŗin itself blameworthy.ŗ574 

                                                           
570 Lambert Daneau, Traité des danses (Paris: n.p., 1582), 12: ŖEn la feste du veau dřor après les sacrifices, le people sřassit 
pour manger & pour boire, & se leverent pour iouer. Ce qui est communemet exposé de danses: suyuant ce qui est dit au 
19. du mesme chap.ŗ On Daneau, today best remembered for his writings on witchcraft, see Olivier Fatio, Méthode et 
théologie: Lambert Daneau et les débuts de la scolastique réformée (Geneva: Droz, 1976). 

571 Paradin, Le Blason des Danses (Baujeu: Puv. 1566), 32-33: Ŗ…sřapprochant pres, [Moïse] void les danses autour du 
veau, dont il eut tel desplaisir, quřil en brisa les Tables du tesmoignage… Et quant et quant fait commendement aux 
Leuites quřils eussent à executer à mort les danseurs idolatres: ce quils firent, et en furent tués trente trois mille. Ce fut 
une piteuse danse, et se pouvoit veoir comme excessive ioye treine à sa queue extreme deplaisir.ŗ On Paradin, see Le 
Journal de Guillaume Paradin ou la vie en Beaujolais au temps de la Renaissance, ed. Mathieu Méras (Geneva: Droz, 1986). 

572 Ménestrier, Des ballets anciens et modernes selon les règles du théâtre (Paris: René Guignard, 1682), 14: ŖLřAbus que le Peuple 
de Dieu fit de la Dance autour du Veau dřor dans le Desert, commença à la rendre Criminelle, & il faut avoüer que les 
Payens lřont foüillée de tant dřexcés que les Peres & les Conciles ont eu raison de la condamner, & la deffendre aux 
Chrétiens comme une action de mollesse, & une action scandaleuse de debauche & de libertinage.ŗ Ménestrier is also 
discussed in Chapter 1 and below. 

573 Ibid. ŖIl ne laisse pas cependant dřy avoir des Dances honnétes, qui sont des divertissmens indifferens, que lřon ne 
sçauroit condamner absolument sans vouloir porter les choses à des extremités.ŗ 

574 Lauze, Apologie de la Danse, 12-13: ŖMais si est-ce quřil nřy a rien de plus palpable que les plus authorisez parmy le 
peuple de Dieu (poussez dřune saincte allegresse) ont dansé, & que depuis en la primitive Eglise, la coustume longtemps 
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But the polemicistsř condemnation of dance as inherently wicked was not solely based on its role in 

idolatrous rites; for, as Daneau warned in a prefatory poem,  

Of all the ills that those up above 
Pour down upon us in abundance 
None other quite so much as dance 
Is made pernicious by its very sweetness. 
Its beau-semblant clouds the eyes of men, 
For under this beguiling guise 
It bears a thousand ills 
And strikes fury in the minds of men.575 
 

Dancing was conceived not simply as a responsive evil but as an active one:  an art with its own darkly 

magical powers of persuasion,576 the Ŗmatch,ŗ in Agrippařs turn of phrase, Ŗthat ignites lasciviousness...ŗ577 

This fear of danceřs affective power was Platonic in origin (handed down through Augustine and Calvin), and 

pointed to the affective powers attributed to the ancient musical Modes, with which, as we have seen, various 

modern stepsŕbrânles, gaillardes, pavanes, and so onŕwere at least theoretically associated.578 An incident 

at the very first proper ballet de cour, danced at the Petit Bourbon in 1581 (one year before Daneau published 

his Traité des danses), seemed to confirm the anti-dance clericsř darkest fears: upon hearing a martial tune 

played by the royal musicians, one nobleman in the audience is said to have leapt up, taken arms, and brawled 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
continuée a esté, quřon observoit des cadences & des pas mesurez au son de certains motetz quřon chantoit…la danse en 
soy ne peut estre blasmable.ŗ 

575 Daneau, Traité des danses, preface, n.p.: ŖDřentre les maux que le courroux des cieux/A dessus nous versez en 
abondance,/ Point nřy en a qui ainsi que la danse/ Par sa douceur soit plus pernicieux./ Son beau-semblant bade a 
lřhomme les yeux:/ Mais sous le fard dřune telle apparence/ A mille maux il fait prendre naissance,/ Et rend souvent les 
esprits furieux…ŗ 

576 As Daneauřs poem suggests, these were often figured as specifically feminine. Salomeřs dance before Herod was the 
prime example. See Daneau, Traité des danses, 41-43; Paradin, Blason des Danses, 36-39. 

577 Agrippa, Paradoxe sur lřincertitude, 88: ŖCest art est un desbordement de malice effrontee, support & tutelle de 
meschancetés, allumette de paillardise, ennemi de chasteté, bref un passetemps dangereux & indigne de toute personne 
bien nee.ŗ 

578 Lauze, for example, proposed four specific modes for modern dancesŕEmelie, Cordax, Siccenix, and Perrichieŕ
which he claimed were derived from the ancient musical modes. See discussion in Chapter 1. 
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at random until a soothing Ŗsous-Phrygienŗ song was sung.579 Here, in Daneauřs words, was an Ŗesprit rendu 

furieuxŗ by the joint powers of dance and music.  

In combatting these charges of malign power, balletřs defenders found themselves on treacherous 

ground, for to disown the relationship between dance and affect would have been to deny their chosen art 

form its communicative authority, yielding the terrain of affect to music alone.580 Their position was 

analogous to that of Félibien in the Entretiens when, in response to his explanation of Poussinřs modal theory, 

his imaginary interlocutor, ŖPymandre,ŗ replies, ŖIt would be dangerous if painting had the same power as 

music to excite the passions:  our excellent painters would be in a position to create all sorts of mischief.ŗ581 

So, indeed, they would, but the problem was insoluble, because to claim for an art the ability to excite the 

passions was to assign it extraordinaryŕeven divineŕpowers:  precisely the sort of powers wielded by the 

artificer of the golden calf over the ecstatic dancersŕor, indeed, by the dancers, over the assembled Israelites 

in Poussinřs picture. 

 

Bacchus and Apis 

Like Poussin, those engaged in debates over the dangers and the value of dance recognized a connection 

between the revels of Bacchus and the act of idolatry. Brant cited the shaking thyrsoi of frenzied maenads, 

and the Ŗorgiesŗ of Bacchus as the first examples of dancing; Agrippa asked whether the art was Ŗan 

invention of satyrsŗ; Paradin proposed that it had arisen in a tribe of Corribantes.582 By borrowing the 

                                                           
579 See Yates, Astraea, 153-155. On concerns surrounding the affective power of early ballet, see also Susan McClary, 
ŖUnruly Passions and Courtly Dances: Technologies of the Body in Baroque Music,ŗ in Sara Melzer, ed. From the Royal to 
the Republican Body: Incorporating the Political in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century France (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1998): 85-112. 

580 Faced with the accusation that dance stirred up lust and inspired adultery, Guillaume de Lauze could ultimately 
muster little better than the catty rejoinder that those who espoused such opinions were probably too fat or ugly to take 
pleasure in dancing; Lauze, Apologie de la Danse, 16: ŖIe nřentre pas aussi en debat avec certains personnages mal taillez & 
difformes qui ne peuvent pas cacher les deffauts quřils ont de la nature quřen la ruine de la bien seance.ŗ 

581 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 57: ŖIl seroit dangereux, dit Pymandre, que la peinture eût autant de force que la musique 
pour émouvoir les passions: les excellents peintres seroient en état de faire bien des désordres.ŗ 

582 Brant also invoked the role of dance in the rites of druids, Cybele, and Ŗfuriosa Venusŗ (Stultifera Navis, LXIX). See 
also Agrippa, Paradoxe sur lřincertitude, 90: ŖAutres disent que cřest une invention de Satyres, & que par lřartifice des danses 
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Windsor drawingřs bacchanalian ring for his portrayal of the Israelitesř idolatry, Poussin elaborated a quite 

specific relationship between this ritual and those of Bacchus. As Dempsey has explained, Poussinřs golden 

calfŕnot, in fact, a calf at all but rather a bullŕconstitutes an explicit reference to Apis, the Egyptian bull-

god commonly elided by early-modern mythographers not only with Serapis and Osiris but also with 

Bacchus.583  

Syncretist theories of Roman and Egyptian religionŕoften arising from the study of hieroglyphicsŕ

proliferated in early-modern Italy and France.584  These theories were explored in translations of ancient texts 

and perpetuated in the emblem books used by many artists (Poussin included) as iconographic guides. Brian 

Curran has traced the fascination for ancient Egypt, its myths, and its occult symbolic language through the 

literature and visual culture of Renaissance Italy, from the 1422 introduction in Florence of Horapollořs 

ancient interpretive Ŗkeyŗ to hieroglyphics, to the 1652-1654 serial publication of Athanasius Kircherřs 

Oedipus Aegyptiacus, a grandiose partial plagiarism of Horapollo.585 Apis, his possible identity with one or more 

gods of the classical pantheon, and his role in the Israelitesř idolatry occupied an important place in all these 

discussions and representations.  

In 1556 Pierio Valeriano (1477-1558) produced an important study of hieroglyphicsŕthe Aegyptiorum 

aliarumque gentium literisŕwhich included his own Latin translation of Horapollo and associated Apis, Osiris, 

Jupiter, and Bacchus all with the sun (and, hence, Apollo), identifying this numen mixtum as the god 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Bacchus surmonta les Thyrreniens, Lydiens, & Indois, peuples tresbelliquex, & que à ceste cause on commença à 
introduite les danses entre les ceremonies sainctes...ŗ 

583 And, indeed, even Apollo, Saturn, and Jupiter. See Dempsey, ŖPoussin and Egypt,ŗ Art Bulletin 45 (1963): 109-119 
(117-118). 

584 On the phenomenon and its repercussions for the visual arts, see Brian Curranřs panoramic The Egyptian Renaissance: 
The Afterlife of Ancient Egypt in Early Modern Italy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007). The classic study on the 
early modern, pan-European fascination with hieroglyphics and the field of emblem studies it spawned is Madeleine V. 
David, Le débat sur les écritures et lřhiéroglyphe au XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N, 1965). See also Fumaroli 
(ŖHiéroglyphes et lettres, la sagesse mystérieuse des Anciens, au XVIIe siècle,ŗ Dix-septième siècle, no. 158 [1988]: 7-20), 
who has explored the expansion of the term Ŗhieroglyphŗ in the seventeenth century to designate any kind of object that 
could receive a secondary signification. Bernstock has suggested a wide-ranging interpretation of Poussinřs pictures as 
cryptic emblems in Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology (see esp. 334-338 on the Louvre Arcadian Shepherds as a Ŗfalse 
hieroglyphicŗ). 

585 See Curran, The Egyptian Renaissance. On Kircher, see also Dino Pastino, La nascita dellřidolatria: lřOriente religioso di 
Athanasius Kircher (Florence: La Nuova Italia, 1978). 
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worshiped by the Israelites in the desert.586 Poussin was probably familiar with Valerianořs work587 and could 

in any event have found similar information in a less arcane iconographic source, Cartariřs Imagini, likewise 

first published in 1556. There Cartari describes the Egyptiansř worship of Osiris in the guise of a bull, called 

Apis, and points to Bacchusřs frequent depiction with horns as evidence of his relationship to these Egyptian 

gods.588 Vigenèreřs notes to the story of Semele in his 1578 translation of Philostratusŕwhose seventeenth-

century illustrations, as we have seen, furnished a potential source for Poussinřs bacchanalian ringŕincludes a 

description of Apis, Osiris, Apollo, Pluto, and Bacchus as different guises of the same deity.589 Pierre Bellierřs 

influential 1588 translation of the Ptolomeic scholar Philo Judeus of Alexandria, similarly, suggests that the 

Israelitesř forging of their bull god marked a return to the practices of the Egyptians.590  

 Poussin was by no means the first artist to portray the Israelitesř worship of the golden calf as a 

celebration of Apis. The National Galleryřs astonishing Worship of Apis (fig. 3.61) painted around 1500 by a 

follower of Filippino Lippi, includes the idol itselfŕtoppled to the ground in the Israelitesř encampment at 

upper rightŕbut focuses on Apis as a living god, a golden bull soaring through the sky above his ecstatic, 

dancing devotees.591 Nor was this association of the original idolatry with Apis lost on sixteenth-century 

                                                           
586 Valeriano, Hieroglyphica, sive, De sacris Aegyptiorum literis comentarii (Basel: N.P., 1556), esp. 29: ŖAtque hic ille est Apis 
quem Hebraei, Moyse in monte mora trahente, sibi Deum conflavent eam secuti consuetudinem, quam in Aegypto esse 
conspexerat.ŗ  

587 Donald Posner first pointed out that Poussin had likely used a hieroglyph described in Valerianořs translation of 
Horapollo as the basis for allegory in his self-portrait for Chantelou (Louvre, inv. 7302). See ŖThe Picture of Painting in 
Poussinřs Self-Portrait for Chantelou,ŗ in Essays in the History of Art Presented to Rudolph Wittkower (London: Phaidon, 
1967): 200-203. 

588 See, for example, Cartari, Imagini, ed. cit. 73, 421. 

589 Vigenère, Les Images, 110. Vigenère here further suggests that Plutarch considered the Hebrew god to be yet another 
version of the same deity. 

590 Bellier, Les œuvres de Philon Juif... Revuës, corrigées, et augmentées de trois livres, traduits sur lřoriginal grec (1588) (Paris: F. Morel, 
1612), 386-387. 

591 On this picture and its pendant, The Striking of the Rock, see Curran, The Egyptian Renaissance, 118-120. Its iconography 
was the subject of a lively debate in the mid-twentieth century; see Otto Kurz, ŖFilippino Lippiřs Worship of Apis,ŗ The 
Burlington Magazine, vol. 89, no. 531 (June 1947): 144-147; and Robert Eislerřs brusk response, ŖApis or Golden Calf?ŗ in 
idem, vol. 90, no. 539 (February 1948): 58-59. 
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critics of dance; Paradin and Daneau agreed that the Israelites had learned their wicked rites, Ŗces belles 

solennitez,ŗ592 from their Egyptian masters: 

Of all the peoples and nations of the world, there never was one more superstitious, more idolatrous, 
nor one who falsified true Religion so completely as the Egyptians: they had (among all the infinite 
other idols they worshiped) one called Apis or Serapis, to whom they attribute all their good 
fortune... and the children of Israel... being in Egypt, learned the idolatries of the Egyptians.593 
 

But those inclined to regard ancient Egypt, images, and dance in a more positive light understood the role of 

dance in the mysteries of Apis as essential to the imagined achievements of Egyptian culture. According to 

the Jesuit Ménestrier, the Egyptians, Ŗwise and well-regulated in even the smallest matters,ŗ had made  

their first Dances into hieroglyphics of action, for they had figures to express their Mysteries... and 
for this reason they danced in a round about their Altars like the Sun placed in the middle of the 
Heavens; they rotated around to represent the Zodiac or the Cycle of the Ages, under which the Sun 
makes its daily and yearly course.594  
 

If the specifics of Ménestrierřs cosmology seem somewhat confused, the relationship he proposed between 

hieroglyphics, the movements of the stars, and the geometric Ŗfiguresŗ of dance is quite clear, and quite 

clearly derived from Platořs Laws, where the Athenian explains that the dance, music, and pictographs that 

form the basis of Egyptian culture are tied to the movements of the stars and forever fixed in their forms.595 

The fact that Poussin extended his original dancing group in the Adoration of the Golden Calf to wrap around the 

altar may indicate his awareness of this cosmological construction of dance in Egyptian worship: a kind of 

orbit around the idol. The artistřs linkage, at any rate, of Egyptian religion and the affective powers of dance 

                                                           
592 Daneau, Traité des danses, 12: ŖLes Israelites ayans appris ces belles solennitez de leur hostes, ascavoir des Egyptiens.ŗ 

593 Paradin, Blason des Danses. 28-30: ŖEntre tous les peuples et nations du monde, il nřy eut jamais vn plus superstitieux, 
plus idolatre, ne qui tant ait falsifié la vraye Religion que les Egyptiens: ilz auoient (entre toutes les autres infinies idoles, 
quřilz adoroient) vn veau nommé Apis, et Serapis, auquel ilz referoient tout leur bien et felicité… les enfans dřIsrael… 
estans en Egipte, apprindrent les idolatries des Egiptiens.ŗ 

594 Ménestrier, Des ballets anciens et modernes, 35-36 ŖLes Egyptiens qui furent des Sages reglez jusquřaux plus petites 
choses, firent les premiers de leurs Dances des hierogliphiques dřaction, comme ils en avoient de figurez pour exprimer 
leurs Mysteres... cřest pour cela quřils dansoient en rond autour des Autels comme le Soleil placé au milieu du Ciel, ils 
tournoient autour pour representer le Zodiaque, ou le Cercle des Aignés, sous lequel le Soleil fait son cours journalier & 
annuel.ŗ  

595 Laws II 656d-657c. Miller has pointed out that Plato was here in error; the concept of cosmic dance as a means of 
keeping order between heaven and earth was a Greek invention (Measures of Wisdom).  
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here causes his work to converge with that of seventeenth-century ballet theorists on the subject of 

hieroglyphics. 

 

Hieroglyphics 

In a November 1643 letter Poussin would state his Ŗgreat envy of those Nations which, unable to express 

aloud the highest concepts of their minds, invented certain figures by whose power they could make 

understood to others what they had in their thoughts.ŗ596 The artistřs turn of phrase hereŕŗà autrui faire 

concepvoir ce quřils ont en lřintellectŗŕpredicts another, five years later, in his remark to Félibien about the 

alphabet of the body, which can Ŗfaire paroistre au dehors ce que lřon a dans lřesprit.ŗ 597 In both cases, the 

painter is concerned with the power of a symbolic formŕa hieroglyph, a letter, a body in motionŕto render 

visible the invisible, to communicate the secret thoughts of the mind or the passions of the soul. As McTighe 

has explained in detail, Poussin was aware of the prevailing fascination with hieroglyphs, pictographs, and 

emblems of all kinds in contemporary Rome, likely consulting Horapollo on the advice of Cassiano and 

perhaps even crossing paths with Kircher in this patronřs circle.598 The seventeenth-century reception of 

Egyptian hieroglyphics as a cryptic ur-language of images, a code for the transmission of secret knowledge 

between savantsŕplainly inflects the artistřs desire, Ŗà autrui faire concepvoir ce quř[il avait] en lřintellect.ŗ599  

                                                           
596 Poussin to Chantelou, November 5, 1643. Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ 228-229: ŖJei grande 
envie sur les Nations lesquelles ne pouvant exprimes de vive voix les plus hautes conceptions de leurs esprit ont inventé 
certaines figures par la force desquelles ils peuvent à autrui faire concepvoir ce quřils ont en lřintellect.ŗ The painter may 
have hinted at his interest in hieroglyphics several years earlier; Poussin to Sublet de Noyers, April 10, 1641, ibid.: 
Ŗ…étant assuré que comme quelquefois les muettes images appendues à un temple par les hommes ne sont pas moins 
agréables à Dieu que les psaumes éloquents chantées par les prêtres, ainsi jřespère que votre Bénignité trouvera aussi 
agréables mes tacites images que lui sont les façons de louanges de qui les sait faire.ŗ 

597 Félibien, Journal, February 26, 1648. For full citation, see Chapter 1, n. 171. 

598 On Kircherřs relationship with Cassiano, see McTighe, ŖLandscape as the Site of Allegory: Poussin and Roman 
Studies of the Hieroglyph,ŗ in Nicolas Poussinřs Landscape Allegories (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 
chapter 3. On the Accademia dei Lincei and the role of images in its activities, see Freedberg, Eye of the Lynx: Galileo, His 
Friends, and the Beginnings of Modern Natural History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), esp. Part IV, ŖPictures 
and Order.ŗ 

599 Cristoforo del Buondelmontiřs introduction of the Hieroglphica to Florentine scholarly circles in 1419 touched off a 
craze not only for the study and interpretation of actual Egyptian hieroglyphics but also for the invention of new 
Ŗhieroglyphics,ŗ images and emblems with gnomic powers of signification, often rooted in the imagined pantheistic 
syncretism of ancient religions. Francesco Colonnařs 1499 Hypnerotomachia Poliphili is perhaps the most famous example 
of the phenomenon. Se David, Le débat sur les écritures et lřhiéroglyphe.  
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This letter was addressed to Poussinřs friend and patron Chantelou, who must himself have been 

familiarŕat least in a general wayŕwith the contemporary discourse surrounding hieroglyphics. France 

joined in the pan-European vogue for Egyptian encryption and emblematic images. Pierre LřAnglois (d. 

1584), court physician to the duc dřAjou, published his Discours des hiéroglyphes aegyptiens in 1583, hot on the 

heels of Vigenèreřs syncretist translation of Philostratus.600 In his 1614 Cinq livres des hiéroglyphes égyptiens, 

substantially derived from Vigenère, Pierre Dinet (active 1610s) demonstrated how porous the line between 

the interpretation of classical myth and that of Egyptian hieroglyphics could be.601 In 1618 followed De 

Symbolica Aegyptiorum Sapientia by Nicolas Caussin (1583-1651), which included a Latin translation of 

Horapollo, the first published in France.602  

Invented hieroglyphics appeared early and often in court ballets. The 1610 Ballet de Monseigneur le duc 

de Vandosmeŕan allegorical entertainment danced at the Louvreŕis the most celebrated example: depicting 

the adventures and the downfall of Ariostořs sorceress Alcina, the ballet concluded with a series of danses 

figurées for knights freed from her enchantments, who traced out on the floor (rather like a high school 

marching band) twelve symbols from Ŗthe Alphabet of ancient Druids.ŗ603 Illustrations in the accompanying 

livret (e.g. fig. 3.62a-b) interpreted these patterns as symbols for Ŗambitious desire,ŗ Ŗeverlasting renown,ŗ 

Ŗgreatness of heart,ŗ and so on.604 Such pseudo-hieroglyphics, often derived from the signs of the zodiac or 

                                                           
600 LřAnglois, Discours des hieroglyphes aegyptiens, emblèmes devises et armoiries (1583) (Paris: Abel LřAngelier, 1584). The book 
contains a dedication from LřAnglois to Philippe Hurault, comte de Cheverny, at whose château Poussin would one day 
paint his first bacchanals. 

601 Richard Crescenzo, Peintures dřinstruction. 

602 On all three treatises, see Fumaroli LřÂge de lřéloquence: rhétorique et Ŗres literariaŗ de la Renaissance au seuil de lřépoque 
classique (1980) (Paris: Droz, 2002), 280-284. 

603 Ballet de Monseigneur le duc de Vandosme, dansé luy douzième en la ville de Paris, dans la grande salle de la maison Royalle du Louvre, 
puis en celle de lřArsenal, le dix-sept & dix-huictiesme iour de Ianvier 1610 (Paris: J. de Heuqueville, 1610), 34: Ŗ...& lesdits 
Chevalliers changeant de pas & de mesure, alloient former leur premiere figure, laquelle suivant lřAlphabet des anciens 
Druides (trouvé depuis quelques années dans un vieil monument)...ŗ  

604 On the persistance and interpretation of such hieroglyphic dances, see Nevile, ŖDance Patterns of the Early 
Seventeenth Century.ŗ 
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even the chart of elements, and always flattering to those who could decipher their secret meaning, would 

continue to mark grands ballets even into the reign of Louis XIV.605  

ŖEgyptiens,ŗ were among the most frequent characters on the burlesque stage; these, however, most 

often represented not ancient Egyptians but Ŗgypsiesŗ: palmisters and pickpockets. References to ancient 

Egypt and the occult knowledge contained in its pictographs were nonetheless present: the 1648 Ballet des 

Affligés, for example, featured entrées representing magical cures for various ailments, stolen from Ŗthe cabal 

of Jews, the tradition of the Druids, the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians...ŗ606 The Ballet du Déreglement des 

passions featured entrées for Isis and Osiris, who deified themselves and demanded to be worshiped as gods.607  

Even as late as 1664 the Ballet des Amours déguisés featured an entrée for Cleopatra, luring Marc Antony away 

from the battle of Actium with her dark charms.608  

The process of visual coding that grew out of the Renaissance fascination with Egyptian 

hieroglyphics, moreover, was implemented quite literally in Rabelřs wild emblematic conceits. Some 

charactersŕlike War from the 1625 Ballet des Fées des Forêts de Saint Germain (fig. 3.63)ŕwere recognizable by 

their symbolic accessories before they said a word or danced a step. Othersŕlike ŖJacqueline lřEntendue,ŗ 

the foolish fairy of Ŗunderstandingŗ (fig. 3.64), who, in the same production, entered accompanied by an owl 

and wearing Minervařs helmetŕrequired a greater measure of iconological acumen to grasp their significance 

(and wit). These costume designs begin to suggest a displacement of signification in ballet from the group to 

the individual,609 from floor patterns designed to be seen from above onto the singular expressive body, 

                                                           
605 On the debate surrounding the fate of danses figurées, see Chapter 1, n. 225. 

606 Ballet des Affligés des grands opérateurs de Mirlinde (1618); livret reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. I: 224-235: 
Ŗ...la Confection de la cabale des Juifs, de la tradition des Druides, des hieroglifiques des Egyptiens, de lřindifference des 
Pyroniens, dogmes des Académiques...ŗ  

607 Ballet du Déreglement des passions (1648); Philidor manusccript reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI: 177-
191. 

608 The Ŗamours déguisés were in this entrée disguised as oarsmen. See Canova-Green, Benserade: Ballets pour Louis XIV, 
vol. II, 639-686, and Christout Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV, 110-111.  

609 Cohen discusses this shift at length in Art, Dance, and the Body; see esp. 23-47.  
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frontally viewed (as in Richelieuřs proscenium theater), whose gestures become, in turn, hieroglyphic, an 

increasingly literal alphabet of the body.610 

 The next generation of emblem scholars in France consisted primarily of Jesuitsŕand balletomanes. 

The abbé Michel de Marolles was the author of the 1655 Tableaux du Temple des Musesŕa sumptuously 

illustrated guide to Ovidian imagery that took Vigenère and Philostratus as its point of departure.611 Marolles 

was among the seventeenth centuryřs most prolific collectors of prints, amassing some 123, 400 sheets, sold 

to the king in 1667. Of these, sixty-three were after Poussin, an extraordinarily high number for an artist only 

recently dead, who had taken no interest whatsoever in the print propagation of his oeuvre.612 The abbé also 

provided in his Mémoires the most vivid surviving accounts of many seventeenth-century ballets. The 1626 

Ballet de la Douairière de Billebahaut, Marolles tells us, was a success on the whole, though he felt that a 

mechanical horse would have been a more tasteful choice than the real one apparently employed for several 

entrées (fig. 3.65).613 The abbé was pleased to secure an excellent seat in the section reserved for clergymen at 

Richelieuřs 1641 Ballet de la Prospérité, but he regretted that this production Ŗwith all its machines & all its 

magnificence, was nonetheless not so ravishing as one might imagine.ŗ The Ŗactions of several dancers,ŗ he 

sniffed, 

were not well enough suited to the subject, while the triumphal chariots presented were not pulled 
by anythingŕwhich was unrealisticŕthough this could very easily have been arranged. The récits for 
Harmony, Italy, Apollo, and the Muses were agreeable enough, but most exquisite of all were the 

                                                           
610 Of all those in Cassianořs intellectual orbit who took an interest in hieroglyphics, none came closer to Poussinřs 
double formulation of an alphabet of the body capable of rendering visible the invisible than Francis Bacon, who 
explained in his 1605 On the Dignity and Advancement of the Sciences (much admired by Cassiano), Ŗ…gestures are a kind of 
transitory hieroglyphics; for as words are fleeting in the pronunciation, hieroglyphics expressed by gesture, are 
momentary; but, when painted, durable.ŗ (Bacon, The Works of Francis Bacon, eds. James Spedding et al. (1860-1864), 15 
vols., vol. VI [Irvine: Reprint Services, 1987], 283-284). Interestingly, Bacon expressed a patriotic scorn for French 
danses figurées in his 1625 essay on the art of the English court masque (ŖOf Masques and Triumphsŗ): ŖTurning 
dances into figure is a childish curiosity.ŗ 

611 See Crescenzo, Peintures dřinstruction, 270-281. 

612 As compared, for example, with Vouet or Rubens. See Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 251-253; and Davies 
and Blunt ŖSome Corrections and Additions,ŗ 218-219. 

613 Marolles, Mémoires, vol. I, 69-70. 
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daring jumps of a certain Italian called Cardelin, who played Victory, dancing on a cord hidden by a 
cloud, and seemed to take flight into the Heavens.614 
 

One could almost be reading Clement Crisp. Marolles included in his Mémoires a lengthy ŖDiscours du Balet,ŗ 

filled with opinions on how best to design the iconographic program of a performance; musings of an 

armchair ordonnateur, these nonetheless convey the sense that, for such a spectator, a love for images that 

called out for interpretive engagement was inextricably entwined with a love for ballet.615  

The great theorist and historian of ballet in the later seventeenth century, however, was Claude-

François Ménestrier, a Lyonnais Jesuit and iconologist.616 Author of the 1662 LřArt des Emblèmes, explicitly 

based on the work of Kircher and Caussin,617 as well as the 1682 Philosophie des images, a more comprehensive 

dictionary, history, and theory of hieroglyphics, enigmas, and arms,618 Ménestrier had begun his study of 

symbolic imagery with dance. Unlike Marolles, Ménestrier brought to bear a practical experience of the art, 

having mounted his first such entertainment at age twenty: a ballet danced at Lyon in honor of the visiting 

king and queen mother in 1658.619 In three acts and twenty-four entrées, the Ballet de lřautel de Lyon presented 

an iconographic program for the reign of Louis that would become standard in the following decade: there 

were entrées for the continents, the planets, for victories past and future, for Minerva, Apollo, Hercules, and 

Atlas, for Immortality, Fortune, and Peace. Somewhat more unusually, the liberal arts danced an entrée, as did 

                                                           
614 Marolles, Mémoires, vol. I, 69-70: ŖCe Ballet, avec toutes ses machines & toute sa magnificence, ne fut pourtant pas 
une chose si ravissante quřon se le pourroit imaginer; parce que lřinvention nřen fut pas exactement suivie, & les habits & 
les actions de plusieurs danceurs ne se trouverent pas assez convenables au sujet, outre que les chars de triomphe qui sřy 
presenterent, nřestoient trainé de rien, contre la vray-semblance, bien que cela se pûst faire fort aisément. Les recits de 
lřHarmonie, de lřItalie, dřApollon & les Muses, furent assez agreables; mais ce quřil y eut de plus exquis furent les saults-
perilleux dřun certain Italien appelé Cardelin, qui representoit la Victoire en dançant sur une corde caché dřun nuage, & 
parut sřenvoler au Ciel.ŗ 
 
615 Ibid. 167-178; there follows a series of outlines for imagined ballets. 

616 The term Ŗiconologistŗ is of course, Panofskyřs (see Studies in Iconology: Humanistic Themes in the Art of the Renaissance 
(1939) (New York: Harper & Row, 1972). Claude-François Ménestrier is not to be confused with the previous 
generationřs Claude Menestrier, a collaborator of the Provençal antiquary Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc and friend, at 
the Barberini Court, of Cassiano dal Pozzo. 

617 Ménestrier, Art des Emblèmes (Paris: Benoist Coural, 1662). 

618 Ménestrier, Philosophie des images, composée dřun ample recueil de devises (Paris: Robert de La Caille, 1682). On Ménestrier as 
a philosopher of the image, see Dekoninck, ŖEntre logica et caligoŗ; Gérard Sabbatier ed., Claude-François Ménestrier; and 
Jean-François Groulier, ŖLe dépassement de lřUt pictura poesis.ŗ 

619 See Ménestrier, Ballet de lřautel de Lyon. 
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the three Estates and the city of Lyon, before the thirteen prior Louis performed the concluding grand ballet, 

Ŗexpress[ing] through their figures his Majestyřs name, which they [had] borne, & originally drawn from this 

city.ŗ620  

Ménestrier spared no detail, however arcane, in his description of the ballet, explaining, for example, 

that the dancer playing Immortality wore Ŗamarantheŗ and rode in a chariot drawn by the phoenix, for this 

color and this creature both represented eternal life.621 In his ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ a 

theoretical text appended to the livret, he emphasized both balletřs similarity to the other arts and its crucial 

difference:  

It is an imitation like the other Arts… its difference is that while they imitate only certain particular 
propertiesŕpainting, for example, represents only outward appearanceŕ[ballet] expresses 
movement & action, which is an imitation of the soul.622 

 

Ballet, hence, offered two levels of signification: one, Ŗan imitation of the soul,ŗ arose from the expressive 

potential of the individual body in motion; the other, Ŗfounded on the authority of several Greek and Latin 

Authors,ŗ arose from the application of visual codes inherited from antiquity.623 The former governed the 

gestures and steps of individual dancers, meant to act out the passions. Here Ménestrier offered some specific 

suggestions: 

Anger is stormy; it blusters & has no rules. All its movements are violent & in this passion, one 
speeds up oneřs steps in an unsteady beat; one stamps oneřs feet, one proceeds with jabbing 
movements, menacing with oneřs head and hand, and casting about fierce & furious looks; fear has 
steps slow to approach & swift to retreat, a trembling and suspended gait, a lost look & awkward 
carriage of the arms.624  

                                                           
620 Ménestrier, Ballet de lřautel de Lyon, 40: ŖLes Treze Louys qui ont formé le sang des veines de Nostre Monarque 
viennent applaudir à sa gloire, ils expriment par leurs figures le nom de sa Majesté quřils ont porté, & quřils ont 
originairement tiré de cette Ville.ŗ  

621 Ménestrier, Ballet de lřautel de Lyon, 1-2. 

622 Ménestrier, ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ in ibid: 50-56, 51: ŖIl est une imitation comme les autres Arts...sa 
difference est quřau lieu que ceux-là nřimitent que certaines proprietez particulieres, comme la peinture ne represente que 
la figure exterieure, il exprime le mouvement & lřaction, qui est une imitation de lřame.ŗ  

623 Ménestrier, Ballet de lřautel de Lyon, 47: ŖLřArgument de ce Ballet est tiré de lřHistoire, & fondé sur plusieurs authoritez 
des Escrivans Grecs & Latins…ŗ 

624 Ménestrier, ŖRemarques sur la conduite des ballets,ŗ in ibid., 53-554: ŖLa colere est fougueuse, elle sřemporte & nřa 
rien de reglé. Tous ses mouvemens sont violens & cřest dans cette passion, que les pas doivent estre precipitez dans une 
cadence inégale, quil faut battre du pied, aller par élancemens, menacer de la teste & de la main, & ietter des regards 
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The second layer of signification governed the selection of characters for the entrées, the design of sets and 

costumes (as in the example of Immortalityřs amaranthe costume and phoenix-drawn carriage), and the 

geometric figures of the grand ballet. The difference between the two is in certain respects analogous to that 

between the affetti and the Modes in Poussinřs work; it is a distinction between the expressive gestures of 

individuals and the more abstract power of an overarching composition or Ŗsujetŗ (a word favored by both 

Ménestrier and Félibien). 

Ménestrierřs livret concludes with a key to various ŖDevises,ŗ emblems representing the most 

important events in the life of the king, which had appeared at various points in the entertainment: a full 

moon for his birth; a rainbow for his baptism; stones thrown into water, causing ripples on its surface, for the 

troubles of the Fronde, and so on. Perhaps the most interesting among these is an ŖIbis Bird of Egypt, born 

on a palm frond,ŗ which, Ménestrier tells us, signified Ŗthe palms of Louis the Just as the cradle of His 

Majesty.ŗ625 Here again Ménestrier invoked the gnomic language of Egyptian hieroglyphics, to which, as we 

have already seen, he would return in his more comprehensive history and theory of ballet, Des ballets anciens et 

modernes selon les règles du théâtre: 

 

The Egyptians, wise and well-regulated in even the smallest matters, made their first Dances into 
hieroglyphics of action, for they had figures to express their Mysteries... and for this reason they 
danced in a round about their Altars like the Sun placed in the middle of the Heavens...626  

 

Which brings us back to Poussin and his bacchanalian round, circling the altar of Apis. Like ballet as defined 

by Ménestrier, Poussinřs Adoration of the Golden Calf relies on two registers of signification: the joyous affetti of 

the individual dancers and the stern mise-en-scene of the compositional whole. The ring itself, however, a 

literally Egyptian hieroglyph of movement, retains its discrete significance from drawing to Bacchanal to Golden 

Calf: joy, sensuality, idolatry, the delight of the dance and the ecstasy of the image. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
farouches & furieux, la crainte a des pas lents dans les approches, & precipitez dans les retraites, une demarche 
tremblante, & suspendüe, la vuë égarée & les bras embarrassez.ŗ As Montagu has pointed out, these guidelines bear a 
remarkable similarity to those offered by Le Brun in his 1667 Conférence sur lřexpression générale et particulière. See ŖThe 
Tradition of Expression in the Other Arts,ŗ in idem, The Expression of the Passions, chapter 4. 

625 Ménestrier, Ballet de lřautel de Lyon, 41: ŖLřOiseau Ibis dřEgypte, qui naist sur la palme…Les Palmes de Louys le Iuste 
ont fait la Pompe du berceau de S.M.ŗ 

626 Ménestrier, Des ballets anciens et modernes, 35-36, as in n. 559, above. 
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4. Dancing Soldiers, Dancing Sabines 

 

Like the two preceding chapters, this one deals with a pair of iconographically linked pictures: scenes, in this 

case, not of dancing but of violent abduction.627 Poussinřs two Rapes of the Sabinesŕtoday at the Louvre (fig. 

4.1) and the Metropolitan Museum (fig. 4.2)ŕwere both painted in the middle-1630s, at nearly identical 

scale,628 and depicting the same subject, yet the emotion each work transmits is quite distinct. Comparing the 

Paris pictureŕpainted for Cardinal Omodeiŕwith the New York oneŕpainted for the Maréchal de 

Créquiŕand addressing a group of related drawings, this chapter will explore Poussinřs sourcesŕliterary, 

pictorial, and sculpturalŕand the two worksř different early histories to suggest how and why two treatments 

of the same subject so proximate in date should look (and feel) so distinct. Créquiřs version, which arrived in 

Paris in 1634, was the very first example of Poussinřs new classical manner to reach his native land. Displayed 

amidst Créquiřs splendid collection and eagerly acquired after the Maréchalřs death by Cardinal Richelieu, the 

Metropolitan Museum picture played a determining role in the initial French reception of Poussinřs small Ŗcŗ 

classicism and its appropriation for the cultural agenda of the Grand Siècle. Tracing the reception of both 

pictures up to the reign of Louis XIV, this chapter will suggest how an understanding of the formal and 

theoretical affinity between Poussinřs work and the ballet de cour can illuminate the early French embrace of 

even those of his works apparently unconcerned with dance.  

 In late 1861 or early 1862, Edgar Degas (1834-1917) set up his easel in the grande galerie of the 

Louvre; there, on a canvas stretched to the exact dimensions of the Rape of the Sabines and prepared with a 

reddish-brown imprimatura à la Poussin, he painted what is arguably the last heroic copy of the Western 

tradition (fig. 4.3).629 Though working largely wet-into-wet in the new manner of Manetŕrather than laying 

down color, as Poussin did, in thin, sequential layersŕDegas was remarkably faithful to his model. Like 

                                                           
627 On the proximity of dance and violenceŕparticularly rapeŕin the classical vocabulary of pose and gesture, see 
Warburg, ŖDürer und die italienische Antike,ŗ esp. 447. Without the rape of Chloris, there would be no dance of Flora.  

628 The Louvre canvas measures 159 by 206 cm; the Metropolitan canvas, 155 by 210. 

629 On the historic installation of Poussins at the Louvre, see Sylvain Laveissière, ŖOù sont les Poussin?ŗ Revue du Louvre 
no. 43 (1993), 133-139. 
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Poussin, he began by tracing the outlines of the buildings that frame the scene with a straight-edge and a 

pointed instrument, and like Poussin, he developed his background first, leaving the figures in reserve.630 He 

matched Poussinřs palette note for note, from the crimson cape of Romulus at upper left to the Ŗmerde 

dřoieŗ yellow of a fleeing Sabine fatherřs tunic at lower right.631 Even his pattern of attentionŕclose in the 

harrowed face of a pleading mother, more cursory in the flutters and folds of flying garments, crests, and 

manesŕfollowed Poussinřs in this ultimate attempt at absorption through imitation.  

 Since his own return from Italy in 1860, Degasŕa famously prolific copyist in his youthŕhad visited 

the Louvre less and less frequently.632 His study of Poussin was the major exception, for in the early 1860s, he 

copied not only the Rape of the Sabines but also the Plague at Ashdod and a drawing for the Extreme Unctionŕ

both in pencilŕas well as the Triumph of Venusŕin ink and washes (fig. 4.4), one of the loveliest drawings in 

Degasřs oeuvre.633 As Carl Goldstein has remarked, the nineteenth-century artistřs choice of Poussin had 

aesthetic and ideological stakesŕnationalist, linearist, ingristeŕbut it was surely inspired, at least in part, by an 

                                                           
630 Rosamond Westmoreland, technical notes in Richard Kendall et al. Degas in the Norton Simon Museum (New Haven and 
Pasadena: Yale University Press and the Norton Simon Museum, 2009), no. 1. Kendallřs entry in this catalogue provides 
the most thorough account of Degasřs copy to date. On Poussinřs use of incised lines in these works, see Arikha, Nicolas 
Poussin: The Rape of the Sabines (The Louvre Version), exh. cat. (Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1983). 

631 The phrase comes from Edmond Durantyřs fictionalized account of Degas at work on his copy in the 1872 novella 
ŖLa Simple vie du peintre Louis Martin,ŗ which makes an explicit comparison between Poussinřs gestures and those of 
ballet dancers. The novella was republished in Le Pays des arts (Paris: Charpentier, 1881): 313-350. In Durantyřs telling, 
the painter Louis Martin copies after Poussin alongside Degas, 334-336: Ŗ ŘAllons donc demander au vieux Poussin la 
révélation du vrai, du beau et du bien,ř se dit-il [i.e. Martin] un matin. Il est temps de commencer la fameuse copie.ř... 
enfin il arriva à son Poussin, qui, à cette époque se trouvait dans la grande galerie. Il tomba encore en pays ami. A côté 
de lui, sřescrimant aussi sur le Poussin, était installé Degas, artiste dřune rare intelligence, préoccupé dřidées, ce qui 
semblait étrange à la plupart de ses confrères; aussi, profitant de ce quřil nřy avait pas de méthode ni de transitions dans 
son cerveau actif, toujours en ébullition, lřappelait-on lřinventeur du clair-obscur social...Degas copiait admirablement le 
Poussin et Martin sřen sentit dřabord encouragé. Mais peu à peu ce modèle si sûr, cette grammaire du dessin et de la 
composition lřennuya et le dégoûta. ŘPoussin était un peintre bête,ř dit-il un jour à son voisin dans un accès dřhumeur. 
Degas ouvrit de grands yeux. ŘTous les gestes, toutes les attitudes quřil a donnés à ses personnages sont dřune banalité et 
dřune insignifiance ridicules. Novarre, Vestris et les Hercules des cirques, se sont inspirés directement de cette noblesse 
de style…ř Degas lui répondit pureté de dessin, largeur de modelé, grandeur de disposition; mais il ne pût sřempêcher de 
rire en voyant comment lřindiscipliné Martin exécutait sa copie. Cřétait une traduction, presque un travestissement... 
Martin finissait par faire une plaisanterie, malgré lui, de ce travail.ŗ 

632 The critic George Moore, who called this copy Ŗas fine as the original,ŗ claimed it had taken a year to paint. See 
Impressions and Opinions (New York: Scribner, 1891), 234. On Degas as a copyist see Reff: ŖDegasřs Copies of Older Art,ŗ; 
idem, ŖNew Light on Degasřs Copies,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 106, no. 735 (June 1964): 248-259; and idem, 
ŖFurther Thoughts on Degasřs Copies,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 113, no. 810 (September 1971): 534-543. 

633 This drawing, after the Louvre picture, was assigned the title ŖTriomphe de Vénusŗ in Degasřs posthumous studio 
sale. See Chapter 2, n. 340. 
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admiration for Poussinřs orchestration of complex, colliding movement.634 It can be no accident that Degasŕ

who would become, in the following decade, the modern erařs great painter of dance and dancersŕelected to 

copy one of the artistřs famous Rapes, already suspended between battle and ballet.635  

 

Two Rapes 

Bellori tells us that Poussin painted the original picture copied by Degas (fig. 4.1) for Cardinal Luigi 

Alessandro Omodei (the same patron who commissioned Degasřs other favorite Poussin, the Triumph of 

Venus).636  Its stage is set in the deep space of a Roman Forum still under construction.637 The Temple of the 

Capitoline Jupiter forms a recognizable backdrop, while scaffolding at right suggests the inchoate state of the 

new city.638 On a pedestal at left, Romulus raises high the hem of his cloak in a declamatory signal to the 

troops below. These storm across the open space in two opposing directions, chasing Sabine men off to the 

right, and sweeping away Sabine women to the left. Two emblematic groups occupy the foreground: a 

                                                           
634 Carl Goldstein ŖPoussin et les Académies au XIX siècle,ŗ in Mérot, ed., Nicolas Poussin, vol. II: 885-906. On 
nineteenth-century understandings of Poussin, see also Scott Allan, ŖGustave Moreauřs ŘArchaeological Allegoryř,ŗ 
Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide, vol. 8, no. 2 (Fall 2009): 1-26. 

635 As Waldemar-George first suggested in ŖSur quelques copies de Degas,ŗ La Renaissance vol. 19 (January-February, 
1936): 5-9, 8. 

636 Discussed in Chapter 2. Omodeiřs ownership, mentioned by Bellori, is documented from 1655, when he tried to sell 
both the Triumph and the Rape to Fouquet; see Chapter 2, n. 388. 

637 Bellori, Le Vite deř Pittori, 449: ŖIl Ratto delle Sabine. Romolo elevato sopra il suggest, alzando il manto reale di 
porpora, dà il segno à suoi guerrieri che assalghino, e rapischino le Vergini Sabine. Rappresentasi la fuga, il pianto, e lo 
spavento loro; e la violenza, e brama deřpredatori: Evui une che sugge à lato il vecchio padre, il quale tutto anhelante, e 
con le braccia aperte, si volge indietro allřimpeto di un soldato, che la prende, & invola. Non lungi la compagna si 
travolge in terra, e si ripara al seno della vecchia Madre sedente in atto di rispingere un giovine armato, il quale rispinge 
ancor lei con una mano al petto, tenendo lřaltra giovane con acerbo sdegno [?] si difende, e tira li capelli dřuno assalitore , 
che se la reca in braccio. Tali affetti si rincontrano Avanti; ma più indietro in distanza, e figurine minori, vedesi un 
soldato, che alza una fanciulla da terra, e la pone per forza in grappa à cavallo dřunřaltro, che si volge ad abbracciarla, e 
dřogni intorno fuggono donne, & huomini Sabini seguitati da Romani, che li affalgono con le spade. Ci sono figurati gli 
edifice della nuova Roma con la fabbrica di una torre, e Romolo stà press oil tempio, alla fronte di un nobile portico di 
colonne, armato riccamente di corazza dřoro col manto, e con la corona in capo: questo ancora fù dipinto per 
lřEminentissimo Sig. Cardinale Aluigi Omodei.ŗ 

638 On Poussinřs sources for the architecture in this painting, from ancient coins to Vitruvius to Serliořs stage designs, 
see: Marc Bayard, ŖPoussin scénographe ou dramaturge? Quelques précisions sur Poussin et lřantique,ŗ in Poussin et la 
construction de lřAntique; Bätschmann, ŖThe Functions of Represented Architecture,ŗ in Dialectics of Painting: 119-134, 
esp. 122-123; Blunt, The A.W. Mellon lectures in the Fine Arts, vol. I, 236-237; and Jane Costello, ŖThe Rape of the Sabine 
Women by Nicolas Poussin,ŗ The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, new series, vol. 5, no. 8 (April, 1947): 197-204. 
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helmeted soldier gives chase to a Sabine father and one of his daughters at right, while another Roman, 

lunging and straining, carries off the same manřs other daughter, at left.639 She struggles mightily and has 

knocked her captorřs helmet from his head; it alone occupies the middle of the foreground, for this picture 

exemplifies Bätschmannřs centrifugal schema for scenes from history: the center of the composition is 

evacuated before our very eyes. 640 Above and behind the fallen helmet kneels an old woman with 

outstretched arms, pleading for mercy from Romulus. Behind her, a bearded Roman lifts another captive 

onto his comradeřs horse. Poussin suggests further vignettes behind these, of flight, pursuit, capture, and 

struggle; the action spills into an adjoining street in the right background. A torrent of gesticulating bodies 

recedes as far as the eye can see.  

 The Paris Sabines was not Poussinřs only treatment of this themeŕor even his most balletic. The 

artist worked out his new manner in part through a series of pairs, doubled treatments of the same subject: 

two Rapes of the Sabines, two Massacres of the Innocents, two Nurtures of Jupiter, two Arcadian Shepherds, above all, 

two sets of the seven Sacraments.641 In most cases, one version presents a shallower, more geometrically 

clarified treatment of its subject. In the case of the two Sabines, that version is in New York (fig. 4.2). The two 

pictures share their compositional rudimentsŕa stage-like setting, a presiding figure in the king at left, a great 

mass of figures rushing violently in opposite directionsŕand, indeed, a number of individual gestures and 

poses. A Roman tearing at the gown of a Sabine in the right foreground of the Louvre (fig. 4.5) scene roughly 

corresponds to a Roman grabbing a Sabine on the right hand side of the Metropolitan Museum picture (fig. 

4.6); the soldier in a brazen helmet clutching his prize in the left foreground of the Metropolitan composition 

(fig. 4.7) echoes the soldier hoisting a woman onto a horse in the middle distance of the Louvre scene (fig. 

4.8); the pose of a nude Roman brandishing his sword in the midst of the Louvre picture (fig. 4.9) is divided 

                                                           
639 Arikha has described the compositionřs bifurcation in terms of rhyme: ŖEach point has its retort, each form its 
rhyme. As in a poem, everything in this painting rhymes: the couple running on the left rhymes with the couple running 
on the right…The two lictors rhyme with the two senators. The old woman kneeling with the old woman seated…ŗ See 
Arikha, The Rape of the Sabines, exh. cat., 33. 

640 Bätschmann, Dialectics of Painting, 66. 

641 On the phenomenon, see also Oberhuber, ŖVariantes, copies et imitations. Quelques réflexions sur les méthodes de 
travail de Poussin,ŗ in Mérot, ed. Nicolas Poussin: 202-206. 
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between two soldiers giving chase in the corresponding area of the Metropolitan composition (fig. 4.10); the 

rearing pose of the horse in quarter profile is identical in both pictures. And so on.  

Nevertheless, just as the dancing ring depicted in the Adoration of the Golden Calf  and the Bacchanal 

before a Herm carries different emotional weight in each of those compositions, so do the shared figures, poses, 

and scenographic elements of the two Rapes of the Sabines carry different emotional weight in each of these 

pictures. In the Louvre composition, runaway passionsŕthe pride of Romulus, the lust of the soldiers, the 

despair of the womenŕreign supreme.642 Here, as in the Adoration of the Golden Calf, space rushes away into a 

distance filled with tiny figures and their futile, frenzied gestures. They are dwarfed by buildings on the rise, 

which, like the rocky crags in the Golden Calf, threaten to crowd out the sky. The pictureřs rather dim, dull 

palette may reflect a compromised state of conservation,643 but it also contributes to the emotional darkness 

of the scene, which presents its subject in a frankly tragic light. An uncomfortable particularity in Poussinřs 

treatment of individual faces and features further atomizes the mayhem: a fleeing father is missing several 

teeth (fig. 4.11); an old woman has moles and whiskers (fig. 4.12); a craning Sabine (fig. 4.13) presents not a 

generalized image of suffering but the specific portrait likeness of her now-forgotten model. Specificity here 

thwarts coherence, splintering the subject into countless individual encounters. The foreground episode of a 

father torn from his daughter is exemplary; rather than framing the composition, these figures summarize its 

fracture.  

The Metropolitan Museum picture, too, presents a scene of chaos, lust, violence, and despair, but this 

one, I argue, unfolds in the ordered geometric universe of ballet.644 Particularity here melts away; most all the 

figures wear the same maskŕwith aquiline nose and large, round eyesŕthat we find so often in Poussinřs 

                                                           
642 Étienne Baudet highlighted this point in an interpretive text appended to his early engraving after the composition: 
ŖLe Poussin, pour exprimer ici les passions les plus fortes et les plus violentes a représenté ici les Sabines enlevées par les 
Romains…ŗ See Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, 112. 

643 To which we shall return below. 

644 In this claim I part ways with those who have asserted that the Metropolitan Museum picture, Ŗreduces the grand 
theater of history to intimate vignettes emphasizing personal relations and modes of expression.ŗ See Olson, Poussin and 
France, 8. The obvious exception to Poussinřs glyptic idealization in this picture is the old woman weeping in the 
foreground, whose features are, nonetheless, not as poignantly particular than those of the whiskery supplicant at the 
heart of the Louvre composition.  
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later works. An unspecified building, far closer to the picture plane than the Temple of Jupiter in the Louvre 

composition, delineates the shallow space of this stage, while the Doric columns of a temple porchŕinserted 

like a flat of sceneryŕframe Romulus and the composition at left.645 Chiasmicŕrather than horizontalŕ

movement tells the story here: the Sabinesř bodies, canted upwards to the right and rhythmically distributed 

across the canvas, repeat a single, coordinated angle of distress, as they are swept away or put to flight by 

Romans soldiers, whose bodies, in turn, surge in perpendicular opposition, an orchestrated corps of ravishers. 

Bätschmann has suggested that in this version Ŗcentrifugal movements and the emptying of the middle are 

even more determinedŗ than in its counterpart at the Louvre.646 I find the opposite to be true. Whereas the 

Paris picture is characterized by division, repulsion, atomization, the New York compositionŕfrom a purely 

geometric standpointŕis organized around the principal of intersection. 

In the background, a Roman soldier and his white charger rear up and to the left, while the woman in 

his arms reaches helplessly up and to the right; the three bodies (horse, soldier, Sabine) form a tight, insistent 

ŖX.ŗ In the foreground, terrible passionsŕlust, grief, anger, and despairŕmight seem to upstage geometry: 

two Romans sweep their quarries high, binding each in a sinewy embrace; at the center of the scene, an old 

woman crouches, abject, beside two wailing infants; at right, a Sabine father tries in vain to save his daughter 

from the most fearsomeŕand most splendidŕof the Romans, the soldier in a golden lorica who torques left, 

wild-eyed, brandishing a dagger. Yet even in these foreground figures, racked by the passions, the same 

chiasmus applies. Whether carrying off a bride or preparing to deliver a blow, Roman bodies, on the whole, 

sweep upwards from right to left; and whether in grief, anger, or despair, Sabine bodies, upwards from left to 

right. The abducted women in the left foreground form elegant parallels, reaching over their captorsř heads. 

The nurseřs arms, contracted in despair, extended in entreaty, describe the same diagonal. At right, the poses 

                                                           
645 Yona Pinson has explored Poussinřs scenography and its implications for his modal theory in ŖUn langage muetŕ
métaphore et morale dans les éléments architecturaux et scénographiques de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ Artibus et Historiae, vol. 
18, no. 36 (1997): 109-127. Marc Bayard has pointed out that Poussinřs source for these architectural settingsŕSerliořs 
stage designs after Vitruviusŕwere outmoded by early seventeenth century when Stephano della Bella and others 
scenographers were moving towards ever-more convincingly three-dimensional set designs. Bayard convincingly argues 
that Poussin used these designs not to mimic actually-witnessed performances but as a means of lending his 
compositions a tragic tone. ŖPoussin scénographe ou dramaturge?ŗ 

646 Bätschmann, Dialectics of Painting, 67. More recently, Bonfait has expressed the same view (Poussin et Louis XIV, 39). 
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of the supine child, the young woman and her father join to form a line slanting from lower left to upper 

right. The gold-armored Roman slices through this diagonal in a savage, sweeping perpendicular.  

Romulus, standing above the fray at left, here barely lifts his cloak, in a solemn, sovereign gesture. 

His serene bearing announces his exemption from the passions that erupt at his command.647 His pose also 

foreshadows the outcome of the violence below: while his scepter, a sign of authority over the Romans, slants 

on a diagonal from lower right to upper left, the hem of his cloak traces a perpendicular diagonal, upwards 

from left to right. Thus, in Romulus himself, the lines identified with Romans and Sabines converge. The 

chiasmic structure of the whole composition is containedŕand controlledŕin and by the body of the king. 

It is, in a sense, from his perspective that we observe the scene, with the organizing vision of one who can 

foresee the civilization that will spring from the crime, the order that will emerge from the chaos. From the 

rape arises Rome. As viewers, we can predict this outcome, however unaware of it the stampeding figures 

may be. By picking out the pattern and rhythm of the soldiersř and Sabinesř thrashing limbs, Poussin instructs 

his viewer to pick out historical meaning from contingent horror. Rational geometry found in violent 

movement reveals the invisible hand of history at work. The paintingřs structure is its meaning. 

 

Style and Sequence 

This was not the first time Poussin had used repeating perpendicular diagonals to organize a scene of violent 

conflict. The general concept is already present in several of the drawings made for Marino in Paris (e.g fig. 

4.14),648 and the concept is explored further in the two battles of Joshua most likely painted shortly after his 

arrival in Rome (figs. 4.15 and 4.16).649 Although these works betray a still-somewhat-rudimentary 

                                                           
647 As Costello long ago pointed out; ŖThe Rape of the Sabine Women by Nicolas Poussin,ŗ 203-204. Marc Fumaroli, 
who described Romulus as the conductor of the paintingřs Ŗorchestraŗ of action, the Ŗviolent choreography of the 
foreground,ŗ has pointed out that his princely self-control, the economy and efficacy of his movements, conform to 
classical guidelines for rhetorical gesture, from Quintilian to Pierre de Cressolles. See ŖMuta Eloquentia,ŗ 41. On 
Romulus as a mutus orator and the efficacy of his gesture as speech in this picture, see also Bätschmann, Dialectics of Painting, 
117-120. 

648 On these see Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, nos. 14, 15, and 16. 

649 Oberhuber (Poussin: The Early Years in Rome, exh. cat. no. 2) and Sutherland-Harris (review of the exhibition Poussin: 
The Early Years in Rome in The Art Bulletin, vol. 72, no. 1 (March 1990): 144-155, 148) suggested that these may have been 
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understanding of anatomy and movement, the extreme shallowness of their pictorial space and the diagonals 

rhythmically repeated across their surfaces seem to predict the Metropolitan Museum picture, with its 

Ŗsubmission of spatial functions to surface.ŗ650 Oberhuber, among others, pointed to these worksř shared 

Ŗattention to form and patterns created on the picture plane,ŗ as evidence of a shared, essential Frenchness, 

suggesting that here 

Even strong emotions are subjected to unendable laws of form that do not allow abandon. Feelings 
cannot escape the rigid shapes in which they are contained as they could in Italian painting, nor can 
they light up the face or posture of an individual as they could in the art of Holland. They are part of 
the same crystalline structure where the typical governs throughout.651  
 

Many others have likewise seen the New York pictureřs Ŗcrystalline structureŗ its rigid, geometric 

containment of emotion, as essentially French. Writing some fifty years before Oberhuber, André Gide 

summarized the distinction between the two Sabines with brisk, ahistorical conviction, calling the New York 

work Ŗun peu plus froide, plus académique, plus davidienne.ŗ652 The painting, of course, precedes the French 

Academy by over a decade, Jacques-Louis David (1748-1825), by over a century, and the stereotype of 

academic froideur, by nearly two, but a sense that this pictureŕunlike its counterpart in the Louvreŕ

somehow already belongs to the not-yet-extant French Academic tradition is intuitive and at some level 

irresistible. 

Others have characterized and accounted for the difference between the two compositions in various 

ways. Fumaroli proposed that the Paris painting represented a slightly later moment in the story than its 

counterpart in New York: the frenzied height of the abduction rather than its beginning.653 Daniel Arasse (in 

my view very wisely) suggested that the distinction was more straightforwardly generic: the Louvre 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
painted in Paris before the artistřs departure. Others have rejected this suggestion (see Rosenberg, ed. Nicolas Poussin, exh. 
cat., nos. 6 and 7). 

650 See Cropperřs review of Oberhuberřs exhibition: ŖEarly Poussin. Fort Worth,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 130, no. 
1029 (Dec. 1988): 958-962, 960. 

651 Oberhuber, Poussin: The Early Years in Rome, exh. cat. 41-42. 

652 Gide, Poussin (Paris: Au Divan, 1945), no. 23. 

653 Fumaroli, ŖMuta Eloquentia,ŗ 42. 
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composition portrays a tragedy; the Metropolitan composition, a history. 654 In his monograph on the Louvre 

painting, Arikha described the distinction in purely stylistic terms (borrowed from Wölfflin): baroque versus 

classicalŕopen forms versus closed, depth versus surface, complication versus clarity.655 The temptation to 

associate these two manners with successive moments in the artistřs career has been powerful, if largely 

unsupported by documentary evidence. Early in the dating disputes, Costello and Blunt identified the Louvre 

picture as the first of the pair, pointing to an overall progression from three dimensions towards two, from 

baroque drama to classical restraint.656 Mahon disagreed. Identifying the Metropolitan Museum picture with 

the Ŗblonde groupŗ of ca. 1631-1634, he associated the Louvre picture with the grim, chaotic Destruction of the 

Temple of Jerusalem in Vienna (fig. 4.17), painted for Cardinal Francesco Barberini, and given by his brother to 

Fürst Johann Anton I von Eggenberg (1610-1649) during his 1638-1639 embassy to Urban VIII.657 Casting 

ostensibly historical subjects in the queasy light of tragedy, the Barberini Destruction of the Temple and the 

Omodei Rape of the Sabines could almost have hung as pendant scenes of rape and pillage, cautionary tales for 

two princes of the Roman Church.658 In this schema, the New York version, painted for Créqui, was merely a 

first attempt; the Paris version, painted for Omodei, constituted a more profound, mature exploration of the 

theme, presumably undertaken, like the Destruction of the Temple, around 1637-1638. 

 Jean-Claude Boyer and Isabelle Volfřs discovery of the Maréchal de Créquiřs posthumous inventory 

in 1988 seemed to confirm Mahonřs hypothesis;  listing the Metropolitan Museum picture among Créquiřs 

                                                           
654 Arasse, ŖRome, Poussin et les Sabines,ŗ in Frank Fehrenbach, ed. LřEuropa e lřarte italiana, per i cento anni dalla fondazione 
del Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz (Venice: Marsilio, 2000): 337-351, 337. Fumaroli countered with a more explicit point 
of comparison, suggesting that the orderly violence of the New York picture be compared to Corneilleřs tragic Horace, a 
representation of stoic civic sacrifice. ( ŖRichelieu, Patron of the Arts,ŗ 20-21). 

655 Arikha The Rape of the Sabines, exh. cat., 14-15. For a similar analysis, see Fumaroli ŖMuta Eloquentia,ŗ 12. 

656 Jane Costello, ŖThe Rape of the Sabine Womenŗ; and Blunt, Critical Catalogue, nos. 179 and 180. Rosenberg provides a 
helpful summary of dating debates (Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, no. 10). 

657 Mahon, ŖPoussinřs Early Development,ŗ 303-304. For a case study on the exchange (and rhetoric) of history 
paintings as diplomatic gifts in seventeenth-century Europe, see Anthony Colantuono, Guido Reniřs Abduction of Helen, the 
Politics and Rhetoric of Painting in Seventeenth-Century Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).  

658 Romulus and Titus, both in red, are positioned in these works as stand-ins for the observer; both leaders, in victory, 
have failed to restrain the passions of their subordinates: lust in one case, greed in the other. Such a moralizing reading 
woud accord with Omodeiřs earlier commission of the cautionary Triumph of Venus, as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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possessions, this document effectively confirmed the paintingřs purchaseŕper Félibienřs accountŕduring 

the Maréchalřs 1633-1634 Roman sojourn. 659 Donatella Livia Spartiřs subsequent discovery, however, of a 

receipt for the Vienna Destruction of the Temple, dated January 11, 1636, has thrown Mahonřs timeline into 

question.660 If the Louvre Sabines and the Vienna Destructionŕso closely related in composition, tone, and 

dramatic emphasisŕwere painted at about the same moment, that moment was not circa 1637-1638 but circa 

1634-1635: a period overlapping with Créquiřs Roman embassy. Spartiŕlike Costello and Blunt before herŕ

speculated that the French ambassador might have seen Omodeiřs Sabines andŕlike Chantelou, later in the 

decade, ordering his own set of Sacraments on the model of Cassianořs661ŕasked the artist to paint the scene 

again for his own collection. What Spartiřs archival discovery demonstrates, however, is in fact that a case for 

the priority of either the Omodei version or the Créqui version cannot currently be made on the strength of 

documentary evidence.  

I am inclined to believe, with Arasse, that the two pictures were painted at about the same moment, 

perhaps even present in the artistřs studio at the very same time, each examining the shared subject from a 

different angle and each destined to satisfy the taste of a different patron. This brings us back to Gide, 

Oberhuber, and the question of the New York versionřs Frenchness. From the standpoint of patronage and 

early ownership, this characterization is perfectly accurate. If Omodeiřs version, at the Louvre, can be 

construed as a cautionary tale painted for a young prince of the Roman church, might Créquiřs version, at the 

Metropolitan Museum, be understood as a promise to a French ambassador of his nationřs destined 

greatness? If the Louvre picture recounts history using the tragic vocabulary of individual experience, its 

counterpart in New York does just the opposite, casting the pain and passion of soldiers and Sabines alike in 

                                                           
659 Boyer and Volf, ŖRome à Paris: les tableaux du Maréchal de Créqui (1638),ŗ Revue de lřArt 79 (1988): 22-41. See also 
Félibien, Entretiens, IV, 24: ŖIl peignit vers le même tems, pour le Maréchal de Crequy, alors Ambassadeur à Rome, un 
Bain de femmes que vous avez pû voir aux Galeries du Louvre chez le Sieur Stella. Il fit aussi un grand tableau du 
Ravissement des Sabines, qui a été à Madame la Duchesse dřAiguillon, & qui est aujourdřhui dans le cabinet de M. de la 
Ravoir.ŗ The picture, as we shall see, passed from Créqui to Richelieu, and thence to his niece, Marie Wignerod de 
Pontcourlay, duchesse dřAiguillon, whose heirs sold it to Jean Néret de La Ravoye (Félibienřs ŖRavoirŗ). 

660 Donatella Livia Sparti, ŖPoussinřs two versions of The Destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem and other early paintings,ŗ 
Jahrbuch des Kunsthistorischen Museums Wien, vol. 6/7 (2004/2005): 181-204, 188-89. 

661 Unglaub provides a useful overview of the relationship between these two suites in ŖŘSeven Sacrosanct Treasuresř: 
The Two Series of Sacraments,ŗ in idem, Poussinřs Sacrament of Ordination: chapter 2. 
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the providential light of history. Chiasmic gestures here marshal violence into a Ŗwell choreographed 

balletŗ662: what better way to appeal to Créqui, who was not only a French diplomat but a soldier and, indeed, 

a ballet dancer?  

 

The Maréchal de Créqui 

Charles Sieur de Blanchefort de Créqui, duc de Lesdiguières and Maréchal de France was a member of the 

noblesse dřépée decorated many times over.663 He had fought with distinction in the Savoy, at Montpellier, 

and in the Piedmont. Named Maréchal de France in 1622, he also served, back in Paris, as premier gentilhomme 

de la Chambre du Roi. He was, in other words, among the first citizens of France, a man Richelieu himself 

described with a curious combination of admiration, scorn, and envy, as having a Ŗgreat heart and little in the 

way of conduct; a man without secrets and of little application: rather lazy; most competent with his arse in 

the saddle.ŗ664 In the 1620s, Créqui danced alongside others of his class in Carnival ballets at court. His 

earliest recorded appearance is in the Ballet des Bacchanales of 1623.665 Fresh from battle in the Piedmont, he 

played the part of a Ŗdesbauché de lřamour,ŗ sharing the stage with François de Bassompièrre, recently 

decorated for service against the Huguenots.  The balletřs mildly bawdy livretŕwith verses by Bordier, 

Boisrobert, and Saint-Amant (who would go on, as we shall see, to serve as a kind of court poet to Créqui in 

Rome)ŕcontains a rhyming récit for the general, gallantly addressed to the ladies of the court: 

 That Cupid, master of conquerors 
 Should wound so mortally the hearts 
 That he submits to servitude 
 I never should have guessed; Reason forbids us 
 To believe that the arrows whose wounds are so harsh 

                                                           
662 Brigstocke, A Loan Exhibition of Drawings, exh. cat., under no. 28. 

663 Créqui was also the prince de Poix and duc de Lesdiguières. Nicolas Chorier wrote his first biography in 1681 (Histoire 
de la Vie de Charles de Créquy de Blanchefort, duc de Lesdiguières (Grenoble: L. Nicolas, 1681). Tallemant des Réaux also 
provided a brief contemporary biography his Historiettes, vol. I, 76-86. Jacques Humbertřs biography of 1963 remains the 
definitive modern account of Créquiřs life: Le Maréchal de Créquy, gendre de Lesdiguières, (1573-1638) (Paris: Hachette, 1962). 

664 Le Rôle de Richelieu (manuscript), cited in Thuillier, Poussin before Rome, 155: Ŗgrand cœur, peu de conduite, sans secret, 
homme peu appliqué, paresseux, capable le cul sur la selle.ŗ 

665 Discussed at length in Chapters 1 and 3. 
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 Should be loosed by the hand of a child…666 
 
On the lips of Créqui these verses formed a courtly joke: love could make even the most ferocious warrior its 

helpless victim. They also enacted the civilizing power of the ballet de cour, the gracious bending of his 

potentially dangerous body to the pleasures of the court and crown.  

The following February, Créqui appeared in another Carnival entertainment, danced at the Louvre 

and titled Le Ballet des Volleurs. With a livret again largely by Bordier and a score by Antoine Boësset (1586-

1643), the entertainment followed a nocturnal theme, opening with a récit for Time accompanied by the 

Months, and proceeding with entrées for Night, serenaders, thieves, and pirates, as well as a chorus of the 

Stars.667 The comte de Soissons played a butterfly thief; one M. de Chalez, a crooked fortune teller; the king 

played a Dutch sea captain, and the Maréchal de Créqui appeared as a pirate again alongside the Maréchal de 

Bassompièrre, the duc de Chevreuse, and the duc de Luxembourg. The plot, such as it was, included a 

domestic burglary and the ambush of a band of moonlight serenaders. The performance concluded with a 

récit for Glory, Victory, and Fame and a grand ballet for eighteen knights, ŖVolleurs de Palmes et de 

Lauriers.ŗ For all its sexual innuendo and even mock violence, the entertainment, as ever, resolved into order: 

the basses danses of the grand balletŕpattern, coordination, the glory of France, and the triumph of civility.  

No visual record survives of Créquiřs appearances on the ballet stage; Claude Mellan (1598-1688) 

drew and engraved his portrait, heroically weathered at fifty-five, in 1633 (fig. 4.18), the year of his 

appointment as Louis XIIIřs ambassador extraordinary to Rome.668 Créquiřs primary mission there was to 

persuade the Holy See to join cause with France against Spain (a mission in which he failed), but his 

secondary goal was to proclaim the splendor of his own nation, to demonstrate, through lavish consumption 

                                                           
666 ŖQuřAmour ce maistre des vainqueurs,/ Blessast mortellement les cœurs/ Quřil range dans la servitude,/ Je ne lřeusse 
pas creu; la raison nous defend/ De penser que les traits dont lřatteinte est si rude/ Peussent jamais partir de la main 
dřun enfant…ŗ The récit continues in eight (very similar) stanzas; see Bordier et al., Ballet du roy, sur le sujet des Bacchanalles, 
5-6. 

667 Bordier. Vers pour le Ballet des Volleurs, dansé par le Roy en la grande salle du Louvre, au mois de février 1624 (Paris: J. Sara, 
1624). Surviving music includes an air for Glory, accompanied by Victory and Fame; another for Night, accompanied by 
Stars; a third for Mercury; and a fourth for Time, accompanied by the Months. See Airs de cour avec la tablature de luth 
dřAntoine Boësset (Paris: Ballard, 1624).  

668 The pencil drawing is today at the State Hermitage Museum (inv. 4640); see Barbara Brejon de Lavergnée, ŖClaude 
Mellan, 1598-1688,ŗ Cahier du dessin français, vol. 3 (1987), no. 14. 
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and display, Franceřs superiority to her great rival. In this he succeeded quite handsomely. Established at the 

Palazzo Orsini, Créqui lived on a grand scale, maintaining a suite of five-hundred servants, retainers, and 

hangers-on, from the poet and livrettiste Saint-Amant669 to the painter and future founding member of the 

Royal Academy Charles Errard (1606-1689), to a dwarf whose portrait bust the ambassador commissioned 

from Poussinřs great friend Duquesnoy (fig. 4.19).670 With a retinue the size of a small army, Créquiřs official 

entrance into the Eternal City on June 19, 1633 resembled an ancient Roman triumphal procession.671 The 

similarity was no accident; described by many of his contemporaries (albeit not Richelieu) as a learned soldier, 

Créqui was particularly interested in Roman history and well versed, according to his first biographer, in the 

Ŗlangue des Césars.ŗ672 

In the thirteen months of his posting to Rome, Créqui amassed a formidable art collection, 

comprising some one hundred sixty-three oil paintings.673 Though he bought masterpieces by Veronese and 

Caravaggio, he focused on the work of Bolognese and Northern European painters active in Rome: 

Domenichino, the Carracci, Lanfranco, Guido Reni, Poussin, Claude, Lemaire, Swanvelt, and so on. 

Although he received several as diplomatic gifts, he seems to have purchased most of these pictures himself 

and commissioned a fewŕincluding the Metropolitan Museum Rape of the Sabinesŕdirectly from their 

makers.674 Begun in June, 1633, and to all evidence completed by the following summer, Créquiřs collection 

formed a time capsule of Roman taste at a precise moment. In July 1634 it followed its owner back to Paris, 

                                                           
669 See Jean Lagny, Le poète Saint-Amant (1594-1661), Essai sur sa vie et ses œuvres (Paris: A.G. Nizet, 1964), 169-188.  

670 The portrait of Créquiřs dwarf was first attributed by Irving and Marilyn Aronberg Lavin (ŖDuquesnoyřs ŘNano di 
Créquiř and Two Busts by Francesco Mochi,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 52, no. 2 [June 1970]: 132-149, 132-137); see also 
Boudon-Machuel, François Duquesnoy, 165-170 and no. 122. 

671 This entrance is described in Relazione della Venuta e Solenne Entrata dellřEccellentissimo Signor Carlo Sire de Crequy... 
Ambasciatore Straordinario dřubidienza appresso la Santità di N.S. Papa Urbano VIII (Rome: Heredi di Guglielmo Facciotti, 
1633). 

672 Nicolas Chorier, Histoire de la Vie de Charles de Créquy de Blanchefort, duc de Lesdiguières (Grenoble: L. Nicolas, 1681), 9. 
One of several volumes of poetry dedicated to Créqui, Jean Baudouinřs translation of Natale Conti, Mythologie ou 
explication des fables (Paris: P. Chevalier & S. Thibout, 1627) describes its patron as Ŗaymant les bons livres.ŗ See 
dedication, n.p. 

673 On Créquiřs collection, see Boyer and Volf, ŖRome à Paris.ŗ 

674 Per Félibien, vol. IV, 24, as in n. 644, above. 
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to hang in state at Créquiřs sumptuous residence in the rue de Cerisaie. The Maréchal served an additional 

ambassadorship to Venice in 1636 before returning to battle in the Italian campaigns of the late 1630s. He 

was killed in action in the spring of 1638, and an inventory of the Hôtel de Créqui taken that summer.675  

The Rape of the Sabines hung beside another less distinguished painting concerned with the founding 

of Romeŕan unattributed depiction of Aeneasŕbut surrounded by apparently unrelated pictures of religious 

subjects, card players, and so on. The collection presented a splendid, almost haphazard, étalage, the kind of 

display more commonly found in seicento Roman palaces than Parisian hôtels particuliers.676 Quite unlike 

anything else in the French capital, Créquiřs collection was open to visitors from late 1634 to 1638 and much 

admired by his countrymen.677 The fact that Poussin had secured a place in it was essential to the artistřs 

future success in France. Indeed, as Doris Wilde first remarked, Créquiřs embassy to Rome marked a turning 

point in Poussinřs career.678 Though he would remain in Rome for all but two of his remaining years, his 

subsequent receptionŕby collectors and artists alikeŕwould be overwhelmingly French.679  

Créquiřs patronage of Poussin was surely as calculated and political as the rest of his expenditures at 

the Palazzo Orsini; Fumaroli has suggested that the commission of a picture from a talented French artist 

working in Rome may have served as a kind of counter-measure to the Spanish delegationřs purchases in 

1629 of pictures by Diego Velázquez (1599-1660), then residing in the Eternal City.680 Though plainly 

influenced by Caravaggio, those works (e.g. fig. 4.20) indicated the path for a new, distinctly Spanish manner 

                                                           
675 Inventaire après le décès de Charles de Créqui (10 mai 1638), published by Boyer and Volf, ŖRome à Paris.ŗ  

676 Cropper has pointed out the link between Créquiřs mode of display and contemporary practices in Rome (see 
ŖRitorno al croceviaŗ). On the artful (dis)organization of contemporary Roman picture galleries, see also Christina 
Strunck, ŖConcettismo and the Aesthetics of Display: the Interior Decoration of Roman Galleries,ŗ in Gail Feigenbaum, 
ed. Display of Art in the Roman Palace (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2014): 217-228. 

677 Boyer and Volf, ŖRome à Paris,ŗ 25. See also Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 158-159. 

678 Wild, Nicolas Poussin, vol. II, 29. 

679 Bonfait has estimated that two thirds of the pictures Poussin painted between 1643 and 1665 were destined for 
French patrons (Poussin et Louis XIV); see also Schnapper, ŖClients et amateurs de Poussin.ŗ 

680 Fumaroli, ŖRichelieu, Patron of the Arts,ŗ 18-19. On possible contact within the Barberini circle between Poussin and 
Velázquez in 1629-1630, see Véronique Gérard-Powell, ŖPoussin et Velázquez,ŗ in Mérot, ed., Nicolas Poussin, vol. I: 393-
410. 
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as surely as Poussinřs Sabines painted for Créqui would come to indicate a way forward for painting in France. 

There seems, in any case, to have been an observable difference between the kind of Poussin Créqui 

purchased and the kind he received as a diplomatic gift.  

Although the Sabines was the only work by the artist to appear in the Maréchalřs posthumous 

inventory, he had acquired at least two others in Rome. One was quite different in subject, though apparently 

similar in style. The ŖBain de femmes,ŗ today known only through an eighteenth-century engraving (fig. 4.21), 

is mentioned by Félibien among the pictures painted for Créqui.681 Aside from its vertical format, the 

composition appears to have been perfectly typical of Poussinřs Ŗblondeŗ manner, with smooth, idealized 

figures (note again the large eyes, aquiline noses, and long, cylindrical limbs) arranged in a shallow, orderly 

frieze. Créqui most likely gave this picture as a gift to Poussinřs close friend and colleague, Jacques Stella 

(1596-1657), who joined the ambassadorřs retinue in Rome.682  

The other Poussin in Créquiřs collection was a diplomatic gift: the early Destruction of the Temple of 

Jerusalem (probably fig. 4.22)ŕpredating both the Vienna version and Créquiřs embassy by about a decadeŕ

which Cardinal Francesco Barberini presented to the Maréchal in November 1633.683 Plainly related to the 

early battles of Joshua, the Destructionřs composition is rather jumbled, its space confused, its figures 

comparatively naïve, and its references to the Arch of Titus, heavy-handed. In other words, by 1633 it was 

neither the latest nor the finest example of Poussinřs work. This Destructionŕvastly inferior to, for example, 

                                                           
681 Félibien, Entretiens, IV, 24, as in n. 623, above. 

682 Stella served both as a kind of court painter to Créqui (who owned seven pictures by him, more than any other 
French artist) in Rome and as an unofficial spokesman for Poussinřs new manner back in Paris. He left Créquiřs suite at 
Milan, rejoining him in France in early 1635 (see Humbert, Le Maréchal de Créqui, 206). We will return in the following 
chapter to Stellařs friendship with Poussin and his role in the appropriation for France of the new classical style, but here 
Stellařs own Rape of the Sabines, painted about a decade after Poussinřs two treatments and today at the Princeton 
University Art Museum (inv. y1967-102), bears mentioning, for the violent action of its foregroundŕcompressed into a 
frozen reliefŕbetrays an obvious debt to the Metropolitan Museum composition. On the Princeton picture, see 
Rosenberg, ed., France in the Golden Age, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum, 1982), no. 101.  

683 On Cardinal Barberiniřs gift to Créqui, see Mahon, Nicolas Poussin: Works from His First Years in Rome, exh. cat., esp. no. 
5; Mahon reproduces the document of this gift from the cardinalřs guardarobba on 69: ŖAd 10 9bre 1633 Donato da S. 
E. al Magior Domo del Duca Chiqui [sic for Créqui] un quatro longo p.mi largo p.mi con la Presa del Tempio di 
Salomone Mano di Monzu Possino.ŗ Créqui likely turned the picture over to Richelieu shortly after his return from 
Rome; Félibien describes it as having belonged to the Duchesse dřAiguillon (Cardinal Richelieuřs favorite niece and heir), 
Entretiens, vol. IV, 18: ŖIl Representa ensuite la prise de Jerusalem par lřEmpreur Titus. Ce tableau… a été longtemps 
dans le cabinet de la Duchesse dřAiguillon…ŗ 
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another Poussin in the Barberini collections, the 1628 Death of Germanicus (fig. 4.23), where the first stirrings 

of the artistřs new manner are so powerfully feltŕpresented a somewhat misleading (and, indeed, rather 

patronizing) sample of the French painterřs production in Rome. Handed off to Richelieu before Créquiřs 

death, it would be listed in the cardinalřs 1643 inventory as a copy. Francesco Barberini, as we have seen, 

replaced the early Destruction after Créquiřs departure with a second more sophisticated treatment of the same 

story, given in 1638 to the Hapsburg ambassador.684 Créquiřs commission of his larger, brighter, more 

spatially coherent and compositionally focused Rape of the Sabines could almost be seen as a retort to Cardinal 

Barberiniřs gift: an example of the French artistřs latest work and an assertion of his true international 

importance. 

 

Plutarch, Ovid, Virgil 

Whether Créqui commissioned Poussinřs picture Ŗfrom scratchŗ or on the basis of the Omodei version, the 

story of the rape was surely familiar to him from various Latin sources, all of which (in case we do not trust 

the testimony of the generalřs worshipful biographer regarding his command of Latin) received early modern 

French translations: not only Plutarch, whose Life of Romulus is generally cited as both picturesř principal 

literary source,685 but also Livy,686 Ovid,687 and Virgil.688  Plutarch naturally provides a hagiographic version of 

the story, defending Romulus from any suspicion of excess and assuring his reader that the king sought only 

Ŗblending and fellowship with the Sabines.ŗ689 He even goes so far as to insist upon the Roman soldiersř 

disinterested motives, pointing to their avoidance of married women as proof that Ŗthey did not commit the 

                                                           
684 The even-handed gesture of giving paintings representing the same subject to the ambassadors of rival powers was 
undermined somewhat by the superior quality of the picture today in Vienna. 

685 Plutarch, Life of Romulus, 14.2-15.5. 

686 Livy, History of Rome, I.9.9-16. 

687 Ovid, Ars Amatoria, I (4), 100-134. Ovid also makes glancing reference to the rape in Book III of the Fasti, 
emphasizing the subsequent episodes of the Sabine womenřs intervention and the reconciliation of the two sides. 

688 Virgil, The Aeneid, VIII: 635-638.  

689 Plutarch, Life of Romulus, 14.2. English translations of Latin sources in this chapter are from standard Loeb editions, as 
listed in the bibliography. 
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rape out of wantonness, nor even with a desire to do mischief.ŗ690 It is in Plutarch that Poussin would have 

found the detail of the signal: Romulusřs opening and closing of his crimson cloak,691 but the mayhem 

depicted in both compositions signals a departure from the Life.692 Livyřs accountŕwhich details the divvying 

up of women according to their looks and assures the reader that the Romansř subsequent wooing Ŗexcused 

their act on the score of passion and loveŗŕsheds little further light.693 We might prefer to imagine 

PoussinŕBluntřs stoic peintre-philosopheŕconsulting the Roman historians alone, but the affetti in both 

pictures of grief, terror, and, above all, lust bear the stamp of a poetic source.  

The painter had turned to Ovid as an unexpected authority on early Roman history before, in the 

drawings he had made for Marino in the early 1620s.694 The Ars Amatoriaŕoften slipped into early modern 

translations of the Metamorphoses under the decorous title of ŖFablesŗ 695ŕprovides a vivid account of the rape 

of the Sabines as the racy punctuation to a passage containing advice on the suitability of theaters for 

romantic assignations. Plutarch himself located the abduction at the Circus Maximus, where Romulus had 

invited his Sabine neighbors to celebrate the festival of Consualia.696 Ovid seized on this point as an excuse to 

retell the story in detail, bringing out its latent sadism and enumerating the actions of captors and captives 

with greater specificityŕand, perhaps, psychological truthŕthan we find in Plutarchřs buttoned-up account: 

Straightway [the Romans] leap forth, by their shouts betraying their eagerness, and lay lustful hand 
upon the maidens. As doves, most timorous of birds, flee from the eagles, as the weaning lamb from 
the hated wolf, so feared they the men rushing wildly on them; in none remained her former color.697 

                                                           
690 Plutarch, Life of Romulus, 14.6. 

691 Plutarch, ibid., 14.5. 

692 Indeed, Arikha and Fumaroli both suggested that the pathos and chaos of the foreground seemed to indicate 
Poussinřs sympathy for the Sabines over the Romans. See Arikha, The Rape of the Sabines, 14-15 and Fumaroli, ŖMuta 
Eloquentia,ŗ 31. 

693 Livy, History of Rome, I.9.16.  

694 See Costello, ŖPoussinřs Drawings for Marino,ŗ 304-306. 

695 As Hans Raben has pointed out, see ŖŘAn Oracle of Paintingř: Re-Reading Poussinřs Letters,ŗ Simiolus: Netherlands 
Quarterly for the History of Art, vol. 30, no. 1/2 (2003): 34-53 (50). 

696 Plutarch, op. cit., 14.3. 

697 Ovid, Ars Amatoria, I (4), 114-118. 
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In this passage appear the lust and terror so omnipresent in the Louvre composition, though there the 

similarities seem to end. Ovidřs emphasis on the bloodless pallor of the Sabine brides is more literally 

depicted in the Metropolitan Museum composition. In an exaggeration of the conventional gendered 

distinction in skin tone, a lunging Roman in the middle distance at far right in the New York version is fairly 

orange; the bronze helmet and coral-colored tunic of the soldier hoisting his bride in the left foreground 

likewise underscore his ruddy complexion; the cool blue and green costumes of the two maidens swept off 

their feet in this portion of the composition highlight the marmoreal whiteness of their skin. The image of 

doves taking wing matches these suspended figures rather neatly. Gone are Plutarchřs noble soldiers, replaced 

by ravening wolves, panicked prey, animal instinct. Like the painter here, the poet underscores both the 

Sabinesř unity of emotion and their variety of expression: 

 
For their fear was one, but not one was the appearance of their fear: some tear their hair, some sit 
crazed; one is silent in dismay, one calls in vain upon her mother; this one bewails, that one is struck 
dumb; this one remains, that one flees. The captured women are led off, spoil for the marriage-
couch, and to many their very fear had power to lend grace.698  

 
In the painting for Créqui, as in the poem, women are united in their terror, differentiated by their specific 

reactions, united in the rhythmic regularity of their movements, differentiated by their expressions. We would 

search the picture in vain for each of the attitudes enumerated by Ovid (the tearing of hair, the sitting crazed, 

and so on), but his remark that fear lends the maidens grace holds true. In Poussinřs picture, though, grace 

suggests something more than sexual allure. Through the Sabinesř graceful, coordinated movements of 

distress, the painter translated fear into geometry and flight into harmony, extracting not only beauty but 

order from the chaos.699 

                                                           
698 Ovid, Ars Amatoria, I (4), 119-124. 

699 As Thuillier once remarked, the Metropolitan Museum composition is apparently concerned with the mystery of 
grace; see Nicolas Poussin 67: ŖLaissant tout le bas du tableau au déchainement animal des passions, il élève jusquřà une 
zone calme et fortement scandée Romulus, le chef conscient de lřavenir glorieux que les dieux préparent pour Rome à 
travers lřaveuglement du vulgaire…. Poussin rejoint la longue interrogation du siècle sur la grâce.ŗ N.B. Thuillier here did 
not attribute to Poussin a belief in the theological principle of Grace; indeed, he would suggest elsewhere, ŖLa grâce, au 
sens strictement religieux, semble bien absente de son œuvre. Ce peintre est de ceux qui ne se contentent pas des 
apparences du monde et cherchent à faire surgir dřelles une dimension spirituelle, mais parce quřils ne la trouvent pas 
dans les mystères dřune foi qui leur est devenue étrangère.ŗ (ŖPoussin et Dieuŗ in Rosenberg, ed. Nicolas Poussin, exh. 
cat.: 30-35 (34). Szanto and Buttay have lately rebutted Thuillierřs arguments in this essay (see ŖLřéclair de la 
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If, at the level of individual figures and their attendant passions, the Metropolitan Museum picture 

draws on Ovid, for the ultimately harmonious pattern of its overall design, the painting relies on a deeper 

understanding of the rape as a foundational moment in Roman history. Which brings us to Virgil and the 

effect of sculptural relief. Virgilřs telling of the tale appears in Book VIII of the Aeneid, amidst the celebrated 

ekphrasis of the shield forged by Vulcan for Aeneas.700 Here, though designated as Ŗsine moreŗ (lawless), the 

abduction is twice justified, first as a historical inevitabilityŕpreordained and prophesiedŕand second as an 

object of aesthetic delightŕa motif represented in Vulcanřs elaborate narrative relief. The incident figures as a 

small part of a vast, magnificent whole, a discrete episode in the larger story (and literal picture) of Romeřs 

destiny.701  

Whether or not Poussin (an attentive reader of Virgil from whom Sublet de Noyers would 

commission a frontispiece for the Aeneid during his stay in Paris702) intended to make explicit reference to the 

epicřs brief account of this rape, the effect of an orderly relief achieved in the Metropolitan Museum painting 

recallřs Virgilřs famous description. The acknowledged disorder of the event is recast as sculpture, part of a 

grand and harmonious design (perhaps even the work of a divine artificer). The similarity would not have 

escaped the pictureřs first French viewers: the Aeneid occupied an important place in a myth of national origin 

nurtured in early modern France. Ronsardřs famous unfinished epic, the Franciadeŕpartially published in 

1572 and much admired by Saint-Amant et al.ŕencouraged Frenchmen to think of their nation, like Rome, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Providenceŗ); I do not find their arguments entirely persuasive. Mérot provides a more measured examination of grace 
and Grace in Poussinřs work (ŖDes grâces visibles aux grâces secrètes,ŗ in Szanto and Milovanovic, eds., Poussin et Dieu, 
exh. cat.: 76-83). 

700 Virgil, Aeneid, VIII, 635-638. Fumaroli has discussed the revival of the ekphrastic genre in seventeenth-century Rome. 
After the Imagines of Philostratus the Younger and Homerřs description of the shield of Achilles in the Iliad, Virgilřs 
description (obviously modeled on the latter) was the most celebrated example of this genre from ancient literature. See 
ŖRome 1630: Entrée en scène du spectateurŗ (1994) in De Rome à Paris: Peinture et Pouvoirs au XVIIe et XVIIIe 
siècles (Paris: Editions Faton, 2007): 37-75, 51-55. 

701 Fidel Fajardo-Acosta has also read this passage into Poussinřs picture, though I believe he has exaggerated the tone of 
disapproval in both Virgilřs description of the rape and Poussinřs rendering, casting the sexual politics of this story in 
twenty-first-century terms. See Fajardo-Acosta, ŖReading the Visual Arts: Textuality and Historicity in Poussinřs Rape of 
the Sabine Women,ŗ Exemplaria, vol. 12, no. 2 (2000): 488-522. 

702 On this commission and its attendant frustrations, see Jonathan Unglaub, ŖPoussinřs Purloined Letter,ŗ The Burlington 
Magazine, vol. 142, no. 1162 (January 2000): 35-39. 
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as a remnant of Troy, an ancient realm reestablished on new soil by a heroic survivor.703 A verse recited at the 

coronation of Louis XIII in 1610 demonstrates the vitality of this tradition in the early seventeenth century: 

Of the blood of Troy mixed with Latin blood was born the great Caesar who marshaled 
under the eagle the Empire of almost all the earth and the sea. And you, being born of the 
blood of Troy and Remus, the true Caesar of the French, you are predestined to submit the 
Empire of this world to the rule of the three lilies.704 

 

These wordsŕas Judith Bernstock has pointed outŕcorrespond to Richelieuřs systematic efforts to identify 

France with the classical tradition and supplant Rome with Paris. Bernstock, whose work offers the most 

exhaustive analysis of Poussinřs pictures in relation to the seventeenth-century identification of France with 

ancient Rome, has pointed out that LřEmpire du Juste, a theological apology for absolute rule published in 1632 

by Charles de Noailles (1589-1648)ŕbishop of Saint-Flour and brother of Créquiřs predecessor as 

ambassador to the Holy Seeŕcompared Louis XIII quite explicitly to Romulus, and modern France, to 

ancient Rome.705 Créquiřs choice of subject for a picture commissioned from a French painter, living in 

Rome, very likely carried nationalistic implications.  

 

Painted Precedents 

                                                           
703 Ronsardřs Francus to Virgilřs Aeneas. On the early-modern reception of Virgil in France, see Philip John Usher, 
ŖHomer, Virgil, and Lucan: Classical Epic and Renaissance Art,ŗ in idem., Epic Arts in Renaissance France (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2014), chapter 1, and ŖRonsardřs Franciade: from National Genealogy to Tragic Love Story,ŗ in ibid., 
chapter 3. Virgile travesti, Paul Scarronřs burlesque parody of the Aeneid (which includes an account of the rape of the 
Sabines), reawakened interest in these epochs in the mid-seventeenth century; it did not begin publication, however, until 
1648. Scarron himself arrived in Rome in 1635, narrowly missing the departure of Créqui (and the Metropolitan Museum 
picture). Marianne Cojounnot-LeBlanc has addressed Poussinřs declared dislike for Scarron and his work in A la recherche 
du rameau dřor. Lřinvention du Ravissement de saint Paul de Poussin à Charles Le Brun (Nanterre: Presses universitaires de Paris 
Ouest, 2012), 38-39. 

704 Cited in Bernstock, Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology, 58; see also Colette Beaune, ŖTrojani aut Galli,ŗ in Naissance de 
la nation France (Paris: Gallimard, 1985), book I, chapter 1.  

705 Bernstock, Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology, see esp. 50-52. On Noailles and the Empire du juste, see also William Farr 
Church, Richelieu and Reason of State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972), 277-280. For all the interest in early 
Roman history in early modern France, there seems to have been no seventeenth-century Ballet des Sabines, not even an 
entrée for Romulus. Roman history on the whole figured only tangentially in the ballet de cour and was generally played 
for comic effect: Julius Caesar, for example, danced beside Alexander, Cyrus, and Tamerlane in the second entrée of 
Richelieuřs 1639 Ballet de la Félicité, and entered disguised not in but as a carpet for the fourth entrée of the 1651 
Mascarade de la mascarade, ou les deguisemens inopinés, (livret repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. VI: 245-251). 
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Of course Poussinřs points of reference for his two Rapes were not solelyŕperhaps not even primarilyŕ

textual: he was hardly the first to paint this subject, a common theme since the early Renaissance, when it was 

used to decorate marriage cassoni.706 There the rape was generally paired with the subsequent story of 

reconciliation, the moment when Sabine women intervened to make peace between their husbands and their 

fathers; such scenes often culminated in a dance (e.g. fig. 4.24), and one might reasonably argue that Poussinřs 

Ŗviolent choreographyŗ in the Metropolitan Museum picture constitutes a kind of compromise, combining 

the violence of the rape with the grace of the intervention in a single image. Early Renaissance paintersŕ

notably Sodoma and Beccafumiŕhad infused the abduction with dancelike poise (e.g. fig. 4.25), and Polidoro 

da Caravaggiořs (ca. 1492-1543) celebrated treatment of the subject on the facade of the Palazzo Milesiŕa 

procession of swooning, straining figuresŕ(fig. 4.26), was surely familiar to Poussin.707 

The elegant gestures we find in Sodoma, Beccafumi, and Polidoro, however, are quite distinct from 

the more rugged affetti of Poussinřs composition for Créqui, where bodies convincingly grapple and despair; 

they only begin to Ŗdanceŗ when arranged in concert with each other and in the broader context of the 

composition. A rougher treatment of the act of rape (fig. 4.27) by Luca Cambiaso (1527-1585) at the Villa 

Imperiale de Terrabla at Genoa has been proposed as an alternative source, but here we encounter the 

opposite problem: violence triumphs; chaos reigns; virtuosic foreshortening plunges us back through a tangle 

of bodies towards a triumphal arch.708 Probably of greater interest to the French artist would have been a 

                                                           
706 Jacqueline Musacchio, ŖThe Rape of the Sabine Women on Quattrocento Marriage-Panels,ŗ in Marriage in Italy, 1300Ŕ
1650, ed. Trevor Dean and K. J. P. Lowe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 67Ŕ68. On the evolution of 
the iconography of the Rape of the Sabines from the sixteenth century to the seventeenth, see Silvia Tomasi Velli, 
ŖLřiconografia del ŘRatto delle Sabineř, Unřindagine storica,ŗ Prospettiva: Rivista di storia dellřarte antica e moderna, no. 63 (July 
1991): 17-39. Arikha, too, provided a helpful list of prior painted portrayals in his study of the Louvre composition (The 
Rape of the Sabines, exh. cat., 15). 

707 Sebastian Schütze proposed this connection in ŖAristide de Thèbes, Raphael et Poussin: La représentation des affetti 
dans les grands tableaux dřhistoire de Poussin des années 1620-1630,ŗ in Mérot, ed. Nicolas Poussin, vol. II: 571-602, 580. 
Keazor has demonstrated the French artistřs use of a fleeing Niobid from another portion of Polidorořs façade as the 
basis for the fleeing Sabine in the right foreground of the Louvre composition (ŖŘZu zwei Zeichnungen Nicolas 
Poussins,ŗ Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte vol. 57, no. 2 (1994): 268-275, esp. 274-275). Poussin owned some seventy prints 
after Polidoro by the end of his life; see Delisle, ŖDessins, estampes et statues de la succession de Nicolas Poussin.ŗ 

708 Costello proposed this connection (ŖThe Rape of the Sabine Women,ŗ 197), later elaborated by Colombier, (ŖNote 
sur Nicolas Poussin,ŗ Gazette des Beaux-Arts, pér. 6, vol. 63 [1964]: 81-88, 82). I find it more convincing in relation to the 
Louvre composition than the New York one. Poussin could have known Cambiasořs treatment through a reproductive 
woodcut; the Italian artistřs drawing of the subjectŕapparently posed with jointed mannequins and today in 
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fresco by Lodovico Carracci (1555-1619) for the Palazzo Magnani in Bologna (fig. 4.28).709 This (badly 

damaged) scene, despite its location in the Circus Maximus, predicts Poussinřs in its essentials: Romulus 

stands above the crowd at left, and a Sabine, knocked to the ground just right of center, strains to escape 

from her Roman captor.710 Here, though, the comparatively sedate movements of Annibaleřs actors lend the 

picture an enervated air far removed from the action and emphasis of Poussin, and, indeed much closer to a 

somewhat limp depiction by the Cavaliere dřArpino (1568-1640) at the Palazzo dei Conservatori  in Rome 

(fig. 4.29)ŕpainted in about 1635-1636ŕthan to Poussinřs contemporary Rapes.  

If the languid figures of Annibaleřs fresco can have exerted no more than a modest influence on 

Poussinřs two easel pictures, the French artist almost certainly embarked on these with the example of a large-

scale oil painting in mind: Pietro da Cortonařs Rape of the Sabines (fig. 4.30), commissioned by the Sacchetti 

family around 1630.711 By the middle-1630s Cortonařs picture hung in the same room as a copy of Poussinřs 

Triumph of Venus: the so-called Ŗappartamento della Signoraŗ at the rented Palazzo Sforza-Cesarini, where the 

Sacchetti family resided until 1649.712 Whether or notŕas Sergio Guarino has suggestedŕCortonařs Rape was 

commissioned as a wedding present, its approach to its subject is gallant, emphasizing the graceful 

ineffectuality of the maidensř movements, the beguiling disarray of their costumes and hair. Though Romulus 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Edinburghŕbears a somewhat stronger resemblance to Poussinřs compositional studies (discussed below) than 
Cambiasořs painting does to either of Poussinřs. 

709 Bellori described this composition in terms of variety over unity and Poussinřs Louvre treatment in terms of unity 
over variety. See Evelina Borea and Carlo Gasparri, eds. LřIdea del Bello: viaggio nel Roma nel Seicento con Giovan Pietro Bellori, 
exh, cat. 2 vols. (Rome: Palais des Expositions, Edizioni Luca, 2000), vol. I, no. 18 (entry by Olivier Bonfait). 

710 See Belloriřs description (Vite deř Pittori, 26). 

711 See Sergio Guarino, ed. Pietro da Cortona, il meccanismo della forma: ricerche sulla tecnica pittorica, exh. cat. (Rome: Pinacoteca 
Capitolina, 1997), no. 6 (entry by Patrizia Masini); of particular interest is the extent of Cortonařs repainting, much of 
which is visible to the naked eyeŕa far cry from Poussinřs carefully planned and executed designs for his Sabines. 
Guarino and Masini proposed that Cortonařs Sabines was commissioned by Giovanni Francesco Sacchetti in 1630 as a 
pendant to the same artistřs Sacrifice of Polyxenaŕpainted in the 1620s for Marcello Sacchettiŕto decorate the nuptial 
chambers of his first wife, Beatrice Tassoni Estense. See also Donald Posnerřs counter-argument in ŖPietro da Cortona, 
Pittoni, and the Plight of Polyxena,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 73, no. 3 (September 1991): 399-414, 389; though a common 
subject for wedding cassoni in the early Renaissance, the Rape of the Sabines was seldom associated with marriage by 
the seventeenth century. See Diane Owen Hughes, ŖRepresenting the Family: Portraits and Purposes in Early Modern 
Italy,ŗ The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, vol. 17, no. 1 (Summer, 1986): 7-38.  

712 On this copy and its relationship to Cortonařs Triumph of Bacchus, also displayed in this room, see Chapter 2, n. 423 
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stands above the action at left, beside a statue of Consus (a nod to Plutarch and, perhaps, Polidoro) the scene, 

with minor costume changes, might almost as easily represent a bacchanal as a battle, nymphs and satyrs, not 

Romans and Sabines.713 Though Romulusřs placement at left and the fleeing woman at right give us a general 

sense of the two sidesř opposing directions, the pictureřs glorious tumble of bodies is comparatively a-

systematic, lacking the rhythmic power of Poussinřs more rigorous arrangement in his much smaller painting 

for Créqui.  

The graceful movements of Cortonařs figures have led many observers to compare his life-sized 

composition to a ballet, and, indeed, even to suggest that his rendering of the story is more intrinsically 

Ŗballeticŗ than either version by Poussin. Bernstock, for example, contrasted the purposeful gestures of 

Romulus in both of Poussinřs scenes with Cortonařs lyrical focus on the rape as a Ŗballet of gracefully posed 

dancers,ŗ714 and Walter Friedländer compared the Sacchetti pictureřs Ŗdecorative ballet in the coloristic 

Baroque mannerŗ with the Créqui paintingřs more severe composition: Ŗstylized, classically definitive.ŗ715 

Both descriptions capture an obvious visual distinction between these paintings for a modern viewer by 

drawing on a post-Romantic notion of ballet as lyrical and feminine, but of course it is precisely the severity, 

the geometric clarity and martial rigor of the Metropolitan Museum picture that make it balletic in a 

seventeenth-century sense. The danced intermedi of Italian operas might serve as elegant divertissements, 

breaks in the action, but ordered movement itself advanced the plot and, above all, revealed cosmic meaning 

in the French art form.716 

 

The Drawings  

                                                           
713 Leafy garlands worn by several celebrants of Consualia contribute to this effect. 

714 Judith Bernstock, Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology, 182.  

715 Friedländer, Nicolas Poussin: A New Approach, 145. See also ibid., 32: ŖThe great difference between their works is what 
Poussin added to his version, that was lacking in Pietro da Cortonařs in spite of its color and brilliant ballet gesturesŕ
namely, drama and passion.ŗ 

716 Here I differ with Bonfait, who has described the New York picture as closely related to Cortonařs conception and 
the Louvre picture as a more orderly treatment of the subject (Poussin et Louis XIV, 39). 
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Though Poussinřs pictures do not catalogue the poses described by Ovid, one of them (also a favorite with 

Cortona) does appear quite explicitly and repeatedlyŕthat of the resistant Sabine hoisted high by her captor: 

ŖIf any struggled overmuch and resisted her mate, up-borne on his eager breast he carried her off 

himself…ŗ717 The two couples at left in the Créqui picture seem to act out these lines. Two othersŕat center 

and in the left foregroundŕdo the same in the Omodei version. These grappling pairsŕeach slightly 

differentŕseem nonetheless descended from a modest figure study today in the Royal Collection (fig. 4.31). 

Here two nudesŕa man and a womanŕare locked in a violent embrace. With legs dangling helplessly, the 

woman tears her hair and cranes away from her captor. Three terse, despairing Ŗořsŗ describe her eyes and 

mouth, while washesŕbrisk but nonetheless preciseŕcast her captor in shadow and give the tiny 

composition its monumental weight. Although this figure group is not precisely repeated in either of the 

subsequent pictures, it signals Poussinřs grappling with grappling and perhaps also his engagement with the 

Trattato of Leonardo da Vinci. 

The artist seems to have studied a manuscript copy of Leonardořs treatise in the Barberini library 

quite closely, and in the middle 1630sŕat or just after the moment of the SabinesŕCassiano commissioned 

from him a new suite of illustrations to the text.718 The drawings Poussin produced in response, preserved in 

the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, follow to some extent the repertoire of illustrations found in prior manuscripts of 

the treatise, ranging from anatomical charts to semi-narrative vignettes. An example of the latter, the 

illustration of Hercules wrestling the half-giant Antaeus (fig. 4.32)ŕa story specifically invoked in Leonardořs 

discussion of the distribution of weight in motionless bodies719 ŕbears a strong relationship to the Windsor 

                                                           
717 Ovid, Ars Amatoria, I.4.127-128. 

718 See Félibien, Entretiens, IV, 22-23. The abridged Codex Barberinus 4304 is generally believed to have been Poussinřs 
point of reference, although some illustrations not present in the Barberini manuscript, which do appear in its Ŗoriginal,ŗ 
the Codex Urbinas Latinus 1270, also figure in Poussinřs group; see Juliana Barone, ŖPoussin as Engineer of the Human 
Figure: The Illustrations for Leonardořs Trattato,ŗ in Re-Reading Leonardo: the Treatise on Painting across Europe, 1550-1900, 
Claire Farago, ed. (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009): 197-236, 198. There is some disagreement about the original number of 
drawings furnished by Poussin. Friedlaender and Blunt proposed nineteen (The Drawings of Nicolas Poussin, vol. IV, no. 
251-269), but Rosenberg and Prat (Catalogue raisonné des dessins, 240-251, no. 129) have identified all twenty-six figure 
illustrations in the Ambrosiana manuscript as autograph works by Poussin. 

719 Trattato della pittura di Lionardo da Vinci, novamente dato in luce, con la vita dellřistesso autore, scritta da Rafaelle du Fresne (Paris: 
Langlois, 1651), 75: ŖPonderatione deř corpi che non si muovono. Cap. CCLXIII...Il bilico composto sřintende esser 
quello che fà unřhuomo che sostien sopra di se un peso per diversi moti: come nella figura dřHercole che scoppia Anteo, 
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drawing. Here the giant dangles helplessly, locked in the herořs deadly embrace. Earlier illustrations to the 

Trattatoŕparticularly those probably sketched in the hand of Leonardořs pupil Francesco Melzi (1493-ca. 

1570) (fig. 4.33)ŕhad evoked wild, flailing movement for this vignette, but Poussinřs treatment suggests a 

stolid counterpoise, an image of bodies, in Leonardořs words Ŗche non si muovono.ŗ 720 As Michael Cole has 

demonstrated, early manuscript illustrations to the Trattato, which occupied the margins of the text, shifted 

quite fluidly in relation to it, forcing the reader to take a more active part in the constitution of meaning from 

word and image.721 Poussinřs drawings, however, fixed the relationship between text and illustration, offering 

a more literal translation of words into images. The result is a closed document, destined for the private 

library of a virtuoso, rather than a working reference intended for an artistřs studio.  

Perhaps because of their more straightforward relationship to Leonardořs text, Poussinřs designs 

seemed to Chantelou ideally suited for publication. Cassiano sent the full set to Paris in 1640, where they were 

adapted into engravings by Errard (a former member of Créquiřs suite) and published under the authority of 

Chantelouřs brother, Roland Fréart de Chambray (1606-1676), as a kind of textbook for the fledgling French 

Academy.722 Out of the library, into the studio. Poussin was apparently ill-pleased with Errardřs adaptation, 

famously writing to the Academician Abraham Bosse (1602-1676) around 1653 that, although he had 

furnished the figures, ŖAll thatřs good in this Book could be written on a single sheet of paper in large 

letters.ŗ723  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
il quale sospendendolo da terra infra il petto e le braccia, che tu li facci tanto la sua figura di dietro alla linea centrale de 
suoi piedi, quanto Anteo hà il centro della sua gravità.ŗ 

720 Melzi seems to have been the pupil responsible for collating and illustrating Leonardořs writings. See Martin Kemp 
and Juliana Barone, ŖWhat Might Leonardořs Own Trattato Have Looked Like? And What did it Actually Look Like up 
to the Time of the Editio Princeps?ŗ in Farago, ed. Re-reading Leonardo: 39-60. 

721 Cole, ŖOn the Movement of Figures in Some Early Apographs of the Abridged Trattato,ŗ in Farago, ed. Re-reading 
Leonardo: 107-126. 

722 The volume was edited by Raphaël Trichet du Fresne. On the original commission and subsequent publication, see 
Sparti, ŖCassiano Dal Pozzo, Poussin and the Making and Publication of Leonardořs ŘTrattatoř,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes, vol. 66 (2003): 143-188. The editio princeps of the Trattato coincided with a French edition of Palladiořs 
Parallel; Bonfait has characterized both projects as attempts to prop up the Royal Academies through the tumult of the 
Fronde (Poussin et Louis XIV, 90-92).  

723 Poussin to Bosse, ca. 1653 in Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 185: ŖPour ce qui concerne le 
Livre de Léonard Vinci, il est vray que jřay dessiné les figures humaines qui sont en celuy que tient Monsieur le Chevalier 
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If Bosse is to be believed, Poussin plainly disliked the coarser aspects of Errardřs adaptations: the 

pantomime exaggeration of facial expressions, the insertion of gauche landscape elements and mythological 

accessories (e.g. fig. 4.34: note that Poussinřs original club is here supplemented with a lionřs skin), and so on. 

He may even have objected to the notion of using these illustrations, intended for one kind of audience, to 

instruct a very different kind of audience. But the idea that the project of publishing the Trattato constituted a 

betrayal, a misunderstanding and misappropriation of Poussinřs original drawings, is too simplistic: hardened 

by Errard beyond Poussinřs wishes, the original designs nonetheless reveal themselves better suited to their 

(unintended) Academic task than any prior set of illustrations to the treatise. Though exaggerated in the 

French edition, a new sense of order and rigor is already present in the Ambrosiana designs. The Hercules and 

Antaeusŕwhich exchanges earlier illustratorsř vortices of flailing limbs, hovering on the margins, for an image 

of musclebound equipoise at home within the textŕexemplify Poussinřs innovation. 

 His portrayal of this vignette as one of stillnessŕfollowing the textŕas opposed to one of 

dynamismŕfollowing prior illustrationsŕmarks the divergence of his attitude towards movement from that 

of many Roman contemporaries, including not only Cortona but Bernini.724 The sculptorřs celebrated 

Abduction of Proserpina (fig. 4.35), made for Cardinal Scipione Borghese in 1621-1622ŕand cited more or less 

explicitly in Cortonařs Rape of the Sabinesŕis concerned with a mechanical problem similar to that of Poussinřs 

Hercules and Antaeus and the two-figure study drawing at Windsor: here again one body is held aloft, forcibly 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Du Puis [i.e. Dal Pozzo]; mais toutes les autres, soit géometrales ou autrement, sont dřun certain de Gli Alberti, celuy-là 
mesme qui a tracé les Plantes [sic, for Plans] qui sont au Livre de la Rome Sousterraine… Tout ce quřil y a de bon en ce 
Livre se peut écrire sur une feuille de papier en grosse lettre; et ceux qui croyent que jřapprouve tout ce qui est ne me 
connoissent pas; moi que professe de ne donner jamais le lieu de franchise aux choses de ma profession que je connois 
estre mal faites et mal dites.ŗ Bosse published Poussinřs letter in his Traité des pratiques géometrales et perspectives: enseignées 
dans lřAcademie royale de la peinture et sculpture (Paris: n.p., 1665), 128-129. His motives for soliciting Poussinřs opinion on 
the publication were not selfless; as professor of perspective, Bosse felt that Charles Le Brunřs desire to use the Trattato 
as a textbook could undermine his own authority on this subject. 

724 Although we have some indications of Berniniřs thoughts on Poussin (provided, admittedly by the somewhat biased 
source of Chantelou, who reported that during the sculptorřs 1665 stay in Paris he had lingered before the Landscape with 
the Ashes of Phocion and famously remarked, Ŗil signor Poussin è un pittore che lavora di là.ŗ). We have no record of 
Poussinřs thoughts on Bernini. His friendship with Duquesnoy, however, may have disposed him to dislike the 
theatricality of his Italian contemporaryřs work. Rudolf Wittkower provided a helpful overview of the two artistřs 
commonalities and differences in ŖThe Role of Classical Models in Berniniřs and Poussinřs Preparatory Work,ŗ Studies in 
Western Art: III, Latin American Art, and the Baroque Period in Europe (Acts of the 20th International Congress of the History of Art) 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963): 41-50. See also Carrierřs more polemical discussion in ŖPoussin, A 
Classical Artist in a Society of the Spectacle.ŗ 
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balanced against another.725  A tour de force of marble carving, Berniniřs sculpture is, of course, an 

achievement of a very different order from Poussinřs pen and wash drawings, but a comparison between 

them usefully demonstrates the painterřs aversion to the sensuous figura serpentinata, perfected by his 

contemporary. The marvel of Berniniřs sculpture is its three-dimensionality, its thrilling occupancy of the 

observerřs space; Poussinřs drawings, though emphatically modeled, do not attempt to replicate this effect, 

organizing the struggle they portray in strict parallel to the picture plain. The serpentine composition of 

torquing, grappling figures had been mastered before Bernini by Giambologna (1529-1608), whose 1581-1583 

group in the Loggia dei Lanzi, Florence (fig. 4.36) was the sixteenth centuryřs most celebrated treatment of 

the Sabine rape,726 a work surely known to Poussin and indeed apparently adapted for the left-hand maiden in 

the Metropolitan Museum composition, where the spiraling motion of the sculpture is, however, flattened 

into a chiasmic relief727  

 As Cole has remarked,  Giambolognařs Rape is only barely the rape of a Sabine: lacking accessories 

of the sort that identify Berniniřs work as an image of Pluto and Proserpina (the crown, the three-headed 

dog), Giambolognařs group is willfully vague in subject, a virtuosic formal experiment, a multivalent 

composition designed to attract attention and interpretation. 728 The more narrative bronze relief of a rape in 

an ancient city (fig. 4.37) was added to the pedestal only after the sculptor had completed his marble group 

and chosen the Rape of a Sabine over various other proposed titles (rapes of Proserpina, Helen, and so on).729 

Like Giambolognařs marble group before its title, Poussinřs figure study at Windsor is unmoored to a specific 

story or text; its violent affetti are without a fixed meaning. A second drawing in the Royal Collection (fig. 

                                                           
725 Poussin would have encountered Berniniřs sculpture in the Ludovisi collection, given as a gift perhaps as early as 
1623. See Peter Lukehart, ŖCarving out Lives: the Role of Sculptors in the Early History of the Accademia di San Luca,ŗ 
in Nicolas Penny and Eike D. Schmidt, eds., Collecting Sculpture in Early Modern Europe: Studies in the History of Art 
(Washington: National Gallery of Art, 2008): 185-218, 202. 

726 On Giambologna and the role of the torqueing body in Mannerist aesthetics, see Cole, ŖThe Figura Sforzata: 
Modeling, Power, and the Mannerist Body,ŗ Art History, vol. 24 (2001): 520-551, esp. 537-539. 

727 The left foreground group in the Louvre composition is also closely related; the fleshy particularity of the Sabine 
there, however, prevents us from seeing her as a statue as readily as we do her counterpart in New York. 

728 Cole, ŖGiambologna and the Sculpture with No Name,ŗ Oxford Art Journal, vol. 31, no. 3 (2008): 337-360. 

729 Ibid. 
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4.38) begins to impart compositionalŕand, hence, narrativeŕcontext. A couple related to the isolated figure 

study here appears at left; the womanřs arm now extends over her captorřs head in a vain attempt at escape. 

Her pose conforms to a nascent structure of parallel and perpendicular diagonals that already begins to 

muster this sheet to order. Conjured with a series of cursory diagonal strokesŕarms and men, flight and 

pursuitŕtwo corps of Romans and Sabines emerge from the chaos. Washes in the foregroundŕdeft, abrupt 

contrasts of light and darkŕheighten the drama of the struggle and reinforce its opposing diagonals: the 

downturned cheek of one woman resisting an unwanted embrace, the fluted arm of another extended in 

flight, the sagging torso of a third, bound and dragged off by her Roman captor. Like the spare, angled lines 

of the background, these washes derive their meaning from their differential relationships in spaceŕparallels, 

perpendiculars, struggle, defeat. They return us again to Poussinřs insistence in the 1647 letter on the Modes 

that affective power ultimately emerges from composition, proportion, difference.730 

 The two drawings at Windsorŕsearching explorations of struggle and pursuitŕmay plausibly 

predate both pictures.731 Two further studies, today at Chatsworth (fig. 4.39) and the Uffizi (fig. 4.40), seem to 

mark a later moment in the design and may have been made between the two paintings, whatever their order, 

or used interchangeably for both.732 The open space of the Roman Forum, enclosed in the left background by 

the Temple of Jupiter Capitoline, belongs to the Louvre composition, along with the emphatic, upwards 

gesture of Romulus; in both drawings, however, he is situated between two columnsŕas in New Yorkŕand 

the gracious diagonal form of one Sabine, recycled from the second Windsor drawing, also figures only in the 

Créqui picture. There are elements in both drawings that appear in neither picture, notably the soldier with a 

crested helmet, at center, who stoops to seize a shrinking Sabine from her motherřs arms, but there is also a 

dramatic difference between these two sheets: namely, Poussinřs use of washes. The Chatsworth drawing is 

                                                           
730 Jouanny, ŖCorrespondance de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ no. 156. See discussion and full citation in Chapter 1. 

731 These drawings might even have belonged to the same sheet. See Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, nos. 
79 and 80. 

732 Rosenberg and Prat proposed the former sequence in the Catalogue raisonné des dessins, nos. 77 and 78. Prat has since 
suggested that Poussin may have used these two drawings interchangeably for both compositions; see Le Dessin français 
au XVIIe siècle (Paris: Louvre éditions, 2013), 33-34. 
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largely in pen; tiny, deft circles for receding heads extend the action far into the background (as in the Louvre 

composition). The Uffizi drawing, however, contains almost no penwork; it is executed almost entirely in 

washes, medium to dark, which bathe the foreground in dramatic light and reduce the compositionřs depth of 

focus, creating a relief-like effect loosely related to the New York composition. Bätschmann has characterized 

this shift as a Ŗtransition from the study of isolated groups to the division of the whole sheet into 

chiaroscuro,ŗ733 and indeed, in the Uffizi drawing, compositional synthesis emerges precisely through 

differenceŕthe rhythmic play of light and dark. Of all Poussinřs drawings, the Uffizi sheet is among those 

most obviously produced with recourse to the toy theater and the Ŗfrozen danceŗ of its wax figurines.734 How 

else could Poussin have achieved such consistent shadows, such bold, confident washes?  

 

The Ludovisi Gaul 

The rearrangement of certain figures between the Chatsworth and Uffizi drawings also suggests the use of toy 

soldiers (and Sabines) to work out these compositions. The struggling pair borrowed from Giambologna 

provides the clearest example. Figuring in the right foreground of the Chatsworth sheet and the left middle 

distance of its counterpart in Florence, this couple is plucked like a chess piece from one space and put down 

in another. The couple resurfaces in the Metropolitan Museum picture, where, in the left foreground, it forms 

the pendant to another borrowed figural group (at right) absent from both compositional studies. Rudolf 

Wittkower once pointed out that Poussinřs direct borrowings from antique sources were most often inserted 

between the compositional drawing stage and the painting stage, cameo appearances by stars in scenes already 

carefully choreographed.735 In the case of the Metropolitan Museum picture, Poussin drafted the Ludovisi Gaul 

(fig. 4.41)ŕone of the most celebrated archaeological finds in seventeenth-century Romeŕto play the part of 

the fearsome, lunging soldier in the golden cuirass (fig. 4.42). Paired as pendants, the quotations from 

                                                           
733 Bätschmann, Dialectics of Painting, 4-5. 

734 See Mérot, Nicolas Poussin, 200, as in Chapter 1, n. 205. 

735 Wittkower, ŖThe Role of Classical Models in Berniniřs and Poussinřs Preparatory Work.ŗ 
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Giambolognařs Sabine and the Ludovisi Gaul Ŗanimate the scene,ŗ as Unglaub has observed, Ŗwith a 

preprogrammed choreography of heroic struggle and brute power.ŗ736  

Who exactly the Ludovisi Gaul might represent was not at all clear in Poussinřs day.737 Unearthed 

during the construction of the Villa Ludovisi in the early 1620s, the sculpture was relatively lightly restored by 

Ippolito Buzzi (ca. 1562-1664) and perhaps the young Bernini.738 It first appears in a family inventory of 1623 

and again in a second, taken a decade later (that is, around the time Poussin painted his two Sabines), as, Ŗa 

certain marius slaying his daughter and himself.ŗ739 The reference is to Tacitus and the story of Sextus Marius, 

the richest man in Spain, executed by Tiberius on trumped-up charges of incest.740 Perrierřs Segmenta, 

published five years after the second inventory, suggests an Ovidian subject: the suicide of Pyramus and 

Thisbe.741 By the end of the century, when Thomassin engraved a copy of this sculpture on the grounds of 

                                                           
736 Unglaub, Poussin and the Poetics of Painting, 169.  

737 See discussion of this sculptureřs restoration in Antonio Giuliano, La collezione Boncampagni Ludovisi: Algardi, Bernini e la 
fortuna dellřantico, exh. cat. (Rome: Palazzo Ruspoli, 1992); and Yves Bruand, ŖLa restauration des sculptures antiques du 
cardinal Ludovisi (1621-1632),ŗ Mélanges dřarchéologie et dřhistoire, vol. 66 (1956): 397-418 (where the 1623 inventory was 
first published. Haskell and Penny provide an indispensible discussion of this sculptureřs early modern reception in Taste 
and the Antique, 282-284, no. 68. Even today, specialists in Roman and Hellenistic sculpture are divided on the dating of 
this object (and, consequently, its subject); some place it in the first century B.C.E., considering it a fragment of a 
Pergamene monument, though most seem to agree on the later date, suggesting that it may be a copy Roman copy of a 
lost Hellenistic original commissioned for the Gardens of Sallust in celebration of Romeřs victories in Gaul. For a 
summary of the debate, see Miranda Marvin, ŖThe Ludovisi Barbarians: The Grand Mannerŗ Memoirs of the American 
Academy in Rome. Supplementary Volumes, vol. 1 The Ancient Art of Emulation: Studies in Artistic Originality and Tradition from 
Classical Antiquity (2002): 205-223.  

738 On the restoration, see Beatrice Palma, Museo Nazionale Romano, Le Sculture 4 vols., I Marmi Ludovisi, vol. 1 (Rome: 
Museo Nazionale Romano, 1983), 19 and no. 64. 

739 Cited in Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, 282, under no. 68: Ŗun certo mario chřammazza sua figlia e se 
stesso.ŗ  

740 See Tacitus, Annals, VI, 19. 
 
741 François Perrier, Segmenta nobilium signora et statuarum quae temporis dentem invidium evasure Urbis aeternae ruinis erepta (Rome, 
s.n., 1638), no. 32: ŖStatua Pyrami et Thisbe in Hortis Ludovisianis.ŗ As Haskell and Penny pointed out, the sequence of 
the suicides in the sculpture would not match Ovidřs account. On Perrierřs volume, see Sylvain Laveissière, ŖLřantique 
selon François Perrier: les Segmenta nobelium Signorum et leurs modèles,ŗ in Marc Bayard and Elena Fumagalli, eds., 
Poussin et la construction de lřantique, Actes du colloque: Poussin et lřantique, Rome, Villa Médicis, 13-14 novembre 2009 (Rome and 
Paris: Académie de France and Somogy, 2011): 49-305 146-147. Audran repeated this title in Les proportions du corps 
humain mesurées sur les belles figures de lřAntiquité (Paris: Audran, 1683) pl. 8: ŖPyrasme au jardin Ludovise à Rome.ŗ Audranřs 
effort was plainly inspired by Poussinřs youthful measurements of the Antinous, published by Bellori at the end of his 
1672 biography. 
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Versailles, it was known as Paetus and Arria (fig. 4.43), a title it seems to have retained into the eighteenth 

century.742  

Was this figure an exemplum virtutis or a monument to cowardice? A Roman or a barbarian? The 

sculptureřs combination of an ambiguous subject with a dramatic, impassioned pose made it wonderfully 

adaptable to early modern artistsř own purposes.743 Rubens borrowed it as early as 1622-1624, in his Council of 

the Gods (fig. 4.44) for Marie deř Medici, where the lunging figure at right trades his dagger for a torch to 

portray a wild-eyed Vice put to flight by Apollo (fig. 4.45).744 As a young painter working and perhaps briefly 

living at the Palais du Luxembourg while Rubensřs Marie de Medici cycle was in process, Poussin had surely 

seen this allegorical centerpiece.745 Although the crisp, rigid bas relief of Poussinřs picture for Créqui bears 

little resemblance to the Flemish masterřs teeming, life-sized composition (could there be a clearer illustration 

of Poussinřs refusal to Ŗavoid the effect of stoneŗ than his sleek, sculptural Gaul? 746), the two paintersř shared 

point of antique reference demonstrates this sculptureřs celebrity and flexibility in the second quarter of the 

century. 

                                                           
742 Thomassin, Receuil, vol. II, no. 57. The copy, commissioned by Louis XIV, was by François Lespignola. On the 
sculptureřs eighteenth-century reception, see Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, 284, under no. 68. The story of 
Paetus and Arria appears in the Letters of Pliny, III, 16.1-7. 

743 Bernstock (Poussin and French Dynastic Ideology, 179) has read national and dynastic significance into Poussinřs selection 
of a Gaul to play the part of a Roman in the Metropolitan Museum picture, suggesting that the choice was calculated to 
identify France with Rome and Louis XIII with Romulus. The fact that the sculpture was not received in Poussinřs time 
as the representation of a Gaul, however, seems to make this connection more a coincidence than a choice. 

744 Himself plainly based on the Apollo Belvedere; the composition is littered with antique citations (the Borghese Warrior and 
British Museum Homer also appear). See V. H. Meisel, ŖRubens, Ancient Art, and the Critics,ŗ Criticism, vol. 5, no. 3 
(Summer 1963): 214-238, 218. On the cycle more broadly, see Ronald Forsyth Millen and Robert Erich Wolf, Heroic 
Deeds and Mystic Figures: A New Reading of Rubensř Life of Marie deř Medici (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989). 

745 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 315: ŖDuchesne qui conduisoit alors les Ouvrages de Peinture quřon faisoit à Luxembourg 
pour la Reine Marie de Médicis, employa le Poussin à quelques petits Ouvrages dans certains lambris des appartemens.ŗ 
See also Thuillier, Poussin before Rome, 11. On the cycleřs iconographic debt to the elaborate mythological and allegorical 
Ballet de Madameŕdanced in 1615 and celebrating the queen in the guise of Minervaŕsee Cohen, ŖRubensřs France: 
Gender and Personification in the Marie de Médicis Cycle,ŗ The Art Bulletin, vol. 85, no. 3 (September 2003): 490-522. 
This balletřs livret is reproduced in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. II, 61-89. 

746 Rubens, De Imitatione Statuarum (ca. 1610), manuscript published by Roger de Piles, Cour de peinture par principes (Paris: 
Jacques Estienne, 1708): 139-148, 139. For full citation, see Chapter 1, n. 41. See also Cody, ŖRubens and the ŘSmell of 
Stone.řŗ 
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It is conceivable that Créqui himself proposed the insertion of the Ludovisi Gaul, a statuary souvenir 

of his embassy to Rome, but Poussin would have been well acquainted with the original by his visits to the 

Villa Ludovisi in the 1620s, where, as we have seen, he copied Titianřs bacchanals with Duquesnoy. Though 

its violent affetti might have set this sculpture apart from the serene figures most admired by the young 

Flemish sculptor, Poussin plainly relished its emphatic pose, replicated quite faithfully in his painting, save for 

one alteration: whereas, in the sculpture, the warriorřs dagger points downwards, piercing his own breast,747 in 

Poussinřs treatment, the dagger points upwards and to the left as the Roman winds up to strike a Sabine 

father below. The reorientation of the knife has narrative meaning, of course, converting this figure from a 

suicide to an assailant, but it also lengthens the slashing diagonal of his body, answering the perpendicular 

gesture of the Giambolognesque captive at left and contributing to the pictureřs broader chiasmic structure. 

Like that of Créqui in the previous decadeřs Carnival ballets, the body of the Ludovisi Gaulŕanother grand 

and fearsome warriorŕhere bends to a grand design. 

Cropper and Dempsey have provided perhaps the most eloquent account of Poussinřs use of antique 

sources, describing his struggle to reconcile beautiful form with violent subject matterŕdiletto, in Marinořs 

terms, with orrore.748 But something quite different is at work in the Rape for Créqui, where Poussinřs 

expressive and aesthetic feat is as much compositional as it is figural. Unglaub has called this process 

Ŗemplotment,ŗ describing it as Ŗthe transformation of the data of a story into a fully articulated composition 

that reconciles the mediumřs inherent spatial unity with staging and unfolding narrative.ŗ749 In the 

Metropolitan Museum picture, violent affettiŕlike those borrowed from Giambologna and the Ludovisi 

Gaulŕform the raw data, but the frieze of intersecting forms that they create shapes our understanding of 

                                                           
747 One wonders whether in some lost bronze original the droplets of blood would have been described with a copper-
colored alloy... 

748 Apropos of the ca. 1628 Massacre of the Innocents at Chantilly, inv. PE-305. See Cropper and Dempsey, ŖMarinořs La 
Strage degli Innocenti, Poussin, Rubens, and Guido Reni,ŗ in idem Friendship and the Love of Painting, chapter 7, esp. 266-267. 

749 The term Ŗemplotmentŗ is borrowed from Hayden White; Unglaub suggests that the artist learned his method of 
emplotment from Tasso. See Poussin and the Poetics of Painting, esp. 169-172 on the two Rapes of the Sabines. 
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the narrative, imparting differential affective power to the Créqui and Omodei versions, which, after all, share 

much of the same raw Ŗdata,ŗ the same wax chess pieces, or dancers. 

The New York pictureřs careful Ŗemplotmentŗ led Held to observe that it portrays Ŗviolence and 

turmoil... almost as the mathematical result of a graph of patterns of energy and movement,ŗ750 and Hugh 

Brigstocke to characterize it as Ŗa well choreographed ballet.ŗ751 Here we may think of of Beauchampřs 

swirling notational chartsŕstill more literal graphs and patterns of energy and movement.752 Powell has 

suggested, apropos of Raphaelřs Massacre of the Innocents (fig. 4.46)ŕanother plausible point of compositional 

reference, as she indicates, for Poussinřs Sabinesŕthat Ŗthe violence of the subject is transcended by a 

choreographic aesthetic.ŗ 753 In the case of the Metropolitan Museum Rape, however, Poussinřs 

Ŗchoreographic aesthetic,ŗ functions in a more specifically seventeenth-century balletic way, not so much 

transcending the horror of the subject as marshalling it to order, teaching us to look for a structure underlying 

apparently random events, Ŗa graph of patterns of energy and movement.ŗ Here violence and suffering are 

civilizing forces, and, in this sense, the picture recalls what Van Orden has dubbed the Ŗritualized strife,ŗ of 

court ballet, linked from its beginnings to organized violence by geometric figures borrowed from marching 

formations, and elegant postures adapted from escrimage.754 A battle-ballet, the picture addressed Créqui and 

the members of his fighting, dancing class in a new formal language that must have seemed to them strangely 

familiar. 

 

Richelieu and Louis XIV 

                                                           
750 Julius Held and Donald Posner, Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Art: Baroque Painting, Sculpture, Architecture (New York: 
Abrams, 1973). 

751 Hugh Brigstocke, A Loan Exhibition of Drawings, exh. cat., under no. 28. 

752 On these, see Chapter 1, and figs. 1.26a-b. 

753 Powell, ŖThe Choreographic Imagination in Renaissance Art,ŗ esp. 167-192. On Raphaelřs Massacre as a possible 
source for Poussinřs Sabines, see ibid. 187, n. 53. 

754 Van Orden, ŖViolence, Dance, and the Ballet de Cour,ŗ in Music, Discipline, and Arms, chapter 3. 
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Richelieu may have coveted the picture from the moment it arrived in Paris, when Créquiřs collection 

momentarily eclipsed the Cardinalřs own. The Historiettes of Gédéon Tallemant des Réaux (1619-1692) attest 

that Richelieu pounced on the Rape as soon as the general died: ŖM. de Créquy having been killed by a bullet 

in Italy, he went to see his pictures, took the best at the prices listed in the inventory, and never paid a 

cent.ŗ755 This sketch of Richelieuřs character is succinct and rather damning, calling to mind his cold appraisal 

of Créqui as Ŗcapable le cul sur la selle.ŗ756 Among the Ŗbestŗ from the Maréchalřs collection was the Rape, 

valued at 350 livres, and, if Tallement is to be believed, carted off for nothing.  

Richelieu hung it in the green apartment off the front courtyard of the Palais Cardinal, amidst other 

treasures from his ever-growing trove.757 There it could have been seen by the first ministerřs most honored 

guests, fresh from his various entertainments, most lavish among them, the Ballet de la Prospérité of 1641, 

whose through-the-picture-frame conclusion, in which the audience crossed the proscenium into a ballroom 

lined with paintings, might have encouraged its observers/participants to recognize something of themselves 

in Poussinřs coordinated surge of movement. A posthumous inventory of Richelieuřs collection, taken in 

1643, reveals that in just five yearsř time, the Rapeřs value had nearly doubled, a reflection of the artistřs new 

prestige in France as premier peintre in absentia.758 Richelieu had commissioned two pictures from Poussin 

during his stay in Paris: Time Saving Truth from Discord and Envy (fig. 4.47) and Moses and the Burning Bush (fig. 

4.48). Both were delivered in November 1641 and destined for the grande galerie of the Palais Cardinal, 

where they served as a ceiling decoration and a manteau de cheminée, respectively.759 Richelieu left these two 

                                                           
755 Tallemant des Réaux, Les Historiettes de Tallemant des Réaux: Mémoires pour servir à lřhistoire du XVIIe siècle, (ca. 1657-1692) 
eds. Louis Jean Nicolas Monmerqué, Hippolyte de Châteaugiron, Jules-Antoine Taschereau, 6 vols. (Paris: A. 
Levavasseur, 1834-1835), vol. I, 387: ŖM. de Créqui ayant été tué dřun coup de canon en Italie, il alla voir ses tableaux, 
prit tout le meilleur au prix de lřinventaire, et nřen a jamais payé un sol.ŗ  

756 Le Rôle de Richelieu as in n. 629, above. 

757 On the other contents of the appartement vert, see Chapter 1. 

758 Levi ŖLřinventaire après décès du cardinal de Richelieu,ŗ 62: Ŗ1002 bis Item, un aultre tableau du Ravissement des 
Sabines du sieur Poussin de quatre piedz et demy de hault sur trois piedz et demy de long... prise la somme de `600 lt.ŗ 
On Poussinřs rising prices, see Chapter 1, n. 252. 

759 On these pictures and their diverging lines of provenance, see Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, no. 
19 (on Time Saving Truth), and Szanto and Milovanovic, eds. Poussin et Dieu, exh. cat., no. 69 (on the Burning Bush). 
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paintings to the crown along with his palace and theater, but the bulk of his portable property passed to his 

niece, Marie Wignerod de Pontcourlay, duchesse dřAiguillon (1604-1675), whose heirs sold the Sabines to 

Neyret de la Ravoye, an avid collector of (or, perhaps, speculator in) Poussinřs work, who had sold it by 1698 

to Bretonvilliers.760 

The fact that the Rapeŕthe first of Poussinřs classical pictures seen in France, an example from the 

famed collections of Créqui, Richelieu, and Neyret de la Ravoye, a composition that embodied the balletic 

qualities of order and geometry most admired in Poussinřs work by artists, critics, and collectors of the Grand 

Siècleŕevaded the royal collection may have rankled Louis XIVřs advisors as they set out in the 1660s to 

amass a definitive group of the artistřs works.761 Was Omodeiřs picture purchased for the crown as a more 

dramatic rendition of a scene already familiar to Parisian connoisseurs? Or as a substitute for the unavailable 

Créqui version? Either way, Louisřs agents bought the picture today at the Louvreŕalong with the Triumph of 

Venusŕfrom an ailing Cardinal Omodei in May 1685; shipped from Civitavecchia, it arrived in Paris, 

somewhat the worse for wear, on October 14.762 Swiftly transferred to Versailles, where it hung by 1695 in 

the bedroom of the kingřs brother, the picture was reproduced by the royal engraver Baudet, who 

characterized it in Le Brunian terms as Ŗan expression of the strongest and most violent passions.ŗ763 The 

painting had become French. Créquiřs version, nonetheless, had paved the way, presenting violence 

exquisitely choreographed, a vision of the world immediately comprehensible to its first French viewers.  

 

  

                                                           
760 Here the pictureřs provenance converged with those of the Adoration of the Golden Calf and Crossing of the Red Sea; see 
Chapter 3. 

761 The duchesse dřAiguillon lived until 1675; the picture was sold by her heirs to Jean Néret de la Ravoye by 1685. See n. 
644, above. 

762 On the sale and voyage, see Gady, ŖLřÉtrange Monsieur de La Teulière,ŗ 168. Rosenberg attributes the compromised 
state of the sky to this journey (Nicolas Poussin: Les Tableaux du Louvre, no. 10). 

763 The picture first appears in the Versailles inventories in 1690; see Rosenberg, ibid., no. 10. A brief explanatory text 
appended to Baudetřs engraving reads: ŖLe Poussin, pour exprimer ici les passions les plus fortes et les plus violentes a 
représenté ici les Sabines enlevées par les Romains…ŗ See Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 112. 
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5. Dances for Richelieu and Olivares 

This chapter treats pictures from two major commissions that Poussin undertook in the mid-1630s: one for 

the Château de Richelieu at Poitou and the other for the Palacio del Buen Retiro in Madrid. The former 

comprised a suite of three bacchanalian Ŗtriumphsŗ (figs. 5.1-5.3)ŕeach featuring dancersŕdestined for 

display in the cabinet du roi at Richelieuřs new castle.764 The latter commission, a small part of a vast decorative 

scheme for Philip IVřs pleasure palace, overseen by his first minister and favorite, Gaspar de Guzmán, conde-

duque de Olivares (1587-1645), comprised two monumental mythological paintings (figs. 5.4 and 5.5), one of 

which, Hymenaeus Disguised as a Woman during an Offering to Priapus, takes as its subject a ritual dance before a 

herm.765 Touching on the historical context of these commissions (both carried out in Rome) and the 

iconography of their constituent works, this chapter suggests how the portrayal of movementŕespecially 

danceŕin each signals the solidification of Poussinřs classical style. Though the artistřs acceptance of these 

commissions from bitterly rivalrous powers may indicate his lack of any profound political allegiance to 

France in the 1630s,766 his work on both projects demonstrated the peculiar compatibility of his new manner 

                                                           
764 Delphine Bastet has pointed out that the Triumph of Pan is less a triumph than a sacrifice, and the Triumph of Silenus 
more the drunken aftermath of a revel than its opening procession; see ŖÉtude iconographique des Bacchanales 
Richelieu de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ Studiolo 4 (2006): 167-186, 169. Nevertheless, both for the sake of simplicity and as a 
reminder of the triumphalist decor of which these paintings were originally a part, I have adhered to the conventional 
titles. Richelieu commissioned a fourth picture from Poussin for the château, a marine triumph today in the Philadelphia 
Art Museum (inv. E1932-1-1). This painting did not belong to the same decorative suite as the bacchanalian triumphs, 
although its relation to those three picturesŕand, indeed, its basic iconographyŕhave been hotly debated. See: Frank 
Sommer, ŖPoussinřs ŘTriumph of Neptune and Amphitriteř: A Re-Identification,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes, vol. 24 (1961): 323-327; Michael Levey, ŖPoussinřs Neptune and Amphitrite,ŗ at Philadelphia; a Re-
Identification Rejected,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 26 (1963): 359-360; Dempsey, ŖPoussinřs 
ŘMarine Venusř at Philadelphia: A Re-Identification Accepted,ŗ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 28 
(1965): 338-343; Dempsey, ŖThe Textual Sources of Poussinřs ŘMarine Venusř in Philadelphiaŗ Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes, vol. 29 (1966): 438-442; Victoria von Flemming, ŖLe Neptune et Vénus de Poussin: lřintertextualité 
comme chance de la démarche interprétative,ŗ in Poussin et Rome: actes du colloque à lřAcadeémie de France à Rome et à la 
Bibliotheca Hertziana, 16-18 novembre 1994 (Paris: RMN, 1996): 309-327; Susan A. Weir, ŖPoussinřs Marine Painting in 
Philadelphia Reconsidered,ŗ Notes in the History of Art, vol. 17, no. 2 (Winter 1998): 33-37; Bull, ŖPoussinřs Loves of the 
Goddessesŗ Gazette des Beaux-Arts 137 (2001): 61-70; Robert W. Berger, ŖPoussinřs Source(s) for His Marine Painting in 
Philadelphia: A Triumph of Venus after Apuleius,ŗ Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 70, no. 3 (2007): 433-439. 

765 Poussin also painted his Landscape with Saint Paul the Hermit for a separate suite of twenty-five landscapes portraying 
the anchorite saints at the same palace (discussed below). 

766 As Rosenberg has remarked, ŖPoussin nřhésitait pas à peindre pour des commanditaires ennemis dont il ne pouvait 
ignorer lřirréductible hostilité.ŗ See ŖA obra: Hymeneus travestido assistindo a uma dança em honra a Príapo,ŗ in Poussin 
Restauração: Hymeneus travestido assistindo a uma dança em honra a Príapo, Pierre Curie, ed. (São Paulo: Instituto Totem 
Cultural, 2009): 44-63, 55. 
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with Richelieuřs cultural ambitions for the French state, forcefully expressed in a series of contemporary 

ballets directed, in large part, against Spain.  

 In late August 1944, as the citizens of Paris took up arms against occupying German forces, the 

Spanish expatriate Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) turned to Poussin, painting a watercolor and gouache copy of 

the Triumph of Pan (fig. 5.6).767 Though he reproduced various details of the original composition (fig. 5.2) 

more or less faithfullyŕthe trumpeter at left, the sacrificial goat, the tambourine player with a fluttering cloak, 

the swooning satyr at rightŕPicassořs work is no slavish copy in the manner of Degas. With its exuberant 

tumble of bosoms and bottoms, its exploded composition, its atmosphere of unbridled appetite and joyous 

carousal, the twentieth-century rendition entirely transforms its model, of which Unglaub has remarked, 

ŖDespite the wantonness of the subject, there is nothing less sensual in Poussinřs oeuvre.ŗ768  

 Poussinřs original revel constitutes a shallow frieze of stilled movement. At its heart stands the red-

faced herm crowned with vine, dressed in a tigerřs skin, and draped with garlands. A trumpeter and five 

votaries approach from the left bearing sacrificesŕa dead doe, flowers, an urn of wineŕwhile two dancers at 

right kick up their heels, their garments fanning out behind them. One of these dancers beats a tambourine; 

the other reaches for a garland to drape about the idol. At far right, cymbals dangle from a pedestal, perhaps 

discarded there with a cloak by the male revelerŕnude save for his wreath and his bracelet of bellsŕwho 

stoops away from the dance to heft a satyr, crowned with pine and collapsed in a drunken stupor. The 

antiquarian still lifes that populate the foregroundŕmasks and pan pipes, an amphora, a cup, a lagobolonŕ

are descended from those in the early drawing of a dance before a herm at Windsor (fig. 5.7).769 Their new 

archaeological precision, however, reflects the artistřs immersion by the mid-1630s in Cassianořs 

investigations. To these accessories Poussin added a pair of discarded thyrsoi, a basket of flowers, and a single 

                                                           
767 On the French Liberation as a context for Picassořs Triumph of Pan, see Victoria Beck Newman, Ŗ ŘThe Triumph of 
Panř: Picasso and the Liberation,ŗ Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte, vol. 62, no. 1 (1999): 106-122. On Picassořs admiration for 
Poussin, see Pierre Daix, ŖPicasso et la tradition française. Un historique,ŗ in A. Baldassari and M.L Bernadac, eds., 
Picasso et les maîtres, exh. cat. (Paris: Musée du Louvre, 2008): 73-87, esp. 82 on this copy. 

768 Poussin and the Poetics of Painting, 156. 

769 Discussed at length in Chapter 3. 
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pine coneŕemblems, respectively of Bacchus, Priapus, and Panŕwhich together seem to indicate that this 

herm represents a numen mixtum, a woodland god of wine, music, and theater, flocks, flowers, and 

fertility.770  

In another detail descended from the Windsor drawing, a grappling nymph and satyr at the foot of 

the herm crystallize a definitive departure from Poussinřs earlier bacchanals: here the maiden, crowned with 

willow, has the upper hand, prying an amphora from her would-be assailantřs grasp and holding him at bay by 

his ivy-wreathed hair. The two figuresř orientation in strict profile purifies this vignette of seduction and 

resistance into a sculptural relief. When Picasso revisited the encounter three hundred years later, he modified 

the nymphřs pose to make it more inviting: in his free copy, she presents a cup of wine instead of snatching 

away a jar and caresses the satyrřs hair instead of pulling it. Picasso nevertheless signaled the sculptural 

coldness of his seventeenth-century prototype through his use of color; the grayish complexion of Picassořs 

nymph may betray his reliance on a black-and-white photograph of Poussinřs work (rather than the period 

copy then displayed at the Louvre771), but these cold flesh tones also seem to signal the antiquarian froideur of 

                                                           
770 Blunt pointed out that the hermřs flowering garlands and brilliant complexion may identify him as Priapus (described 
by Ovid as Ŗruberŗ in the Fasti, I, 415) but acknowledged that Pan is also described in Virgilřs Eclogues as Ŗdeus 
Arcadiae... quem uidimus ipsi/ sanguineis ebuli bacis minioque rubentem,ŗ (10, 26); see Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon 
Lectures, vol. I, 141-144. More recently, Brendan Cole has suggested that the herm may also represent Dionysos; see ŖThe 
Mask of Dionysos. Notes towards a re-examination of Poussinřs ŘTriumph of Pan,řŗ Eton Collections Review, 3 (2008): 66-
103. 

771 On the provenance and historic attribution of this copy, which hangs today at the entrance to the museumřs 
administrative offices, see Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: Les tableaux du Louvre, no. S.7. Identification of the original, 
autograph versions of Poussinřs bacchanalian triumphs has posed a vexing problem since at least the eighteenth century, 
when all three were removed from the château and replaced with the set of copies today in the Musée des Beaux-Arts, 
Tours. These, however, were by no means the first copies made of the set. An early proliferation of copies testifies to 
the compositionsř renown in seventeenth-century France but has also complicated the tracking of original works. Bluntřs 
1966 catalogue raisonné lists thirteen versions of the Triumph of Bacchus alone (The Paintings of Poussin, 97-98, under no. 
137). Degas owned a modern copy; see Gary Tinterow et al., The Private Collection of Edgar Degas: A Summary Catalogue, 
exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1998), no. 28). Chantelou owned a set of copies so fine as to 
provoke Berniniřs famously admiring remark, ŖVeramente quellř uomo è stato un grande istoriatore e grande 
favoleggiatore.ŗ (see Thuillier, ŖPoussin et le laboratoire,ŗ 18). The National Gallery Triumph of Pan and the Kansas City 
Triumph of Bacchus share provenance until 1850, yet the originality of each andŕabove all, of the Triumph of Silenusŕhas 
been challenged. The Louvre copy of the Triumph of Pan was exhibited as autograph until 1960 (Thuillier never accepted 
the National Gallery version as autograph), and the Nelson-Atkins picture did not gain wide acceptance as an original 
work until the Edinburgh exhibition of 1981 (for a summary of the prior debate, see: Blunt, ŖPoussin at Rome and 
Düsseldorf,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 120 no. 903 (June 1978): 420-425, 422; for the change of opinion, see Hugh 
Brigstocke and Hugh Macandrew, eds., Poussin, Sacraments and Bacchanals: Paintings and Drawings on Sacred and Profane Themes 
by Nicolas Poussin, 1594-1665, exh. cat. (Edinburgh: National Galleries of Scotland, 1981), no. 52; for Bluntřs 
acquiescence, ŖFrench Seventeenth-Century Painting: The Literature of the Last Ten Years,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 
124, no. 956 (November, 1982): 705-711, 707; and for an account of Ashok Royřs technical analysis of the Kansas City 
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the original, a sense that Poussinřs groping, grappling, dancing votariesŕhowever flushed their cheeksŕhave 

no blood in their veins. Like the figures in his other triumphs for Richelieu and in the Hymenaeus Disguised for 

Olivares, these nymphs exude what Rubens called the Ŗsmell of stone.ŗ772  

 

Bacchus and Apollo 

The Richelieu triumphsř insistent resemblance to sculpted reliefs did not go unnoticed by early observers. 

Passeri remarked that Poussinřs work for Richelieu had made a name for the artist as Ŗthe most diligent 

investigator of bas reliefs, columns, vases, and other souvenirs of antiquity,ŗ773  and Bellori pointed out that 

these Ŗmost exacting compositions,ŗ these Ŗcrazed dances,ŗ betrayed their authorřs Ŗstudy of antique 

marbles.ŗ774 Yet none of the three Ŗexacting compositionsŗ is copied from a single source.775 Each scene 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
picture, which revealed pentiments and other indications of originality, see Oberhuber, ŖVariantes, copies et imitations,ŗ 
209-210; Thuillier alone continued to reject the attribution). The originalityŕif not necessarily the autograph statusŕof 
the London Triumph of Silenus (long championed by Rosenberg; see, for example Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des 
dessins, 226) was only established in 2013, thanks to an automated thread-count of the three canvases conducted by John 
Twilley, Robert G. Erdmann and collaborators (see Robert G. Erdmann, John Twilley, et al., ŖReuniting Poussinřs 
Bacchanals Painted for Cardinal Richelieu through Quantitative Canvas Weave Analysis.ŗ Paper presented at the Forty-
First Annual Meeting of the American Institute for Conservation. May 31, 2013, Indianapolis; and John Twilley, Nicole 
Myers, and Mary Schafer, ŖPoussinřs Materials and Techniques for the Triumph of Bacchus at the Nelson-Atkins 
Museum of Art,ŗ in Glanville and Seccaroni, eds., special issue of Kermes: La Rivista del Restauro: 71-83). The two National 
Gallery canvases and the third at the Nelson-Atkins were all cut from a single bolt of cloth and must, therefore, be 
traceable to Poussinřs studio. Some possibility remains that the artist might have made an exception to his general 
avoidance of studio assistants for this one important commission, delegating some or all of the Triumph of Silenus. 

772 Rubens, ŖDe Imitatione Statuarum,ŗ as in Chapter 1, n. 41. 

773 Passeri, Vite, 353: ŖQuattro quadri per lo medesimo Card. Richelieu rappresantanti le feste di Bacco nelle quali (…) di 
fece conoscere quellřhuomo ben fondato et istruito del costume, abiti, abbigliamenti et alter appartenenze a quei qiuochi 
tanto di bassi rilievi, pili, vasi et alter memorie antiche delle quali egli fu sempre indagatore diligentissimo.ŗ The fourth 
picture to which Passeri refers is the Marine Triumph today in Philadelphia, likewise (mistakenly) associated with the 
original commission of bacchanalian triumphs by Félibien. On the debate surrounding this picture and its relation to the 
bacchanalian triumphs, see n. 748, above.  

774 Bellori, Vite, 423: ŖFrà gli altri quadri, che Pussino dipinse per diversi Sigori in Francia, & in Parigi, ne fece alcuni per 
lo Cardinale di Richelieù è particolarmentze quattro Baccanali, col trionfo di Bacco, e varie fantasie, e balli di furiosi; e 
sono questi esatissimi componimenti seguitati nello studio de gli antichi marmi, e di poetiche inventioni, portate dal suo 
felicissimo genio.ŗ Félibien, too, remarked on ther sculptural inspiration (Entretiens, vol. IV, 27: ŖEntre les tableaux quřil 
avoit déja envoyez à Paris, il y avoit quatre Baccanales pour le Cardinal de Richelieu, un Triomphe de Neptune qui paroit 
dans son char tiré par quatre chevaux marins, & accompagné dřune suite de Tritons & de Neréïdes. Ces sujets travaillez 
poétiquement, avec ce beau feu & cet Art admirable quřon peut dire si conforme à lřesprit des Poétes, des Peintres & des 
Sculpteurs anciens, & tant dřautres ouvrages de lui, répandus quasi par toute lřEurope, rendoient celebre le nom du 
Poussin.ŗ) 

775 Sophie Charlotte Emmerlingřs suggestion that the Triumph of Panřs composition was substantially derived from a 
somewhat crude, very low relief today in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli never gained acceptance. 
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borrows individual forms from antiquityŕthe lunging pose of the boy at right in the Triumph of Pan (fig. 5.8), 

from the Borghese Gladiator (fig. 5.9),776 the empty amphora in the same composition (fig. 5.10), from the 

Portland Vase (fig. 5.11),777 the splayed legs of the drunken god at left in the Triumph of Silenus (5.12) perhaps, 

from the Barberini Faun (5.13),778 and so onŕbut each  also constitutes an original pseudo-relief, invented as if 

from inside the antique.  

The Triumph of Bacchus (fig. 5.1), today in the Nelson Atkins Museum, provides the salient example. 

Before a mountainous, storm-lit landscape, the car of Bacchus rolls into this composition, driven by a winged 

putto, drawn by male and female centaurs, and attended by a crowd of revelers. Frontal lighting helps flatten 

the composition; figures overlap without really touching, and each barely casts its own shadow. An unnatural 

depth of focusŕtypical of Poussinřs mature landscapesŕgives the schematic, geometricized mountains the 

look of a matte-painted backdrop in an early Hollywood film. The young god appears solemn and dignified, 

his bare flesh smooth and pale as marble. He holds an ivy-wreathed spear as though it were a scepter, and 

more ivy leaves, twined with grapevine, form his crown. His votariesŕbacchants and musicians, a grinning 

Silenus, a grim, striding Herculesŕmay be less composed in affect but are no less frozen in appearance. 

These figures form a rhythmic frieze behind the carriage, shallow and still as any crowd in the history of art. 

Not a leaf stirs in this scene, not a breath of wind. Thanks to crisp contours and even modeling, the bucking 

centaurs and tripping maenads convey riotous movement without actually seeming to move.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Poussinřs depiction of a celebrant decorating a herm here seems derived (as will be discussed below) from a sixteenth-
century print, which might, in turn have been based on Emmerlingřs relief. See Antikenverwendung und Antikenstudium bei 
Nicolas Poussin (Würzburg: K. Triltsch, 1939), 46. 

776 Unearthed in 1611. See Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, no. 43. Delphine Robin has suggested the Ludovisi 
Gaul (deployed in Créquiřs Rape of the Sabines) as an alternative (ŖEtude iconographique des Bacchanales Richelieu de 
Nicolas Poussin,ŗ PhD diss. [Paris: Université de Paris IV, 1998], 79-80), but that figureřs legs are posed differently from 
those of the boy in the Triumph of Pan. 

777 As Wine has pointed out (The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings, 354, under no. NG6477). The vase belonged in the 
1630s to Cardinal Francesco Barberini and was engraved in 1633 by Bernardino Capitelli. 

778 As Bonfait has suggested (see ŖPoussin aujourdřhui,ŗ Revue de lřArt 119 [1998]: 62-76, 71); this match, however, is not 
exact. See also Montagu, Roman Baroque Sculpture, 163-69. The Barberini Faun was unearthed in the middle 1620s and, 
like the Portland Vase, belonged to Francesco Barberini. It figures in Perrierřs Segmenta under no. 27. See Haskell and 
Penny, Taste and the Antique, no. 33.  
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Extravagant banderoles and arabesques formed by the draperies of a dancing nymph in blue at the 

head of the cortege (fig. 5.14), for example, are less descriptive than symbolic, not the result of movement but 

a conventionalized sign for it.779 The ostentatiously frozen, artificial appearance of this garment announces its 

wearerřs derivation from an antique prototype: very likely the similarly callipygian dancer on the Borghese 

Vase (fig. 5.15), already borrowed by Poussin for a drawing of the Triumph of Bacchus and Ariadne, today in the 

Royal Collection (fig. 5.16).780 That drawing dates to about the same moment (in the late 1620s) as the 

gouache Bacchanals of Putti (figs. 5.17 and 5.18), sharing with them both the conceit of the shrouded herm (at 

right) and the sense of counterfeit relief sculpture. The authority of Annibaleřs monumental treatment for the 

Galleria Farnese (fig. 5.19), however, is here perhaps too strongly felt; the callipygian dancer is the only figure 

from this drawing that Poussin would recycle almost a decade later for the Richelieu Triumph of Bacchus, adding 

the swirl of frozen drapery to heighten her sense of arrested movement. 

Another drawing at Windsor (fig. 5.20) likely records the artistřs première pensée for the Richelieu 

picture, conceived as a specifically Indian triumph of Bacchus and stocked with elephants, camels, and a 

giraffe.781 Panthers pull the car of the somewhat effeminate god, attended by a slumping Silenus and heralded 

by a dancing maenad, cymbals held aloft. Various antique literary sources allude to the triumph of Bacchus in 

India. In his Histories, for example, Diodorus of Sicily tells of the wine godřs eastern campaign and triumphal 

procession Ŗseated on an Indian elephant.ŗ782 In Ovidřs Fasti, Bacchus conquers the Ganges and Ŗincense-

bearing India,ŗ returning with cinnamon, oxen, and a comely captive princess.783 Perhaps the most extensive 

                                                           
779 Warburg famously explored the persistent classical convention of conveying movement through floating hair and 
draperies. See ŖSandro Botticellis ŘGeburt der Venusř und ŘFrühling.řŗ Georges Didi-Hubermann offers a sensitive 
reading of the essay and of this specific concept in ŖThe Imaginary Breeze: Remarks on the Air of the Quattrocento,ŗ in 
The Journal of Visual Culture 2, no. 3 (2003): 275-292. 

780 See Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I, no. 61. 

781 The verso of this sheet contains two compositional studies for the Triumph of Pan. See Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue 
raisonné des dessins, vol. I, no. 83. 

782 Diodorus, Histories, IV.3.1-2. 

783 Ovid, Fasti III, 465-468 and 719-724. 
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antique account appears in an essay called Dionysos by Lucian of Samosata (ca. 120-after 180, CE),784 whose 

De Saltione also made him the ancient worldřs leading theorist of dance, a writer on whom seventeenth-

century defenders of ballet relied quite heavily.785  In Lucianřs Dionysos, the beardless god and his crowd of 

revelersŕclad in fawn skins and wreathed with ivyŕare at first ridiculed by the Indians, who believe Bacchus 

will Ŗsoon be trampled to death by their elephants.ŗ Flanked by his generals, Pan and Silenus, the wine god 

rides a panther-drawn chariot into battle; his maenads Ŗgirt with serpents and baring now the steel of their 

thyrsoiŗ quickly put to flight Indians and elephants alike.  The story formed a popular subject for third-

century Roman sarcophagi (e.g. figs. 5.21 and 5.22).786 These were avidly collected in early-modern Italy, and 

emulated by a range of late-Renaissance artists from Raphael to Heemskerck to Annibale.787  The appeal to 

these artists of reliefs like that from a Severan sarcophagus today at Woburn Abbey (fig. 5.22)ŕwhich 

belonged in the seventeenth century to the Aldobrandini family  and appears in a drawing from the Museo 

Cartaceo (fig. 5.23)788ŕarose not only from their exotic figure types and bacchanalian accoutrements (note 

the cymbals, mask, and shepherdsř crooks in the Aldobrandini relief) but also from their overflowing 

                                                           
784 Lucian, Dionysos, 1-4. Blunt identified this passage as a potential source for the artist (see Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. 
Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, vol. I, 137). See also a related description of Bacchusřs Indian campaigns in the Dionysiaca of 
Nonnos of Panopolis (XIII-XIV). Bull has proposed a more modern source for Poussinřs iconography, the description of 
three imaginary mosaics found in the ŖTemple of the Bottle,ŗ in a late-sixteenth-century text by the so-called Pseudo-
Rabelais (ŖCinquiesme et Dernier Livre des Faicts et Dicts Heroiques du Bon Pantagruelŗ); see Bull, ŖPoussinřs 
Bacchanals for Cardinal Richelieu,ŗ esp. 8-11. Even if Poussin and/or Richelieu did know this burlesque work, it is 
difficult to imagine that either of them cared for it. As Rosenberg has remarked of the Richelieu bacchanals, Ŗ…si 
Poussin avait lu tous les ouvrages donřt on lui prête la connaissance, il ne lui serait resté guère de temps pour peindre.ŗ 
(see ŖLes Bacchanales Richelieu: ce que lřon sait et ce que lřon ne sait pas (encore),ŗ in Pacht, Gady, and Kerspern, eds. 
Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 129-135, 134.  

785 E.g. Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, vol. II, 161: ŖOr lřun de leurs exercics plus frequens consistoit à sauter & à dancer, 
quoy quřil ne nous soit quasi resté autre chose de leurs dances que les simples noms, comme lřon peut voir dans les livres 
que Lucian & Meursius ont fait sur ce sujet, dont le dernier transcrit seulement ce que Lucian, Plutarque, Athenee, 
Pollux, & quelques autres ont rapporté des dances....ŗ On Lucianřs early modern reception, see Christopher Ligota, 
Letizia Panizza, eds., Lucian of Samosata Vivus et Redivivus. Warburg Institute Colloquia, 10. (London: The Warburg Institute, 
2007), esp. Emmanuel Buryřs contribution, ŖUn sophiste impérial à lřAcadémie: Lucien en France au XVIIe siècle.ŗ 

786 The definitive guide to these is by Friedrich Matz: Die dionysischen Sarkophage, 4 vols. (Berlin: Mann Verlag, 1968-1975).  

787 On the Renaissance reception of Roman sarcophagi representing the Indian triumph of Bacchus, see: Phyllis Bober 
and Ruth Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists & Antique Sculpture: a Handbook of Sources (1986) (London: Harvey Miller, 2010) 
123-132; and Martin Gesing, Triumph des Bacchus: Triumphidee und bacchische Darstellungen in der italienischen Renaissance im 
Spiegel der Antikenrezeption (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1988), esp. 46-116.  

788 On this object, see: Matz, Die dionysischen Sarkophage, vol. II, no. 100; and Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists & 
Antique Sculpture, no. 78. 
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compositions. Crammed with dancers, musicians, elephants, and panthers, the monumental painting of this 

subject (fig. 5.24) by Benvenuto Tisi (called Il Garofalo, ca. 1481-1556), after Raphaelřs design,789 captures the 

chaotic abundance of third-century sarcophagi and shares its horror vacui with Heemskerckřs treatment (fig. 

5.25), where exotic humansŕdancers and acrobatsŕreplace exotic animals as signifiers of the East. 790  

Poussinřs initial drawing, with its panther-drawn chariot, its menagerie of animals, mortals, and 

deities, exhibits a kindred effect of crowding conspicuously absent from the finished picture. It also evokes a 

sense of spatial recession already suppressed in a second preparatory drawing, today in Kansas City (fig. 

5.26).791 Whereas the Windsor drawingřs dancers, carriage, and exotic creatures process down and across the 

sheet, spilling forth from its imaginary depths, those in the Nelson Atkins drawing chart a horizontal course 

in strict parallel to the picture plane. This exchange of a three-quarter view for stark, hieratic profile initiates a 

process of containment completed in the painting, where both space and movement are carefully delimitedŕ

the depth compressed, the dance arrested. Gone, in the painting, are the elephants, camels, and giraffes found 

in the graphic preparations. The panther skin of the bacchant astride one centaur nonetheless recalls the 

journey East,792 as does the grim, trudging figure of Hercules, who hefts not only his club but a Delphic 

tripod, the spoils of an oriental victory. 793 The insertion of this figure, the mythological character most closely 

                                                           
789 Raphael was commissioned by Alfonso dřEste to paint the scene, after Lucian, but he delivered only a cartoon. See 
Charles Hope, ŖThe ŘCamerini dřAlabastroř of Alfonso dřEste,ŗ Parts I and II, The Burlington Magazine, vol. 113, no. 824 
(November 1971): 641-650; vol. 113, no. 825, (December 1971): 712-721; and Gregor Weber, ed. Der Triumph des Bacchus: 
Meisterwerke Ferrareser Malerei in Dresden, 1480-1620, exh. cat. (Ferrara: Castello Estense, 2003), no. 29 (which provides an 
overview of the modern literature on this painting). 

790 On this picture, see Rainald Grosshans, Maerten van Heemskerck: Die Gemälde (Berlin: H. Boettcher, 1980), cat. 24. 

791 Robert Meadows-Rogers has suggested that the crowded drawing demonstrates Poussinřs specific admiration for late-
Antonine and Severan sculpture; see ŖProcession and Return: Bacchus, Poussin, and the Conquest of Ancient 
Territory,ŗ Athanor, 9 (1990): 25-35. 

792 The tiger ridden by Silenus in the Triumph of Silenus and the tigerřs skin draped over the herm in the Triumph of Pan 
serve the same purpose. 

793 For two competing explanations (cosmic and political) of Herculesřs presence in Poussinřs composition, see, 
respectively: Charles Dempsey, ŖThe Classical Perception of Nature in Poussinřs Earlier Worksŗ Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes, vol. 29 (1966), pp. 219-249; and Bull, ŖPoussinřs Bacchanals for Cardinal Richelieu,ŗ The Burlington 
Magazine, vol. 137, no. 1102 (January 1995): 5-11. Despite subsequent elaborations of Dempseyřs reading (see esp.: 
Cropper, ŖVirtueřs Wintry Reward,ŗ 258; Santucci, Poussin: Tradizione Ermetica, 27-28; and Meadows-Rogers, ŖProcession 
and Returnŗ), I am inclined to accept the more practical explanations proposed by Bull and explored by Bastet (ŖÉtude 
iconographique des Bacchanales Richelieuŗ): namely, that Richelieu, may have stipulated the inclusion of the god, with 
whom he was closely identified, as discussed below in relation to the 1641 Ballet de la Prospérité. It is, however, perfectly 
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associated with the pugnacious Richelieu (his name a near-anagram of ŖHerculeŗ), marks another important 

departure from both drawings; planted at the heart of the composition, Hercules lends the finished picture a 

curious gravityŕand an implication of violence. 

Despite the relative simplicity and sobriety of the painting, seventeenth-century French viewers had 

no trouble recognizing its subject as an Indian triumph. Triumphal processionsŕparticularly those featuring 

exotic characters from the eastŕformed the stock in trade of balletic entrées throughout the century, and 

verses assigned to Bacchus often referenced his role as conquerer of the Orient,794 both an emblem of the 

exotic East and its civilizing subduer.795 It is therefore fitting that the earliest published account of this picture 

was penned by Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, Richelieuřs pet poet and the author of his ballets, who wrote in 

1653:  

 ...What gentle beauties! What pleasant figures! 
 See the rich array of diverse postures, 

The car, adorned with vines, where Bacchus triumphs 
 Over the peoples of the Morning vanquished by his thyrsus. 

See the gay frenzy, & the wild jests 
Of horned satyrs, & Maenadsř dances...796 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
possible that Poussin had his own cosmological reasons for including Hercules, whose presence in the composition 
could have received its political meaning only in the context of the installation of the cabinet du roi (whose ceiling, as 
discussed below, featured an Apotheosis of Hercules). 

794 For example: in the 1623 Ballet des Bacchanales, he proclaimed, ŖTous les thresors que les hommes avares,/ Malgré les 
mers qui les ont separé/ Vont picorant jusquřaux Indes barbares,/ Ces beaux lambris ces grand planchers dorés,/ Luy 
plaisent moins que lřombre dřune treille,/ Quand il sřendort auprés dřune bouteille./ Jřay traversé tout lřEmpire des 
ondes,/ Comme le fils du Monarque des Dieux; Jřay le premier cherché de nouveaux mondes,/ Et triomphé premier 
victorieux….ŗ (Vers pour le Ballet des Bacchanales [Paris: Imprimerie du roy, 1623], repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. 
III: 327-345, 331 (the implied elision of India and the West Indies is a commonplace in ballets of the period); in the 1632 
Ballet de lřHarmonie, Bacchusřs votaries sang to him, ŖNous dirons à ta Memoire/Que les Indes tu conquis/Pour avoir 
sçeu lřart de boire/ Aussitost que tu naquis.ŗ (Ballet de lřHarmonie, livret repr. in Lacroix, op. cit., vol. IV: 209-219, 216); 
and in the 1651 Ballet du Roy des festes de Bacchus, ŖLes Indes ont ployé sous mon effort divin,/ Lřunivers est temoin 
de ma grandeur parfaite,/ Et je ne fus jamais vaincu que par le vin,/ Mais je trouve ma gloire en ma propre defaite…ŗ 
(Ballet du Roy des festes de Bacchus, dansé par sa majesté au palais royal le 2e jour de may 1651 [Paris: Robert Ballard, 1651], 7). 

795 On this phenomenon, see Vincent Warren, ŖYearning for the Spiritual Ideal: the Influence of India on Western 
Dance, 1626-2003,ŗ Dance Research Journal, vol. 38, no. 1/2 (Summer-Winter 2006): 97-114. 

796 Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, Les promenades de Richelieu ou les vertus chrestiennes (Paris: Le Gras, 1653), 58: ŖQue douces 
beautez! que dřaimables figures!/ Voyez le riche amas des diverses postures,/ Le char orné de pampre où triomphe 
Baccus/Des peuples du Matin par son tyrse vaincus./ Voyez la fureur gaye, & les folles boutades/ Des Satyres cornus, & 
des balles Menades…ŗ We will return to Desmarets below; on his role in the production of Richelieuřs ballets, see 
Chapter 1. 
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The revelers, at once Ŗfollesŗ and Ŗaimables,ŗ are here specifically identified with the orient. Though inspired 

by exotic third-century sarcophagi, the composition, in its Ŗdouce beauté,ŗ more closely resembles an orderly 

relief of the early Imperial period. The subject is wild, oriental, Dionysian, but Poussinřs treatment is 

classically sober. 

Whereas the skies of his earlier triumphs (of Bacchus and Ariadne in the Prado and of Venus in the 

Louvre) contain only clouds and light, that in the Nelson-Atkins painting is inhabited. High above the 

procession, a second chariot (fig. 5.27) plows through the heavens, drawn by white horses, whose rearing 

forms parallel those of the centaurs below. Here, as in the Dresden Empire of Flora (fig. 5.28), Apollo stands 

upright, encircled by the wheel of the zodiac.797 This literal parallel drawn between Bacchus and Apollo as 

terrestrial and celestial gods calls to mind the syncretic unity of these deities proposed by Panofsky as the 

iconographic key to a heavily repainted picture in Stockholm (fig. 5.29), dated to the 1620s.798 Whether or not 

we can accept his assertion that Poussin himself retouched that work, altering an earlier composition (fig. 

5.30) to turn its protagonist from Bacchus into a numen mixtum of Bacchus and Apollo,799 Panofskyřs larger 

insight into the relationship between Bacchus-Apollo imagery and Poussinřs new classical approach is 

profound. As Dempsey has remarked, there are other clues in the Kansas City picture that the triumph it 

represents may belong both to Bacchus and to Apollo: notably Hercules with his Delphic tripod, who would 

                                                           
797 If its signs were ever discernible in this picture, however, they are no longer. 

798 Panofsky, A Mythological Painting by Poussin. Charles Dempsey first drew the connection between Panofskyřs work on 
the Stockholm picture and the Bacchus-Apollo imagery found in the Kansas City painting. See especially Dempsey, ŖThe 
Classical Perception of Nature in Poussinřs Earlier Works,ŗ 241-242: ŖOf all Poussinřs paintings of the years following 
the Bacchus-Apollo none is closer to the particular spirit and philosophy behind the Fitzwilliam drawing than the 
Triumph of Bacchus in Kansas City… In this painting are again portrayed the twin spirits of Bacchus and Apollo. They 
are not, however, represented as conjoined within a single body, but are shown in parallel, Apollo driving his chariot of 
the sun through the heavens, and Bacchus in his triumphal car on earth.ŗ Though I am not fully convinced by 
Dempseyřs reading of this picture as a seasonal allegory, his discussion of scholarly interest at the Barberini court in 
syncretist theories of ancient religion has profoundly shaped my understanding of Bacchus-Apollo imagery in Poussinřs 
work. 

799 I tend to share in Thuillierřs skepticism on this point: ŖNe cachons pas notre incrédulité. Quand Poussin modifie une 
de ses toiles, ce nřest pas pour la défigurer, même sous un prétexte intellectuel.ŗ Thuillier, ŖPoussin et le laboratoire,ŗ 17. 
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stand at the intersection of lines drawn between the two deities,800 and a dancing nymph, second from the 

right (fig. 5.31), who wears a slender crown of laurel leaves and holds aloft a serpent-wrapped staff that is at 

once a thyrsus and a caduceus.801 The sense that a numen mixtum of Bacchus and Apollo presides over the 

scene is important here insofar as it applies to the artistřs style, the sculpturesque restraint of his figures, the 

frozen celebrants and their frieze-like distribution across the canvas. This may be a Bacchanalian triumph, but 

it is an Apollonian painting, the summa of Poussinřs new pictorial Ŗmédiocrité et modération.ŗ802  

 

The Château de Richelieu 

Whether or not the Cardinal was, as Marc Fumaroli has suggested, Ŗdeaf to music, blind to the arts, and weak 

in poetry,ŗ he was a canny patron, Ŗtoo intelligent and too good a politician to neglect what these deceitful 

ornaments could add to the splendor of his public stature.ŗ803 Champaigne was the first ministerřs favorite 

artist, overseeing large decorative projects at Richelieuřs Parisian residence and effectively serving as premier 

peintre du cardinal in the 1630s. For his new château at Poitou, however, the Cardinal turned to other artists, 

notably Nicolas Prévost (1604-1670), Stella, and Poussin.804 Richelieu had bought a large parcel of land 

adjoining his modest family seat in 1621; construction began three years later on the designs of Lemercier, 

                                                           
800 Dempsey, ŖThe Classical Perception of Nature in Poussinřs Earlier Works,ŗ 242. Malcolm Bull has pointed out that 
this tripod also has Bacchic associations; the god of wine was said to have drawn the first prophesy from it. See 
ŖPoussinřs Bacchanals for Cardinal Richelieu,ŗ 5. 

801 Dempsey, ŖThe Classical Perception of Nature,ŗ 242 and 244. Dempsey interprets this serpent as a Sabazian Snake, 
associated with the Phrygian Dionysos and only by extension with other gods of the East and the sun: Attis and Apollo. 
This seems to me a perhaps somewhat excessively recondite explanation for a really rather straightforward mixture of 
Apollonian and Dionysian standards. It is not my goal, however, to offer a new interpretation of the pictureřs complex 
iconography, on which see, most comprehensively, Delphine Robin, ŖÉtude iconographique des Bacchanales Richelieu.ŗ 
See also Bastet, ŖÉtude iconographique des Bacchanales Richelieu de Nicolas Poussinŗ; and John Schloder, ŖLa Peinture 
au château de Richelieu,ŗ PhD dissertation (Université de Paris IV, 1988); Bull, ŖPoussinřs Bacchanals for Cardinal 
Richelieu.ŗ 

802 Rather than part, as Blunt once suggested, of Ŗa flippant... decorative cycle.ŗ See ŖPoussin et les cérémonies 
réligieuses antiques,ŗ 66.  

803 Fumaroli, ŖRichelieu, Patron of the Arts,ŗ 35. 

804 Prévostřs contributions illustrated the feats of Achilles. See descriptions in Benjamin Vignier, Le Chasteau de Richelieu 
ou lřhistoire des héros de lřantiquité avec des réfexions morales par M. Vignier (Saumur: Desbordes, 1676), 56-60. See also Paola 
Bassani Pacht and Sylvain Kerspern, ŖLe décor peint à Richelieu: lřaction, la gloire et le pinceau,ŗ in Pacht, Gady, and 
Kerspern, eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 115-127, 125 (for a complete chronology of his career); and Schloder, ŖUn 
artiste oublié: Nicolas Prévost, peintre de Richelieu,ŗ Bulletin de la Société de lřhistoire de lřart français (1980): 59-69. 
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(later architect of the Palais Cardinal): first came an imposing (and self-consciously historicizing) castle, 

completed in 1631, and then a whole adjoining town, henceforth known as Richelieu, with houses reserved 

for members of the first ministerřs inner circle.805 The Cardinal made only a handful of documented visits to 

his namesake estate, in 1626, 1627, and (for just three days) in 1632: unlike the subsequent project of his 

would-be successor at Vaux-le-Vicomte, this château was not built for its ownerřs personal enjoyment but, 

rather, as a monument to his greatness and an announcement of Franceřs arrival on the European cultural 

stage.806  

Todd Olson has characterized the decorative program of the castle in terms of triumphs and 

trophies: a parade of objects prised from the hands of those defeated or surpassed by Richelieu and an 

ascendant France.807 The building and its grounds housed some 250 works of sculpture, at least one hundred 

of which were transported from Italy in 1633 aboard repurposed slave ships.808 The most celebrated antique 

examples studded the castle façade, joining, in an orderly procession of niches, Michelangelořs Dying Slave and 

Rebellious Slave (fig. 5.32a and b), which the Cardinal had received as Ŗgiftsŗ from the executed Henri II de 

Montmorency (1595-1632) in exchange for the lives of his wife and children.809 Engraved elevations of the 

castle published by Jean Marot (1619-1679) in 1642 preserve this installation (figs. 5.33a-b) and clearly identify 

                                                           
805 The original appearance of the château, demolished in the nineteenth century, is recorded in a book of engravings by 
Jean Marot (Le Magnifique Château de Richelieu en général et en particulier [n.p.: n.p., 1642]; on this volume, see Kristina 
Deutsch, ŖLe Magnifique chasteau de Richelieu par Jean Marot,ŗ in Pacht, Gady, et al., eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 
415-423, and ibid. nos. 173-176) and in the accounts of various visitors. On the castle, see Alexandre Gady, ŖLe Grand 
château de Richelieu, chef dřoeuvre de Jacques Lemercier, ŗ in Pacht, Gady, et al., eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 39-
53; and Christine Toulier, Richelieu: le château et la cité idéale (Saint-Jean-de-Braye: Berger, 2005). Heinfried Wischermannřs 
dissertation provides an analysis of the buildingřs political program: ŖSchloss Richelieu. Studien zur Baugeschichte 
undausstattung.ŗ PhD diss. (Fribourg, Université de Fribourg, 1971). 

806 On Richelieuřs infrequent visits and ulterior motives for building the castle, see Ballon, ŖThe Architecture of Cardinal 
Richelieu,ŗ esp. 254-255. 

807 Olson, ŖTrophies: Poussin, Richelieu and the Transmission of Antiquity.ŗ 

808 On the sculpture collection, beautifully recorded in an album of drawings today in the Louvre, see Montembault and 
Schloder, Lřalbum Canini du Louvre. See also Jean-Luc Martinez, ŖLes Antiques à Richelieu, ŗ in Pacht, Gady, et al., eds. 
Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 95-113; and Montembault, ŖLes collections de sculpture antique du cardinal de Richelieu,ŗ 
in Mousnier, ed. Richelieu et le monde de lřesprit: 169-175. 

809 Montmorencyŕincidentally, a regular performer in royal ballets of the 1620sŕwas executed for treason in 1632. On 
this seizure, see Grégory Vouhé, ŖLa Sculpture moderne à Richelieu,ŗ in Pacht, Gady, et al., eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. 
cat.: 109-113.  
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the ŖCabinet du Roy, paneled and decorated with magnificent sculpture up to the ceiling, enriched with the 

same, all in burnished and matte gold; below these decorations, there are eight Pictures, two by André 

Mantaigne [sic], one by Pietro Pérusin [sic], two others, and three Bacchanales by Poußin [sic]ŗ (fig. 5.33b).810  

No precise document of the castleřs interiors in Richelieuřs own time survives. Early travelersř 

accounts are too confused and contradictory to be reliable,811 the castleřs interior decorations were still 

incomplete at the time of Richelieuřs death, and the initial inventory of the château does not list its contents 

room by room.812 The first systematic description of the estate, moreover, was not published until 1676,813 

when the Cardinal was long dead and his nephew, the duc de Richelieu, an avid collector in his own right, had 

made alterations.814 As Marotřs brief description suggests, however, the contents of the cabinet du roi are 

clearly established: here Poussinřs bacchanalian triumphs were displayed alongside the most prestigious of 

Richelieuřs trophies: five masterworks by Mantegna, Perugino, and Lorenzo Costa (ca. 1460-1535) from the 

Mantuan studiolo of Isabella dřEste (1474-1539). The cardinal had obtained these pictures (whether by 

purchase or persuasion) by 1629 from Charles de Gonzague, duc de Nevers, heir to the Gonzaga family 

collection.815 The panelsř subjectsŕMars and Venus, also called Parnassus (by Mantegna, fig. 5.34), Minerva 

Expelling the Vices from the Garden of Virtue (also by Mantegna, fig. 5.35), The Combat of Chastity and Carnal Love 

(by Perugino, fig. 5.36), The Reign of Comus and The Coronation of a Female Poet, also called the Allegory of the Court 

                                                           
810 Marot, Le Magnifique château de Richelieu, pl. 17: ŖCabinet du Roy, lambrißé dřune magnifique sculpture iusques au 
platfons, qui est enrichi de mesme, le tout dřor bruni, et mat, deßus ledit lambris il y a huit Tableaux, deeux dřAndré 
Mantaigne, un de Pietro Pérusin, deux autres et trois Bachanales du Poußin.ŗ 

811 As Schnapper pointed out, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 141. John Schloder first gathered these together in ŖLa 
Peinture au chateau de Richelieu.ŗ See selected examples in Pauline Chambrier, ŖLe château de Richelieu vu par les voyageurs 
au XVIIe siècle,ŗ in Pacht, Gady, and Kerspern, eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 403-407; and Stijn Alsteens, ŖLes 
voyageurs néerlandais au XVIIe siècle,ŗ in ibid.: 409-413.  

812 See Levi, ŖLřinventaire après décès du cardinal de Richelieu,ŗ 62. 

813 Vignier, Le Chasteau de Richelieu. 

814 On the duc de Richelieuřs modifications to the castle, see Schloder, ŖLes héritiers de Richelieu,ŗ in Pacht, Gady, and 
Kerspern, eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 449-455, 449-450. The duc de Richelieuřs independent collection of 
Poussins, sold to Louis XIV, is addressed in Chapter 1. 

815 On the acquisition, see Bastet, ŖÉtude iconographique des Bacchanales Richelieu,ŗ 170; on the duc de Nevers, his 
patronage of Daniel Rabel, and his involvement with ballets, see Chapter 1, n. 116. 
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of Isabella dřEste (both by Costa, figs. 5.37 and 5.38)ŕcelebrate the victory of virtue over vice and 

commemorate Isabellařs 1490 marriage to Francesco II de Gonzaga (1466-1519).816  

Although it is possible that Poussin had stopped in Mantua en route from Venice to Rome in 1624, it 

is rather unlikely that he ever actually saw the studiolo pictures. Some have pointed to the matching scale of 

figures between the two sets of paintings as evidence that the French artist knew the Mantua group,817 but 

this scale also roughly corresponds to that of figures in another suite, commissioned by Isabellařs brother, 

Alfonso dřEste (1476-1534), for his camerino dřalabastro at Ferrara, comprising the Titians Poussin had 

studied so closely during the 1620s.818 Of the five pictures from Mantua, the only one with anything like a 

clear compositional link to the work of Poussin is Mantegnařs Mars and Venus/Parnassus, whose ring of Muses 

(fig. 5.39), with fluttering garments and lightly-stepping feet, the French artist may have known through a 

print (fig. 5.40) and adapted for his Bacchanal before a Herm and Adoration of the Golden Calf.819 In any case, 

Poussinřs reputation by the mid-1630s as a painter of bacchanalsŕand, more specifically, of bacchanalian 

dancesŕsurely contributed to his selection for this commission; his dancing figures for Richelieu would have 

to measure up to Mantegnařs for Isabella dřEste.820  

The studiolo panels were transported to Richelieuřs château by the summer of 1632, when he 

personally approved the placement of Ŗthe five pictures from Mantua,ŗ in the future cabinet du roi.821 

                                                           
816 On the debated iconography of this suite, see Stephen Campbell, The Cabinet of Eros: Renaissance Mythological Painting 
and the Studiolo of Isabella dřEste (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006). 

817 E.g. Schloder, ŖLes Costa du Studiolo dřIsabelle dřEste,ŗ La Revue du Louvre et des musées de France 4 (1975): 230-233. 

818 As Candace Adelson first pointed out; ŖNicolas Poussin et les tableaux du Studiolo dřIsabelle dřEste,ŗ Revue du Louvre 
et des Musées de France, 4 (1975): 220-241, 237; and idem, ŖCopies et Influences,ŗ in Sylvie Béguin, ed., Le Studiolo dřIsabella 
dřEste: Les dossiers du département des peintures, vol. 10 (1975), 64 and 78, n. 291.  

819 See Chapter 3. 

820 Like Richelieu, Isabella dřEste took an active interest in dance. She may have trained at the Ferrarese court with a 
famed dancing master, Domenico da Piacenza (author of De arte Saltandi), and certainly danced with Guglielmo Ebreo 
(author of the seminal De pratica seu arte tripudii); on both Piacenza and Ebreo, see Chapter 1, n.190. See also Barbara 
Sparti, ŖIsabella and the Dancing Este Brides,ŗ in Lynn Matluck Brooks, ed., Womenřs Work: Making Dance in Europe before 
1800 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2007): 19-48; and (for an exploration of the role between contemporary 
social dance and the dance of Mantegnařs Muses), Powell, ŖThe Choreographic Imagination in Renaissance Art,ŗ 116ff. 

821 Richelieu to Henri dřEscoubleau, Cardinal de Sourdis, July 24, 1632: Ŗ... mettre les Cinq tableaux de Mantou dans le 
grand cabinet du Corps de garde.ŗ (Denis-Louis-Martial Avenel, Lettres instructions diplomatiques et papiers dřÉtat du cardinal 
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Although he delegated primary responsibility for amassing his collections to Sublet de Noyersŕwith 

assistance from the Marchese Pompeo Frangipani, Maréchal de France (d. 1638), who served as the first 

ministerřs principal art agent in Rome822ŕRichelieu was certainly aware of Poussinřs growing reputation by 

late 1634 or 1635, when his complements to the studiolo pictures were likely commissioned.823 The Cardinal 

had received his first work by Poussinŕthe early Destruction of the Temple of Jerusalemŕas a gift from Francesco 

Barberini via the Maréchal de Créqui, probably in 1634,824 and may have coveted the more classicizing Rape of 

the Sabines from the moment of its arrival in Paris.825 The Triumph of Bacchus and the Triumph of Pan, at any rate, 

were dispatched from Rome in the spring of 1636, escorted by Gaspard de Daillon, Bishop of Albi (ca. 1603-

1676), who made a detour with them to Amiens, so that Richelieu could examine both works in the flesh 

before their installation at his castle.826 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
de Richelieu 8 vols. (Paris: Imprimerie Impériale, 1853-1877), vol. IV, 327-328. Cited in Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, 
vol. II, 142. 

822 Mazarin took over some of these duties from Frangipani in the later 1630s. On Richelieuřs methods and agents for 
collecting in the 1630s, see: Goldfarb, ŖRichelieu and Contemporary Art: ŘRaison dřEtatř and Personal Tasteŗ in idem, 
ed., Richelieu: Art and Power, exh. cat: 1-14, esp. 4-5; and Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle, vol. II, 138-146. 

823 Though Passeriřs suggestion that the choice of Poussin for the commission was made by Richelieu himself may be an 
overstatement (Vite deř pittori, 353: ŖIl Cardinal di Richelieu dal grido, che sentiva del suo gran valore gli fece intendere, 
che aurebbe vuto sommo piacere di qualche opera sua...ŗ). 

824 On this transaction, see Chapter 4.  

825 On Richelieuřs acquisition of this picture after the death of Créqui, see Chapter 4. Bonfait has offered the interesting 
suggestion that an installation of eight triumphs in a hallway at the Hótel de Créqui may have inspired Richelieuřs 
commission of his three triumphs from Poussin (Poussin et Louis XIV, 38-40); a copy in another celebrated Parisian 
collectionŕthat of Louis Phélypeaux de la Vrillière, secrétaire dřÉtatŕafter Annibaleřs Triumph of Bacchus may have 
provided further inspiration for Richelieuřs commission of Bacchanalian triumphs from Poussin. 

826 Frangipani to Richelieu, May 19, 1636: ŖHò pregato Monsig.e il Vescovo dřAlbi di portare a V.re Em.za due quadri dè 
Baccanali, che il Poesino Pittore hà già forniti conforme al desiderio et intentione di lei.ŗ Letter first published by René 
Pintard, ŖRencontres avec Poussin,ŗ in Chastel, ed., Nicolas Poussin, vol. I: 31-46, 33, n. 7; see also ibid. vol. II, 56-57 for 
full text. Gaspard de Daillon to Richelieu, January 31, 1637: Ŗ…pour satisfaire au commandement que V.E. me fit 
dřapporter icy les deux tableaux de Poussin, iřy suis venu passer, ie les ay veus auec ceux de Monsieur de Mantoue, 
lesquels quoy que bons nřapprochent point de la beauté, et perfection des deux que iay apportés, Cela mřempeschera pas 
quřensemble ils ne randent le Cabinet de la chambre du Roy parfaictement beau, ay trouveé quantité de choses parfaictes 
desquelles ie nauais veu que le commencement, et qui randent ce leiu icy ausi beau et plus finy que maison que iřaye 
iamais veu. Prévost travaille auec peine et soin aux tableaux de la galerie, et si ieu nestois point cause qui sert V.E. ie ne 
me pouvais empescher dřen dire beaucoup de bien, lon na point encore commencé le plafont et lambry de la dite galerie, 
il me samble que cest un ouurage qui ce deueroit finir promptement.ŗ Manuscript, Archives nationales, 1637-826 84ŕ
Dossier 42ŕFolio 88; published by Boyer, ŖUn amateur méconnu de Poussin: Gaspard de Daillon,ŗ Mérot, ed., Nicolas 
Poussin, vol. II: 697-717, 708 n. 1; see also Goldfarb ŖRichelieu and Contemporary Art,ŗ 2, 3, and n. 8. The Triumph of 
Silenus most likely followed a year or two later. 
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The first systematic description of the château (as opposed to Desmaretsřs rather free, poetic 

evocation) was published by Benjamin Vignier, overseer of the duc de Richelieuřs estate. There he explained 

that the cabinet du roi measured five by six toises (roughly ten meters by twelve); its two-and-a-half-toise 

ceiling featured an Apotheosis of Hercules (today lost), possibly after a design by Vouet.827 A gilt cornice, 

supported by female caryatids, divided the walls into two zones. In the lower zone appeared battles and 

triumphs of various sea gods by an unnamed painter (or painters),828 a celebration (like the 1635 Ballet de la 

Marine) of Richelieuřs role in building the French navy.829 In the upper zone hung the studiolo pictures and 

Poussinřs Bacchanalian triumphs, whose original configuration has formed the subject of some speculation.830  

The three Poussins were removed in the first half of the eighteenth century and replaced with a set of 

copies today in the Musée des Beaux-Arts, Tours.831 A rapid sketch (fig. 5.41) made by the architect Léon 

Dufourny (1754-1818)ŕwho accompanied the great curator Ennio Quirino Visconti (1751-1818) on an 

autumn 1800 mission for the Muséum Central des Arts to take a post-Revolutionary inventory of the castleřs 

contentsŕprovides documentation of the roomřs arrangement at least by the turn of the nineteenth century, 

furnishing a useful point of departure to consider the original configuration of the pictures.832 In 1800, two 

ŖPoussinsŗ flanked a window on the East wall; on the West wall, Mantegnařs Mars and Venus/Parnassus 

(labeled ŖParnasseŗ by Dufourny) and one of the two Costas flanked a large door; on the North wall, 

Mantegnařs Minerva hung above a smaller door (leading to the kingřs apartments), beside another Costa and 

the Perugino (displayed in the Northeast corner, adjacent to one of the Poussin copies); Dufournyřs drawing 

                                                           
827 Vignier, Le Chasteau de Richelieu, 61-68. Vignier served as overseer of the estate from 1662 to 1684 and may have 
written his account of the castle as early as 1665, though it was not published until 1676. See Schloder, ŖRichelieu, 
mécène au château de Richelieu,ŗ in Mousnier, ed., Richelieu et le monde de lřesprit: 115-127, esp. 117 n. 10. 

828 Whence the confused notion that the Philadelphia Marine Triumph originally hung in this room. See n.748, above. 

829 The Ballet de la Marine is addressed in Chapter 1, n. 125, and below. 

830 See esp. Schloder, ŖRichelieu, mécène au château de Richelieu,ŗ and Keazor, Poussins Parerga, 84-87 and 257-259. The 
first modern scholar to diagram the vanished installation was Edmond Bonnaffé (Recherches sur les collections des Richelieu 
[Paris: Plon, 1883], 170).  

831 Inv. 795.1.1-3. On these copies, see Wine, The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings, 350 and 376. 

832 The drawing was first addressed by Wischermann. See ŖSchloss Richelieu,ŗ 64; and Pacht, Gady, et al., eds., Richelieu à 
Richelieu, exh. cat., no. 200.  
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mentions no paintings on the South wall, punctuated by two windows, and leaves out the Triumph of Silenus 

altogether.  

Incomplete though it is, the nineteenth-century sketch nonetheless helps make sense of Vignierřs 

1676 description, which lists the pictures installed in the roomřs upper register as follows: above a door 

(surely the small door on the North wall, leading to the rest of  the kingřs apartments, rather than the large 

door on the West wall), Mantegnařs Minerva Chasing the Vices from the Garden of Virtue 833; beside it, on the West 

wall: a Mantegna of indeterminate subject834 (presumably Mars and Venus/Parnassus, the only other Mantegna 

in the suite) next to a Ŗbanquet de SILENEŗ835 (Poussinřs Triumph of Silenus, apparently displayed over the 

large door at the center of the West wall) and a picture by Costa Ŗoù lřAmour couronne les Amansŗ836 

(presumably the Coronation of a Female Poet/Allegory of the Court of Isabella dřEste); on the East wall (ŖDans lřautre 

face, vis-à-vis de ce Tableauŗ): Poussinřs Triumph of Bacchus837 on the right, and his Triumph of Pan838 on the left, 

flanking the window; beside these (presumably on the North wall,  to the right of Mantegnařs Minerva): 

Peruginořs Combat of Chastity and Carnal Love839 (at far right), and Costařs ŖMercury keeping Discord, Fraud 

                                                           
833 Vignier, Le Chasteau de Richelieu, 61: ŖCeluy qui est au dessus de la Porte est dřAndré Manteigne, représentant une 
MINERVE qui chasse les Vices dřun lieu délicieux.ŗ 

834 Ibid., 62: ŖA cóté de ce Tableau à la main droite en entrant, il y en a aussi un autre dřAndré Manteigne dont on ne 
sçait point le sujet.ŗ 

835 Ibid., 61: ŖLe Tableau qui suit est de Monsieur Poussin qui représente un banquet de SILENE./ Ce Mestre de Camp 
goguenard/ Monté dessus un Leopard/ Fait bien voir avec sa bedaine,/ Quřen faisant de fort bon répas,/ Il gaignoit des 
combats,/ Et que son Aisne & luy triompherent sans peine.ŗ 

836 Ibid., 62: ŖLe troisiéme Tableau proche des fenestres est de Lorenzo Costa peintre de Ferrare, représentant une Isle 
délicieuse où lřAmour couronne les Amans, avec les Poètes qui ont vanté ses victoires.ŗ 

837 Ibid., 63: ŖDans lřautre face, vis-à-vis de ce Tableau il y en a un de Monsieur Poussin qui réprésente un Triomphe de 
BACCHUS, dont le Char est tiré par des Centures & des Centaurelles, avec les Ménades qui vont joüans de divers 
instrumens./ La gloire est sans seconde,/Quand après avoir fait par tout des bien-heureux,/ On porte le tître fameux;/ 
Du premier Triomphant du monde./ŗ 

838 Ibid., 63: ŖCe Tableau est encore une BACCHANALE de Monsieur Poußin./ Que les vapeurs du vin causent 
dřétranges maux!/Un homme en étant pris fait voir tous ses défauts./ Il ne peut rien cacher de ce quřil a dans lřame,/ Et 
fait plus de bruit quřun Lutin./ Mais cřest bien pis quand une femme/ Se laisse échauffer par le vin,/ Puis quřelle devient 
une infame,/ Et sans un grand hazard, une grande Putain.ŗ 

839 Ibid., 63-64: ŖCe Tableau est de Pierre Pérusin maître de Raphaël, lordonnance en est admirablee, & réprésente un 
combat de lřAmour, & de la Chasteté.ŗ 
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and Envy,ŗ from the  ŖIsle of Venusŗ (i.e. the Reign of Comus) (fig. 5.33).840 Vignier, hence, accounted for the 

placement of the Triumph of Silenus but, like Dufourny, left the decorations of the South wall unmentioned.  

What seems quite clear is that Poussinřs two horizontal compositionsŕthe Triumph of Pan and the 

Triumph of Bacchusŕoccupied the roomřs East wall (befitting the wine godřs victory over the Ŗpeuples du 

Matinŗ), adjacent to three works from the studioloŕMantegnařs Minerva, Costařs Reign of Comus, and 

Peruginořs Combat of Chastity and Carnal Loveŕwhich hung on the North wall. These three studiolo picturesř 

moralizing themes were plain to seventeenth-century observers (despite Vignierřs minor iconographic errors). 

John Schloder has suggested that the installation of Poussinřs two triumphs allowed them to extend the idea 

of a threat to harmony and order initiated by Peruginořs picture,841 while Delphine Bastet, still more 

specifically, has proposed that the sequential installation of these five pictures (Mantegna, Costa, Perugino, 

and the two Poussins) generated a more complete telling of the Dionysos legend, pointing out that the deities 

Cadmus, Harmonia, and Minerva, which figure in the works from Mantua, belong to the Theban portion of 

the story, before the wine godřs triumph in India.842 Whether or not these proposals might describe the 

programmatic intent behind the commission, they can have had little bearing on Poussinřs treatment of his 

assigned subjects, if he had no first-hand knowledge of the studiolo pictures.  

Here, perhaps, begins the Ŗconfiscationŗ of Poussinřs classical works for the purposes of the French 

state.843 Whether or not he knew precisely what their destined context would be, the fiercely controlled 

                                                           
840 Ibid., 64: ŖLe Tableau qui le suit paroît une Isle consacrée à Vénus. On y voit un Mont couvert de Myrthes & de 
quelques Cyprés, & sur le devant du Tableau Vénus conduisant un Amour qui porte en ses mains des couronnes de 
myrthe... A lřemboucheure de cette Isle se void une maniere dřArc triomphal, au devant duquel il y a un MERCURE qui 
en défend lřentrée à la DISCORDE, à la FRAUDE & à lřENVIE. Cřest encore un ouvrage de Lorenzo Costa Peintre 
Ferrarois tres-estimé.ŗ 

841 Schloder, ŖLa Peinture au château de Richelieu,ŗ 488. 

842 Bastet, ŖÉtude iconographique des Bacchanales Richelieu,ŗ 177. Bastet has further proposed (ibid., 166) a temporal 
sequence for Poussinřs three contributions: the Triumph of Bacchus as the beginning of a celebration; the Triumph of Pan 
(more a sacrifice than a triumph, as she points out) as the height of the celebration; the Triumph of Silenus as the sloppy 
aftermath of the celebration; if this was the sequence Poussin had in mind (which, given the three picturesř asymmetrical 
proportions, seems to me unlikely), it appears to have been thwarted by the installation of the cabinet du roi, where the 
Triumph of Pan and Triumph of Bacchus were separated from the Triumph of Silenus (delivered later than the horizontal 
compositions). 

843 On Bonfaitřs use of the word Ŗconfiscationŗ to describe the French stateřs use of Poussin, see Chapter 1, n. 2, and 
Poussin et Louis XIV, 114. On the configuration of Poussinřs pictures in the cabinet du roi as a deposit of their political 
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appearance of Poussinřs bacchanals made them well suited to serve in a decorative program concerned with 

the triumph of order and restraint over excess and vice. Poussinřs wild subject matter may pose a threat to 

harmony and order, but his glacial treatment of it neutralizes that threat. Early viewers did not hesitate to read 

a moral into Poussinřs contributions: ŖWhat strange ills the vapors of wine produce!ŗ wrote Vignier in a 

poem describing the Triumph of Pan, 

A man taken by them exhibits all his faults. 
He can hide nothing in his soul,  
And makes more noise than a Troll. 
But itřs worse yet when a woman 
Warms herself with wine, 
For she becomes a slattern, 
And unless luck intervenes, a Whore.844 
 

The correlation here between picture and verse is not at all straightforward: though one satyr slumps in a 

drunken stupor and another shows his lascivious colors, the composition contains no female counterpart to 

these figures: no Ŗgrande Putain.ŗ The nymph at the heart of the scene, in fact, shows exemplary behavior, 

repulsing the advances of her drunken suitor.845 Nevertheless, Poussinřs restrained treatment of the scene 

seems to have invited a disciplinary reading of its subject. Like the representation of lewd behavior and 

violence in Bacchanalian revels on the ballet stage, Poussinřs highly sublimated triumphs at once enact 

wildness and civilize it, containing impassioned movement in crystalline structure. 

Neither Vignierřs account nor Dufournyřs subsequent drawing can tell us the location of the other 

modern French picture that hung in the cabinet du roi: Stellařs Liberality of Titus (fig. 5.42), today in the 

collections of Harvard University, which hung above the chimneypiece.846 Unlike Poussin, Stella may very 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
instrumentalization by Richelieu, see Paola Bassani Pacht and Sylvain Kerspern, ŖLe décor peint à Richelieu: lřaction, la 
gloire et le pinceau,ŗ in Pacht, Gady, and Kerspern, eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: 115-127, 120.  

844 Vignier, Le Chasteau de Richelieu, 63, as in n. 822, above. 

845 Davies identified this inconsistency (National Gallery Catalogues: French School, 2nd edition [London: National Gallery, 
1957], 188-89), which, as Wine has pointed out, arises from the status of Vignierřs text as an interpretive reaction, rather 
than a straightforward description. Not all observers have regarded these scenes in a moralizing light. A prim Victorian 
cataloguer of the National Gallery collections remarked, apropos of the Triumph of Pan, that Ŗsome of the intentions are 
far more disgusting than Hogarthřs incidents in Gin-lane, without being conducive to a moral purpose.ŗ (George Foggo, 
A Catalogue of the Pictures in the National Gallery with critical notes [London: H.G. Clark, 1845], 17). 

846 Vignier, Le Chasteau de Richelieu, 67: ŖSur le Tableau de la cheminée qui représente la Liberalité de TITUS: La 
Liberalité se fait aimer par tout,/ Etrangers & sujets se rendent à ses charmes,/ Il nřest point dřennemis quřelle ne mette 
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well have seen the other pictures in the ensemble before painting his own contribution. Nor was his work 

Ŗconfiscatedŗ for Richelieuřs triumphalist iconographic program; it was designed quite precisely and from the 

beginning to suit the agenda of the first minister and his château. For the Liberality of Titus presents thinly 

disguised portraits of Louis XIII and Richelieu in the roles of the Roman emperor and his trusted advisor 

Mucianus, scattering largesse over the people of Rome to secure Titusřs succession to his father and thwart 

the attempts of his brother, Domitian, to usurp the throne. As Gail Davidson first suggested, the picture may 

have been commissioned in 1638 to commemorate Richelieuřs role in thwarting a parallel usurpation attempt 

by Gaston dřOrléans.847  

Desmarets praised Stellařs composition fifteen years later, downplaying the pictureřs then-outmoded 

political context: 

Titus scatters gold with a liberal hand 
See the people rushing, women, and children 
Moved, bursting with the desire for gold, 
But, Titus, here no one admires your largesse, 
For Art, more even than you, scatters on us its riches.848 

 
The use of dance to convey the Roman peopleřs joy, the recognizability of contemporary personalities in the 

guise of characters from antiquity, even the livrettisteřs rather weak wordplay ŔŖrichessesŗ to describe both 

material and aesthetic wealthŕthese all recall contemporary court ballets, their lively steps, cunning costumes, 

and punning récits. But Stellařs picture also recalls (more explicitly) the work of Poussin. With its calm, red-

                                                                                                                                                                                           
à bout,/ Et par elle un bon Roy voit triompher ses armes./ Titus dans ce Tableau répand sur les Romains/ Une infinité 
de richesses/ Et les Romains font voir recevant ses largesses,/ Quřon sçait ouvrir les cœurs quand on remplit les mains.ŗ 
The South wall, bare in Dufournyřs drawing might seem to present the obvious solution to this puzzle, except that the 
chimney would probably not have been located on an outward-facing wall pierced by two windows. On this picture see 
Thuillier, Jacques Stella, 1596-1657 (Paris: Serge Domini, 2006), 100-101. On the 1998 conservation treatment that 
restored the painting to its original dessus de cheminée oval shape; see Graham Larkin, ŖReconstructing Stella: Investigating 
the Materials and Context of Louis XII and Richelieu,ŗ Harvard University Art Museums Review, vol. 7, no. 2 (Fall 1998): 1-
5. 

847 Gail Davidson to Konrad Oberhuber, March 8, 1975 (in object file at Harvard University Art Museum, no.1972.362). 
Davidson here suggested that Stella had used as his model a coin issued in 72 CE to commemorate the event of Titusřs 
ceremonial distribution of ceremonial tesserae (hollow wooden balls) the preceding year in a bid to obtain popular 
support for his nomination as Vaspasianřs successor. 

848 Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, Les promenades de Richelieu, 59: ŖTite respond lřor de sa main liberale/ Voyez le peuple actif, 
les femmes, les enfans/ Sur le desir de lřor esmeus & sřestouffans/ Mais, Tite, nul icy nřadmire tes largesses,/ Où lřArt 
bien plus que toy nous respand de richesses.ŗ 
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cloaked monarch at left, surveying the wild action of his subjects below, the composition exhibits a debt to 

the Metropolitan Museum Rape of the Sabines, familiar to Stella from his days in Rome as court painter to 

Créqui (and possibly owned by Richelieu at the time Stellařs picture was commissioned).849 Stellařs dancing 

figures, no doubt calculated to complement those in Mantegnařs and Poussinřs compositions in the cabinet 

du roi, include a still-more explicit reference to the latterřs work: the central dancer in blue (fig. 5.43), 

crowned with flowers, baring one shoulder, and lifting her skirt to reveal a light, kicking step, constitutes a 

direct quotation from Poussinřs Empire of Flora in Dresden (fig. 5.44), which Stella must have seen in Rome or 

(a tempting possibility) perhaps even known in a French collection.850 Stella was himself an avid collector of 

Poussinřs early classical pictures, raiding them periodically for his own compositions.851 

 

The Palacio del Buen Retiro 

 Stella also apparently shared with Poussin the honor of having been approached by the agents of 

Olivares to contribute to the commission of the century: the decoration of Philip IVřs new palace on the 

outskirts of Madrid. Stella, however, who had resided on French soil since early 1635, was forbidden to 

participate; Félibien tells us that Richelieu sent for the painter and, Ŗhaving made him understand that it was 

more glorious to serve his King than Foreigners, ordered him to remain in Paris.ŗ852 Poussin, a resident of 

                                                           
849 Goldfarb pointed out this compositional connection in his entry on Stellařs picture in idem, ed., Richelieu: Art and 
Power, exh. cat. no. 125. On Richelieuřs acquisition of the Sabines after Créquiřs death, see Chapter 4.  

850 As Kerspern has pointed out, the face of Stellařs dancer in blue is plainly based on a portrait likeness, perhaps of a 
court personality (entry in Pacht, Gady, and Kerspern, eds., Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: no. 127). Stella and Poussin 
were friends in Rome (Félibien [Entretiens, vol. IV, 413] described Stella as having Ŗ une singuliere estime pour le 
Poussin, qui de sa part nřen avoit pas moins pour Stella.ŗ See Thuillier, ŖPoussin et ses premiers compagnons français à 
Rome.ŗ), and Stella might have seen the Dresden picture either in Poussinřs studio there in 1630-1631 or in the course 
of Valguarnerařs trial. The Empire of Florařs provenance is untraced between 1631 and 1722. See Chapter 2, n. 287. 

851 On his collection, see Szanto, ŖLes Poussin de Jacques Stella: Précisions et addenda,ŗ in Laveissièrre, ed., Jacques Stella 
(1596-1657), exh. cat. (Toulouse: Musée des Augustins, 2007): 259-260; and Schnapper, ŖLe róle de Stella,ŗ in Curieux du 
grand siècle, vol. II: 230-231.To name just two examples directly related to dance of Stellařs borrowings from Poussin, the 
plate illustrating ŖLa Danceŗ in Stellařs Jeux dřenfants (Paris: Stella, 1657) borrows a the figure with his back turned from 
Poussinřs Bacchanal before a Herm and Adoration of the Golden Calf. The latter also very likely suggested to Stella the use of 
dance to figure idolatry in his Salomon Sacrificing to the Idols (Musée des Beaux-Arts de Lyon, inv. 1993-1). 

852 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 410: Ŗ…le Cardinal de Richelieu qui entendit parler de lui, & qui sçût quřil devoit aller en 
Espagne, lřenvoya querir; & lui ayant fait entendre quřil lui étoit bien plus glorieux de servir son Roi que les Etrangers, lui 
ordonna de demeurer à Paris…ŗ 
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Rome, was unhampered by such restrictions. He participated in the Spanish project, whose vastness and 

splendor put the Cardinalřs campaigns of patronage in Paris and Poitou to shame. Producing two histories 

and one landscape for the Buen Retiro, Poussin surely spent more time on these three monumental canvases 

than on the pictures he painted for the Château de Richelieu. 853 Bonfait has proposed that the Cardinalřs 

commission followed that of Olivares and served a retaliatory purpose,854 reminding the expatriate painter of 

his duties to his native country and prefiguring Subletřs admonition in 1640 that Ŗles Roys ont les mains bien 

                                                           
853 Like that of the bacchanalian triumphs (see n.755, above), the attribution of Poussinřs three pictures today identified 
with the Buen Retiro project formed the subject of protracted scholarly debate. In this case, however, the problem has 
arisen not from an early proliferation of copies but from early damage to the Hymenaeus Disguised (followed by disfiguring 
retouches) and from a lack of surviving documentation surrounding the original commission. The fact that, since its 
acquisition by the Museu de Arte de São Paulo in 1952, the Hymenaeus has seldom been seen outside of South America 
(or with other works by Poussin) has not helped matters. Grautoff (who referred to the Hymenaeus as ŖDer Tanz der 
Nymphenŗ); see Nicolas Poussin: sein Werk und sein Leben, vol. II, no. 72], believed that it had hung in the Palazzo 
Borghese. Friedlaender, in an otherwise penetrating early study of the picture (ŖHymenaea,ŗ in Millard Meiss, ed., De 
Artibus Opuscula XL Essays in Honor of Erwin Panofsky, 2 vols. [New York: New York University, 1961], vol. I: 153-156, 
esp. 154), proposed that it had been painted during Poussinřs stay in Paris. Although Blunt entertained the possibility 
that the picture had been painted for the Buen Retiro (calling it a ŖSacrifice to Priapusŗ; see ŖPoussin and his Roman 
Patrons,ŗ in Georg Kauffman and Wilibald Sauerländer, eds., Walter Friedlaender zum 90. Geburstag [Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter, 1965]: 58-75, 62), he suggested that it had been finished with the help of studio assistants and proposed that it 
might also have belonged to Cassiano dal Pozzo. After Thuillier rejected the attribution in 1974 (Tout lřœuvre peint de 
Nicolas Poussin [Paris: Flammarion, 1974], no. B.36), proposing Errard as an alternative, Blunt retracted his attribution 
(see review of Thuillierřs Tout lřœuvre peint, ŖThe Literature of Art. The Complete Poussin,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 
116, no. 861 [December 1974]: 760-763, 762). Wild (Nicolas Poussin, vol. II, no. R.47) offered yet another possibility: 
Stella, on the strength of a supposed resemblance to the Liberality of Titus. Since Thuillierřs radical about-face in 1994, 
however (Nicolas Poussin [Paris: Flammarion, 1994], no. 116: Ŗla toile est de deux tiers couverte de repeints et, ceux-ci 
ayant désormais Řrepousséř, on sřapercoit que les parties intactes sřaccordent parfaitement avec la date de 1634-1638 et la 
facture sure et serrée de Poussin.ŗ), scholarly consensus has grown around the attribution (e.g. Keazor, ŖComte rendu du 
catalogue des dessins de Windsor par Clayton, du catalogue raisonné des dessins de Poussin par Rosenberg et Prat et du 
Nicolas Poussin de Jacques Thuillier, 1994,ŗ Zeitschrift fur Kunstgeschichte vol. 58 [1995]: 429ff., 429), encouraged by a 
recent cleaning (on which see Curie, ed., Poussin Restauração). The painting is first documented in the Spanish royal 
collections in 1701, catalogued by the painter Ysidoro Arredondo and Antonio Mayers, conseje guarda ropa to Charles II, at 
no. 410 in the Testamentario of that year: ŖOttra de quarto Uaras de largo y dos de alto de las fiestas de Príapo en los 
Jardines Original de Ytalia. Con marco tallado y dorado tasada en Zincuenta doblones… 3.000.ŗ This estimate, 
considerably lower than that of 4,800 reales assigned to the Hunt of Meleager, suggests that the Hymenaeus was already 
damaged, perhaps in the 1640 fire. See Ándrés Úbeda de los Cobos, ed., El Palacio del Rey Planet. Felipe IV y el Buen Retiro, 
exh. cat. (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2005), no. 47. The circumstances of the pictureřs departure from Spain 
remain unknown; it figures in various late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century guidebooks to Madrid (e.g. Richard 
Cumberland, An Accurate and Descriptive Catalogue of Several Paintings in the King of Spainřs palace at Madrid [London: Dilly and 
Walter, 1787], 57: ŖPoussin. A very celebrated composition, representing a grand Bacchanalian Sacrifice; priestesses 
performing rites at the altars of Bacchus and Priapus: The landscape indescribably rich and fine; a large-sized picture.ŗ) 
and is last mentioned as displayed in one of the queenřs antechambers in a palace inventory of March 19, 1811 (see 
ibid.). It may have been looted during the Penninsular War, resurfacing in the collection sale of Henry Stapleton, Ninth 
Lord Beaumont on March 25, 1896 (at Fosterřs, London, lot 80); purchased by Sir Francis Cook, viscount of 
Monserrate, it remained in the Cook collections until 1946, when acquired by Wildenstein, who sold it to the Museu de 
Arte de São Paulo in 1952. For complete provenance, see Curie, op. cit. 

854 Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV, 42. Bonfait does not address the uncertainty of the Buen Retiro commissionřs date.  
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longues.ŗ855 A fear that Spanish wealth and sophistication would lure French talent to Madrid is palpable in 

the correspondence of the surintendant that led up to Poussinřs Parisian sojourn; Sublet worried to 

Chantelou, ŖThat Srs. Poussin and François [Duquesnoy], warned off by the artfulness of the Spaniards, or by 

some others ill-disposed to France, might absolutely refuse to come…ŗ856 Scant surviving documentation of 

the Buen Retiro projectŕoriginally shrouded in secrecy and partly destroyed in a fireŕhas made it 

impossible to determine whether Poussinřs contributions were commissioned before or after his triumphs for 

Richelieu.857 What is plain, however, is that these competing simultaneous or nearly simultaneous projects 

drew the artist into a game of geopolitical chess and led, at the end of the decade, to his summons to Paris.  

The Buen Retiro palace was builtŕamidst spreading gardens and at untold expenseŕby Olivares 

(fig. 5.45) as an elaborate present and princely retreat for Philip IV. Hence, like Richelieuřs castle at Poitou, 

the project was designed less for its creatorřs enjoyment than as an announcement of his power, his personal 

ties to the monarch, and his contribution to the greatness of his nation. The Buen Retirořs somewhat 

peripheral location and expansive grounds, indeed, suggest that Olivares sought to isolate Philip IV from 

other members of the court, enhancing his own exclusive access to the king.858 Work began in 1630, and by 

1633 the enormous structure (fig. 5.46), designed by Alonso de Carbonel (ca. 1590-1660) was already 

complete; it would take a decade, however, to amass the roughly 800 picturesŕa great many of them new 

                                                           
855 Sublet to Chantelou, August 13, 1640. Jouanny, Correspondance de Poussin, no. 18: ŖJe ne veux pas vous faire lřouverture 
qui mřa esté fait par un Italiain qui est de faire sentir à Mr le Poussin que les Roys ont les mains bien longues et quil sera 
bien difficile dřempescher quřun grand Roy comme le nostre nřait quelques sentiments de lřiniure quřil reçoit dřun 
homme nai son subiext, et qui luy manque de parole.ŗ 

856 Subletřs instructions to Chantelou, leaving for Rome, May 8, 1640. Jouanny Correspondance de Poussin, no. 17: ŖQue les. 
Srs Poussin et François [Duquesnoy], prévenus par les artiffices des Espagnols ou de quelques autres mal affectionez à la 
france, refusoient absolument dřy venir…ŗ Although Sublet informed Chantelou on August 13 of the same year ŖJe serai 
prou satisfaict de vostre voiage si vous en ramenéz M. le Flamend Duquesnoi car comme je le vous mandois hier S.E. le 
souhaite avec unřincroyable passion,ŗ (Jouanny, op. cit., no. 18) the Flemish sculptor, a Hapsburg subject in 1640, was 
forbidden to obey the French crownřs summons 

857 As discussed below, I am inclined to suggest that at least the Triumph of Pan for Richelieu predated the Hymenaeus 
Disguised for Olivares. 

858 In this sense, the Buen Retiro served the opposite purpose of Versailles, built to keep the nobility in the monarchřs 
immediate orbit at all times. On the Buen Retiro and its role in the relationship between Philip IV and Olivares, see 
Jonathan Brown and John H. Elliotřs monumental study A Palace for a King: The Buen Retiro and the Court of Philip IV 
(1980) Revised edition (New Haven and London: Yale, 2003). See also Úbeda de los Cobos, ed., El Palacio del Rey Planet, 
exh. cat. 
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commissionsŕto fill it.859 No other European power was engaged in collecting or patronage on a similar 

scale at this moment, amidst the Thirty Years War and, more specifically, the Hispano French War of 1635-

1659. Indeed, in the whole seventeenth century, only the Sun Kingřs undertaking at Versailles would begin to 

rival the scale and ambition of the Planet Kingřs pleasure palace.  

For obvious reasons, Olivares preferred not to leave an extensive record of his ruinously large 

expenditures on the project. A Testementaría drawn up on the death of Charles II in 1701 provides the closest 

thing to a surviving document of the Buen Retirořs original contents. By that time, the collection had already 

been decimated and partially dispersed by a fire, which destroyed two towers and many of the rooms facing 

Madrid on February 21, 1640. The inventory nevertheless lists many treasures, including sixteenth-century 

masterworks by Titian, Tintoretto, and Bassano, some acquired as diplomatic gifts,860 others purchased from 

the court painter Velázquez, whose series of equestrian portraits of the monarchs of Spain, commissioned for 

the Salón de Reinos formed the centerpiece of the palace decorations.861  

The most rapid acquisition of already-existing picturesŕa campaign to furnish the walls of key 

rooms as quickly as possible, readying the palace for royal occupancyŕoccurred between the completion of 

construction in 1633 and the summer of 1634.862 Then began the commissions. The two largest groups of 

these seem to have been a set of twenty-five landscapes with anchorite saintsŕto which Poussin contributed 

his Landscape with Saint Paul the Hermit (fig. 5.47), 863 joining works by his pupil Gaspard Dughet (1615-1675) 

                                                           
859 Olivares continued to decorate the Buen Retiro until his disgrace in January 1643. On his career, see Elliot, The Count-
Duke of Olivares: the Statesman in an Age of Decline (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986). 

860 Notably Titianřs Worship of Venus and Bacchanal of the Andrians, gifts from Niccolò Ludovisi in 1638. 

861 On the Salón de Reinos, see Brown and Elliot, A Palace for a King, 141-192. See also José Alvarez Lopera, ŖLa 
reconstituciñn del Salñn de Reinos. Estado y replanteamiento de la cuestiñn,ŗ in Úbeda de los Cobos, ed. El Palacio del 
Rey Planet, exh. cat.: 91-111; Ulrich Pfisterer, ŖMalerei als Herrschafts-Metaphor. Velázquez und das Bildprogramm des 
Salñn de Reinos,ŗ Marburger Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft, vol. 29 (2002): 199-252; and Walter Liedtke and John Moffitt, 
ŖVelázquez, Olivares, and the Baroque Equestrian Portrait,ŗ The Burlington Magazine, vol. 123, no. 942 (September 1981): 
528-537. 

862 Brown, ŖFelipe IV como mecenas y coleccionista,ŗ in Úbeda de los Cobos, ed. El Palacio del Rey Planet, exh. cat.: 45-
62. 

863 Museo Nacional del Prado, inv. P02305. For a summary of the debate surrounding the iconography and attribution of 
this work (similar in style to the work of Poussinřs nephew and pupil, Gaspard Dughet, and given for a time by Blunt to 
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and his friend Claude Lorrain (ca. 1604-1682),864 among othersŕand a set of thirty-four monumental scenes 

from Roman myth and history by Domenichino, Lanfranco, Jusepe de Ribera (1591-1652), and Giovanni 

Francesco Romanelli (ca. 1610-1662), among others.865 Poussin was the only painter to contribute works to 

both series.  

As the names of his fellow contributors suggest, commissions for the Buen Retiro went not onlyŕor 

even chieflyŕto artists active in Spain but to many of the most celebrated painters working in Rome and 

Naples, then a Spanish dependency. Sacchi, Domenichino, and Ribera, Claude, Swanvelt, and the brothers 

Both: the list of participants was proudly cosmopolitan and stylistically diverse, embracing second-generation 

Caravaggisti and proponents of a new classicism, Southern portrait painters, and Northern landscapists.866 

Though born in Rome (the son of a Spanish ambassador), Olivares coordinated these commissions from afar. 

Just as Richelieu relied on Frangipane to transact his art-related business in Rome, Olivares relied on Manuel 

de Moura y Corte-Real, secundo marqués de Castel Rodrigo (1590-1651).867 The Marqués de Castel Rodrigo 

served as Spanish ambassador to the Holy See from 1632 to 1641, overlapping with the Maréchal de Créqui, 

whose spectacular and swiftly-amassed collection of contemporary Roman art the Buen Retirořs was surely 

calculated to outdo.  

 

Priapus and Hymen 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
the ŖSilver Birch Masterŗ), see Teresa Posada Kubissa, Pintura holandesa en el Museo Nacional del Prado: Catálogo razonado 
(Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2009), 230-232.  

864 Museo Nacional del Prado, invs. P02256, P02258, and P02259, respectively. On the anchorite landscape series, which 
also included works by Lemaire, Hermann Swanvelt, and Jan and Andries Both, among others, see Úbeda de los Cobos, 
ŖLes tableaux de paysage destinés au palais du Buen Retiro de Madridŗ in Stéphane Loire ed., Nature et idéal: le Paysage à 
Rome, exh. cat (Paris: RMN, 2011): 67-75. 

865 Of these, twenty-eight have been identified today. See Úbeda de los Cobos, ŖEl ciclo de la Historia de Roma 
Antigua,ŗ in idem, ed., El Palacio del Rey Planet, exh. cat.: 168-189. 

866 Úbeda de los Cobos, ŖLa decoraciñn pictñrica del palacio del Buen Retiro,ŗ in idem, ed., El Palacio del Rey Planet, exh. 
cat.: 15-27. As Brown has pointed out (see Brown, ŖFelipe IV como mecenas y coleccionistaŗ), the wild heterogeneity of 
the Buen Retiro decorations stood in pointed distinction to a subsequent decorative project for the Spanish crown: sixty-
three scenes from the Metamorphoses, painted by Rubens and his workshop for the Torre de la Parada, often called the 
Ŗanti-Retiro.ŗ 

867 Brown, ibid. 
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The ambition, variety, and cosmopolitanism of Olivaresřs undertaking at the Buen Retiro make Richelieuřs 

contemporary project at Poitou seem almost laughably modest and provincial. In Richelieuřs chambre du roi, 

both size and style were carefully circumscribed: Poussin seems to have been instructed to produce pictures 

whose overall dimensions, figure scale, and mythological subjects would complement those of the studiolo 

panels; Stella was most likely selected for the dessus de cheminée because of his ability to pastiche Poussinřs style. 

At the Buen Retiro, on the other hand, monumental size, varied figure scale, and pointed stylistic diversity 

reigned. At 155 by 234 centimeters, the Landscape with Saint Paul the Hermit is among the largest landscapes 

Poussin ever painted.868 The Hunt of Meleager and Atalanta and the Hymenaeus Disguised surpass it in scale and 

ambition, together covering over eleven square meters of canvas, more than twice the combined area of the 

Richelieu pictures.  

The two mythological compositions share their horizontal format with pairs of works by Domenico 

Gargiulo (1609-1675) (figs. 5.48 and 5.49) and Lanfranco (figs. 5.50 and 5.51); these six paintings likely hung 

in long galleries overlooking the palace gardens.869 Whereas Lanfrancořs picturesŕa somber scene of 

Imperial sacrifice and a grim gladiatorial naumachyŕwere executed in a dramatic, Caravaggist idiom,  

Gargiulo and Poussin capitalized on this unusual format, mimicking the effects of ancient relief sculpture. 

With their parades of soldiers, prisoners, and neatly stacked horses, Gargiulořs triumphs openly cite 

processions depicted on ancient arches and columns. Poussinřs approach was somewhat more subtle 

arranging his figures (as in the Richelieu triumphs) in orderly parallel to the picture plane, he chose obscure 

episodes from two thematically-related myths and avoided excessive borrowing from any single sculptural 

source.  

Recounted in the eighth book of the Metamorphoses,870 Meleagerřs hunt for the Calydonian boar 

formed a common theme (much like the Indian triumph of Bacchus) for third-century sarcophagi (e.g. fig. 

                                                           
868 Stylistically speaking, the anchorite landscape series, commissioned primarily from Northern artists and Bolognese 
classicists, was somewhat more internally consistent than the series of scenes from Roman history and mythology. 

869 Úbeda de los Cobos, ŖLa decoraciñn pictñrica del palacio del Buen Retiro.ŗ 

870 Ovid, Metamorphoses, VIII: 260-450. 
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5.52). In such reliefs and, consequently, in early modern depictionsŕthe most famous of which may be that 

by Rubens (fig. 5.53)ŕthe story is most often represented at its climax: the chaotic moment of slaughter. 

Poussin, however, portrayed the calm prelude to this bloody episode. Meleager and his companions set out 

for the chase, among them, the huntress Atalanta, object of Meleagerřs affection, who will wound the boar 

before he kills it, and who appears here at right, sporting a manřs plumed helmet and high-laced boots (fig. 

5.54).  Behind the hunting party stand two statues, one of Diana (fig. 5.55a), whose wrath has unleashed the 

fearsome boar, and the other of Pan (fig. 5.55b). These point not simply to the pictureřs woodland sporting 

subject but also to the contest of chastity and lust embodied in the relationship between the virgin Atalanta 

and the hot-blooded Meleager. Here is a scene of hunting butŕlike the Hymenaeusŕalso one of desire and 

disguise. 871  

If the Hunt of Meleager and Atalanta portrays a woman in drag intruding on a masculine rite, the 

Hymenaeus portrays a man en travestie trespassing on a feminine one.872 First identified by Friedlaender, the 

literary source for Poussinřs second mythological picture is a Ŗlate antique noveletteŗ: the story of a low-born 

but unusually fair Athenian youth, Hymenaeus (or Hymen), who passes for a girl in order to watch his 

patrician love at the rites of Demeter.873 The tale, relayed by the fifth-century grammarian Servius in his 

commentaries to the Aeneid,874 was surely known to Poussin through Cartariřs Imagini.875 The story continues 

                                                           
871 On the iconography of the Hunt of Meleager, see, most recently, Juan J. Luna, ŖNicolas Poussin en el Museo del Prado. 
La caza de Meleagro y Atalanta,ŗ in In sapientia libertas: escritos en homenaje al profesor Alfonso E. Pérez Sánchez (Madrid: Museo 
Nacional del Prado, 2007): 342-348. 

872 It is perhaps worth noting that the pendants are also painted in complementary colors: a hot-blooded, coppery palette 
punctuated with blue (for Atalanta and around Diana) in the Hunt versus an almost moonlit palette of blue and white 
punctuated with splashes of red (in Hymenřs hem, for example) in the Hymenaeus.  

873 Friedlaender, ŖHymenaeus.ŗ 

874 Servius, commentaries to the Aeneid, I.655ff: ŖHymenaeus, Atheniensis adeo pulcher fuit, ut adolescens puella 
putaretur: is cum unam virginem nobilem, ipse mediocriter ortus, adamasset, ejusque nuptias desperaret; quod unum 
poterat, sequendo puellam amori satisfaciebat. Sed cum Atheniensium nobilissimae virgines Eleusinae Cereri sacra 
facerent, subito adventu piratarum raptae sunt; inter quas etiam Hymenaeus, qui illo amatam sequutus fuerat puellam, 
tanquam puella, raptus est. Sed cum piratae praedam per longinqua maria portassent, in desertam regionem delati, ac 
fatigati, somno se dederunt: Hos cum Hymenaeus universos occidisset, relictis ibi virginibus, Athenas reversus est: 
petiitque a civibus, ut, si virgines, quae raptae fuerant, reduxisset, delectae nuptias impetriaret. Quas cum reducisset, 
optatam in matrimonium virginem meruit. Quod conjugium quia felix fuerat, placuit Atheniensibus omnibus nuptiis 
Hymenaei nomen interesse.ŗ Quoted in Friedlaender, ŖHymenaeus,ŗ 153-154, n. 4. 
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with the abduction of Demeterřs aristocratic celebrants by a pack of pirates; Hymen saves the Athenian ladies, 

winning his belovedřs hand and, ultimately, his role as the god of marriage. In Poussinřs picture, the rites of 

Demeter are exchanged for those of Priapus, the grinning, emphatically male herm at the center of the 

scene,876 but the disguised youth Hymen (fig. 5.56) is plainly recognizable at right. Here still a lowly mortal, he 

is not dressed as Cartari described the god Hymen (fig. 5.57) (Ŗ...crowned with various flowers... holding in 

his right hand a lit torch, and, in his left, a red or yellow veil, for the heads of a newly married couple...ŗ877), 

but his masculine stature and sandals distinguish him from the dancing ladies. Moreover, he carries in his left 

hand a wreath, suggesting his future role as god of marriage.878 The identity of the herořs beloved is 

somewhat more difficult to work outŕis she the girl in blue who leaps towards him, one arm overhead, eyes 

fixed on the idol? Or another, in gold and pale purple, with her back turned to the interloper, who places a 

garland on the neck of the herm? Here we must concede (as Friedlaender did) that Ŗthe literary emotion of 

the two not very important figures is but a pretext for representing the festival before the herm, with the 

sacred dance, the worshippers, and the musicians.ŗ879 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
875 Cartari, Imagini: 193-195 and 198-202, 193-194: ŖHimeneo fu un giovanetto in Athene tanto bello, e di faccia cosi 
delicata, che da molti era stimato femina, il quale si innamorò ardentissimamente di una bella, e nobilissima giovane; e 
senza sperare di potere mai godere dellřamor suo, perche egli era di famiglia à quella della giovane troppo inferiore di 
sangue, e di rechezze, andava come poteva il meglio nodren dosi dellřamata vista, e quella seguitava sempre, & ovunque à 
lui fosse lecito, e concesso di andare: e trovavasi spesso, aiutandolo in cio molto la pulita guancia, fra le altre govani 
acconcio in modo, che una di quelle era creduto facilmente. Or mentre che il miserello in questa guisa inganna altrui, ma 
piu si stesso, avene, che ei fu rubato insieme con lřamata sua, e con molte altre nobilissime giovani di Athene, andate di 
conpagnia fuori della Città per gli sacrificy di Cerere Eleusina...ŗ Cartari inserted an account of the rape of the Sabines 
(based on Livyřs) in the midst of his discussion of Hymen. 

876 Blunt found this discrepancy sufficiently disturbing to reject Friedlaenderřs proposed subject. Cartari, however, 
mentions both Priapus and Venus as protectors of the marriage chamber in the midst of his account of the story of 
Hymen. The identifying feature of Poussinřs hermŕover which Alexandre de Laborde suggested in his Itinéraire descriptif 
dřEspagne (5 vols. [Paris: Firmin Didot, 1809], vol. III, 133), Ŗil faut jeter une voileŗŕwas clumsily painted out in the 
nineteenth century. On the recent conservation treatment that removed this and other disfiguring retouches, see 
Elisabeth Ravaud, ŖHymeneus travestido assistindo a uma dança: estudo cientifico,ŗ in Curie, ed., Poussin Restauração: 81-
92.  

877 Cartari, Imagini, 198: ŖQuesti da gli antichi fu fatto in forma di bel giovane coronato di diversi fiori, e di verde persa, 
che teneva una facella accesa nella destra mano, e nella sinistra a haveva quel velo rosso, o giallo che fosse, col quali si 
copri vano il capo, e la faccia le nuove spose la prima volta, che andavano à marito.ŗ 

878 On the strength of this detail, Friedlaender also identified the standing figure in a white cloak in Poussinřs subsequent 
Orpheus and Eurydice (Louvre, inv. 7307) as a representation of Hymen (ŖHymenaeus,ŗ 155). 

879 Friedlaender, ŖHymenaeus,ŗ154. 
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The Hymenaeus presents a close compositional analogue to one of the pictures Poussin painted for 

Richelieu: the Triumph of Pan. Each of these builds a stable, symmetrical composition around a central herm; 

each presents a wild pagan rite in the serene visual language of a classical relief sculpture; each uses the 

arrested motions of a sacred dance at once to evoke and to contain the passions. The two scenes take as their 

point of departure a print after Giulio Romano (fig. 5.58) attributed to Léon Davent (active 1540-1556).880 As 

in Poussinřs two pictures, the print portrays a group of musicians and votaries who approach an idol from the 

left and a group of dancers who lunge and skip towards it from the right. The central statue in each of these 

compositions represents a priapic god, and all three scenes portray female celebrants draping a herm with 

garlands: the fauness and bacchant of the print; the blue-cloaked dancer of the Château de Richelieu scene; 

the Buen Retirořs votary in pale purple and gold. The action in the printŕoffset by a dark hatchwork 

backgroundŕunfolds in a space as shallow as the carving of a cameo, and, although Poussin added flats of 

scenic decoration behind his figuresŕa mountainscape for the Triumph of Pan, a topiary hedge for the 

Hymenaeusŕboth of these pictures retain the sense of shallow space and low relief conveyed by the work on 

paper. 

 No studies are known for the São Paulo composition. Surviving drawings for the National Gallery 

picture suggest that the artist did not set out to adapt the sixteenth-century print but likely began with a more 

asymmetrical, three-dimensional treatment (fig. 5.59), placing the herm off to one side (as in such prior 

compositions as the Bacchanal before a Herm and Empire of Flora) and then gradually incorporated various 

elements from the Master L.D. print (figs. 5.60 and 5.61ŕnote the nymphs draping garlands on the herm), 

eventually adopting its shallow, symmetrical arrangement (figs. 5.62ŕsee lower right-hand cornerŕand 

5.63).881 Might this progression suggest that the Château de Richelieu commission preceded that for the Buen 

                                                           
880 As Blunt pointed out (Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures, vol. I, 137); the Giulio Romano/ Master L.D. print 
may have drawn its subject from a famous illustration to Colonnařs Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (ibid., 143). On the Giulio 
Romano/ Master L.D. print, see Zerner, École de Fontainebleau: Gravures (Paris: Arts et métiers graphiques, 1969), L.D. 4.  

881 The large number of surviving preparatory drawings for this composition indicates the importance of Richelieuřs 
commission. See Rosenberg and Prat, Catalogue raisonné des dessins, vol. I, nos 83-87 and 93-94. I have adopted Wineřs 
suggested sequence for these drawings in The Seventeenth-Century French Paintings (355-359, under no. NG6477). On prints 
after Giulio Romano in Poussinřs personal collection, see Delisle, ŖDessins, estampes et statues de la succession de 
Nicolas Poussin.ŗ 
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Retiro? That the painter worked out his smaller priapic rite on the model of the print before adapting and 

expanding it for the vast São Paulo canvas? The lack of surviving preparatory studies for the latter makes it 

difficult to be sure. 

In the São Paulo picture, as Blunt observed, a second, iconographically consistent print source 

helped fill out the left-hand side of the composition: a plate illustrating the rites of Priapus from a 1627 

edition of the Topographia antiquae Urbis Romae of G. B. Marliani (1488-1566) (fig. 5.64).882  Borrowed from this 

illustration, one votary in Poussinřs picture (fig. 5.65) plays bifurcated pipes, while her companion plucks an 

ornate lyre. These instrumentsŕDionysian and Apollonian, respectivelyŕpoint to a balance of sensuality and 

restraint more subtle here than in the Triumph of Pan. Whereas, in the picture for Richelieu, the bacchantsř hair 

and clothing float free, signifying drunken license, the dancers in the picture for Olivares are fully clothed, 

their hair bound in elaborate braids. The image that they worshipŕthe herm of a somewhat repellant vieillard 

vert, with sunken cheeks and a stringy neckŕmay be more obviously aroused than his counterpart in London, 

but is himself apparently less arousing. The adoration he inspires is more measured and, indeed more sober, 

perhaps because the numen mixtum he represents is not that of Priapus and Pan but that of Priapus and 

Hymen.   

Adding to the rhythmic order of the São Paulo scene, the comparatively heavy and voluptuous 

bodies of the dancers who populate its right-hand side883ŕquite distinct from the bare, pubescent figures of 

the Richelieu sceneŕwere inspired by two actual antique reliefs: a pair of much-admired works portraying 

rhythmic processions of fully-clad women (figs. 5.66 and 5.67). In one (5.66) the dancers bear garlands to an 

altar, and in the other (5.67) they form a human garland, a gracious chain of stilled movement. Bellori tells us 

that Poussin particularly admired these reliefs, which he would have seen mounted as overdoors at the Villa 

                                                           
882 Omitting only the donkey; see Blunt, Nicolas Poussin: The A.W. Mellon Lectures, vol. I, 135.  

883 Here, surely, are Magneřs Ŗplump Norman haunches.ŗ (Nicolas Poussin, 21; see discussion at the beginning of Chapter 
1). 
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Borghese.884  They were prized in the sixteenth- and seventeenth-centuries as representations of an ancient 

marriage ritual.885 Polidoro had imagined one wrapped around a vase (fig. 5.68) in his designs for the façade 

of the Palazzo Milesi, which also treated the rape of the Sabines, among other nuptial themes,886 and 

Poussinřs apparent reference to the Borghese reliefs in a picture telling the story of Hymen cannot have been 

an accident.887 Though the rite portrayed in this picture is priapic it is also hymeneal. Togetherŕnot unlike 

Pan and Diana in the pendant Hunt (or, indeed, Bacchus and Apollo in the Triumph of Bacchus for Richelieu)ŕ

Priapus and Hymen seem to provoke passion and contain it, arouse desire and restrain it. 

The wild heterogeneity of iconography for the Buen Retirořs suite devoted to Roman history and 

mythology suggests that artists were given some latitude in selecting their subjects for this project: another 

marked contrast to any commission overseen by Richelieu.888 There were three general categories: public 

diversions (games, fights, races; Lanfrancořs Naumachy is an example), imperial triumphs (Gargiulořs 

processions belong to this group), and mythological scenes (including Poussinřs Hunt and Hymenaeus). One 

other picture in the final category bears a strong iconographic relationship to the Hymenaeus: a Sacrifice to 

Bacchus (fig. 5.69) by Massimo Stanzione, which, like Poussinřs picture, portrays an idolatrous dance.889 The 

tenebrist manner of Stanzioneřs work, however, the intimate and emphatically modern naturalism with which 

he portrayed his rite, stands in marked contrast to the French artistřs restrained, classicizing frieze.890 

Poussinřs choice of subject, moreover, was rather more recherché than the straightforward Bacchanalian 

                                                           
884 Bellori, Nota delli musei, librerie, gallerie & ornamenti, 443ff. Apparently on Poussinřs advice, the brothers Chantelou had 
plasters cast from the two reliefs, later translated into bronze by François Anguier and Henri Perlan (Louvre, inv. 
MR1709). On this project, see Bresc-Bautier ŖCes bas-reliefs…,ŗ 302-306. 

885 See Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, no. 29. 

886 See discussion in Chapter 3. 

887 Here is an instance of the relationship between source and subject remarked by Neer (see ŖPoussin and the Ethics of 
Imitationŗ). 

888 Who had tried to dictate iconographic terms to Rubens himself during work on the Luxembourg cycle in the early 
1620s. See Fumaroli, ŖRichelieu, Patron of the Arts.ŗ 

889 Úbeda de los Cobos has suggested this relationship in ŖEl ciclo de la Historia de Roma Antigua.ŗ  

890 Here the pointed stylistic contrast recalls that between Poussinřs Martyrdom of Saint Erasmus and Valentin de 
Boulogneřs Martyrdom of Saints Processus and Martinian, both painted for Saint Peterřs in 1628. 
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iconography deployed by his Neapolitan colleague: Hymen (let alone Hymen disguised as a woman) was a 

quite unusual subject for paintings in the early-seventeenth century. 

Here the case is analogous to that of Flora: rare though Hymen might be in paintings of the period, 

he was a regular character in court ballets, which were, after all, often danced at betrothal or wedding 

celebrations.891 The circa 1633 Ballet du génie ou des inclinations followed burlesque entrées for a Vagabond 

Lover, a Lover of Astrology, a Lover of Banquets, a Lover of Gaming, a Lover of Greed, a Lover of Himself, 

and a Lover of the Hunt with a long récit for ŖHymenée,ŗ marshalling unruly passions to institutional 

order.892  Hymen took a starring role in the 1650 Mascarade de lřHymen,893 and serenaded newlyweds, crowned 

with blossoms, in the 1669 Ballet de Flore.894 Presiding over the titular wedding in the 1655 Ballet des Noces de 

Pelée et de Thétis, Hymen, played by the duc de Joyeuse, pronounced a verse, which, despite its somewhat 

bawdy tone, extolled the virtues of marital restraint,  

Just as grave as Love is playful, 
I destroy the power he holds over families 
There is not a Youth, just ask Madame du Puy,  
Less frequent than I in the Chambers of Filles.895 
 

The duc de Joyeuseřs costume for this performance (fig. 5.70)ŕcomplete with wreath, torch, and red veilŕ

confirms its designerřs reliance on the Imagini, Poussinřs likely source for the story of Hymen. The artist could 

                                                           
891 Perhaps the most famous portrayal of Hymenaeus in a seventeenth-century court entertainment was Ben Jonson and 
Inigo Jonesřs Hymenaei, presented by the Duke of Buckingham at Whitehall Palace on January 5, 1606 in celebration of 
Robert Devereuxřs marriage to Lady Frances Howard. See D.J. Gordon, ŖBen Jonsonřs Masque of Union,ŗ Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 8 (1945): 107-145. Françoise Carter provides an interesting account of the geometric 
figures in this entertainment in ŖNumber Symbolism and Renaissance Choreography,ŗ Dance Research, vol. 10, no. 1 
(Spring, 1992): 21-39, 31-32. 

892 Ballet du génie ou des inclinations, livret repr. in Lacroix, vol. IV: 303-315.  

893 See Lacroix, Ballets et Mascarades, vol. I, xxxiii. 

894 Benserade, Ballet royal de Flore, dansé par Sa Majesté, le mois de février 1669, 30-31, entrée XIV. Although none of these 
entertainments seems to have depicted Hymenřs wooing en travestie directly, court ballet was by its very nature an art of 
travesty, characterized by wittily confused gender, a game of recognition and disguise. On the practice of travesty and 
the politics of gender in seventeenth-century ballets de cour, see Franko, ŖMajestic Drag.ŗ 

895 Madame Dupuy was then the governess of the French princesses. Benserade, Ballet des Noces de Pélée et de Thétis, 
Comedie Italienne en Musique, entre-meslé dřun Ballet sur le mesme sujet, dansé par sa Majesté (Paris: Robert Ballard, 1654), livret 
repr. in Canova-Green, Benserade: Ballets pour Louis XIV: 175-217, 213: ŖTout aussi serieux que lřAmour est badin,/ Ie 
détruis le pouvoir quřil prend dans les familles,/ Madame du Puy sçait quřil nřest pas un Blondin/ Moins assidu que moy 
dans la Chambre des Filles.ŗ 
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conceivably have seen a ballet featuring Hymen before his departure from Paris: the Grand ballet de la Reyne, 

représentant les fêtes de Junon la nopcière, danced during the carnival season of 1623, when Poussin was under 

Marinořs protection. Taking as its theme Junořs marital powers, the performance featured all the gods 

Ŗpropices à lřamour,ŗ including Hymen, who, when a wicked sorcerer tried to frighten a couple from Junořs 

temple, intervened, helping the young lovers to the altar.896  

 

Richelieu’s Ballets and Spain 

Hymen also appeared in Richelieuřs Ballet de la Félicité, mounted on February 17, 1639 at Saint-Germain-en-

Laye.897 This entertainment, presented in celebration of the Dauphinřs birth, took Hispano-French 

cooperation as its theme,898 pointing to a hope that the future Louis XIVřs marriage to a Hapsburg princess 

might bring permanent peace.899 After half-French, half-Spanish soldiers routed an army of Turks, a troupe of 

French ladies married Spanish swains, and French pilgrims made their way to Santiago,  a crowd of brown 

and white cupids heralded the arrival of Hymen, Ŗcome to finish what love [had] begun.ŗ900 

 The ballet received a repeat performance at the Château de Richelieu, but the Cardinalřs prior and 

subsequent entertainments, more bellicose in spirit, seem to have borne a stronger relationship to the 

decorative scheme of the castle. These were the Ballet de la Marineŕa celebration of French naval supremacy, 

danced three months before Louis XIIIřs declaration of war on Spain in 1635ŕand the Ballet de la Prospéritéŕ

                                                           
896 Grand ballet de la Reyne, représentant les fêtes de Junon la nopcière, n. p.: ŖLes Déitéz propices à lřamour y estoient 
représentées. Les Matrones se rendoient les premieres au Temple, où lřespoux venoit seul avec son espouse. 
Lřenchanteur y faisoit couler quelques noueurs dřaiguillettes; mais lřHymen les faisoit bien tost disparoistre, et laissoit le 
bon genie à sa place.ŗ 

897 Livret: Ballet de la Félicité, sur le sujet de lřheureuse naissance de Monseigneur le Dauphin (printed monograph, n.p., n.d. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Littérature et art, YF-1374), repr. in Lacroix, Ballets et mascarades, vol. V, 
229-242, where assigned the incorrect date of 1634. For an in-depth discussion of this ballet, see Chapter 1. 

898 Although Richelieuřs ballet makers still got in a few digs at Spainŕincluding entrées for Alexander and Julius Caesar, 
parodic representatives of Spainřs imperial pretensionsŕas Oses has pointed out (ŖPresencia e imagen de Espaða en los 
libretos de los ballets de cour franceses.ŗ 

899 The marriage of Louis XIV and Maria Theresa of Spain, would form an important provision of the Peace of the 
Pyrenees, concluded on November 7, 1659. 

900 Ballet de la Félicité, n.p.: ŖVingt-troisième entrée. Le sieur la Baire representant Hymenée le Dieu des nopces, vient pour 
achever ce que les Amours ont commencé.ŗ 
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a celebration of French victories, danced, in the wake of Catalan and Portuguese uprisings, in February 

1641.901 Though ballet had always featured Spanish dancesŕchaconnes and sarabandes, danced to the sound of 

guitars and castanets902 ŕand though Spaniards had often appeared as stock characters in burlesque entrées, 

personifying pride, cowardice, or lust,903 Richelieuřs ballets gave Spain a newly prominent role, both in the 

guise of soldiers, battled on land and sea, and in that of the Hapsburg lion and eagle, allegorical adversaries 

defeated again and again by the Gallic Hercules.  

Allusions in these entertainments to French military might were not particularly subtle; they rhymed 

with the iconographic programŕtriumphs of virtue over vice, order over chaosŕpursued at the Château de 

Richelieu. Desmaretsřs ballet livrets and his subsequent description of the castle converge, suggesting parallels 

between these programmatic initiatives. The Ballet de la Marine, for exampleŕdanced when Poussin was at 

work on his bacchanalian triumphs in Romeŕopened with a récit for sea gods and naiads, addressed to the 

king: 

After so many perils and so many storms 
Your proud vessels destined for conquest 
Are finally returned. 
Searching out glory in faraway places, 
They have brought victory 
Wherever the sun brings light.904 

 

Desmaretsřs words here predict those he would use to describe the marine gods and sea battles that hung 

below Poussinřs pictures in the chambre du roi: 

See what beauties reign close by. 
See these tridents, these masts, these oars, 

                                                           
901 More complete accounts of these ballets appear in Chapter 1. 

902 Mersenne himself remarked that the sarabande was a Saracen invention, characterized by tirades and glissades and 
danced to guitars and castanets (Harmonie universelle, vol. II, 163-168). On the migration of steps from Spanish court 
dance into the ballet vocabulary, see Daniel Devoto, ŖDe la Zarabanda à la Sarabande,ŗ Recherches sur la musique classique 
française, vol. 18 (1966).  

903 On the stock character of the Spaniard (often called Rodomonte, after Ariostořs Saracen king) in ballets de cour, see 
Oses, ŖPresencia e imagen de Espaða en los libretos de los ballets de cour franceses.ŗ 

904 Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, Ballet de la Marine, 73-74: ŖAprès tant de périls, après tant de tempestes,/ Tes superbes 
vaisseaux destinés aux conquestes/ Sont enfin de retour./ Aux lieux plus esloignés ils ont cherché la gloire,/ Et porté la 
victoire/ Partout où le soleil avoit porté le jour...ŗ 
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And these interlaced anchors of ships heavy with gold. 
These are the proud trophies of the great Armand 
For helping Louis, the first of our Kings 
Carry his laws across the wide Ocean.905 

 
Another painting displayed in the same room bore a stronger iconographic relation to Richelieuřs 1641 Ballet 

de la Prosperité: Poussinřs Triumph of Bacchus. In the fourth act of the balletŕfollowing battle scenes in the Alps 

and on the oceanŕBacchus, Apollo, and Hercules appeared in a series of consecutive entrées: first Bacchus, 

attended by satyrs, then Apollo, unaccompanied, and finally Hercules, who routed the Hapsburg Eagle and 

Lion with his club.906  In the picture, Poussin had painted these same deities in a single frozen procession: 

Bacchus attended by nymphs and satyrs, Apollo alone in the sky, and Hercules, club in hand, striding through 

the center of the picture. The Musée des Arts Décoratifs painting of the balletřs first performance (fig. 5.71) 

shows Hercules trouncing the lion and eagle, framed by the proscenium of Richelieuřs new theater. This 

violent, allegorical tableau bears some resemblance to a quite different portrayal of Hercules (fig. 5.72) 

painted by Poussinřs colorful contemporary Claude Vignon (1593-1670) for the Cardinalřs own antechamber 

at the Château de Richelieu.907  Nevertheless, the succession of characters listed in the livretŕBacchus, 

Apollo, Herculesŕaccords neatly with Poussinřs more subtle treatment, which, moreover, figures these three 

godsř relationship through a dancing procession. By the balletřs debut in February 1641, Poussin was in Paris, 

summoned by the king (and his first minister Richelieu, evidently pleased with the painterřs bacchanalian 

triumphs). Might Desmarets have seen the Triumph of Bacchus in 1639, when the Ballet de la Félicité received its 

encore at Poitou? Matching the two members of the Roman pantheon most commonly represented on the 

                                                           
905 Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, Les Promenades de Richelieu, 58-59: ŖVoyez quels ornemens regnent aux environs./ Voyez 
tous ces tridents, ces masts, ces avirons,/ Et ces beaux entrelas dřancres dřor estoffées./ Ce sont du grand Armand les 
superbes trophées/ Dřavoir fait que Loüis le premier de nos Rois/ Sur le vaste Ocean ait sceu porter ses loix. 

906 Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, Ballet de la Prospérité, 43: [Act IV] ŖTroisieme entrée: Le sieur Baptiste et huit petits garçons 
representans Bacchus et huit petits Satyres. Quatrieme entrée: Le sieur Verpré, representant Apollon. Cinquieme entrée: 
Les sieurs Henaut, Brotin, Lalun, Le Goys et des Airs, representans Mome et quatre joueurs de tambour de Biscaye. 
Lřaigle et les lions reviennent. Sixieme entrée: Monsieur le comte dřHarcourt, representant Hercule, sort du fond du 
theatre pour les combattre encore.ŗ 
 
907 On this picture and its place in an iconography of Hercules at the castle, see Pachtřs entry in Pacht, Gady, and 
Kerspern, eds. Richelieu à Richelieu, exh. cat.: no. 69; and Goldfarbřs in idem, ed., Richelieu: Art and Power, exh. cat.: no. 133. 
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ballet stage,908 in a scene that is half riotous entrée, half stately relief, the picture would surely have appealed 

to any seventeenth-century ballet makerřs desire to resurrect antique theater, born under the numen mixtum 

of Bacchus-Apollo. 

                                                           
908 As Christout pointed out (Le Ballet de cour de Louis XIV, 155-156). 
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Conclusion: A Dance to the Music of Time 

This dissertation has explored the role of Poussinřs dancing pictures in the elaboration of his new classical 

style during the 1630s and has considered the ballet de cour as a previously unexplored context for the early 

French reception of these works. The context, however, in which Poussin painted these pictures was of course 

not Parisian but Roman. Whatever ballets he might conceivably have seen in Paris during the early 1620s 

under the protection of Courtois or Marino, the theatrical experiences and ideas to which he would have had 

access a decade later were those of Italian opera, a modern form whose evolution closely paralleled that of 

ballet. Although an exploration of, for example, which operas the French painter could have seen at the 

Barberini court lies beyond the scope of this study (and has, indeed, already been initiated by others909) in 

concluding with a brief discussion of Poussinřs most famous dancing picture and its evident ties to the world 

of opera, I hope to suggest some points of convergence between Rome and Paris, production and reception, 

opera and ballet, especially around the question of affect.  

In a sunny landscape, before a Janus-headed herm,910 four dancers clasp hands in a frozen round (fig. 

C.1). One, crowned with dried leaves, faces into the background; the next, baring brawny shoulders, wears a 

pained expression; a third, in white and gold, looks off to the right, revealing the pearls braided into her hair; 

while the fourth, crowned with roses, gazes back at us, a smile on her lips. At right, winged Time plucks a lyre 

(familiar from the Hymenaeus), while his attendant putti (souvenirs of Duquesnoy and Titian) blow bubbles 

                                                           
909 Particularly with respect to the operatic oeuvre of Giulio Rospigliosi, as will be discussed below. See Richard 
Beresfordřs study of the Wallace Collection picture (A Dance to the Music of Time, esp. 15-23), predicated on Belloriřs 
suggestion that Poussin carried out an allegorical conceit devised by his patron, Rospigliosi, not only a distinguished 
cleric (and future Pope Clement IX) but also an opera librettist at the Barberini Court. Fumaroli has since drawn 
connections between set designs for Rospigliosiřs operas and the cityscapes found in Poussinřs pictures (including those 
in the two Rapes of the Sabines; see ŖŘUn Řex-votoř de Nicolas Poussin,ŗ esp. 134-146). Most recently, Unglaub has 
explored the omnipresence of personified allegories in Rospigliosiřs operas, suggesting how Poussinřs (quite unusual) 
treatment of allegorical themes for Rospigliosi both conformed to and departed from the allegorical language of these 
entertainments (ŖPoussin and Rospigliosi: Originals, Copies, and Modesŗ). See alsoŗ Fumaroli, ŖLřInspiration du Poète 
de Poussinŗ; Hammond, Music and Spectacle in Baroque Rome, 98-102; idem,ŖPoussin et les modes: le point de vue dřun 
musicienŗ; Angela Negro, ŖGiulio Rospigliosi, un collezionista dalla corte dei Barberini al papato,ŗ in idem, La collezione 
Rospigliosi: La quadreria e la committenza artistica di una famiglia patrizia a Roma nel Sei e Settecento (Rome: Nuova Argos 
Edizioni, 1999): 14-75, esp. 30-32. 

910 Identified by Bull as a herm of Bacchus (Bull, ŖPoussin and Nonnos,ŗ 733-736), the double-headed statue (whatever 
its actual archaeological pedigree) here plays the role of Janus or Terminus, marking out the term life, the simultaneous 
beginnings and endings of all things.   
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and watch the grains fall in an hourglass. High overhead, Apollo (encircled once again by the wheel of the 

zodiac) charts a course through the clouds.  

The composition portrays one of just three explicitly allegorical subjects that Poussin ever tackled; 

the others appear in Et in Arcadia Ego (also known as the Arcadian Shepherds)911 and Time Saving Truth from Envy 

and Discord (painted twice: first for Rospigliosi,912 and then for Richelieu913). Bellori first explained that the 

subjects of these allegoriesŕor Ŗmorale poesieŗŕwere furnished by Giulio Rospigliosi (1600-1669), future 

Pope Clement IX (1667-1669).914 A scholar of philosophy, Rospigliosi had taught at the University of Pisa 

before his arrival in Rome, where he began writing opera libretti.915 The first of these was for Il SantřAlessio, 

mounted at the Palazzo Barberini in 1631, with music by Stefano Landi (1587-1639) and original sets by 

Cortona. With a new emphasis on realistic and comic characters, Rospigliosiřs early operas betrayed the 

influence of contemporary Spanish theater (which he had encountered as a member of Francesco Barberiniřs 

Spanish legation in 1626) and helped revolutionize the pastoral genre on the Italian stage.916 Rospigliosiřs 

libretti grew increasingly allegorical in subject over the 1630s, featuring personifications of Vanity, Riches, 

Leisure and Pleasure,917 Sensuality and Virtue,918 Innocence, Guilt, and so on.919 Hence it is no wonder that 

                                                           
911 Today in the Louvre, inv. 7300. 

912 This version survives only in an engraving by Jean Dughet; see Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle, no. 
163. 

913 Today in the Louvre, inv. 7301. See Chapter 1, n. 256. 

914 Bellori, Vite deř pittori, 448: ŖIl soggetto di questa morale poesia fù dato al Pittore da Papa Clemente IX. in tempo che 
egli era Prelato. Prevale Nicolò nel concetto di si nobile, e peregrine invention, & ancorche le figure siano appena due 
palme, potè corrispondere in esse felicemente alla sublimità dellřAutore, che aggiunse le due seguenti invention.ŗ 

915 On Rospigliosi, his collection, and his career as a librettist, see Negro, ŖGiulio Rospigliosi, un collezionista dalla corte 
dei Barberini al papato.ŗ Margaret Murata has provided summary accounts of and documentation related to Rospigliosiřs 
operas in Operas for the Papal Court, I 1631-1668 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Research Press, 1981), esp. 1-11 (for 
list). 

916 On which, see Gerbino, Music and the Myth of Arcadia. 

917 In the 1635 Santi Didimo e Teodora. 

918 In the 1638 Chi soffre speri. 

919 In the 1656 La Vita humana, whose cast of characters was almost exclusively allegorical. See Unglaub, ŖPoussin and 
Rospigliosi,ŗ and Murata, Operas for the Papal Court, 221-434. 
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Bellori identified the subject of Poussinřs ŖBallo della vita humanaŗ as the invention of its patron and 

associated the dancers portrayed with specific allegorical personae: Poverty, Labor, Riches, and Luxury.920 

Out of Poverty, Labor leads to Wealth, which in turn begets Luxury and a descent into Poverty. In his 

subsequent description, Félibien repeated Belloriřs allegorical identifications (along with the Italian criticřs 

observation that this dance recalls that of the four seasons), exchanging only ŖLussoŗ for ŖPlaisir,ŗ to describe 

the smiling dancer with roses in her hair. 921 

Prompted by these early authorsř allegorical parsings, Panofsky was the first to identify Ripařs 

Iconologia as the pictureřs principal source and to situate its ring of dancers within the older tradition of wheels 

of fortune.922 Caught in an unending round between the Janus-headed herm and the music of Time, the four 

                                                           
920 Bellori, Vite deř pittori, 447-448: ŖIl Ballo della vita humana. Oltre le favole esposte rise riremo alcuni concetti morali 
espresso in pittura, trà li quali bellissima è lřinventione della vita humana nel ballo di Quattro donne simili alle Quattro 
stagioni. Figurò il Tempo à sedere con la lira, al cui suono Quattro donne, la Povertà, la Fatica, la Ricchezza, eřl Lusso 
scambievolmente si danno le mani in giro, e danzano perpetuament, variando la sorte de gli huomini. Ciascuna di loro 
esprime la sua propria forma: stanno Avanti il Lusso, e la Ricchezza, questa coronate di perle, e dřoro, quella 
inghirlandata di rose, e di fiori pomposamente adorne. Dietro volgesi la Povertà in habito mesto, cinta il capo di secche 
frondi, in contrasegno deřperduti beni. Viene ella accompagnata dalla Fatica, la quale scopre le spalle ignude, con le 
braccia indurate, e brune, e riguardando la sua compagna, mostra lo stento del corpo, eřl patimento. Ař piedi il Tempo 
vedesi un fanciullo, il quale tiene in mano, e contempla un oriuolo à polvere numerando I momenti della vita. Dal 
contrario lato il compagno, comme sogliono I fanciulli per giuoco, spira da un cannellino col fiato, globi di spuma, e 
dřaria, che si struggono in un momento, in contrasegno della vanità, e brevità della vita medesima. Evui la statua di 
Giano in forma di Termine, e scorre in aria il Sole nel carro con le bracci aperte entro la fascia del Zodiaco, ad imitation 
di Rafaelle, precedendo lřAlba, che sparge condidi fiori sùřl mattino, e dietro seguitano danzando le Hore à volo.ŗ 

921 Félibien, Entretiens, vol. IV, 86-87: Ŗ... une Image de la vie humaine, representée par un bal de quatre femmes qui ont 
quelque rapport aux quatre saisons, ou aux quatre âges de lřhomme. Le Tems sous la figure dřun vieillard, est assis, & 
jouë de la lire, au son de laquelle ces femmes, qui sont la Pavreté, le Travail, la Richesse & le Plaisir, dansent en rond, & 
semblent se donner les mains alternativement lřune à lřautre, & marquer par là le changement continuel qui arrive dans la 
vie & dans la fortune des hommes. Lřon connoit facilement ce que ce femmes representent. La Richesse & le Plaisir 
paroissent les premiers, lřune couronnée dřor & de perles, & lřautre parée de fleurs, & ayant une guirlande de rose sur la 
tête. Après eux est la Pauvreté vêtuë dřun miserable habit, tout delabré, & la tête environnée de rameaux dont les feuïlles 
sont seches, comme le simbole de la perte des biens. Elle est suivie du Travail qui a les épaules découvertes, les bras 
décharnez & sans couleur. Cette femme regarde la Pauvreté, & semble lui montrer quřelle a le corps las, & tout abbatu de 
misere. Proche le Tems & à ses pieds sont deux jeunes Enfans. Lřun tient une horloge de sable; & comme il lřa considere 
avec attention, il semble comprer tous les momens de la vie qui sřécoulent. Lřautre, en se joüant, soufle au travers dřun 
roseau, dřoù sortent des boules dřeau & dřair qui se dissipent aussi tót; ce qui marque la vanité & la briéveté de la vie. 
Dans le même Tableau est un Terme qui represente Janus. Le Soleil assis dans son char, paroit dans le ciel au milieu du 
Zodiaque. LřAurore marche devant le char du Soleil, & répand des fleurs sur la terre; les Heures qui la suivent, semblent 
danser en volant.ŗ Bridget Alsdorf has persuasively argued that Félibienřs description was composed without the 
composition (or even a print after it) to hand, wholly on the basis of Belloriřs earlier ekphrasis; see ŖPleasureřs Poise: 
Classicism and Baroque Allegory in Poussinřs ŘDance to the Music of Time,řŗ The Seventeenth Century, vol. 23, no. 2 (Fall 
2008): 198-224, 200 

922 Panofsky, ŖEt in Arcadia Ego,ŗ 241-242. As so often in the study of Poussin, this pictureřs sources have been 
contested (notably by Malcolm Bull, who had proposed Vigenèreřs Images after Philostratus, Boitet de Frauvilleřs 
Dionysiaques after Nonnos, and Les Amours des Dieux by Puget de la Serre [Paris: E. dřAubin, 1624] as potential sources, 
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conditions of human life are ever changing and ever fixed, always beginning, always ending: ŖThus Poussinřs 

conception of life as a condition free though fatebound, dignified though pathetic, imperishable though 

variable, transpires even in a composition which seems to be nothing but the offshoot of a rather 

conventional allegorical tradition.ŗ923 

Well-thumbed, as we have seen, by seventeenth-century ballet makers, Ripařs iconographic guide also 

furnished a symbolic language to the framers of early opera,924 conceivedŕlike balletŕas a resurrection of 

ancient theater. And so it is quite possible that Rospigliosi himself turned to the emblem book in formulating 

his commission, freely adapted by Poussin. A surviving compositional study (fig. C.2)ŕtoday in Edinburgh 

and among the most beautiful drawings in Poussinřs oeuvreŕindicates that the cast of allegorical characters 

was not fixed from the beginning. Here the smiling dancer at left wears not a wreath but a peacock feather on 

her browŕfor Luxury or Prodigality, not Pleasure, her counterpart in the finished picture.925  

The most drastic change, however, between drawing and painting is not iconographic but stylistic 

and fully consistent with the evolution already observed, for example, between the Windsor drawing and the 

Bacchanal before a Herm. Dark, confident washes in the Edinburgh study caress the dancersř bodies, rendering 

garments with filmy, fluttering strokes. Clouds gather and roll across a crowded, blazing sky. The rapid 

movements of the artistřs brush impart a dynamism to the dance suppressed in the finished picture, whose 

principal figures exhibit a familiar stillness. Summarizing this shift from drawing to painting, Richard 

Beresford has remarked, ŖThere is a recurrent theme to these changes... sensuousness is sacrificed for 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
arguing that the allegory-minded Rospigliosi may have favored the Iconologia, but Poussin loved a story. See ŖPoussin and 
Nonnos,ŗ and ŖPoussinřs Loves of the Goddessesŗ). The very slipperiness of his allegorical figures suggests that 
Poussin, even when possibly assigned a quite specific textual source (like the Iconologia), refused to cleave to it slavishly. 

923 Panofsky, ŖEt in Arcadia Ego,ŗ242. 

924 On the use of Ripa for baroque opera design and commemorative publications, see Christine Fischer, ŖEngravings of 
Opera Stage Settings as Festival Books: Thoughts on a New Perspective of Well-Known Sources,ŗ Music in Art, vol. 34, 
no. 1/2 (Spring-Fall 2009): 73-88. See also Silke Leopold and Irene Zedlacherřs ŖThe Orchestra in Early Opera,ŗ The 
Musical Quarterly, vol. 80, no. 2 [Summer 1996]: 265-268, esp. 267) where the actual orchestration of Monteverdiřs Orfeo is 
related to the Iconologia (through the use of a harp, ascribed by Ripa to Piacere, to evoke pleasure). 

925 The peacock feather appears as an emblem of pride and prodigality in Valerianořs Hieroglyphica (as Beresford pointed 
out). On Poussinřs consultation of that work, see Chapter 4, esp. n. 572 and 573. On Ripařs Piacere, see Chapter 2, n. 331 
andŕapropos of her appearance in this painting, Blunt, ŖPoussinřs Dance to the Music of Time Revealed,ŗ The 
Burlington Magazine, vol. 118, no. 885 (December 1976): 844-848. 
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monumentality, movement for measure, drama for restraint, rhythm for geometry, the heat of midday for the 

coolness of dawn.ŗ926 

In both the drawing and the pictureŕapparently for the first time in Poussinřs oeuvreŕApollo is 

not alone in the sky (fig. C.3). Before his car flies Aurora, arms outstretched, sprinkling petals on the earth 

below.927 The Morning Star drives Apollořs team, and, behind his car, a ring of Hours orbits the sun, their airy 

dance echoed in the earthy round below. Here the astral ballets of Colletet and Mersenne spring to mind,928 

the Platonic construct of dance as an expression of the relationship between heaven and earth, an attempt, in 

Mersenneřs words, to,  

[raise] oneself up... to the Author of the Universe, who is the great master of the Ballet which all 
creatures dance with well-regulated steps and movements...929 

 

Apollo and his retinue here also seem to predict the godřs many aerial entrées in ballets danced at the 

court of Louis XIV, 930  perhaps most specifically the triumphal finale of the 1653 Ballet de la Nuict, in which 

the teenaged monarch made his first appearance as the Sun King, heralded by Aurora, descending from the 

heavens (fig. C.4), and encircled by the Hours, to dance a grand ballet.931 But the situation here is not 

analogous to that of the ŖHéros changez en fleursŗ apparently lifted from Poussinřs Triumph of Venus for the 

1669 Ballet de Flore.932 Engraved by Baudet no earlier than 1667,933 Poussinřs composition remained in Italy 

                                                           
926 Beresford, A Dance to the Music of Time, 38. 

927 Much more like those scattered by Flora in Dresden or the idolatrous Israelite bacchant in the Golden Calf than like 
the wreathy fists of flowers in the hands of Guido Reniřs Aurora, generally regarded as the prototype for this part of the 
Dance to the Music of Time. 

928 See Chapter 1, esp. n. 103-105. 

929 Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, vol. II, 160. For full citation, see Chapter 1, n. 105. 

930 As Barker remarked: ŖThe figures in the painting appear to have been put into a stage set with Řwingsř on either side 
occupied by putti, a Řbackdropř of a landscape, and even a god (Apollo in his chariot) descending in a machine.ŗ 
(ŖŘDiverse Passions,řŗ 11). 

931 Benserade, Ballet royal de la nuict, 65. ŖX. Entrée. LřAurore paroist dans son Char environné des douze Heures du jour, 
& accompagnée du Crepuscule qui tient en sa main une Urne qui respend la rosée: Mais elle se retire apres avoir chanté 
voyant arriver le Soleil suiuy des Genies qui luy rendent hommage, & cřest ce qui compose le grand Ballet.ŗ 

932 See discussion in the addendum to Chapter 2. 
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until the eighteenth century and, hence, cannot have been a model for the 1653 Ballet de la Nuict, whose 

iconography was, in any case less recondite and specific than that of the later Ballet de Flore. Here it is worth 

remembering that the sets for the Ballet de la Nuict (like those for many seventeenth-century ballets) were 

designed by an Italian: Giacomo Torelli (1608-1678), who began his career as a designer of decors (and 

especially machines) for operas in Venice.934 Torelli likely studied with Francesco Guitti (1605-1645), who 

designed sets and machines for many entertainments at the Barberini court, among them a 1634 revival of 

Rospigliosiřs SantřAlessio. A print of Guittiřs design for the operařs final scene shows that the sky opened to 

reveal a heavenly chorus ranged above the mortal characters onstage (fig. C.5), singing a literal harmony of 

the spheres. 

Of course, the connection between Poussinřs early classical pictures and the musical entertainments 

of the Barberini court went deeper than the allegorical and scenographic affinities found in one picture 

painted for a known opera librettist. The artist almost certainly owed his understanding of the Modesŕthe 

whole theoretical relationship between form and affect laid out in the November 1647 letter to Chantelouŕ

to conversations taking place at the Barberini court about the nature of ancient music and theater.935 Like 

ballet, opera emerged from an early modern desire to recapture the imagined affective powers of ancient 

theatrical arts, employing harmony, proportion, and composition to stir the souls of observers Ŗà diverses 

passions.ŗ  

  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
933 And published by Jacques Dughet between 1667 and 1669; see Wildenstein, Les Graveurs de Poussin, no. 161. 

934 On Torelli, see Barbara Coeyman, ŖOpera and Ballet in Seventeenth-Century French Theatres.ŗ See also Francesco 
Milesi, ed. Giacomo Torelli: lřinvenzione scenic nellřEuropa barocca, exh. cat. (Fano: Fondazione Casa di risparmio di Fano); and 
Per Bjurstrômřs still definitive Giacomo Torelli and Baroque Stage Design (Stockholm, Almqvist & Wiksell, 1961). 

935 Perhaps the most assiduous scholar on the subject was Giovanni Battista Doni, Poussinřs exact contemporary who 
died in 1647, leaving behind an unfinished manuscript treatise, the ŖTrattato deř generi e deř modi della musica.ŗ 
Hammond first drew this connection to Poussin in ŖPoussin et les modes: le point de vue dřun musicien.ŗ On Donniřs 
treatise, see Palisca, ŖGiovanni Battista Doniřs Interpretation of the Greek Modal System.ŗ 
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